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Abstract 

This dissertation explores two recently recognized pathways of organic matter 

supply to marine sediments and their impact on sedimentary biogeochemistry: The 

entrapment and decomposition of particulate organic matter in permeable sediments and 

the resulting nutrient dynamics were investigated with a specially designed experimental 

laboratory microcosm that allows permeable sediment incubation under controlled 

physical forcing. Microcosm generated enhanced solute transpon rates were roughly 

proportional to sediment column permeability. Comparison with field observations 

revealed that the enhanced transport rates induced by the experimental conditions were 

lower than those observed in the field, and this was also reflected in the enhanced build

up of pore water nutrients relative to concentrations in field sediments. Particulate 

organic matter and nutrient enrichment experiments, conducted with the microcosm, 

demonstrated the rapid uptake ofboth particles and solutes by the permeable sediment 

column under physical forcing, the rapid decomposition of the removed particles, and the 

lack of regenerated nutrient build-up. Nutrient enrichment experiments with sediment 

plug chambers demonstrated the rapid uptake and retention of nutrients by surfiu:e 

permeable sediments, as well as the loss of nitrogen though benthic denitrification in 

sediment grain microzones. The processing of large organic matter packages on the deep

sea floor by deep-sea communities was investigated using natural and experimental 

whale, kelp and wood falls in the California Borderland Basins region, focusing on their 

quality and its impact on sedimentary organic enrichment and redox shifts. Labile organic 

material generated by the processing of whale falls and kelp falls generated substantial 
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pore water sulfide levels in impacted sediment, despite a small organic enrichment signal. 

In contrast, wood derived material input did not result in sulfidic conditions, despite 

generating very high organic enrichment in impacted sediments, due to its refractory 

nature. A constructed model incorporating metazoan processing and dispersal of 

fragmented material revealed that whale fall processing is characterized by higher rates of 

tissue removal, organic carbon release, and carbon sedimentation rates than wood fall 

processing. However, organic carbon release rates, when normalized to fall weight, are 

similar between the two types of falls, due to differences in their carbon content and in 

absorption rates during metazoan ingestion. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 Preface 

The oceanic regime is characterized by many diverse depositional environments 

and processes (e.g., Aller 2004). However, most research efforts have concentrated on a 

few major, well-defined pathways by which particulate organic matter (pOM) is 

delivered to the sea floor. Attention is usually focused on the gravitational settling of sub

centimeter size POM, quantified by sediment traps (e.g., U.S. GOFS 1989; Gardner et al. 

1997) or by radioisotope techniques (e.g., Lao et al. 1993). The main paradigm that 

describes organic matter cycling in sedimentary settings focuses on the gravitational 

supply ofPOM to the sea floor, its decomposition during settling and after sedimentation 

(primarily by microbes), the regeneration of nutrients, and their release back to the water 

column, where they will be used anew in primary production (e.g., Rowe et al. 1975). 

Research during the last two decades, however. has changed our view of 

decomposition-mediated carbon exchange and cycling between sediments and the water 

column. For example. while comparing two edited books, both titled "Benthic Boundary 

Layer" but published 25 years apart (McCave 1976; Boudreau and Jmgensen 2001), one 

finds many cases of such view changes and advances in technology in the more recent 

but not in the older publication. Extensive discussions on the role of sedimentary 

permeability on solute and particle exchange between sediments and overlying water 

(Huettel and Webster 2001), the role of micro benthic primary productivity on regional 

and global carbon cycling (Jahnke 2001). and the varied use of micro -sensors for 

environmental observation (KOhl and Revsbech 2001) are a few notable examples. 
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Recent changes in perspective are most dramatic in the shallower waters of the 

continental margins, which are the most productive and most frequently ignored regions 

in global flux calculations (e.g., Jahnke 1996). Previously unappreciated pathways of 

matter deposition could have biogeochemical and ecological implications very different 

from those that the main paradigm would suggest. This dissertation explores two recently 

recognized pathways of organic matter supply to marine sediments and their impact on 

sedimentary biogeochemistry: the entrapment and decomposition ofPOM in permeable 

sediments, and the gravitational deposition of massive packages of organic matter on the 

deep-sea floor and their processing by deep-sea communities. 

1.2 Organic matter deposition and processing in permeable sediments 

The first recently recognized pathway is POM entrapment and decomposition in 

permeable sediments. Permeable sediments are characterized by grain sizes> 62 ,.un (i.e., 

sandy or coarser) and by permeabilities > 10.12 m2 (Huettel et al. 1998). Moreover, 

permeable sediments of the continental shelf are also characterized by simultaneous low 

organic matter content and high oxygen consumption rates (e.g., Rusch et al. 2006). 

These have lead to the comparison of these sediments with "familiar trickling filters in 

sewage plants" (Boudreau et al. 2001). It is now evident that the cause of the 

paradoxically simultaneous low organic matter content and high oxygen consumption 

rate is the high turnover rate of organic matter, which was originally proposed four 

decades ago by Webb and Theodor (Webb and Theodor 1968). The occurrence of high 

organic matter turnover is supported by fragmentary evidence for enhanced solute 
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transport and trapping ofPOM in penneable sediments (e.g., Bacon et a1. 1994; Reimers 

et al. 2004; Hebert et a1. 2001), and the correlation between consumption of oxygen and 

the concentration of available dissolved organics (Rusch et a1. 2006). It follows that POM 

degradation is likely to lead to nutrient regeneration as in fine-grained sediments (Berner 

1980). Despite the above, the hypothesis that physical forcing over penneable sediments 

drives both enhanced POM trapping and mineralization in these "reactors" and the 

subsequent release of nutrients to the water column remains untested and undocumented. 

Part 1 (Chapters 2-4) of my dissertation focuses on the testing of the penneable 

sediment nutrient regeneration hypothesis. Chapter 2 provides a general overview of 

penneable sediments, their geology, physics, and biogeochemistry. Chapter 3 describes 

the design, operation and assessment of a new experimental laboratory microcosm for the 

investigation ofpenneable sedimentary biogeochemical processes under controlled 

physical forcing. Chapter 4 discusses how the microcosm, in conjunction with sediment 

plug incubations, was used to test the combined effect of physical forcing and sediment 

penneability on nutrient regeneration by organic matter decomposition. 

1.3 MassIve organic matter processing and the generation of reducing biogcnic 

habitats in deep-sea sediments 

The second recently recognized pathway ofPOM supply to the seafloor is the 

deposition and subsequent exploitation of organic matter contained in large fulls, which 

generate reducing conditions in surrounding sediments (e.g., Smith et a1. 1989). Large 

falls consist of massive packages of organic matter that reach the seafloor and cannot be 

ingested wholly by any fauna present. instead, these fulls require substantial 
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fragmentation processing that may differ in rate or intensity, depending upon fall quality 

(physical and biochemical characteristics). In tum, the geochemical response of the 

sediments will be affected by the fall processing rate. 

Part II (Chapters 5-7) of this dissertation investigates the role offall quality in the 

interaction between falls and sea floor communities, and the subsequent generation of 

reducing biogenic habitats. Chapter 5 provides an introduction to large organic falls, their 

character, processing, and impact on sedimentary biogeochemistry. The extent to which 

different fall types (e.g., kelp, wood, and whale carcasses) cause the same geochemical 

response in the surrounding sediments was tested using two data sets, and is described in 

Chapter 6. Chapter 7 further explores the rise, intensity and duration of biogenic reducing 

habitats through the use of a mathematical model. 

1.4 Mathematical notations used in this dissertation 

Numerous derived quantities have to be used throughout this dissertation in 

different applications and contexts, and consequently they have to be expressed in 

different units. When these quantities are first introduced in the text, they are defined by 

the basic quantities in parentheses, as shown in Table 1.1. A list of all the derived 

quantities used in this dissertation and their expression by basic quantities is given in 

Appendix A. The International System of Units (SI) is followed to the greatest extent 

possible, along with all the conventions for printing and expressing them, as described by 

Taylor (1995). A notable violation of the SI conventions that appears in this dissertation 

is the use of the unit "ppm" to express gas concentrations in air (Taylor 1995, p. 20-21; 

see Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2001). 
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Table 1.1 Base quantities of the International System of Units used in this dissertation, 

their symbols (used in definitions of derived quantities), and their official units (Taylor 

1995, p. 4). See Appendix I for derived quantities and additional SI-compliant units used 

throughout the dissertation. 

SI base unit 

Base quantity Symbol Name Symbol 

Length Le meter m 

Mass M kilogram kg 

Time T second s 

Temperature TK kelvin K 

Amount of substance N mole mol 
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Chapter 2 - An overview of permeable sediments: 
their geology, physics, and biogeochemistry 

2.1 Introdnetion 

Permeable sediments cover approximately 70 % of the area of continental shelves 

(Emery 1968; Riedl et aI. 1972), and underlie some of the most productive regions of the 

oceans (Ryther 1969). Despite their spatial preponderance, they have been relatively 

understudied (Boudreau et aI. 2001; Reimers et aI. 2004a). This bias against their study 

can be attributed to two major reasons. The first is the poor applicability of observing and 

sampling methodologies used in fine-grained sediments: cores cannot be retrieved 

without loss of pore water, while benthic flux chambers cannot enclose an area of the 

seafloor without affecting the physical conditions which influence exchange across the 

sediment-water-interfilce (e.g., Saager et aI. 1990; Malan and Mclachlan 1991). The 

second reason concerns the misinterpretation of early observations of permeable sediment 

geochemistry and microbiology. The fact that the organic matter content and microbial 

biomass of coarse-grained sediments are lower than those of fine-grained sediments has 

been repeatedly established (e.g., ZoBell1938; Newell 1965; Meyer-ReilI986). A 

common interpretation of this has been that the productivity of these sediments is fairly 

low (e.g., Newell 1965), while another explanation, namely that turnover rates are very 

high in these sediments (Webb and Theodor 1968), has been largely ignored. This 

chapter provides an overview of permeable sediments and argues for the interpretation of 

low stocks of organic matter and biomass as evidence for high activity rates of permeable 

sediments. 
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2.2 Characterization of permeahle sediments 

2.2.1 Geo/ogkaJ and hydrological characterlstics 

Penneable sediments are coarse-grained sediments, i.e., sediments with grain 

sizes> 62 J.UD (Table 2.1). Since sands (grain diameters between 63 and 2000 J.UD), are 

the most common type of permeable sediments, the term "sandy sediments" is commonly 

used interchangeably with ''permeable sediments" (see Boudreau et al. 2001 for an 

example). However, this is not always accurate. Many unconsolidated permeable 

sediments, such as those associated with coral reefs, don't strictly qualify as sandy. They 

are mostly coarser than the sand fraction but also contain a detectable amount of silt and 

clay. Figure 2.1 illustrates grain size property differences between two types of 

permeable sediments from the Hawaiian Islands. The diameter at which half the grains in 

the sample are coarser and half are finer is defined as the median grain diameter, cjIso. The 

median can be most easily determined on a cumulative grain size distribution plot (Figure 

2.lb) from the SO % line. In the samples compared in Figure 2.1b, cjIso may be an 

inadequate descriptor, because the spread of the particle distribution in each case is 

different. This spread is referred to as the sorting, u'" which is defined as (McManus 

1988): 

2.1 

where cjI84 and cjI16 can be determined from the points of intersection with the 84 % and 16 

% lines on the cumulative grain size distribution plot (Figure 2.1 b). The poorer the 

sorting of the sediment sampling, the greater the value of U; is. The values of U~ for 
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Table 2.1 Sediment grain size classification as summarized by McManus (1988). The 

dimensionless grain size scale of $ was originally introduced by Krumbein (1934) and 

simplifies the statistical analysis of grain size distributions that span many orders of 

magnitude (McManus 1963; Krumbein 1964). The definition of$ is (McManus 1988): 

$ = -IOg2(:') 

where d is the grain diameter in mm, and d. is the diameter of a 1 mm grain. 

Range of grain diameters 

Grain size fraction )LID $ 

Boulders > 256xl03 -8 

Cobbles 64xloJ to 256xloJ -6to-8 

Pebbles 2xl03 to 64x103 -I to-6 

Sand 63 to 2000 4to-l 

Silt 2 to 62 9to4 

Clay <2 >9 
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Figure 2.1 A comparison of grain size distributions of beach sand (O'ahu) and reef 

sediment (Moloka ' i fringing reef): (a) Weight fraction (%) distribution among various 

size classes; (b) Cumulative grain size distribution plot of the data in (a). See Table 2.1 

for grain size classification. 
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beach sand and reef sediment are 1.00 and 3.35 respectively, and indicate that although 

reef sediment is coarser than beach sand, it also includes non-negligible fractions of very 

large and very fine particles. Therefore, reef sediment does not quality as sandy. Instead, 

what renders it similar to beach sand, in terms of physical and biogeochemical function, 

is permeability. 

Permeability, k (Le2
) , is the property which determines the ability ofa fluid to 

pass through a porous medium (McManus 1988). Although materials with no 

permeability do theoretically exist, natural geological materials are all permeable to a 

certain degree (Table 2.2). Permeable sediments are those unconsolidated sediments that 

are characterized by a high degree of permeability, "high degree" having been 

operationally defined as a value greater than 10.12 m2 (since Huettel et a!. 1998). 

Table 2.2 Permeabilities, k, of commonly-occurring consolidated and unconsolidated 

sediments (data from Blatt et a!. 1972). 

Medium 

Cemented limestone 

Limestone 

Sandstone 

Mud 

Sand 

k (m') 

10.21 

10.16 to 1.5 x I 0·1) 

10.14 to 3x 10.13 

10.17 to 3x lo·14 

> 10.12 
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Permeability, Ie, is calculated from the hydraulic conductivity, K (Le·rl), which in 

turn is commonly determined using constant- or falling-head permeameters and the 

Darcy equation (Hubbert 1940): 

2.2 

where v is the velocity (Le·rl) of the fluid, q (Le3·rl) is the volume flow rate, A (Le2) is 

the cross sectional area of the column, H (Le) is the head difference between reservoirs, 

and I (Le) is the length of the column whose conductivity is being measured (Boudreau 

1997, p. 132). K is, in turn, related to Ie, as follows: 

where p is the density of the fluid used (M'Le-1, p its dynamic viscosity (M·Le-I·rl), 

and g is the acceleration due to gravity (Le·r2) (Boudreau 1997, p. 132). The 

significance ofEq. 2.3 lies in the normalization of a measurement of hydraulic 

2.3 

conductivity, which was performed with a liquid ofa specific temperature and salinity, in 

tenns of properties affected by temperature and salinity, such as viscosity and density. 

This normalization produces a fluid-independent measure of "the ability of a fluid to pass 

through a porous medium" (McManus 1988), permeability. 

Permeability is primarily controlled by grain size and sorting, while porosity, 

grain shape, and packing arrangement playa lesser role (Krumbein and Monk 1943; 

Beard and Weyl 1973; McManus 1988). Relationships between permeability and some 

commonly determined sedimentary parameters are illustrated in Figure 2.2. Notice the 

low values of the correlation coefficients in all these relationships. These low values 
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Figure 2.2 Relationships between commonly determined sedimentary parameters and 

measured permeability. Relationships were generated using the data from Beard and 

Weyl (1973), after converting permeability values to SI units from darcies. An early unit 

of permeability, I darcy = 9.875 x 10.13 m2
, may still occasionally appear in the literature 

(e.g., Blevins 1984, p. 495). 
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suggest that a single grain size composition property cannot be used to reliably predict 

the penneability of a sedimentary sample. The median or mean grain size is almost 

meaningless, unless used alongside the dimensionless sorting parameter, as in the famous 

Krumbein and Monk (1943) relationship (modified to give k in m2): 

2.4 

where d,..an is the mean grain diameter (mm). 

Even when using both grain size and sorting, the calculated estimates of 

permeability may deviate significantly from actual measurements (Rusch et aI. 2001). A 

characteristic case is sediment with a very small but detectable fraction of fine grains. 

The fact that they are present in small amount may mean that they don't affect the 

estimates of d",.an and (1';. However, they affect penneability disproportionately to their 

contribution to overall sediment weight because they fill pore water channels between 

larger grains (Burmister 1955). Despite problems with using relationships such as Eq. 

2.4, penneability itself is not commonly measured, and researchers have often used 

empirical relationships such as Eq. 2.4 to estimate penneability and apply these estimates 

to varying degrees of spatial scale (e.g., Riedl et al. 1972). It has been suggested that 

observed deviations of estimates from actual measurements (Rusch et al. 2001) are 

acceptable depending on the objectives of a study (see the discussion by Burdige 2006, p. 

56-58). 

2.2.2 Physical exchange 

A multitude of evidence suggests that the transport of solutes in penneable 

sediments is higher than predicted by molecular diffusion. This was first demonstrated by 
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simple yet elegant dye injection experiments in the sandy sea floor of the Mediterranean 

coast of France (Webb and Theodor 1968). Under common sea state conditions, they 

observed the dye, which was injected several centimeters below the sediment-water 

interface (SWl), emerge into the water column several seconds to minutes after injection. 

They attributed the "irrigation of these sands .•• (to) the action of surface waves." At 

present, waves are generally accepted to be one of three physical phenomena that induce 

enhanced transport of matter in permeable sediments, the other two being bottom currents 

and density-driven convection (Huettel and Webster 2001). The follOwing is a brief 

description of the effect of wave- and current-induced enhanced transport in permeable 

sediments. 

2.2.2.1 Wave-induced transport 

Two major mechanisms have been proposed to account for wave-induced 

transport. They are believed to occur simultaneously and to complement one another in 

generating enhanced transport of matter across the SWI (Webster 2003). The first 

mechanism is rotational dispersion. The idea was first proposed and treated 

mathematically by Putnam (1949). However, it was only developed and tested on 

permeable sediments with a wave tank experiment several decades later by Webster and 

Taylor (1992), who also coined the term "rotational dispersion." The operation of 

rotational dispersion is shown in Figure 2.3. It is occasionally assumed to be the principal 

mechanism of enhanced transport in permeable sediments (e.g., Boudreau 1997, p. 39-

41). This is perhaps a hasty assumption in that the major proof of rotational dispersion, 

namely a record of the rotating direction of the pressure gradient in a sediment column 
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(Webster and Taylor 1992), has not been attainable due to the lack of suitable 

observational instrumentation. 

The second mechanism believed to contribute to wave-induced transport is shear 

dispersion (Figure 2.4). Enhanced transport by shear dispersion was mathematically 

explored by Watson (1983) and demonstrated by Joshi et al. (1983) in a cylinder. 

Webster (2003) constructed a model which envisioned pore spaces as interconnected 

cylinders, and was used to determine transport by shear dispersion for a given sediment 

grain size, porosity and permeability, and wave amplitude and period. Shear dispersion 

was also tested on permeable sediments with a wave tank experiment during a study by 

Sutherland and colleagues that unfortunately remains unpublished (see Sutherland et al. 

1999). 

2.2.2.2 Currenl-induced transport 

A current flowing over a flat sediment surface can penetrate into the sediment 

through shear, and can cause slip flow, forming what is termed the Brinkman layer 

(Huettel and Webster 200 I). However, exchange is much stronger in the presence of 

surface roughness elements, e.g., sand ripples (Figure 2.5). These elements induce 

variations in the pressure field that cause net advection of water into and oot of the 

sediment (Huettel and Webster 2001). The interplay between currents and surface 

topography reinforces the importance of considering three-dimensionality when sediment 

surface processes are studied in the presence of currents. 
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Case A 

Overlying water 

Impervious layer 

CaseB 
Overlying water 

~cj~~~~~:t~'imrr~:c)1~ Sediment-water .\ Interface 

Permeable layer 

ImpelVlous layer 

Figure 2.3 How rotational dispersion is believed to operate in permeable sediments 

(modified from Haberstroh 1994). Case A (top): the wave-induced elliptical motion of 

water slowly flattens as it reaches an impervious surface, such as muddy sediment or 

bedrock; Case B (bottom): if a permeable layer is present, the elliptical motions do not 

flatten out at the S WI, but extend into the sediment. There, as in the water column, the 

water does not return to exactly the same position from which it started, but is slightly 

displaced, and in the process disperses pore water and solutes (Webster and Taylor 1992; 

Boudreau 1997, p. 39-41). 
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(a) • 

(b) .. • ---
(e) .. • 

-
(d) • 

-.- ... _-- - -- - ----...... 

Figure 2.4 How shear dispersion is believed to operate across a cylinder (based on a 

description by Webster 2003): (a) A cylinder contains two solutions of different 

concentrations separated by a sharp ITont at a mean point (indicated by the black circle); 

(b) This front is forced to osc illate about this mean point by an invisible piston. The black 

arrow indicates the extent of oscillation. In the hypothetical absence of shear, the ITont 

moves uniformly across the cross section of the cylinder. Solute exchange, indicated by 

the white and grey arrows, takes place at the ITont by molecular diffusion; (c) & (d) 

Frictional shear, due to the walls of the cylinder, forces the fluid along the perimeter to 

move more slowly than the fluid in the center. Shear deforms the front and sets up a 

radial gradient in flow velocity and concentration. Dispersion and molecular diffusion 

operate against this gradient to mix the two solutions at rates much higher than those 

achieved in the hypothetical "no shear" case illustrated in (b). 
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---4.... Current dlrection 

- Overlying water inflow path 

- ... ~ Pore water outflow path 

Figure 2.5 How current-induced transport operates across sediment ripples (modified 

from Precht and HueneI2004) (a) & (b) Unidirectional bottom currents cause a pressure 

increase up-current from the ripple crest and a pressure drop down-current from the crest. 

As a consequence, overlying water is forced in at the high pressure point and pore water 

is forced out of the sediment at the low pressure point; (c) In the presence of oscillatory 

boundary flows, such as those induced by waves, the pattern becomes symmetric about 

the crest. 
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2.2.2.3 Degree a/transport enhancement 

In the case of sediments oflow permeability « 10-12 m2
), transport of solutes 

across the permeable sediment-water-interface is dictated by molecular diffusion. and by 

bioirrigation and bioturbation in the presence of animals (e.g •• Berner 1980). Transport of 

particles to the sediment in this setting is generally dictated by gravity. which causes 

particles to settle on the sediment-water interface (see Eq. 2.5). Burial below the SWI is 

accomplished either by continuing accumulation of sediment or by bioturbation. In the 

case of permeable sediments, transport of both solutes and particles is greatly enhanced 

relative to that typical oflow permeability sediments (Rusch and Huettel 2000; Huettel 

and Webster 2001). Although this has been known for almost four decades now (Webb 

and Theodor 1968). there is a dearth of field measurements that would allow constraints 

to be placed on estimates of this enhancement. From the data that are available. a general 

impression can be obtained. In the case of solutes, physical activity enhances transport of 

solutes by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude over the rates achieved by molecular diffusion 

alone. and matches rates achieved by bio-irrigating infauna (Table 2.3). 

Enhanced particle transport is more difficult to evaluate. Rusch and Huettel 

(2000) measured diatom transport rates of2.02 g'm-2'd-1 in clean sand implanted in an 

intertidaVsubtidal sand flat in the North Sea. I conducted a thought experiment to obtain 

an approximate value of the flux of these diatoms by gravitational settling. I calculated 

the gravitational settling flux of these diatoms by conceptually re-suspending 2.02 g of 

diatoms evenly into the water column (I m depth at this location) above I m2 of the sea 

floor. and mUltiplying this amount by the distance settled during I d. The distance settled 
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was calculated by the sinking velocity, u (m·s·\ estimated using Stokes' Law (McCave 

1975): 

2.S 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m·s-2
), d is the diameter of the sinking 

particles (l7.SxlO-6 m), p is the density of the particle materia1 (l.lxl06 g·m-\ Pi! is the 

density of seawater (1.028xl06 g·m-\ and I-l is the dynamic fluid viscosity (1.3012 g·m-I 

·S-I) (see Rusch and Huettel2000 for site-specific parameters). I estimated that 

gravitational settling under ideal conditions (i.e., no resuspension) could result in a 

diatom flux of 1.02 g·m-2·d-l
• Considering that resuspension is probably inevitable at this 

Table 2.3 Wind- and current-induced transport velocities of dissolved conservative 

tracers at three permeable sediment settings. Typical transport velocities induced by bio-

irrigating benthos and by molecular diffusion are also given for comparison. 

Setting Velocity (em·b-I ) References 

Coastal sub-tidal (water depth 3 m) 130 Webb and Theodor (1968) 

Inter-tidal sand flat 26 Precht and Huettel (2004) 

Continental sbe1f(water depth IS m) 12.6 Reimers eJ aJ. (2004b) 

Bio-irrigation (Arenicola marina) 16 RiisgArd eJ aJ. (1996) 

Diffusion 0.14 Precht and Huette! (2004) 
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physically dynamic site, it is evident that enhanced transport could at least double the 

flux of particles in the sediment at this location. Rusch et al. (2000) have also estimated 

that physically-enhanced transport rates in North Sea sand flats match those of 

bioturbation-driven transport. 

The comparable magnitude of physically- and biologically- enhanced transport of 

solutes and particles indicates that the relative importance of physical versus biological 

transport processes deserves more study, especially in coastal locations where fauna are 

typically abundant. Finally, it is worth noting that the cotemporaneous transport of 

solutes and particles has not been explored. Interestingly, the data in Rusch and Huettel 

(2000) suggest that enhanced particle transport is as extensive as enhanced solute 

transport in permeable sediments, even though observations and measurements were not 

carried out on the same sediment core (fable 2.4). 

Table 2.4 Penetration depth of dye and particles in Sylt Island sand during in situ 

experiments (Rusch and HuetteI2000). The depths shown are indicative of enhanced 

transport. Observations and measurements took place 2 d after the release of rhodamine 

dye, and 13 h after the release of particles (see Table 3 in Rusch and HuetteI2000). 

Material Penetration depth (em) 

Rhodamine dye 1.0-1.5 

30 jJJIl beads 2.35 ± 1.38 

3 jJJIl beads 2.62± 1.03 

I jJJIl beads 3.10 ± 1.44 

Diatoms 2.19 :I: 0.29 
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I'd like to close the section on transport enhancement with a flow chart which 

describes the procedure of assessing the permeability, k, of the sea floor at a specific 

setting and a specific time, while relating k to physical forcing, enhanced transport, and 

the presence of suspended fine particles in the overlying water (Figure 2.6). Enhanced 

transport is represented by the coefficient, &, which, when mUltiplied by the molecular 

diffusion coefficient, D (Le2'T1
), yields a quantitative measure of enhanced transport (s 

is used extensively in Chapter 3). The flow chart helps highlight the following points: 

a) Increased permeability (k> 10.12 m2
) of sediment, as it is calculated from grain 

size composition or measured by hydraulic conductivity, is not sufficient by its self to 

generate enhanced transport, but physical forcing from waves, currents, etc. is also 

needed. 

b) The degree of enhanced transport will be affected not just by physical forcing but 

also by the presence of particles suspended in the overlying water. These particles may be 

entrained and trapped in the sedimentary column and affect the permeability, k, beyond 

the effect of grain size characteristics. 

c) Permeability and its impact on exchange across the 8WI at a specific site should 

probably be discussed in the context of the range of physical and biogeochemical 

conditions at that site. 

It is quite possible that the grain size composition of the sea floor at a specific site 

is linked with the prevalent physical conditions, i.e., wave-impacted shores and tidal 

channels are likely to have coarse-grained bottoms while sheltered embayments may be 

characterized by finer-grained bottoms. However, daily to seasonal changes in parameters 
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Figure 2.6 A flow chart that aids the visualization of the relationship between the 

permeability, Ie, physical forcing, enhanced transport, Ii; and the presence of suspended 

fine particles in the overlying water (see text for discussion). 
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such as physical forcing (due to weather and climatic cycles) and suspended particle 

concentrations in the overlying water (e.g., due to algal blooms, terrestrial input, etc.) are 

probably the norm in most locations. Therefore, regardless of the prevalent conditions at 

a site, the range of conditions is likely be broad and to cause fluctuations in permeability 

and material exchange across the SWI over annual time periods, thus creating a more 

complex physical framework than molecular diffusion and gravitational settling, over 

which one must superimpose biogeochemical processes. 

2.2.3 Biogeochemistry 

Permeable sediments are commonly characterized by low organic matter content 

and low biomass (Figure 2.7), as compared to finer-grained sediments (e.g., ZoBe1l1938; 

Newell 1965; Meyer-Reil1986). The widely accepted interpretation of this observation 

has been that permeable sediments are generally characterized by low activity and 

productivity (e.g., Newell 1965). Oxygen profiles from permeable sediments could be 

viewed as supporting evidence for this explanation (Figure 2.8). More specifically, in 

fine-grained sediments, oxygen penetrates slowly into the sediment by molecular 

diffusion, while being consumed by the abundant microbial populations inhabiting the 

grain surfaces. As a consequence, the resulting oxycline is only a few millimeters thick 

(Figure 2.8a). In permeable sediments, however, oxygen can penetrate several 

centimeters into the sediment by enhanced transport, while it is consumed at low rates 

due to low organic matter content and low microbial abundances. The outcome is an 

oxic-suboxic layer several centimeters thick (Figure 2.8b and c). Profiles of other solutes, 
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Figure 2.7 Sedimentary organic carbon content versus microbial cell abundance in three 

sediment types in Kie1 Bight (modified from Meyer-Rei! 1986). 
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Figure 2.8 Typical profiles of pore water oxygen concentration with depth in three 

different types of sediment: (a) A profile from a silty site (Station 13; water depth 19 m) 

in the North Sea (Lohse et aI. 1996); (b) A profile from a sandy site (Station 4; water 

depth 58 m) in the North Sea (Lohse et aI. 1996); (e) A profile from a sand-and-rubble 

carbonate reef sediment site (Array SB; water depth 1 m) on Checker Reef in Kane'ohe 

Bay, O'ahu, Hawai'i (FaIter and Sansone 2000). Note the differences in the depth scales. 
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such as ammonium, nitrite and nitrate, whose concentrations are sensitive to redox 

conditions, corroborate this pattern (e.g., Falter and Sansone 2000). 

The predominant interpretation of these observations has overshadowed an 

alternative explanation, proposed early on by Webb and Theodor (1968) but effectively 

ignored. They suggested that the reason for low standing stocks of organic matter is high 

organic matter turnover and rapid conversion into nutrients. Direct evidence for this 

explanation was lacking until oxygen consumption rates were measured in permeable 

sediments (fable 2.5). These measurements indicate that oxygen consumption in 

permeable sediments is among the highest recorded across sedimentary settings in the 

world's oceans, and this evidence supports the view of permeable sediments as massive 

biD-catalytic converters of organic matter into nutrients (Reimers et al. 2004b; Rusch et 

al. 2006). 

Table 2.5 Typical oxygen fluxes into the sediment in major oceanic sedimentary regimes. 

Oz flux 
Sea floor setting (mmol'm-z'd-J) References 

Abyssal plain 0.1-2 Smith (1987) 

Rise and slope 0.3-3 Reimers et aI. (1m) 

Deltas 5-50 Aller et aI. (1996; 2004b) 

Mobile mud belts 7-20 Aller et aI. (2OO4a) 

Estuaries 10-40 Aller (1994) 

Continental shelf 10-120 Reimers et aI. (2004b); Ruschet aI. (2006) 
(permeable sediments) 
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The controlling dynamics of the bio-catalytic ability of permeable sediments are 

still unclear. Physical forcing has been observed to affect permeable sediment oxygen 

consumption non-linearly: as physical forcing increases, oxygen consumption plateaus 

(Rusch et al. 2006). The asymptotic nature of the relationship suggests that permeable 

sediments could become saturated with oxygen, which then builds up, even though 

organic material may still be present for degradation. The hypothesis that oxygen could 

build up through physical forcing, in the presence of organic material is supported by the 

study of Falter and Sansone (2000), which demonstrated the build up of pore water 

oxygen with increasing physical forcing (e.g., Figure 2.8c). In the case particulate organic 

matter is present in the water column, it could be trapped into the sediment under the 

effect of increased physical forcing, leading to the hypothesis that increasing forcing will 

result in increasing flux of organic material into the sediment Combining the findings of 

Rusch et al. (2006) and Falter and Sansone (2000) leads to the hypothesis that increased 

physical forcing could lead to the simultaneous increase in oxygen flux and organic 

matter flux across the SWI, accompanied by the build-up of oxygen and organic matter in 

the sediment column. This topic is explored further in Chapters 3 and 4. 

2.2.4 Global dlstrlbutlon and importance 

Emery (1968) estimated that relict sediments cover 70 % of the area of the 

world's shelves. Recent data syntheses of sediment type distributions of the North 

American continental shelf show that more than SO % of the area is covered by "mostly 

sandy" sediment, the latter defined as sediment with a sand weight fraction greater than 

60 % (Jenkins et al. 2003; Reimers et al. 2004a, p. 3). This spatial extent, in conjunction 
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with the fact that the shelves underlie some of the most productive regions of the Earth's 

oceans (Ryther 1969), suggest that shelf permeable sediments must be the recipients of 

significant fluxes of organic carbon. However, the low organic carbon content and high 

oxygen consumption rates of these sediments suggest that shelves do not store carbon, 

but bio-adalytically oxidize it instead. Therefore, it is possible that the role of continental 

shelves as carbon sinks has been overestimated (de Haas et a1. 2002), and that most of the 

carbon sequestration in continent-ocean margins is restricted to deltaic regions (Aller 

2004). 

The discrepancy in accumulation regimes is amply illustrated by a comparison 

between two major sections of the Atlantic shelf. The Middle Atlantic Bight (MAD) and 

the Amazon shelf both receive ample amounts of organic carbon, 7.5 x 107 t·y·! and 2 x 

108 tfl respectively, from terrestrial inputs as well as from marine primary productivity 

(Showers and Angle 1986; de Haas et a1. 2002). Whereas organic carbon accumulation 

on the MAD shelf is virtually non-existent, a substantial amount of organic carbon settle 

on the Amazon shelf sediments, with ultimately 4.5 x 106 t·y·1 of organic carbon (or 2.25 

% of the original Amazon shelf input) accumulating on the shelf (Showers and Angle 

1986; de Haas et al. 2002). Special hydrological reasons play their role in this 

discrepancy, e.g., shelf currents channel fine-grained, organic-carbon rich particles off 

the shelf and onto the slope in the case of the MAD, while retaining them on the shelf in 

the case of the Amazon shelf(de Haas et a1. 2002). However, it is also likely that a 

substantial fraction of the 7.5 x 107 t of carbon received annually by the MAD is trapped 

and remineralized rapidly by the coarse sediments of this region. Considering that these 

sediments have recently been shown to act as efficient denitrifiers as well (Rao 2006; Rao 
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et al. 2007), it is likely that rapid trapping and remineralization of organic matter on 

permeable sediment shelves may account for significant amounts of remineralized carbon 

and nitrogen, and that this process should be taken into account in future marine 

production-respiration balance calculations. 
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Chapter 3 - A microcosm method for the study of permeable sediments 
under controlled physical forcing 

3.1 Introduction 

Many continental shelf and carbonate reef sediments are often highly permeable 

relative to fine-grained sediments (Jenkins et aI. 2003; Reimers et aI. 2004a, p. 3). 

Permeable sediments are defined as sediments with grain diameter> 62 11111 (sandy or 

coarser) with permeability greater than 10.12 m2 (Huettel et aI. 1998). Greater 

permeability leads to enhanced exchange between overlying water and pore water due to 

dynamic water column conditions. These exchange rates far exceed those by molecular 

diffusion, which dominate transport in fine-grained sediments (Webb and Theodor 1968; 

1972; Webster and Taylor 1992; Precht and HuetteI2004; Reimers et aI. 2004b). It is 

now evident that the relatively low organic matter content of permeable sediments is not 

due to low productivity, but due to rapid turnover rates of organic material (Webb and 

Theodor 1968). Therefore, it is probable that the role of permeable sediments in 

biogeochemical cycling has been underestimated, especially in view of the funding 

preference traditionally shown to investigations of fine-grained sediment. 

One reason for the bias against permeable sediment investigations is technical: 

traditional field methods employed in the retrieval and study of fine-grained sediments 

cannot be applied directly to permeable sedimentary settings. For example, rigid-cased 

benthic chambers used for the measurement of fluxes across the sediment-water interface 

(SWI) interfere with the dynamic relationship between water-oolumn physical conditions 

and interstitial flows in sedimentary pore water (Burdige et aI. 1992). Proposed solutions 
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to this problem have included flexible-top benthic chambers (Malan and Mclachlan 

1991) and stirred chambers that induce a radial exchange pattern across the SWI that is 

estimated to simulate the non-diffusive mixing of the setting under study (Wild et al. 

2004). The sampling of pore water has also been problematic because of the rapid loss of 

pore water when a conventional sediment core is retrieved. However, numerous samplers 

have been designed to sample permeable sediment pore water from various settings 

(Saager et al. 1990; Marinelli et aI. 1998; Haberstroh and Sansone 1999; Falter and 

Sansone 2000a; Berg and McGlathery 2001; Martin et aI. 2003). 

3.1.1 Existing laboratory methods 

The technical impediments described above have slowed down the study of 

permeable sediments in situ. As a result, investigators have resorted to laboratolY studies 

that have elegantly demonstrated the physical and biogeochemical functioning of 

permeable sediments (see Huettel and Webster 2001 for a review). A description and 

comparison of the most widely used laboratolY methods in permeable sediment research 

can be seen in Table 3.1. With the exception of flow-through chambers, they allow the 

bidirectional exchange of both dissolved and particulate material between overlying 

water and sediments. Most frequently, they have been employed in the investigation of 

material exchange across sediment topography, such as ripples, which takes place 

through net advection in the direction dictated by the small-scale pressure fields over the 

sea floor (Huettel et aI. 1998; Huettel and Rusch 2000; Reimers et al. 2004b; Rusch et al. 

2006). 
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Table 3.1 Laboratory methods used in the study of permeable sediments. 

Method Studied Sediment 

description process sonree 

Recircu1ating Current over Intertidal sand; 

flume sediment 

topogmpby 

beaclt sand; c:oasIaI 

subtidal sand 

Wave flume Waves over Quat1z sand 

flat sediment 

Stirred Advective 

chamber transport 

Flow.tbrough Advective 

c~· .~ 

Inter/sub-tldaI 

sands (sieved and 

unsleved) 

CMtineirtal sheJf 

sands 

Depth (cm) 

Overlying 

SedIment water Notes Selected referenees 

15-20 10-12 Allows exchange of solutes and Huette! and Gust (1992b). 

particles; large 8IIIOUIdS of material Huettel et a1. (1996; 1998) 

needed 

10-15 IS-as Same as forreclrculatlDg tIume SutIIerJand;!'t!d. (1999). 

. . ····.H~etJ(~ 

14-18 8-10 Stirring rate based on assmnptIoDS Huettel and Gust (l992b). 

of flow path length across ripples Huettel and Rusch (2000). 

Wtld et aI. (2004) 

6-3Z o il'lowmm based On assuDIptlcms o(Reill!elset aL(2ilO4b). Rlio . 

·fIowpathlength~rlpples;Jto ... (2O()6).Ruscluita!.(2OOiI) 

b~~~\e ... . 
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Despite their successful application so far. they all appear to have significant 

limitations that prohibit their application in the study of carbonate reef sediments exposed 

to widely variable physical conditions, from open ocean swell to flat water (Grigg 1998; 

Falter and Sansone 2000b). Carbonate reef sediments exhibit redox gradients that extend 

over decimeters to a meter (Haberstroh and Sansone 1999; Falter and Sansone 2000b). in 

contrast to the millimeter-to-centimeter-scale gradients in other permeable sediments and 

fine-grained sediments (e.g .• Figure 2.7; Lohse et aI. 1996). The exact physical 

mechanisms contributing to the establishment of these deep redox gradients are not 

known. According to Webster (2003). it is unlikely to be the shallow topography-induced 

advection proposed for rippled tidal flat and shelf sediments (e.g., Huettel et aI. 1998). 

Instead, he proposed that the mechanism most likely to dominate solute transport several 

decimeters below the SWI is shear dispersion. Indeed, maximum depths at which net 

advection due to sediment topography have been documented to impact pore water 

chemistry are on the order of several centimeters (Precht and HuetteI2004; Reimers et aI. 

2004b). Therefore. the study of carbonate reef sediments requires a system that permits 

the incubation of deep columns of carbonate reef sediments under physical forcing that 

can be controlled and can induce enhanced exchange to a depth of decimeters. 

3.1.2 Chwacterlstics and purpose of the new microcosm 

The microcosm method presented in this chapter allows the incubation of meter

deep sediment columns. while simultaneously controlling the magnitude of physical 

forcing in the form of oscillatory pressure gradients above the SWI. It also permits the 

non-destructive monitoring and sampling of pore water and overlying water during 
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experiments. Since three-dimensional sedimentaIy features are most likely ineffectual in 

deep transport processes (Precht and HuetteI2004; Reimers et al. 2004b), this method 

focuses on processes along the vertical space dimension, such as solute and particle 

exchange across the SWI, and the underlying decimeters-deep redox gradients. 

The study of material exchange across the SWI in permeable sediments has been 

identified as a research priority by the scientific community (Reimers et al. 2004b). The 

relative simplicity of the microcosm described here renders such research affordable and 

feasible. Like flumes, stirred chambers and flow-through chambers, it allows permeable 

sediment incubation under controlled physical conditions of enhanced solute exchange. 

Unlike current flumes, stirred chambers and flow-through chambers, which create 

advective flow, the microcosm creates oscillatory flow across the SWI over a meter-deep 

sediment column much more simply than by placing such a column in a wave-generating 

flume (an untenable feat for most researchers). Chapter 3 describes the design, 

development and testing of this microcosm method. Detailed information on all steps of 

its construction and operation, as well as pertinent findings from all assessment studies 

and experiments, are included for the benefit of future users. 

3.2 An early microcosm design 

3.2.1 Motivation 

The motivation for the design, construction, and testing of this microcosm 

emerged from the idea of testing the response of carbonate sediments to the rise of pC(h 

in the atmosphere (E. Gaidos, personal communication). While previous work on this 
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phenomenon has been restricted to the direct effects of carbonate stability on calcifYing 

reef organisms (e.g., Kleypas et a!. 1999; Leclercq et aI. 2002; Langdon and Atkinson 

2005), the impact of rising pC(h may extend to carbonate sediment permeability, 

hydraulics and biogeochemistry. Such impacts may result in changes in the efficiency of 

nutrient recycling in reef ecosystems and the subsequent ability of reefs to sustain high 

productivity and biodiversity. Past studies of carbonate reef sediment biogeochemistry 

(Haberstroh and Sansone 1999; Falter and Sansone 2000a) provided the observations that 

dictated the features such an incubator should have (see Sections 3.1.1- 3.1.2), and 

guided the effort to design, develop and test such a microcosm for weeks-to-months-Iong 

incubations of sediments. 

3.2.2 Methods for construction and operation - technicallnf017lllltlon 

3.2.2.1 Principles of operation 

In its early design, the microcosm (Figure 3.1) consists of two connected 

columns, each approximately 2 m high: a "live" column, here-on referred to as Column 

A, and an "auxiliary" column, here-on referred to as Column B. The full column height is 

typically constrained by the ceiling height of conventional laboratories. Column A, which 

is studded with sampling ports, contains the material under study, whether it is "live" 

sediment collected from the field or model sediment from a merchant. The actual 

sediment column height is limited to a maximum of 1 m to allow space for sufficient 

overlying water. Column B contains previously combusted silica sand grains and 

prevents direct hydraulic and chemical communication between the bottom of the 

sediment in Column A and the overlying water. The two columns can thus be thought of 
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as representing two locations along the sea floor separated by half a wavelength of a 

surface wave. 

Water is added to a height of 50 cm above the SWI in Column A. This overlying 

water is pumped between the two columns by peristaltic Pump A (Connection II, Figure 

3.1) to create an oscillatory head with a height of a few to tens of centimeters, similar to 

that over low-energy natural patch reefs (e.g., Falter and Sansone 2000b). The difference 

in head between the two columns induces an oscillatory flow of pore water through the 

sediment about a mean point. The system is sealed from direct contact with the 

atmosphere, and equal pressure in the two columns is maintained by a headspace 

connection (Connection III, Figure 3.1). A second peristaltic pump, Pump B, circulates 

seawater through the entire system by supplying Column A with seawater from a 

reservoir while removing water from Column B at the same rate (Connection IV, Figure 

3.1). The reservoir can be used to manipUlate the composition of incoming overlying 

water, e.g., by altered particle content, dissolved gas concentration, etc. 

3.2.2.2 Materials 

Columns and reservoir - Each column is made of two segments of transparent 

Schedule 40 polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe with an internal diameter of7.68 em (3 in) 

and a wall thickness of6.4 mm (0.25 in) (Harvel Plastics. Easton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.). 

The two segments are connected by LASCOtite compression pressure couplings (LASCO 

Fittings. Brownsville. Tennessee. U.S.A.). Two column segments are used for ease of 

machining; a single segment may otherwise be preferred. The lower and upper ends of 

each column are threaded to accept commercially available pipe fittings, and the tops 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the prototype microcosm. See text for description of 

components and materials. 
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capped with threaded opaque PVC threaded end-caps (U.S. Plastics Corp., Lima, Ohio, 

U.S.A.). To form each bottom end cap, a female acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) 

reducer coupling (the part to be screwed onto the pipe) is glued into an unthreaded ABS 

end cap using ABS cement (the actual material is not critical). This design allows enough 

space on the bottom caps to connect the components that form Connection I (Figure 3.1). 

Before the bottom caps are screwed into place, mesh stoppers are added to the 

bottom of the pipe to hold the sediment in place while allowing water to flow through. 

The mesh stoppers are made by cutting the center out of7.68-cm (3-in) pipe stoppers and 

gluing 0.25-mm mesh screen over the opening. Finally, numerous apertures are drilled 

and threaded on both columns for connections and sampling ports, as described in a later 

paragraph (see Sampling ports). The columns are secured upright on a level surface with 

Castaloy three-prong extension clamps (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 

U.S.A.), attached to a custom-made aluminum frame. During operation, the columns are 

covered with aluminum foil or aluminum tape to exclude ambient light, thereby 

preventing the growth of photoautotrophs. 

The reservoir is a vacuum-tight, autoclavable polypropylene, 20-L Nalgene 

carboy, capped by a Top Works Fluid Transfer System consisting of a closure with a 

silicone stopper with two drop tubes and a vent tube (Nalge Nunc International, 

Rochester, New York, U.S.A.). This carboy's thick wall ensures relatively high gas 

impermeability, while the use of this particular closure simplifies the exchange ofliquids 

between the reservoir and other components. 

Connectors, tubing and pumps - Tubing connections at 0.1 m below the column 

top ends, 1.12 m above the column bottom ends, and at the bottom caps (Connections 1-
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III in Figure 3.1) are 1.28-cm (O.5-in NPT) high-density polyethylene male pipe adapters 

with 0.96-cm (0.375-in) barbed fittings (Cole-Parmer Instrument Co., Vernon Hills, 

Illinois, U.S.A.). The adapters at Connections I and III are connected using butyl rubber 

tubing, selected for its low gas permeability, while the adapters at Connection D are 

connected through Pump A with Norprene pump tubing US 36 (internal diameter 9.5 

mm) (Masterflex, Cole-Parmer Instrument Co., Vernon Hills, Illinois, U.S.A.). The 

columns are connected to the reservoir with 0.32-cm (0.125-in NPT) polypropylene male 

pipe adapters with 0.32-cm (0. I 25-in) barbed fittings (Cole-Parmer Instrument Co.), 

along with US 14 Norprene tubing (internal diameter 1.6 mm) (Masterflex, Cole-Parmer 

Instrument Co.) (Connection IV in Figure 3.1). Norprene tubing is used for its low gas 

permeability and resistance to abrasion by the pump head during continuous pumping. 

The tubing section leading from Column B to Pump B at Connection IV originates well 

below the water level in that column, ensuring that only water is drawn and that the 

outflow rate into the microcosm equals the inflow. Pumps A and B are US computer

compatible/programmable brushless drives (Model no. 07550-30, Masterflex, Cole

Parmer Instrument Co.) with Standard Masterflex pump heads (Masterflex, Cole-Parmer 

Instrument Co.). Complex pumping routines are executed using Linkable Instrument 

Network (Win LIN), a Microsoft Windows-based software program supplied by the 

pump manufacturer. 

Sampling ports - Eleven sampling port holes were drilled at 10-cm intervals from 

the bottom of Column A, with an additional three ports at 5, 85 and 95 em from the 

bottom. Each sampling port consists of a I-way male Luer-Iock stopcock (Cole Parmer 

Instrument Co.) mated to a 114-28 UTF female Luer fitting (Cole-Parmer Instrument 
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Co.). There is a possibility that sampling of the fluid adjacent to the inner wall of the 

column may be subject to wall and edge effects (e.g., Huettel and Gust 1992a), although 

for permeable sediments this effect has been demonstrated to be negligible (Rocha et a1. 

2005). To avoid the former, in case it is true, Pisherbrand Turnover septa (Fisher 

Scientific), fitted to the female Luer fittings and secured in place using cable ties, permit 

sampling from the center of the core with syringe needles. Alternatively, 1/4-28 UTF 

Mininert threaded valves with septa (VICI Precision Sampling, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 

U.SA) can be used. 

Sediments - During experiments, Column A holds the sediments under study in a 

column as high as I m. Column B is always packed with commercial silica sand 

combusted overnight at 500 DC to remove organic rnaterial. Oxidized iron in combusted 

sand imparts a reddish-yellow color. After several days' exposure to anoxic, sulfidic 

conditions, the column assumes a grey color, presumably due to the oxidized iron 

becoming reduced to PeS and PeS2. This color change can act as an indirect indicator of 

anoxic conditions at the bottom of Column B and the functioning of the connection 

between Columns A and B. The use of silica sand may be problematic. if iron dynamics 

are ofinterest. Since iron and phosphorus cycling is tightly coupled (Ruttenberg 2001). it 

is likely that the presence of iron in this column may interfere with nutrient dynamics and 

particularly phosphorus mobility and availability for uptake by single cells. A good 

alternative to iron-containing sand is quartz beads, which are widely available in a variety 

of grain size ranges. 
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3.2.2.3 OperaJing procedures 

Column assembly and monitoring - The microcosm is assembled from the bottom 

up. First, the mesh stoppers are attached to the lower segments of the two columns, and 

the bottom caps are screwed on. After connecting the bottom caps together (Connection I, 

Figure 3.1), the two columns are filled with water up to 1 m, either by pouring it from a 

container or by using a peristaltic pump. Any bubbles trapped under the mesh stoppers 

can be released by gentle tapping. The sediment under study and silica sand are added to 

Columns A and B respectively, taking care to accommodate any water overflowing from 

the ports of Connection II (Figure 3.1). After loading the sediment, the top and bottom 

column segments are connected using the LASCOtite couplings, and the two columns are 

connected to each other through Connection III and to Pump B through Connection IV 

(Figure 3.1). More seawater is then added to the columns to the desired height of 

overlying water (typically 50 cm above the SWI in Column A) either by pouring it in 

from the top or by using Pump B. After the top caps are in place, both pumps are 

programmed according to the experiment's requirements and are activated, while 

ensuring that the reservoir is full. This time point marks the beginning of an experiment. 

The microcosm is monitored for leaks, particularly at the bottom of the columns 

where the pressure is greatest. Leaks can be prevented by tightening the connections and 

by using Teflon tape on all threaded parts. Silicon grease can also be used, but only on 

surfaces not in contact with the microcosm contents, since it may react with and bind 

various monitored components such as dyes, or be used as substrate by microbial 

assemblages (M. Huettel, personal communication). The sections of tubing in the 
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peristaltic pumps are inspected for excessive wear or softness every 1-4 days and 

replaced as necessary. This issue is discussed further in Section 3.2.4.5. 

Sediment loading -The lower segment of Column A can be used as a core liner 

for field sediment sampling after blocking the threaded sampling ports with suitable 

plugs. However, a major problem encountered by researchers who work with permeable 

sediments is post-sampling loss of pore water from cores (e.g., Saager et aI. 1990; Berg 

and McGlathery 2001; Martin et al. 2003). This water must be replaced in the core, either 

by pumping from below or by dispensing from above. Additionally, simple coring is 

impossible in the case of carbonate reef sediments, which may be partly lithified (Moore 

2001, p. 106-11 O) or may contain sizeable rubble (personal observations). Instead, 

drilling has been used to retrieve sediments from such locations (Engels et al. 2004), with 

interstitial water being lost in the process. In this situation, sediments can be loaded via 

the top of the core, followed by filling with water from below. The biggest issue with this 

step is the potential inclusion of air pockets in the sediment column, which will interfere 

with the column's hydrodynamics and will alter the pore water dissolved gas 

composition. One solution to this problem is the addition of sediments to a column 

already filled with water, which is the approach that was followed in this study. Sorting 

by grain size during settling can be minimized by adding the sediment in small aliquots 

(50-100 mL). During loading, the application of gentle vibrations by tapping the 

column's side helps to compact the sediment (Huettel and Rusch 2000). This eliminates 

depth-dependent variability in compaction-related parameters such as porosity and 

permeability, and generates a homogeneous sediment column. 
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Table 3.2 Experiments conducted using the first microcosm design: the material used 

(see Figure 3.2, and Table 3.3), sediment column heights (IA: Column A; IB: Column B), 

experiment duration (t), and objectives. Column B always contained silica sand, unless 

otherwise noted. 

Exp lA IB t 

No. Column A material (em) (em) (d) Experlmeut objectives 

. Beach sand 100 75 2 ,Enhanced solute exchange-

(O'ahu) ... proof of concept 

2 Carbonate reef 100 75 3 Blogeochemistty of incubated 

sediment (Moloka'i) sediments; redox gradient extent 

3 Carbonate reef 
" , ".97 7S 6 ·.Blogeoch~ oflncUbated 

.....umerit{Moloka.'l) .. sPAljrnents; redox gradient extent 

4 Carbonate reef 97 7S 55 Long-term redox gradient extent 

sediment (Moloka'i) and development; microbiology 

5 SiUgasand 77 6 Solute ,lIlOlecqijlrdiftilsion .control 

6 Sillga sand 99 75 1 Solute enhanced transport 

7 . Beach <O'ahu) and reef 93 7S 7 ~,detection and monitoring 
, , 

in ov~ gas;' proot'of con~ 
. , ' ," , ", . 

(Moloka'i) sand nUx 

8 Carbonate reef 95 4S 100 MaxImum incubation 1imit with 

sediment (O'ahu) COa detection and monitoring 

9 No sediment 22 '.<>z intriIsion , .. 
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Figure 3.2 Sites of sources of the sedimentary materials used in experiments with the 

first microcosm des ign (see Table 3.3 for details). Semi-transparent symbols on satellite 

photographs indicate the site locations, described in more detai l in Table 3.3 (satellite 

photographs courtesy of P. Mouginis-Mark). The average water depth at both coral reef 

sites was 0.5 m. 
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Table 3.3 Physical characteristics of the sediments used in the assessment experiments of 

the first microcosm design. 

Grain size' 

Sediment type Source (mm) 

(Exp. No.) location Median Mean U, b cp c k d (m2
) 

Silica sand (5-6) Merchant 0.60 0.56 0.59 0.46 2.5x 10.1• 

Beach sand, 21 ° 30.67' N 1.90 2.11 0.91 0.52 6.6x 10.1
• 

Kealoa, O ' ahu (I, 7) 157° 50.15' W 

Fringing reef sediment, 21 ° 04.95' N 9.26 ' 7.93 ' 2.29' 0.54 ' 1.3 x l0'" 

Moloka'i (2-4, 7) 157° 01.95 ' W 3.13 ' 2.89 ' 3.16 ' 2.7 x 10. 11
' 

Patch reef 21° 26.74' N 7.44' 6.01 ' 2.65 ' 0.52 ' 1.1 x 10'" 

sediment, O ' ahu (8) 157" 48.06' W 4.17' 3.40' 2.95 ' 

a Grain size was determined by wet sieving. Median = dso. and mean = dmean• where dx is defined as the size 

of the grain that is coarser than weight fraction x (%) of all the grains (McManus 1988). 

b Sorting is defined as 0'1 = h. - $" + $., - $ , , where $ = -log 2 (!!..), an alternative grain size scale 
4 6.6 d o 

suitable for sediments with broad ranges in grain size (McManus 1988). 

C Porosity, I.p, is defined as the portion oflota1 volume that is occupied by water, and is determined 

gravimetrically (Breitzke 2000). 

d Permeability. k, was calculated for sieved sediments from hydraulic conductivity, measured on sediment 

columns with pressure gradient relaxation tests (see Section 3.2.3. /). 

e Sediments sieved through a 500 ~m sieve (see Sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3). 

f Unsieved sediments. 
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3.2.3 Methods for assessment experiments 

The utility of this microcosm system hinges on its ability to reproduce two 

observed properties of permeable marine sediments: the enhanced exchange between 

overlying and pore water, and establishment of a redox gradient spanning tens of 

centimeters, rather than the millimeters commonly observed in fine-grained sediments. 

Nine experiments were conducted to test the design of the microcosm system, the 

construction materials and sampling procedures for their general ease-of-use and 

suitability, as well as for the generation of the desired features of enhanced exchange and 

decimeters wide redox gradients (Table 3.2). The sediments used during these 

experiments were collected from marine settings on two Hawaiian islands, O'ahu and 

Moloka'i, as well as sand purchased from a commercial supplier (Figure 3.2, Table 3.3). 

The experiments were divided into three categories, based on their goals and 

objectives. The first category (Exp. 1,5 and 6) involved the observation and 

quantification of enhanced exchange between overlying water and sediments. The second 

category (Exp. 2-4) involved the incubation of reef sediments over periods of days to 

weeks, the determination of geochemical and microbial patterns during this period, and 

the evaluation of the microcosm's suitability for biogeochemical investigations. 

Additionally, a three-week-Iong experiment (Exp. 9) was conducted to investigate the 

intrusion of Oa from the atmosphere into the microcosm, a process which may affect Oa 

flux estimates across the SWI. The third category (Exp. 7 and 8) tested the feasibility of 

the detection and monitoring of pCOa in the overhead gas of Column A during long-term 

incubation of live sediments, The long-term sediment incubation during Exp. 8 presented 
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an additional opportunity to carry out biogeochemical and microbial observations and 

analyses. 

3.2.3.1 Characterization of sediment column hydraulics 

Every experiment should begin with the hydraulic characterization of the 

assembled microcosm. This must include the determination of the hydraulic conductivity 

(and, consequently, the permeability) of the sediment and silica sand columns, and the 

flow velocity field imparted by water level oscillations. Pressure sensors and flow meters 

in-line with the microcosm would greatly facilitate this characterization. In their absence, 

cost-effective but equally efficient methods must be devised. Such a method, which relies 

on pressure gradient relaxation and which does not require any additional devices, was 

developed and tested during the assessment experiments, and is described further in the 

following paragraphs. 

It is best to conduct pressure gradient relaxation tests after Column A is 

assembled and while Column B is filled with silica sand, preferably at more than two 

silica sand column heights (see below for further explanation). Each test consists of 

blocking Connection I (Figure 3.1), setting a water level difference between the two 

columns using Pump A, marking the starting water level, removing the block, and 

recording the changing water level at known time points. The rate of water flow, q(t) 

(mL·s·1), from the one column to the other (through Connection I) decreases with time as 

the water levels in the two columns equilibrate. The flow rate function, and the 

consequent relaxation time needed for equilibration, are related to the permeability of the 
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porous material (e.g., Dinariev et a1. 1989), in this case the sediment and silica sand 

columns, by Darcy's law (Hubbert 1940): 

K = q(t) _1_ = v(t)_I-
A H(t) H(t) 

3.1 

where K is the hydraulic conductivity (cm·s·I), A is the cross-sectional area of the column 

(46.3 cm2 in this prototype), H(t) is the head difference between the two columns (em), I 

is the length of the column of porous material (em), and v(t) is the flow velocity (cm·s· I
). 

In the case of communicating vessels such as these, the change in water level of 

one column is a consequence of an equal amount of change in the other column, but in 

the opposite direction. Therefore, Eq. 3.1 could not be solved using relationships used in 

permeametry for hydraulic conductivity determination (where the water level of at least 

one column is held constant). Instead, a numerical solution in four steps was developed, 

by which water-level data were used to determine the optimal value of K for the whole 

system (both columns) and, eventually, k values for each of the two columns. 

Step One: Data evaluation - The first step in solving Eq. 3.1 is to evaluate the 

water-level data collected during a pressure gradient relaxation run. The reason for this is 

that, as in permeametry, the precise determination of the head difference between the two 

columns, H(t), is very important. Determining H(t) as precisely as possible in this 

microcosm application could be achieved with the use of pressure sensors in-line with the 

two columns. In the absence of these, where water levels are recorded manually on tape 

attached on the column wall, curve fitting can be employed. The two data sets of water 

heights dropping (hA) and rising (hB) with time (t) are fit with exponential decay and 

exponential growth equations, respectively: 
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3.2 

3.3 

The asymptotes of these relationships (yOA for Eq. 3.2 and YOB + aB for Eq. 3.3) must be 

equal if the water level measurements are perfectly adjusted to each other. The difference 

between the asymptotes is calculated and an adjustment is performed using half the 

difference. ho,q. adding it or subtracting it to the data of the heights rising and dropping 

with time respectively: 

3.4 

The magnitude of hat/j is an indication of the precision of manually recorded water levels. 

Based on numerous observations throughout the course of this study. height 

determination errors on the part of the operator could explain as much as ho,q = 2.5 cm. 

This is an outcome of the water-level equilibrium height being off-set between the two 

columns. Above ho,q = 2.5 cm the system should be considered to be under the influence 

of additional pressure effects than the ones outlined in this section (see Section 3.3.3.1 for 

such a case). 

Step 1Wo: Optimal conductivity detenninoJion - The next step is to run a simple 

two-box model of the heights of the two columns, hAmode/ and h_. at a user-determined 

range of K values, with the initial conditions: 

hAmode,(O) = hA(O) 

hlJmodsi.O) = hs(O) 
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where hA(O) and ha(O) are taken from the data, IA and IB are sediment column lengths in 

Columns A and B lengths respectively, and v(O) is are-arrangement ofEq. 3.1. 

At one-second time intervals, the following calculations are made: 

hAmode,{t) = hAmodetf..t-l) - v(t-I) 

hBmode,{t) = hBmode,{t-l) + v(t-l) 

At t=t: and before proceeding to the next K value in the range, the modeled 

3.5 

3.6 

3.7 

heights, hAmodeI and hBmodel' are compared with the data values, hA and h/h by calculating 

the average Summed Square of Residuals (SSR) for the two sets: 

3.8 

Upon completion of the model run at all the K values detennined by the user, the K value 

at which the SSR is at a minimum is selected as the best fit, and it describes the 

composite hydraulic conductivity (KT) of the whole system, i.e., both the sediment and 

silica sand columns. 

Step Three: Calculation o/flow velocity at optimal K - Values of K can be used to 

estimate permeability, Ie, using the following relationship (Boudreau 1997): 

K=kpg 
f.l 
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where p is the density of the fluid used (g'cm'\ p its dynamic viscosity (g'cm"I'S"I), and 

g is the acceleration due to gravity (981 cm·S"2). Values used in these assessment 

experiments are shown in Table 3.4. The penneability, Ie, is independent of the fluid 

characteristics, and is more appropriate when comparing the results of the assessment 

experiments, some of which were conducted with fresh water and others with sea water. 

Step Four: Determination of individual k values - Finally, when measurements 

are done at more than one silica sand column length, best values for the individual 

penneabilities of these two components (kA and ks for Columns A and B respectively) 

can be estimated. The contribution of individual conductivities to kT is related to their 

lengths (Rocha et aI. 2005): 

3.10 

Table 3.4 Viscosity and density values used in assessment experiments of the first 

microcosm design. 

p. pb 

Exp.No. Salinity Temperature ("C) (g·em"l·sl) (g'em~ 

1 0 21 0.00978 

2,3,4 33 21 0.01043 

8 35 25 0.00957 

• Viscosity values were obtalned from the relationships in Riley and Skimlw (1975, p. 576); 

bDensities were obtalned from the tables in Fleming (1939). 
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The two unknowns, kA and kB' are determined by fitting the data of Irversus krwith 

Equation 3.5 using a non-linear least-squares fitting approach. 

The hydraulic characterization method outlined above was used in Exp. 1-4 and 8. 

The mathematical computations were compiled using MA TLAB (Mathworks Inc., 

Natick, Massachusetts, U.S.A.) into two routines: routine 1 (see Appendix B) uses the 

data from a single relaxation test to adjust the water level data if necessary, generating an 

estimate of the total hydraulic conductivity, and a flow velocity-water height difference 

relationship (Eq. 3.2-3.8); routine 2 (see Appendix C) uses all the hydraulic conductivity 

estimates from a single experiment to calculate the individual hydraulic conductivities 

and permeabilities of the two columns (Eq. 3.9-3.10). 

The reliability of the pressure gradient relaxation method in determining the 

hydraulic conductivity of the whole microcosm and the individual columns was assessed 

in two ways. First, the different estimates of permeability of silica sand, kilo from Exp. 1-4 

were compared to obtain a sense of the replicability of this method. Second, in Exp. 8, the 

value of Kr measured with this method was compared to Kr determined by constant head 

permeametry to ensure that comparable values are obtained. This was achieved by 

connecting Pump A to a water reservoir and programming it to direct water into Column 

A at Connection 11. The rate of pumping was adjusted such that the head difference, H 

(cm), between the two columns remained constant with time. Water was collected from 

Column B at the port of Connection n so that the volume, V (mL), flowing through the 

system during a known time period, T (s), was measured using a graduated cylinder. The 

hydraulic conductivity is given by the following equation (a alternative formulation of 

Eq. 3.1) (Klute and Dirksen 1986): 
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K = VI, 
, ATH 

3.11 

Several replicate measurements were made on each of two dates 30 days apart, and also 

served to test whether hydraulic changes do occur during a single experiment. Finally. the 

efficacy of the manual water level recording method was assessed by inspecting the hotij 

values. 

3.2.3.2 Enhanced exchange experimems 

The exchange between the overlying water column and the sediment pore water 

was studied by adding a pulse of fluorescein dye (C.I. 45350) to the overlying water and 

monitoring its concentration with time in pore water. After an initial exploratory 

experiment (Exp. 1). a control experiment was conducted (Exp. 5) to compare 

observations under conditions of no pumping with predictions based on the theory of 

molecular diffusion. A subsequent experiment (Exp. 6) observed the penetration patterns 

under oscillatory conditions (generated by active pumping of overlying water between 

the two columns). which were compared with those of the control (Exp. 5). 

Initial experiment - Exp. I used tap water. a I-m column of poorly sorted beach 

sand in Column A, and a 75-cm column of silica sand in Column B (Table 3.2). Male 

Luer-Iock stopcocks were used at the sampling ports. and water exchange between 

microcosm and reservoir did not take place during the experiment. A very dilute solution 

of fluorescein was added to the overlying water of both columns and was mixed by 

slowly pumping between the two columns for 2 min with Pump A, the end of which 

marked t = O. At this point, Pump A was stopped, and was restarted after 8 h, in an 

oscillatory mode with a period of30 s and a pumping rate that produced an ll-cm height 
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oscillation. Pore water (1-2 mL) was sampled from all depths at 4-h intervals, and 

fluorescence intensity was immediately measured with a Hitachi L-7480 fluorescence 

detector (Hitachi Instruments, San Jose, California, U.S.A.) by exciting the sample at 494 

nm and detecting the emission intensity at 520 nm. Fluorescein concentrations were 

calculated using the intensities measured and a calibration curve created with appropriate 

standards. All samples exceeding the range of the calibration curve were diluted . The 

experiment was terminated at 36 h when dye was detected at the lowest sampling port in 

Column A. 

Control experiment- In Exp. 5, Connections I and II between Columns A and B 

were blocked. The sampling port at 70 cm from the bottom was fitted with a septum

sealed Luer adaptor to allow sampling with a syringe needle at a point I cm within the 

sediment column. The remaining sampling ports were sealed with plugs. Coastal 

seawater was filtered with a 0.2-flm polycarbonate filter and used in column A, along 

with a 72-cm column of sil ica sand, such that the sampl ing port was at 2 cm below the 

sediment-water interface. At t = 0, a dilute solution of fluorescein was injected into the 

overlying seawater. The initial overlying water fluorescein concentration was estimated 

using the injected solution's concentration and the pre-existing overlying water volume. 

One-milliliter samples of pore water were retrieved from 2 cm sediment depth at 24-h 

intervals and were analyzed immediate ly for fluorescein as described previously. The 

experiment was terminated when the detected fluorescein concentration reached a 

maximum and started declining. 

Active pumping experiment - In Exp. 6, both Columns A and B were loaded with 

silica sand to heights of 99 cm and 75 cm, respectively. Enough filtered seawater was 
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added to bring the total overlying water column height to 50 em above the sediment 

surface in Column A. Pump A was programmed to create an oscillatory head with a 

height of 11 em and a period of 30 s. After 15 h of pumping, a concentrated fluorescein 

solution was added to the overlying water of Column B, and the pumping action 

distributed the dye throughout the overlying water volume within 15 min. The end of this 

mixing period was considered to be the starting point of the experiment (t = 0). Pore 

water samples (\ mL) were collected from 29-, 49- and 69-cm depths approximately 

every 30 min and analyzed for fluorescein as described previously. The experiment was 

terminated after the dye front passed the 69-cm depth mark. 

Data analysis - Tracer transport during Exp. 5 (in which only molecular diffusion 

was expected to take place) was modeled using Fick's Second Law of diffusion (Berner 

1981, p. 32): 

3.12 

where C = concentration (N'Le'1, (= time (T), z = depth (Le), and D. is the sedimentary 

diffusion coefficient (Le2·r1
). D, = DO'(J,2, where Do is the free solution diffusion 

coefficient (Le2·r l), and (Jis the dimensionless sediment tortuosity (Berner 1981, p. 36). 

The solution ofEq. 3.12 with the initial condition: 

C= 0, z> 0, (= 0, 

and the boundary condition: 

C=Co,z>O, (=0, 

is (Crank 1957, p. 18-19): 
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3.13 

where Co is the initial overlying water concentration (N·Le-3) and erfc is the 

complementary error function. 

No change in Co was analytically detected during Exp. 5 due to the very high 

value of Co. and the very shallow sediment depth at which C was measured (2 em). This 

and the large overlying water volume allowed the assumption that Co remained constant 

throughout the experiment, and permitted the use ofEq. 3.13. A value of D, was 

calculated by a least-squares fit ofEq. 3.13 to the concentration-time curve and 

comparing this with values of the free solution diffusion coefficient, Do. and an estimate 

of 0 2
• Published values of Do for fluorescein range between 1.52x10-2 and 1.93x10-2 

experiments took place) (Kaiser and Maurice 1964; Soeller et al. 2003). The value of oZ, 

was estimated to be 2.195 using oZ = I/cp , which is applicable when porosity, cp, is ~ 0.7 

(Ullman and Aller 1982). The silica sand porosity used in this calculation was determined 

to be 0.46 (Table 3.3). The overlying water fluorescein concentration was estimated to be 

2 J.U1lol·L-t , while the depth of observation, z, was 2 cm_ 

One should not assume that enhanced exchange, predicted to occur when actively 

pumping, can be modeled using Eq. 3.12. However. more elaborate models allowing for 

the concomitant change in overlying water concentration (e.g., Rao and Jahnke 2004) 

could not be used because of the unknown flux into Column B sand. Instead, the Column 

A concentration-time data were analyzed by calculating a ttacer migration rate, v,. (Le.! 

t) (Reimers et al. 2004b): 
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z 
V=

.. I 
M 

3.14 

where 1M (T; the time at which the leading edge of the tracer peak arrives at depth z) is 

estimated visually from the data. A displacement coefficient, Dz (LeZ·T2), analogous to a 

diffusion coefficient, was also calculated, based on the Einstein-Smoluchowski relation 

(Boudreau 1997, p. 101-102): 

ZZ 
D =z 2t 

D 

3.15 

where z is linear displacement of the concentration impulse (Le), and ID is the elapsed 

time or breakthrough time (T), defined to be the time-axis intercept (at C = 0) of a fit of 

the linear portion of the concentration-time curve (Meier et a1. 1988; Meier et a1. 1991; 

Fritsche et a1. 2001; Reimers et al. 2004b). The data points of each curve falling on this 

linear portion were fitted with a linear regression, and ID was determined from the model 

equation and is used to calculate Dz- Although Reimers et a1. (2004b) refer to this 

coefficient as "the dispersion coefficient," I hesitate to follow suit because it suggests that 

dispersion is the dominant process responsible for enhanced transport in the case of 

sediments, an assertion about which there is no consensus (e.g., Webster and Taylor 

1992; Webster 2003). 

3.2.3.3 SedimenJ biogeochemistry and microbiology 

The biogeochemistry and microbiology assessment experiments (Exp. 2-4) 

focused on redox geochemistry and microbial abundance dynamics. These experiments 

took place indoors in a temperature-controlled laboratory (21 "C ± 1 "C). 
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The carbonate reef sediments used in Column A were collected using a coring 

drill (Engels et al. 2004) from the fringing reef of southern Moloka' i (Table 3.2; Figure 

3.2). Reefmaterial from numerous cores up to 75 cm-deep was collected. Disruption and 

compression of sediment columns during drilling and retrieval meant that sediments 

retrieved from different depths were mixed. Grain size composition analysis indicated 

that this sediment was poorly sorted and fairly coarse (Table 3.3). The retrieved sediment 

included a fine-grained sediment fraction of paste-like consistency, which presumably 

was generated by the abrasive action of the drill. Its inclusion in Column A during a 

preliminary experiment (Exp. 2) rendered the reconstructed core functionally 

impermeable. Therefore, experimental sediment was wet-sieved to remove grains finer 

than 500 11m before use. Sediment was temporarily stored as necessary in aerated 

seawater at 4 0e. 

The seawater used in these experiments was obtained from the Waikiki Aquarium 

(Honolulu, Hawai'i). This water is drawn from a 14 m-deep coastal well and treated for 

aquarium use by aeration to remove sulfide and excess carbon dioxide (the water is 

essentially free of particulates; Atkinson et al. 1995; J.e. Delbeek, personal 

communication). Seawater was added to the microcosm without deoxygenating it, since 

the studied permeable sediments are frequently exposed to oxygen-rich water during high 

energy events (Falter and Sansone 2000b), and the associated microbiota have been 

shown to consume it rapidly (Sansone et al. 1990). In case this is a concern, de-aeration 

or de-oxygenation of the water supplied to deeper portions of the sediment columns may 

be advisable. 
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One-way male Luer stopcocks were used as the main sampling ports. Septum

sealed Luer fittings and Mininert valves were used on parallel sampling ports to assess 

their functionality (see Section 3.2.2.2). The sediment was mixed in a container to evenly 

distribute grains of different sizes and was loaded into Column A to form a 100 cm-high 

sediment column. Column B was filled with previously combusted silica sand to a height 

of75 cm. Pump A was programmed to maintain an oscillatory head of height, h = 11 em 

and frequency,f= 2 min·I, and Pump B transferred water from the columns at a rate of7 

mL·min"I, such that the turnover time of the overlying water was approximately 14 h. 

Sampling and analyses - Sampling was conducted daily during the early stages of 

each experiment and at least twice weekly during the late stages. Dissolved oxygen was 

determined by Winkler titration (Winkler 1888; Hansen 1999), modified to accommodate 

the small sample sizes. Overlying and pore water samples for oxygen analysis were 

withdrawn using 10-mL Luer-Iock syringes. Immediately after retrieval, each sample was 

dispensed from the syringe into a 20-mL vial (containing a magnetic stirrer) via a syringe 

needle, which ensured minimum exchange with the atmosphere. Before stirring, 0.25 mL 

of3 mol·L"1 MnCb and 0.25 mL of4 mol·L·1 alkaline iodide were added to the sample. 

The sample was stirred for 1-2 s and 0.75 mL of 50 % sulfuric acid was then added to 

dissolve the precipitate. Using a starch indicator, the solution was titrated with 2.5 

mmol·L"1 thiosulfate using a digital micropipette. The concentration of thiosulfate, 

originally 2.5 mmol·L"I, was accurately determined on every analysis date using a 

potassium iodate standard since it may change with time. 

Oxygenation of the sample during sampling and analysis was corrected for by 

analyzing 2-4 samples from a container of seawater that was deoxygenated by bubbling 
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with nitrogen gas for 30-45 min. The container was outfitted with a sampling port similar 

to the one used in these experiments, and otherwise used sampling and analytical 

procedures identical to those used with the microcosm samples. The average volume of 

titrant used was taken to represent the amount of oxygen that dissolved into the sample 

during the sampling and analysis process, and was subtracted from all the samples. 

Overlying and pore water samples were analyzed for sulfide (LH2S) using the 

methylene blue method of Cline (1969). One-milliliter samples were retrieved using a 3-

mL syringe already containing 0.5 mL of 0.05 moIL" zinc acetate to instantly fix any 

sulfide present, and stored in plastic scintillation vials at 4 °c for a few days to weeks 

before analysis. Fifty microliters of a diamine reagent (4 g of anhydrous ferric chloride 

and 1.6 g ofN,N-dimethyl-p-phenylene diamine sulfate in 100 mL of 6 mol'L" HCI) 

were added to each sample. After 20 min, 2 mL of deionized water (DlW) were added, 

and the sample allowed to sit for 15 min before measuring its absorbance at 670 nm on a 

spectrophotometer. Calibration curves were constructed by analyzing standards with the 

above procedure. Standards were made by dissolving 0.12 g ofNa2S.9H20 in 100 mL of 

deoxygenated DIW to make a 5 mmolL-' sulfide solution. This solution was diluted to 

500 flmol 'L-' by adding 5 mL to 45 mL of deoxygenated DW, and then aliquots 

appropriate for the required range of sulfide concentrations were dispensed to 

scintillation vials containing 0.5 ml of 0.05 mol 'L-' zinc acetate, and brought up to a total 

volume of 1.5 mL with DIW. Standards were stored with the samples and analyzed on 

the same date. 

Microbial cell counts were conducted on l-mL duplicate pore water samples 

collected from several depths with sterile 3-mL syringes. Samples were fixed with 
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glutaraldehyde (final volume concentration = 1 %) and stored at 4 ·C until analysis. One 

set of samples was analyzed using flow cytometry (Monger and Landry 1993), and 

another set by epifluorescent microscopy (Hobbie et aI. 1977; Porter and Feig (980). In 

preparation for flow cytometry, 0.8 mL of sample was stained with the DNA stain 

Hoechst 33342 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, U.S.A.) to a final stain concentration 

of 1 j.1g·mL-I
, and incubated for 1 h at room temperature in the dark. Samples were 

analyzed with a Beckman-Coulter Epics-Altra dual-laser flow cytometer (Beckman 

Coulter Inc., Fullerton, California, U.S.A.) equipped with two argon ion lasers. one tuned 

to deliver 1 W of 488 nm light and the other, 200 m W ofUV excitation. The flow rate of 

the sample (50 IlI'min-l) was controlled with a Harvard Apparatus syringe pump (Harvard 

Apparatus, Holliston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.). Fluorescent signals were normalized with 

0.5- and I-J.LID polystyrene beads (Polysciences Inc., Warrington, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.). 

For epifluorescent microscopy, 25 J.LI of 0.2 mg'mL-14'-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

(DAPI) (pierce Chemical Company, Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A.) were added to each l-mL 

sample, mixed well and incubated at room temperature for 10 min. A portion (0.9-0.95 

ml) of the stained sample was diluted with 5-6 mL of 0.2 J.LID-filtered seawater, the 

mixture filtered through a black lsopore 0.2 J.LID filter (Millipore, Bedford, Massachusetts, 

U.S.A.), and the filter mounted on a glass slide using immersion oil. Direct cell counts 

were performed using an Olympus BX51 epifluorescence microscope (Olympus America 

Inc., Melville, New York, U.S.A.). 

Microbial cell counts were also conducted in pore water from Exp. 8, collected as 

the microcosm was dismantled, as well as on sediments collected at assembly and at 

dismantling. Sediment samples were treated as follows for cell extraction. The sediments 
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were washed in Phosphate Buffered Saline (pBS; VWR International, San Diego, 

California, U.S.A.) to remove the formalin preservative. After adding 5 mL of twice

filtered (0.21J.11l) seawater, samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for I minute, the 

supernatant was collected with a Pasteur pipette and discarded. and the process was 

repeated. After adding 5 mL of twice-filtered (0.21J.11l) seawater to each sample, along 

with a few drops of the dispersant Tween (VWR International), each sample was 

sonicated 4 times, for 5 seconds each time, in an ice bath, and vortex-mixed between each 

sonication. Samples were quick-spun by ramping up spinning to 10,000 rpm, at which 

point the centrifuge was allowed to decelerate to 0 rpm. Lower spinning velocities (1,000, 

2,500, and 5,000 rpm) were rejected because the suspensions were deemed too cloudy. 

The supernatant was removed and treated as for the pore water samples for cell 

enumeration. The remaining sediment sample was weighed wet and dry using a drying 

oven at 60 ·C to allow normalization of cell counts to the amount of sediment. 

3.2.3.4 Carbon dioxide detection and monitoring in overhead gas 

The constant need of the microcosm for seawater encouraged the move of the 

microcosm to Kewalo Marine Laboratory, a facility on the south shore ofO'ahu with a 

continuous seawater supply from a pipe intake at 100m offshore. The microcosm was set 

up outdoors in a westward-facing, mostly shaded location (Figure 3.3). However, it was 

subject to periodic direct exposure to sunlight (approximately between 14:00-17:00) and 

to temperature variations between day and night, as well as momentary variations due to 

cloud cover (see results in section 0 for further information). The overall temperature 

variability was 25 ·C ± 3 ·C for the duration of the experiments. 
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Figure 3.3 The microcosm at Kewalo Marine Laboratory, including the pC~ monitoring 

loop (inset). Legend: I-Column A, 2-Column B, 3-Pump A, 4-Pump B, 5-Pump

controlling computer, 6-Reservoir, 7-0verhead gas outtake and intake, 8-Gas trap, 9-Gas 

pump, I O-Ll-820 CO2 detector, II-Ll-820-controlling computer, 12-110\\1 valve, 13-

Dryerite column. Not shown: Balston disposable air filter between the Dryerite column 

and the Ll-820. Compare this photograph to Figure 3.1. 
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The sediment used during Exp. 7 consisted of swash zone beach sand from 

Kualoa Park, north Kane'ohe Bay, O'ahu, supplemented with fringing reef sediment from 

south Moloka'i (Figure 3.2). Sediment used in Exp. 8 was obtained by drilling from a 

patch reefin Kane'ohe Bay, O'ahu, as described in Section 3.2.2.3 (Figure 3.2). Sediment 

was wet-sieved on site using a 500 J.LIII sieve. Both experiments were conducted under an 

oscillatory head of h = 11 cm andf= 2 min· I, and an overlying water transfer rate of7 

mL·min·I , such that the residence time of the overlying water was 14 h. The facility's 

seawater was treated only by pumping through a settling tank, and directly afterwards 

was supplied to the microcosm's reservoir without further treatment 

Carbon dioxide was monitored using a LI-820 CCh detector (LICOR, Lincoln, 

Nebraska, U.S.A.). The LI-820 is a non-dispersive, infrared gas analyzer, capable of 

detecting up to 1000 ppm of CCh using a 14 cm optical path. Its operation, 

standardization and data recording routines are controlled through a Microsoft Windows

based software interface. Prior to use, the detector was calibrated using 0 and 1000 ppm 

C(h gas standards, and was tested frequently with measurements of the CCh content of 

ambient air, which does not deviate significantly from 380 ppm (Fagan and Mackenzie 

2007). A CCh detection loop was set up to circulate overhead gas from Column A 

through the LI-820 using a pneumatic pump (see inset in Figure 3.3). The incoming air 

was treated by passing it through a Dryerite column and a Balston air filter (supplied by 

LICOR), in that order, which were replaced or restored as necessary. Temperature and 

pCCh were recorded once a minute during the two experiments. 
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3.2.3.5 Design and materials assessment 

Column hydraulics - After weeks of incubation, the OCCUITellce of various 

processes, such as mineral precipitation and dissolution, biofilm development, and 

particle trapping and flushing, may cause a shift in the hydraulic conductivity of the 

columns. Such a shift may affect overlying and pore water exchange and, consequently, 

material transport rates. The conductivity of the whole system (Le., both columns in 

series) was monitored for such a shift during Exp. 8, a tbree-month long incubation. 

Specifically, the hydraulic conductivities measured by the pressure gradient relaxation 

test at the beginning of the experiment, and by the constant head method at two time 

points 35 days apart during the latter part of the experiment, were compared (see section 

3.2.3.1 for methods). 

Microcosm gas permeability - The sedimentary oxygen consumption rates 

reported in the previous section assumed that exchange between atmosphere and 

microcosm was negligible. That assumption was tested with an oxygen intrusion 

experiment (Exp. 9). The microcosm components were chemically sterilized with ethanol 

and assembled as usual. The two columns were filled with filtered tap water to a height of 

1.2 m (total volume = I I.l L). This water was de-aerated by bubbling nitrogen gas at the 

bottom of the column and exchanging water between the two columns at 200 mL·min·1• 

De-aeration ceased when the water did not produce a yellow solution when fixed for 

Winkler titration and acidified (after approximately 2 h). The microcosm was then 

immediately sealed and the pumps programmed to run as in the biogeochemistry and 

microbiology experiments described in the previous sections. Water was sampled from 
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the microcosm at regular time intervals and measured for dissolved oxygen by Winkler 

titration, as described above. 

Pumps, tubing, and sampling ports - The durability of the Masterflex pumps, 

pump heads, and various types of tubing was tested under the experimental conditions, 

specifically weeks of constant pumping with frequent (one or more per minute) reversals 

in pumping direction. The perfonnance ofvarious types of the male Luer-Iock stopcocks, 

septum-sealed Luer fittings, and Mininert valves during weeks-long experiments was also 

assessed. Attention was focused on water leaks and on the coloration of sediment in the 

immediate vicinity of the ports; different sediment color could indicate different redox 

conditions due to oxygen intrusion. 

3.2.4 Results 

3.2.4.1 Microcosm hydraulic characterizaJion 

Five of the nine conducted experiments (Exp. 1-4.8) provided insights in the 

hydraulic operation of the microcosm. through a combination of pressure gradient 

relaxation tests and penneametry tests. The results of the hydraulic tests were analyzed 

with specially prepared mathematical tools, in the fonn of two modeling routines. 

Examples of the output ofMATLAB routines I and 2 are shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 

3.5 and respectively; the results are summarized in Table 3.5. With one exception, the 

values of h04/ (0.01 cm ± 0.36 cm) are well below the maximum acceptable limit (ho4J = 

2.5 em). suggesting that the manual recording of water levels is a satisfactory 

replacement of more precise instruments such as pressure sensors. The exception was 

Exp. 2. which involved unsieved Moloka'i fringing reef sand. The penneability of this 
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Figure 3.4 Example of the output ofMATLAB routine I, which processes the data from 

a single relaxation run, in this case run 5 ofExp. I, to yield the optimal value of total 

hydraulic conductivity (KT) and the relationship between flow velocity, v(t), and the 

height difference, H(t) (see Section 3.2.3.1). Top left: data fits with Eq. 3.2 and 3.3, and 

calculation of ho,q (Eq. 3.4); Top right: variation of SSR within the range of K with which 

the box model (Eq. 3.5-3.7) was run, and selection of the best K value; Bottom left: 

output of the box model using the best K value, and variation of v with time; Bottom 

right: relationship ofv(t) with H(t). Note that the significant figures of the values 

generated by the model output do not necessarily reflect the precision of the various 

parameters (compare with the values reported in Table 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5 Example of the output ofMATLAB routine 2, which receives tota1 system 

permeability values, kr, as they are generated from routine I, paired with values of Ir. 

Routine 2 frts these data to Eq. 3.10 and generates the best estimates for the 

permeabilities of Column A and B materials (kA and kB respectively; see Table 3.5 for 

summary). This example is for Exp. I, in which Column A contained beach sand and 

Column B contained silica sand (Table 3.2). Note that the significant figures of the values 

generated by the model output do not necessarily reflect the precision of the various 

parameters (compare with the values reported in Table 3.5). 
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Table 3.5 Summary of the results of pressure gradient relaxation tests and the assessment 

of this method for hydraulic characterization of the microcosm system. See Table 3.2 and 

Table 3.3 for more information about the experiments and microcosm contents. 

Exp. Mean htu/! 
At maximnm 1'1'-

No. n (em) D IT (em) KT (em',f') a vlH (s')a kA (m2
) kB (m2

) 

1 10 -o.05± 0.36 2 175 0.40 ± 0.02 0.0023 ± 0.0001 6.6xI0·)O 2.4><10.1• 

2b I 5.55 I 1I0 0.03 0.0003 12xI0'" • 

3 6 0.18±0.50 2 172 0.42±0.04 0.0025 ± 0.0002 l.3xIO" 2.6xU)"O 

4 8 0.00 ± 026 2 172 0.68 ± 0.02 0.0040 ± 0.000 I 1.4x10" 42x1O·IO 

8 2 -0.15 ± 0.17 2 145 0.61±0.13 0.0042 ± 0.0008 l.IxlO" " 
a Values for these parameters are reported as the mean ± SO ofn measurements at maximum IT. 

b Exp. 2 was termlnated soon after assembly because of the very low permeability of the sediment in 

Column A. Flow ofwater through the whole microcosm was extremely slow, as is indicated by the very 

lnw KT and vlH values, while fits during routine I lililed to converge. Although the sediment was still 

permeable by definition (i.e., k> 10.12 m'), it was deemed to be operationally non-functional for this 

particular microcosm application. This is primarily due to the length of the sediment column. 

"Due to the Jack ofruns at different 1Tvalues, Eq. 3.10 could not be used. Instead, the avemgek" from Exp. 

1,3, and 4 (3.1xlO"O m') was used to calculate kA by re-arranging Eq. 3.10 as follows: 
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sediment column was deemed too low for this particular microcosm application, and the 

experiment was terminated after a brief geochemical assessment. Replicate estimates of 

the silica sand permeability using data from Exp. 1,3, and 4 were quite similar (Table 

3.5) and yielded an average of3.0xlO-lo m2 ± 9.5xlO-ll m2• 

Estimates of the microcosm Krduring Exp. 8 by both methods are shown in Table 

3.6. Although a trend of very slight increase of mean conductivity with time seems 

evident, this trend is not statistically significant, due to daily measurement variability. 

Unfortunately, variability in the values obtained using pressure gradient relaxation tests 

during this experiment was unusually large (compare with other variabilities in KT on 

Table 3.5). However, comparing the Krstandard deviations ofExp. 1,3 and 4 (Table 3.5) 

with those obtained by constant head permeametry in Exp. 8 (Table 3.6), one sees that the 

two methods yield equally replicable and variable estimates of hydraulic conductivity and 

permeability. Therefore, pressure gradient relaxation tests can be used to estimate the 

hydraulic conductivity, K, (and consequently the permeability, k) of the sediment 

columns in the microcosm, if proper permeability tests cannot be performed. One such 

occasion would arise if a measurement of permeability is required during a microcosm 

experiment. A constant head permeability test would essentially flush out a significant 

portion of the pore water and its replacement with oxygenated overlying water, thus 

disrupting the biogeochemical conditions in the sediment column. Relaxation tests, on the 

other hand, can yield a reliable enough estimate, without a significant exchange of water 

between the overlying water and pore water reservoir. 
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Table 3.6 Estimates of KT (mean ± standard deviation) during Exp. 8 in 2005 using two 

methods. A linear regression of the mean KT vs. time indicated a slight change (KT = 

0.00043t + 0.62, -(l = 1.00, n =3). However, single-factor ANOVA comparison of the 

three sets ofKTvalues showed that they are not statistically different (p = 0.74, FI,5 = 

0.32). 

Date t(d) Method D KT (em·s·l ) kr(xlO·IOm%) 

March 24 0 Pressure gradient relaxation tests 2 0.61 ±O.l3 a 5.8 ± 1.2 

May 25 62 Constant head permeametry 4 0.64 ± 0.03 6.1 ± 0.3 

June 30 98 Constant head permeametry 3 0.65 ± 0.01 6.2±0,1 

"Prom Table 3.4. 

3.2.4.2 Enhanced transport 

The results of the initial experiment (Exp. I) are shown in Figure 3.6. Fluorescein 

was undetectable at 5 cm during the 8 h-Iong pre-pumping period. After pumping was 

initiated, the penetration of fluorescein to successive depths was monitored until it 

reached the bottom of the column after 28 h. The tracer data unequivocally demonstrate 

the enhanced exchange of overlying water with sediment pore water during pumping. 

Tracer penetration speeds (Eq. 3.14) and displacement coefficient values (Eq. 3.15) 

calculated from the concentration-time curves in Figure 3.6 were 2 to 3 orders of 

magnitude higher than the values generated for the molecular diffusion model at z = 2 em 

(Table 3.7). 
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Figure 3.6 Fluorescein concentration vs. time at successive depths during the initial, 

proof-of-concept experiment (Exp. 1). Fluorescein concentrations (C) have been 

normalized to the initial concentration of the dye in overlying water (Co). The time of the 

initiation of pumping is marked by the thick grey line. 
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The results of the control and active pumping experiments (Exp. 5 and 6 

respectively) are shown in Figure 3.7 and Table 3.7. The best fit ofEq. 3.13 to the control 

data (Exp. 5) has a Do value of9.7xlOo2 cm2·hol
, which is approximately 5 times greater 

than the reported values of the molecular diffusion coefficient of fluorescein (Kaiser and 

Maurice 1964; Soeller et al. 2003). Also, the calculated displacement coefficient, Dzo for 

Exp. 5 is approximately 2.7 times greater than that calculated using the average 

theoretical value for the Do of fluorescein (''Model,'' Table 3.7). 

However, the discrepancies between theoretical and calculated displacement coefficients 

in Exp. 5 are dwarfed by the difference in dye migration between the cases of active 

pumping (Exp. 6) and passive diffusion (Exp. 5). Due to the unanticipated high 

penetration speed, the arrival of the dye at depths 29 and 49 cm was not recorded 

satisfactorily. Based on the data from a depth of69 cm, values for Vm and Dz under active 

pumping conditions were 2 to 4 orders of magnitude greater than those under molecular 

diffusion-controlled conditions (Table 3.7). The calculated Vm value, 19 cm·hol
, at z = 69 

em, falls within the range of 6-53 em·hol measured by Reimers et aI. (2004b) in surface 

sediments of the Middle Atlantic Bight. 

A substantial proportion of the discrepancy between anticipated (through theory) 

and measured displacement of dye in Exp. I, 5 and 6 is due to pore water sample 

removal, which could induce dye penetration in excess of that caused by the physical 

forcing. Sample removal rates during Exp. 1 were 2.7 and 3.7 mL·hol during the static and 

pumping phases respectively. These rates translated to sampling-induced dye penetration 

speeds of 0.11 and 0.15 em·hol for the static and pumping phases respectively, based on a 

porosity of 0.52 (Table 3.3) and a sedimentary surface area of 46.32 em2
• These 
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Figure 3.7 Fluorescein concentration vs. time for control (z = 2 em) and active pumping 

(z = 69 cm) experiments (Exp. 5 and 6 respectively). Fluorescein concentrations (C) have 

been normalized to the initial concentration of the dye in overlying water (Co). Solid lines 

indicate best fits of the data in the linear portions of the curves. These fits are used to 

estimate the time lag before breakthrough (tD) and. ultimately, Dr The dashed line 

indicates the best least-squares fit to the control concentration-time data using Eq. 3.13, 

which results in an estimated Do value of9.7x I 0-2 cm2·h-l
• 
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Table 3.7 Results of data analyses for Exp. I, 5 and 6, and molecular diffusion model 

calculations. The parameters shown are the depth of observation, z, the tracer peak arrival 

time, 1M (Eq. 3.14), the tracer breakthrough time,lD (Eq. 3.15), the tracer migration rate, 

Vm (Eq. 3.14), and the displacement coefficient, Dz(Eq. 3.15). The Pumping/Control ratio 

was calculated by dividing the values for Vm and Dzofthe active pumping experiment by 

those of the control experiment. Transport by molecular diffusion was modeled using Eq. 

3.13, the average reported value for Do of fluorescein (1.73xl0·2 cm2·h·!) and (;2 = 2.195. 

Exp. No. (description) z(em) tM(b) tD(b) v'" (em·b··) Dz (emz·b··) 

1 (Initial) 0.48-3.5 5.8-240 

5 (Control) 2 87.3 13.3 0.023 0.15 

6 (Active pumping) 69 4.08 2.0 17 1200 

Pumping/Control ratio 740 8000 

Modeled diffiJsion 2 36.4 0.055 
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sampling-induced penetration speeds could account for a significant fraction (4-31 %) of 

the total tracer vertical migration rates, v"" calculated from the data (fable 3.7). After the 

experience of the initial experiment (Exp. 1), sampling-induced penetration speed during 

the control experiment (Exp. 5) was greatly minimized by drawing very few samples (14) 

of smaller volume (l mL) over the course of the experiment (141.5 h). Based on a 

porosity of 0.45 (fable 3.3), sampling-induced penetration speed was calculated at 0.005 

cm·h·I, which would could account for only 10 % of the observed Vm (fable 3.7). Other 

possible explanations for higher-titan-theoretical values include localized suction of pore 

water during sample removal and a lower actual value of tortuosity. During the active 

pumping experiment (Exp. 6), the sampling-induced tracer penetration speed (0.06 em·h· 

I, based on 29 l-mL samples drawn over 23.8 h, assuming IP = 0.45) was only 03 % of 

the observed Vm (fable 3.7), and demonstrated the diminishing effect of the sampling 

methodology with increasing pumping activity. Regardless, the methodology of these 

conservative tracer experiments, including sample volume and sampling frequencY, 

should be modified to limit the impact of sampling on the measured process as much as 

possible (see Section 3.3.2.3 for a solution). 

3.2.4.3 Biogeochemistry and microbiology 

Dissolved oxygen penetration depths in the incubated sediments were 10-50 em 

(Figure 3.8a). These values compare favorably with depths of 15-50 em observed by 

Falter and Sansone (2000b) in patch reef sediments. It is noteworthy that such profiles 

were attained very soon (hours-days) after experimental set-up with aerated (Le., oxygen

rieh) water. In view of the previously reported high oxygen demand in sueh sediments 
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(Sansone et al. 1990), this is hardly surprising. It should also be mentioned that the 

overlying water oxygen concentration in Figure 3.8a (97 J.UIIol·L-1
) was lower than that in 

the reservoir supplying the microcosm (155 J.UII0I·L-1
). I interpret this deficit as indicating 

that microbial populations in the sediment column and the silica sand column were 

consuming oxygen at a rate not compensated by the overlying water turnover rate during 

the experiments. The rate of<hconsumption was estimated at (155-97) J.UIIol·L-1 x 7 

mL·min-1 (the overlying water turnover rate) x 60 min = 24 J.UIIol·h-I
, or 62 mmol·cfl·m-2

, 

which lies in the upper end of the range of previously reported values for permeable 

sediments (Precht et a1. 2004; Reimers et al. 2004b; Polerecky et a1. 2005; Rusch et a1. 

2006). This observation highlights the need to maintain a minimum turnover rate of 

overlying water to maintain oxygen saturation in the overlying water. In tum, increasing 

the turnover rate suggests an increased demand for seawater by the microcosm and sets 

an upper limit on the time needed to manipulate reservoir water, if this is needed. The 

calculation above also demonstrates the ability to easily determine oxygen consumption, 

if the consumption of oxygen by the silica sand column is known. Also, such flux 

measurements require that exchange of gases between the microcosm and the 

surrounding atmosphere is negligible or known (this issue is addressed in Section 

3.2.4.5). 

Free pore water sulfide was detected at levels between 1 and 6 J.UIIol·L-1 (Figure 

3.8a). These levels agree with those observed in a variety of coral reef-associated lithified 

frameworks (1-10 J.UIIol·L-1
) (Sansone et a1. 1990) and fore-reef settings (3-16 J.UIIol·L-1

) 

(Tribble et al. 1990) 
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Cell abundances were measured in pore water from two experiments, Exp. 4 and 

8 (Figure 3.8b-c). However, it is not clear what these abundances represent. Grain-surface 

biofilms and matrices, many of which can be released by microbes themselves, ensure 

that most of the population remains attached on the sediment grains (e.g .. Findlay et at. 

1992). These abundances ranged between 10'_106 cells'mL-1 in sieved Moloka'i fringing 

reef sediment (Figure 3.8b), and between Ix 1 04_3 x 104 cells'mL-1 in sieved O'ahu patch 

reef sediment (Figure 3.8c). The difference between the two sediments can perhaps be 

explained by differences in the grain size distribution of the unsieved sediments (Table 

3.3). Moloka'i fringing reef sediment was finer and more poorly sorted than O'abu patch 

reef sediment, and these properties have been connected to organic matter content and 

cell abundances (e.g., Hargrave 1972; Dale 1974). Even though these sediments were 

sieved prior to use in the microcosm, the relative properties of bulk sediment perhaps 

carry over to the coarser sediment grains and are reflected in such analyses. At this point, 

this is pure speculation since nothing is known about grain interactions in such poorly 

sorted sediments. 

Both pore water (Figure 3.8c-d) and sediment-extracted cell profiles (Figure 3.8d) 

generally displayed a decreasing trend with increasing depth at the end of the 

experiments. Since these sediments were incubated with non-filtered sea water for the 

duration of the experiments, they may have been supplied with organic matter that 

presumably was mostly concentrated at or right below the SWI. Therefore, surface 

sediment popUlations are supplied with enough excess organic material to grow 

detectably above the original variability in cell abundances, e.g., 2.2x 1 0-' -6.Sx 1 0-' 

cells·mL-1 at the start ofExp. 8 (Figure 3.8d). This trend of decreasing abundance with 
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Figure 3.8 Typical profiles of measured parameters during carbonate reef sediment 

microcosm experiments: (a) typical profiles of dissolved oxygen and sulfide (Exp. 4); (b) 

typical pore water microbial abundance profiles (Exp. 4) measured by flow cytometry 

and epifluorescence microscopy; (c) typical pore water microbial abundance profiles 

(Exp. 8) measured by epifluorescence microscopy; and (d) sediment grain microbial 

abundance profiles (Exp. 8) at the start (t=O) and the end (t=f) of the experiment, 

measured by epifluorescence microscopy. 
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increasing depth has been recently reported for Kane'ohe Bay reef sediments (S0I'ensen 

et al. 2007). as well as in other sandy sediments (e.g •• Meyer-Reil 1986; Rusch et aI. 

2003). However. recent measurements in Kane'ohe Bay sediments revealed highly 

variable trends in cell abundance with depth, including mid-depth minima, mid-depth 

maxima, increases with depth and decreases with depth (A. Rusch. personal 

communication). 

It should be noted that the abundances recorded in the microcosm are 

approximately two orders of magnitude lower than those reported by S0I'ensen et aI. 

(2007) in carbonate reef sediments. Since the microcosm cell counts were performed, 

research has shown that carbonate sediments have a much rougher surface than silicate 

sediments, providing refuges for microbes (Wild et aI. 2006). Thus, additional extraction 

treatment (Wild et aI. 2006; A. Rusch, personal communication) that was not used at this 

stage was incorporated in all future measurements. 

3.2.4.4 Carbon dioxide detection and monitoring 

Data collected during Exp. 7 (Figure 3.9) indicated that the pC(h in the overhead 

gas of the microcosm is at least 20 ppm higher than atmospheric levels, measured at 380 

ppm with the LI-820 detector before the experiment. Moreover. a daily periodic cycle 

was observed, with elevated readings in the afternoon hours (15:00-18:00) which later 

dropped to the lowest levels measured. The afternoon hours which registered the highest 

readings coincided with periods of direct sunlight in the area of the microcosm (see 

section 3.2.3.4). This cycle underlay a pattern of seemingly irregular and unpredictable 

fluctuations of pC02. ranging from a few ppm to 50 ppm (Figure 3.9). 
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To explore this pattern further, longer pCCh records were obtained during Exp. 8. 

One such record is shown in Figure 3.1 Oa. The following features were observed: 

a) The daily pattern ofpeaks during the afternoon hours, observed during Exp. 7, 

was also present during Exp. 8. A detailed look at one such daily cycle (Figure 3.10b) 

shows that pCCh peak periods underlay smaller scale variations. 

b) This pattern occasionally coincides with variations in instrument temperature over 

minute-to-hour-scales (see section 3.2.3.4). 

c) The baseline pCCh reading varies according to the integrity of the sampling loop. 

Upon assembly on March 24, pCCh climbed rapidly to a baseline reading of 500-550 

ppm (much higher than atmospheric values of 375-380 ppm, Fagan and Mackenzie 

2007). On March 29, a partial dissembling of the sampling loop (to replace the Dryerite 

column) was accompanied by an immediate baseline shift: from 490-530 ppm to 390-420 

ppm (closer to ambient). 

These observations are an initial indication that this microcosm, as constructed at 

the time, was partly capable of containing gases with partial pressures higher or lower 

than atmospheric, and that these partial pressures were susceptible to various 

perturbations that are easily detectable by an instrument as sensitive as the LI-820. One 

such regular perturbation, the pCCh increases during the afternoon hours, may have 

occurred due to actual pCCh fluctuations in the overhead gas due to heating of the various 

microcosm components in the afternoon hours. To investigate this further, I recorded the 

temperature of various microcosm components during the afternoon period, while 

recording pCCh using the LI-820 detector. To record the temperature of the gas trap

overhead gas, overlying water, and pore water at 90 cm depth, I used a Digi-sense 
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thermocouple thermometer (Cole-Panner, Vernon Hills, Illinois, U.S.A.). I also recorded 

the ambient temperature and the water reservoir temperature using a regular mercury 

thermometer. 

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.11. With the exception of the 

water reservoir, all components underwent changes of several degrees during the 

monitored time period. This is especially true of air circulating between the gas trap and 

the overhead space of the microcosm, which appears to co-vary with its pCOz content 

(Figure 3.10), and is also very sensitive to illumination shifts due to passing clouds, as 

indicated by the error bars. The co-variation of temperature and pCOz in the overhead gas 

over the period of observation confirms that there could be a pressurization effect on gas 

concentrations due to heating during the afternoon hours. 

A more disconcerting observation is the drop in the microcosm pore water 

temperature at 90 cm depth early in the run (Figure 3. I I). My sole explanation for this 

cooling is the rearrangement of water masses in the microcosm as an afternoon 

progresses and as differential heating of the different parts of the microcosm system takes 

place. This would affect the physical transport controlled by the pumps and the exchange 

rates of material between overlying and pore water, rendering experimentation with this 

set-up unreliable and unfeasible. 

Additional evidence for the problematic status of this design's ability to detect 

and monitor overhead gases was provided by measurements of pC(h during induced 

changes in the volume of overlying water, and consequently overhead gas. Variation in 

volume was achieved by constricting the outflow tubing (Figure 3. I) and increasing the 

rate of water supply to the microcosm through the inflow. The change in water level was 
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Figure 3.9 The pCOz record in the overhead gas of the microcosm during Exp. 7. 

22 

Readings were taken at I-min intervals. The data are overlain with a 30-minute running 

average. The daily time interval of 14:00-17:00 h is enveloped by the dotted lines. It 

corresponds to the period of direct sunlight (see section 3.2.3.4) in the area of the 

microcosm and coincides with abrupt shifts in pCOz readings, overlying a more widely 

fluctuating record. Atmospheric pCOz was measured by the detector before this 

experiment at 379-381 ppm. 
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Figure 3.10 (a) The C(h record in the overhead gas of the microcosm and the instrument 

temperature during Exp. 8. Readings were taken at I-min intervals. Note the coincident 

pC(h and temperature spikes and the irregularity with which the latter occur, (b) A detail 

of the record in (a). A running average of the pC(h data over 30-min intervals is also 

shown. Note the complexity of the pC(h spikes. 
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Figure 3.11 Temperature changes in various microcosm components during the 

afternoon of April 7th, 2005, superimposed on changes in overhead gas pCCh. Data are 

shown on two plots for greater clarity. Error bars indicate the nmge ofvalues recorded 

during a single minute. These second-ta-second fluctuations correlated well with 

illumination changes due to passing clouds. 
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Figure 3.12 Changes in pCCh vs. overlying water level on three separate dates during 

Exp. 8. A rise of I cm in water level equals a reduction of92.6 cm3 in overhead gas 

volume (based on a microcosm column cross-sectional area of 46.3 cm2
). 

similar to fluctuations during oscillatol)' pumping (la-Is em). This test was carried out 

on three separate dates, and the results are shown in Figure 3.12. 

Assuming that the recorded pCCh changes during these short time intervals are -

for the most part - the combined result of compression of overhead gas and partial 

release of this pressure through the existing vent, they are not easily predictable. While in 

all three cases. the overall effect of decreasing volume is an increase in pCCh. this 

happens at varying rates and patterns. These rates and patterns appear to be related to the 
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average water level, to the starting pC(h, and to variations in temperature during the 

measurements (although the latter were relatively stable during these readings). 

Resolving the influences of each of these individual parameters on overhead gas 

pC(h posed a technologicallIogistical problem of the microcosm design that could not be 

solved with the instrumentation and resources available at the time. It is important to note 

the significance of these effects in case, for example, variation in temperature during 

experimentation is desirable, since such variations are the norm in nature. The 

construction of the microcosm in a temperature-controlled room and the variation of 

temperature during an experiment should be preceded by the careful examination of the 

effects of this temperature variation on different parts of the microcosm and the 

determination of the impact on the microcosm operation. 

3.2.4.5 Design and materials assessment 

Column hydraulics - The hydraulic conductivity of the whole system was 

measured at three time points, several weeks apart from each other, during Exp. 8. As 

previously discussed (see Section 3.2.4.1; Table 3.6), although a slight increase in mean 

hydraulic conductivity was observed (6.6 % over 98 days). the difference between the 

measurements on those three days was statistically insignificant Nevertheless. these 

results demonstrate that column hydraulic conductivity could be affected by long-term 

incubations, and should be monitored when lengthy experiments are conducted. 

Microcosm gas permeability - During the oxygen intrusion experiment (Exp.9). 

dissolved oxygen concentrations in the sealed microcosm increased at a rate of 1.6 

J.Unol·L,t·d,t after degassing, corresponding to 19.5 J.Unol·d,t in the 12.0 L of water in the 
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microcosm. At experimental temperatures (25 ·C ± 3), it would take 4-5 months for this 

water to reach saturation with respect to oxygen. The measured rate of oxygen intrusion 

is not significant when compared to the measured overlying water-ta-sediment ~ fluxes 

of 576 JlIDo(-d-1 reported for Exp. 4 (3 % in this case). Therefore, for practical purposes, 

gas impermeability of the microcosm can be safely assumed, but the assumption must be 

tested every time considerable design or material modifications are made that could 

compromise the permeability of the microcosm significantly. 

Pumps and tubing - The pumps were capable of running continuously for at least 

30 d without problems. During this period, Pump A was reversing direction four times 

per minute and pumping a total volume of2 L·min-I
• The Masterflex Standard pump 

heads were preferable to the Easy-Load II pump heads because they caused less wear of 

the tubing, resulting in longer tubing life. The original tubing selection. Masterflex 

silicon, was rejected due to high gas permeability, translucence and, most importantly, 

only a tenth of the tolerance ofNorprene to abrasion, which resulted in rupturing every 2-

3 d. The lifetime ofNorprene tubing under the pumping conditions descnbed for Pump A 

was at least 25 d. The tolerance of the tubing used in Pump B was not as critical since its 

pumping rate (7-15 mL'min-l
) was very close to the lower end of its specifications. One 

problem with Norprene was the release of shavings from its inner wall during the first 

several hours of operation. This problem was successfully minimized by using a new 

section of tubing for 48 h to pump water through a carboy. The release of shavings 

stopped after this period of time and the treated sections could be safely used in 

incubations. 
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Samp/ingpons - The mechanical performance of the male Luer-lock stopcocks 

was satisfactory. However, this method of sampling may pull water along the inner wall 

of the column, thus bypassing the interior of the sediment column (a wall or edge effect) 

(e.g .. Huettel and Gust 1992a) . The "dead" volume of the Luer-Iock stopcocks (0.5 mL) 

may also be an issue with sample volumes smaller than 1 mL. When sampling, I avoided 

collecting old water contained in the stopcocks by allowing 2-4 drops of pore water to 

pass through and flusb the sampling ports. I found that the use of either septum-sealed 

Luer fittings or septum-containing valves (e.g. Mininert, VICI Precision Sampling, Baton 

Rouge, Louisiana, U.S.A.) alleviated both of these concerns, although the septa must be 

replaced after several weeks of intermittent sampling. 

3.2.5 Discussion and conclusion 

The evaluation experiments dernonstrated that: 

a) the method of physical forcing employed is capable ofinducing enhanced 

exchange between the overlying water and the pore water in incubated sediments. 

b) the microcosm can be sampled non-destructively during experiments for pore 

water; however, sample removal rates during fluorescein tracer experiments could 

account for a non-negligible fraction of the measured enhanced transport rates, thus 

interfering with the determination of enhanced transport relative to molecular diffusion. 

c) the composition of the overhead gas is very sensitive to pressure and temperature 

changes that must be taken into account if changes in composition are to be interpreted 

geochemically. 
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This microcosm makes the study of biogeochemical cycling in permeable 

sediments possible, by allowing mass balance calculations of dissolved species during 

experiments (an example for dissolved oxygen uptake was given in Section 3.2.4.3). A 

major impediment in attributing changes in overlying water chemistry to the live 

sediment incubated in Column A is the changing biogeochemistry of silica sand in 

Column B during experiments. Iron contained in this sand was routinely observed to 

change in color from orange-red to grey-black during experiments, in what is presumably 

a reduction due to the presence of dissolved sulfide in pore water. The issue of redox 

changes in Column B may actually be more complex, since iron cycling frequently 

affects phosphorus (a major nutrient) cycling directly (Ruttenberg 2001). The shift in 

silica sand activity during experiments may be further aggravated by the very likely 

colonization and build-up of microbial populations from the "live" sediment column 

(e.g., Findlayet al. 1992), despite being originally sterilized by combustion. This change 

in activity was not monitored by this design and posed a significant problem for the use 

of the microcosm for biogeochemical investigations. The removal of the silica sand 

column would greatly improve this method, by isolating the "live" sediment column as 

the cause of observed biogeochemical changes in the microcosm. 

3.3 An improved microcosm desigo 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The unknown effects of the changing biogeochemical character of the silica sand 

in Column B during experiments forced are-assessment of the microcosm design. The 
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removal of silica sand required its replacement with a hydraulically active but chemically 

impervious barrier. The chosen replacement was a five-Iayer-coextruded plastic 

membrane, DuraShield 45, developed and mass-produced by the Scholle Corporation for 

the food industry (Scholle Packaging Inc., Northlake, Illinois, U.S.A.). This membrane is 

an evolution of a three-Iayer-coextruded membrane previously used in this research field. 

In a study by Malan and Mclachlan (1991), the latter replaced the rigid tops of benthic 

chambers to allow the overlying water volume to change when a sample was removed. 

The membrane is both gas-impermeable and flexible, matching exactly the requirements 

for its application to the microcosm. 

It was preferable to place the membrane fairly low in Column D in order to 

minimize the volume of microcosm "bottom water" (the water contained beneath the 

meshed stoppers in the bottom caps, Figure 3.1). The pool of "bottom water" may create 

pore water concentration gradients of solutes, thus distorting solute profiles. The smaller 

its volume the smaller the concentration gradients and, consequently, the smaller the 

distortion of solute profiles will be. While diminishing the volume of the bottom water 

reservoir of the microcosm by placing the membrane low in Column D, the volume of 

water above the membrane is greatly enlarged. This poses a problem because of the way 

the oscillatory head is created in the first microcosm design (Figure 3.1): it requires that 

this body of water (in Column D) be directly mixed with the water overlying the sediment 

in Column A (Connection II, Figure 3.1). Consequently, the volume of overlying water in 

the modified design would actually increase by approximately 100 % over the first 

design. If a solute is fluxing across the SWI into the overlying water it would be diluted 

twice as much in the modified design, and increased analytical sensitivity would be 
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required to detect near-detection limit concentrations. Therefore, a way was sought by 

which to induce the pressure oscil1ations over the sediment column while not pumping 

the water between Columns A and B. This problem was solved by introducing a third 

column, Column C, into the microcosm as an auxiliary overlying water reservoir (Figure 

3.13). 

Finally, the continuous replacement of overlying water with water from a 

reservoir was stopped for two major reasons. First, the very small size of the tubing used 

in that microcosm component made it susceptible to frequent clogging due to biofilm 

formation. Second, the latter problem, along with the maintenance of an additional pump 

and reservoir loop (see Figure 3.1), rendered this a rather inefficient way of manipulating 

overlying water chemical composition, and was inadequate for oxygenating the overlying 

water (see Section 3.2.2.1). Moreover. the continuous replacement of overlying water 

could make the detection of material fluxing into the overlying water from the sediment 

difficult by preventing its accumulation to significant levels. Therefore, the modified 

microcosm features the direct oxygenation of overlying water in Column C with an air 

pump, while a sampling port allows both the retrieval as well as the addition of water 

from this column, if this is desired. 

3.3.2 Methods/or construction and asses8l111!nt o/the new microcosm design 

3.3.2.1 Technical iriformation 

Flexible membrane - A circle approximately 2S cm in diameter was cut from a 

sheet ofDuraShield 4S membrane, obtained from the manufacturer. The center of the 

circle was pushed in to form a cup shape and the membrane invaginations along the edge 
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Figure 3.13 The modified microcosm design (compare to Figure 3.1). The silica sand in 

Column B has been replaced with a gas-impermeable membrane. Oscillatory pressure at 

the SWI is produced by pumping water between Column A and the newly-introduced 

ColumnC. 
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were pressed between hand made rubber gaskets. The gaskets were pressed together by 

two PVC pipe flanges (Harvel Plastics, Easton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.). which were held 

in place by four sets of nuts and bolts. Column B was cut approximately 10 cm above the 

ABS bottom cap. and the two newly-cut edges of the column were fitted into the pipe 

flanges. When the invaginated membrane is fully inflated, it can hold a volume ~ 600 

mL. thus accommodating the flow ofl.2 L of water or more past it, if necessary. though 

that was in excess of what was needed for this study. 

Column C - Column C was made from the same material as the other two 

columns of the microcosm (see Section 3.2.2.2). A 6O-cm section of transparent Schedule 

40 PVC pipe with an internal diameter of7.68 cm (3 in) and a wall thickness of 6.4 mm 

(0.2S in) was cut and threaded on one end. The threaded end received a bottom end cap. 

made by gluing a female acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) reducer coupling into an 

unthreaded ABS end cap using ABS cement. The flat surface of the bottom cap was 

threaded in the center to accept a 1.28-cm (O.S-in NP1) high-density polyethylene male 

pipe adapter with 0.96-cm (0.37S-in) barbed fittings (Cole-Parmer Instrument Co.). A 

similar adapter was placed near the top of the column to form Connection III between the 

overhead gases of Columns A and C. A threaded 0.32-cm (O.l2S-in NP1) polypropylene 

male pipe adapter with 0.32-cm (0.12S-in) barbed fittings (Cole-Parmer Instrument Co.) 

was placed at the same height as Connection III and was connected to an air pump. A 30 

cm-Iong section of LIS 16 Norprene tubing (Masterflex, Cole-Parmer Instrument Co.) 

was fitted on the inside. terminating in an aquarium aeration stone. A sampling port, 

consisting ofa I-way male Luer-Iock stopcock (Cole Parmer Instrument Co.) mated to a 

114-28 UTF female Luer fitting (Cole-Parmer Instrument Co.). was placed approximately 
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5 cm above the top of the bottom cap. Finally. the top was sealed with an opaque 7.68-cm 

(3-in) PVC pipe stopper. 

3.3.2.2 Assembly and operating procedures 

The modification of the microcosm prompted an optimization of the assembly 

steps (see Section 3.2.2.3). To facilitate the assembly of the modified microcosm, the 

tubing forming Connection I was split into three segments (Figure 3. 14). which were 

incorporated at different stages in the assembly. 

. 

- I-Column B + 
Column A- -+ 

Barbed ftttlngs t lse..i Sea. \'1'. • 3 2 

Connection I 

Figure 3.14 The segmentation of butyl tubing that forms Connection I. See the 

description of the assembly process in the text. 

Step One: Sedimenlloading- The first step in the assembly of the microcosm is 

the loading of sediment in Column A. This is done while Connection I is blocked by 

constricting Segment I (Figure 3.14). After sediment loading. the bottom and top 

segments of this column are joined by the LASCOtite coupling. Norprene tubing is used 

to connect the end of Segment 1 to the bottom of Column C to set up an anangement 

which allows the measurement of permeability (Figure 3.15). While blocking the 
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Norprene tubing, filtered seawater is added to both columns, so that the level in Column 

C is flush with the sampling port and that the level in Column A is 20-30 cm higher than 

the level in Column C. 

Step Two: Permeability determination - Penneability may be measured with a 

falling head or a constant head, the latter (Eq. 3.11) being the appropriate method in the 

case ofpenneable sediments (Klute and Dirksen 1986). However, the height of the 

sediment column in Column A is typically 1 m, and this does make it possible to measure 

hydraulic conductivity using the former method: according to Burmister (1955), any ratio 

of head difference (H) to sediment column height (I,d less than 0.4 will result in Darcian 

flow that allows the use of a faIling head experiment. From a practical standpoint, this is 

done by releasing the constriction in the tubing connecting the two columns, and 

recording the height difference at known time points after the release. The data can be 

used to calculate the hydraulic conductivity, K, using the following equation (Klute and 

Dirksen 1986; Rocha et aI. 2005): 

3.16 

t 

where Ho is the head difference (cm) at time t = O. Examples of computations are given in 

the results section (Figure 3.21). Ifconstant head measurements are desired, filtered 

seawater can be pumped continuously from a reservoir into Column A so that H remains 

fixed. The volume of water flowing out from the sampling port over a certain time period 

must be measured and used to calculate K with Eq. 3.11. 

Before proceeding to the next phase of microcosm assembly, Segment I is 

clamped and the tubing connecting it to Column C removed. A shorter segment of 
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Figure 3.15 Configuration of the microcosm for the measurement of permeability. 
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Norprene tubing is used to connect the bottom cap of Column C to the pump head, which 

is already connected to Column A, thus fonning Connection II. 

Step Three: Connecting Columns A and B - The most important task of this step 

is the filling of the bottom chamber of Column B. The easiest way to achieve this with no 

gas bubbles is to lay this column on its side with the opening of Connection I on top, 

fully inflating the membrane by adding air under pressure through the opening, and 

slowly adding filtered seawater to the chamber. When it is almost full, the fitting (with 

Segment 3 attached; Figure 3.14) is screwed onto the opening to a level that is flush with 

the interior of the bottom cap. The bottom cap is continuously moved up and down with 

the opening always on top, in such a way so as to direct any remaining gas into Segment 

3. Adding more filtered seawater to the chamber while doing this will slowly displace 

any remaining gas from the reservoir. When no more gas is evident and Segment 3 is full, 

Segment 2 (Figure 3.14) is added and filled with filtered seawater to the edge, and 

clamped shut. After Column B is secured in the upright position, Segments 1 and 2 can 

be topped with filtered seawater and connected. 

Step Four: Completion of microcosm assembly - The top segment of Column B 

can now be connected to the bottom segment via a LASCOtite connector. This column 

can be filled with filtered seawater or an isopycnic solution made using tap water and salt 

(NaCI) to allow the levels in Columns A and B to be the same and thus directly 

comparable. This is desirable because it greatly simplifies the execution of pressure 

gradient relaxation tests, and the detennination ofvelocity vs. head difference 

relationships, as described in Section 3.2.3.1. 
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Before experimentation may begin, the three columns must be filled to the same 

level. To do so, the tubing forming Connection II is released from the pump head to allow 

water to flow freely between Columns A and C. The final step is the adjustment of the 

amount of water in Columns A and B such that the membrane is not extended in either 

direction and that the level in Column A is approximately 50 em above the SWI (unless 

otherwise desired). 

3.3.2.3 Simultaneous assessmenl of enJumced transport and biogeochemistry 

During the assessment of the first microcosm design, enhanced transport and 

biogeochemistry were not investigated simultaneously but during separate experiments 

(Table 3.2). The investigator using this microcosm would benefit by conducting 

conservative tracer experiments at the same time as manipulating the column 

biogeochemically, because the simultaneous measurements of chemicals and their 

physical exchange rates across the SWI could allow the calculation of fluxes. However, 

fluorescein, rhodamine, and other dyes commonly used as tracers in groundwater 

research are toxic to living organisms (Flury and Wai 2003) and their presence may also 

interfere with colorimetric analyses of other chemical tracers. Therefore, they are 

unsuitable for cases in which biogeochemical analyses are taking place in the same 

samples. Moreover, the relatively large volumes required for their detection interfered 

with the calculation of enhanced transport rates during experimentation with the original 

microcosm design (see Section 3.2.4.2 for data and discussion). Consequently, the 

alternative to dye tracers should not only be inert with respect to biogeochemical 

processes, but should also be reliably detectable using very small volumes. 
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Bromide is a commonly used conservative tracer for transport studies in marine 

sediments (Martin and Banta 1992; Aller et al. 2004; Rao and Jahnke 2004). Bromide has 

a number of advantages when used to trace solute transport in marine sediments: 

a) It is a conservative ion: there are no known significant sinks or sources in marine 

sediments (Martin and Banta 1992). 

b) It is not surface-reactive, so absorption and adsorption can effectively be ignored. 

c) Its concentration in seawater is approximately 0.85 mmol·L·1 in seawater, and 

therefore even a tripling of its concentration does not change salinity or density levels 

significantly. 

d) Its detection by spectrophotometIy is straight-forward (Balatre 1936; Presley 

1971). 

The modified microcosm design allows the use of a model developed by Rao and 

Jahnke (2004) to calculate enhanced transport in benthic chamber studies. This one-

dimensional, grid-centered, finite difference model calculates the loss into the sediment 

ofa pulse of bromide released in the overlying water ofa chamber. It corrects for 

bromide removal by sampling, and allows the incorporation of non-local exchange effects 

caused by macrofaunal activity. The model generates the overlying water bromide 

concentration with time, as well as a pore water bromide profile at the final time-point. 

Model optimization is done using a·l statistical scheme. For the needs of this study, the 

simplest module of the model was used, which includes the effects of physically 

enhanced transport, and excludes macrofaunal effects (Rao and Jahnke 2004): 
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where & is a dimensionless diffusion enhancement factor (compare to Eq. 3.12). The 

value of & is the unknown coefficient that yields an estimate of transport in excess of 

molecular diffusion, and should be positively correlated to permeability and physical 

forcing (see Chapter 2). Boudreau (1991) refers to & (his symbol, DO< = &Do) as the 

effective dispersion coefficient and demonstrates why it can be used as a diffusion-like 

coefficient, as is the case in Eq. 3.17. 

3.3.2.4 Assessment experiments 

Design usability and hydraulic characterization - The new design and its 

performance during experimentation were assessed during six microcosm experiments 

(Table 3.8), mostly using permeable sediments from the Kilo Nalu observatory site on the 

south shore ofO'ahu (Figure 3.16, Table 3.9). Exp. 10 aimed at evaluating the sequence 

of assembly steps described in section 3.3.2.2. It also tested the assertion that the 

estimated permeability of 1 m-Iong sediment columns is not affected by the type of 

permeability test used (based on Burmister's ratio of HilA < 0.4; see Section 3.3.2.2. Step 

One: Sediment loading). The assertion was tested by performing falling and constant 

head permeability tests on two silica sand columns oflengths Ir 50 cm and 1,1=101 cm, 

and by comparing the two sets of permeability values using box plots (Moore and 

McCabe 1999, p. 44-51). The remaining experiments (11-15) were designed to 

simultaneously determine the physical exchange rates between overlying water and pore 

water and the biogeochemistry of incubated sediments. Bromide tracer experiments were 

conducted at multiple time-points during these experiments, and pore water samples were 

collected for biogeochemical analyses. 
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Table 3.8 Assessment experiments perfonned with the modified microcosm design. The 

material included in Column A, the sedimentary column height (fA)' experimental 

duration (t), pump settings (h = oscillation height, cm; f= oscillation frequency, min-I), 

and experiment objectives are summarized. All carbonate reef sediment used was 

collected from Kilo Nalu (see Figure 3.16). 

Exp t Pump 

No. Column A material fA (em) (d) h f Experiment objeetlves 

10 Silica sand SO, 101 Hydraulic conductivity 

testing 

11 Sand field 99.5 78 8.5 2 Solute enhanced transport; 

carbonate reef sediment sediment biogeochemistry 

12 Sand pocket 99 IS 8.5 2 Solute enhanced transport; 

carbonate reef sediment sediment biogeochemistry 

13 Sieved sand pocket 100 8 8.S 2 Solute enhanced transport; 

carbonate reef sediment sediment biogeochemistry 

14" Sieved sand pocket 99.S 15 10.5 3 Solute enhanced transport 

carbonate reef sediment 

15 8 Sieved sand pocket 99 16 10.5 I Solute enhanced transport 

carbonate reef sediment 

8 Exp. 14 and 15 were conducted by A. Rusch. This study reports only the conservative tracer experiments 

performed by A. K. Hanni .... during those incubations. 
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Figure 3.16 The Kilo Nalu observatory site on the south shore ofO'ahu (maps and 

satellite photograph courtesy ofG. Pawlak and A. Hebert). The inset shows a satellite 

photograph of the region indicated by the semi-transparent rectangle. Notice the Iight

colored sand field surrounded by dark-colored coral reefs. The cross indicates the 

location of sediment sampling, which is adjacent to the IO-m node of the observatory. 
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Table 3.9 Physical characteristics of the sediments used in the assessment experiments of 

the modified microcosm design. See Table 3.3, for definitions of physical characteristics. 

The sand field and sand pocket sediments were collected 6 m from each other along a 

transect across the boundary between the sand field and the adjacent coral reef (see 

Chapter 4). Sand pocket sediments are unconsolidated sediments that accumulate 

between individual or aggregated coral heads in the coral reef. 

Grain size 

Sediment type Source (mm) 

(Exp. No.) location Median MeaD UI II' k 8 (m2
) 

Silica sand (10) Merchant 0.61 0.57 0.58 0.43 2.0xI0·IO 

Sand field sediment b, 21° 10.4' N 0.23 0.24 0.78 0.51 4.3x1O'" 

Kilo Nalu (11) 157° 31.1' W 

Sand pocket sediment b, 21° 10.4' N 0.81 0.82 1.12 0.49 6.0x1O'" 

Kilo Nalu (12) 157° 31.1' W 

Sieved sand pocket sediment', 21°10.4' N 0.83 0.85 1.08 0.47 1.7x1O·IO 

Kilo Nalu (13-15) 157°31.1' W 

'Permeabillty, k. was calculated from hydraulic conducllvlty measured on secJhnent columns before 

experiments by failing and constant head experiments (see Section 3.3.3.1). 

b Rubble larger than 1.5 em In the smallest dimension was removed ftom the sediment. 

• The sediment fraction smaller than 250 IJIII was removed by wet sieving In twice-filtered 0.2 IJIII seawater 

and discarded, as well as rubble larger than 1.5 em In the smallest dimension. 
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EnJumced exchange - Bromide tracer experiments were conducted during 

microcosm Exp. II-IS by injecting a very small amount of bromide in the overlying 

water (through the port positioned 10 em above the SWI) and tracing its transport into the 

pore water. A common problem with tracer experiments is the initial sinking of the 

injected plug of tracer to the sediment surface because of its greater density. This 

problem was solved by taking a number of remedial steps. Typical overlying water 

concentrations upon addition of a tracer pulse in other studies have varied between 2 and 

6 mmol·L·1 (Rao and Jahnke 2004). During Exp. II-IS, these concentrations were kept at 

0.8-1.2 mmol'L-I, thus minimizing the amount of tracer added. Moreover, this small 

amount of tracer was added to the microcosm after being diluted in 30-35 mL of 

microcosm overlying water, which was retrieved immediately preceding the tracer 

addition. Finally, the tracer experiments were conducted when active pumping was taking 

place, during which water was vigorously exchanged between the two columns at rates of 

26 mL-s-1 (in the case of h = 8.5 cm andf= 2 min-I). Slow (I min) delivery of the pulse 

ensured that this transfer rate rapidly mixed the tracer with the overlying water of the 

microcosm (e.g., an overlying water volume of 3.5 L would pass through Connection II 

in 2.25 min at an exchange of26 mL's-1 yielding a mixing time on the order of minutes). 

Two types of data were collected during these experiments. The first type 

consisted of bromide concentration time-series at a certain depth in the sediment column, 

typically the first pore water sampling port below the SWI (z = 4 to z = 5 em, depending 

on lA). The second type consisted of pore water bromide profiles at successive time 

points. The Rao and Jahnke (2004) model (Eq. 3.17, Appendix D) was used to obtain best 

estimates of enhanced diffusion coefficients that would explain the tracer experiment 
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data, using a free solution diffusion coefficient of bromide, Do = 6.934 mmz·h·! 

(Boudreau 1997, p. 116) and porosities, !p, from measurements on sediment columns 

Table 3.9. Model output was compared to the data using a·l statistical scheme. In more 

than one case, estimates using both types of data were available and compared. Finally, 

the enhanced diffusionltransport coefficients were compared to estimates of k and 

pumping parameters (h andj) to decipher relationships between these parameters. 

Biogeochemical response - Pore water samples were collected from the 

microcosm throughout the experiments, before and after tracer experiments. In the case 

of Exp. II, in which Kilo Nalu sand-field sediment was incubated, the pore water profiles 

of selected solutes were compared to in situ profiles. Six sampling wells were installed in 

the vicinity of the 10-m node of the observatory in early Spring 2006 (for methods, see 

Haberstroh and Sansone 1999; Falter and Sansone 2000a). The wells were installed 

approximately 5 m from the boundary with the adjacent coral reef(see Figure 3.16}. The 

wells allowed pore water sampling from sediment depths of 7.5, 15,20,30,40, and 50 

cm. These wells were sampled during three field trips to the observatory between April 

and August 2006. Oxygen and nutrient profiles from the field and the microcosm were 

compared for similarities or differences in concentration levels and curvature. More 

details about the laboratory and field analytical methods are given in section 3.3.2.5. 

3.3.2.5 Analytical methods 

The limited availability of sample volume dictated the analytical approach 

towards solute quantification. Conventional analytical methods were modified to 

accommodate analysis on small-volume samples. During a typical sampling session, the 
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microcosm was sampled using pre-cleaned 5 mL syringes fitted with 25-gauge needles 

(0.24 mm outer diameter). After the oxygen concentration measurement (see below), the 

sample was filtered using 0.2-)1.111, small-volume, in-line filters, and split into aliquots for 

nutrient analyses and bromide, when needed. A similar sequence of analyses was 

followed during field sampling, in which oxygen was measured using part of the sample, 

while the rest was filtered and stored on ice for nutrient analyses. All solutes, except 

oxygen, were analyzed by manual spectrophotomefJy. All standards used during 

colorimetric analyses were made in artificial seawater (ASW) to eliminate matrix effects 

during spectrophotometric measurements (e.g., see Section 3.3.2.5 Ammonium). Artificial 

seawater was made using the composition table in Parsons et al. (1984, p. 159). A 

summary of the analytical methods used and quality control parameters is given in Table 

3.10, while more details for each analysis follow. 

Dissolved oxygen - Oxygen was measured using an Orion 820 dissolved oxygen 

meter with a probe containing a Clark-type polarographic electrode (Clark Jr. et al. 1953; 

Thermo Electron Corp., Beverly, Massachusetts, U.S.A.). This catalytic gold-surface 

electrode detects oxygen by electrolytically reducing it after it passes from the sample to 

the KCI electrolyte through a permeable membrane (see Figure 3.17). The electrode was 

air-calibrated before each use while inserting the probe in a wetted sleeve provided by the 

manufilcturer (according to the manufilcturer's instructions). The meter was set to provide 

readings in units ofmg·L-1 at an appropriate salinity (32-35), while a built-in temperature 

sensor automatically corrected the reading for temperature. While not in use, the probe 

was kept in the calibration sleeve and its reading monitored for drift. If the meter drifted 

by more than 0.2 mg·L-1, it was immediately recalibrated. 
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Table 3.10 Summary of analytical methods, sample volumes (I') and quality control 

parameters for solutes routinely analyzed during microcosm experiments. See the text for 

more information on specific methods. 

V LD8 PreelsioD b 

SoIDte (mL) Analytical method )LDlol·L·1 (D) :I: % (D) 

Bromide 0.1 Spectrophotometry (phenol-red) 90 (28)· 3 (39)d 

Oxygen 1.0 Polarography (Clarke-type electrode) S(21) 3 (288) 

Nitrate 1.2 Spectrophotometry (Cd reduction) 0.14 (8) 2(10) 

Nitrite 1.0 Spectrophotometry (azo dye) 0.03 (8) 3 (25) 

Ammonium 1.0 Spectrophotometry (indophenol) 0.14 (8) 3 (32) 

Phosphate 1.0 Spectrophotometry (molybdenum blue) 0.08 (9) 4(38) 

• The limit of detection (LD) is defined as the lowest measwable concentration that is different ftom a 

blank (BrOgmann and Kremling 1999), and is calculated as the mean value of the blank (measured over 

several analytical sessions) plus 3 standard deviations. 

b Precision is defined as the standard deviation of replicates of a sample. averaged for numerous samples 

over several analytical sessions, divided by each sample's average value, and multiplied by 100 (BrOgmann 

and Kremling 1999). 

C All samples analyzed for bromide during this study contained normal seawater levels (- 850 l'IIIol·L·') or 

greater (as In the case oftraeer experiments). 

d The precision for bromide was calculated using 39 values for a stock of twice-filtered (0.2-l'1li) Waikiki 

Aquarium seawater, analyzed during 21 analytical sessions over 4 months, and found to be 866 ± 26 

l'IIIol'L" (mean ± SD). 
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The meter was used in two different ways. The first use of the meter involved 

measuring oxygen in very small samples «5 mL) retrieved during microcosm sampling. 

Before each measurement, the probe was rinsed thoroughly with DIW and placed upright, 

membrane-down in a clean and empty 10-mL syringe barrel (Figure 3.17a). This 

particular type of syringe barrel was selected because its internal diameter was only 

slightly larger (15.87 mm) than the external diameter of the probe (15.36 mm), and this 

minimized the volume needed for a reliable oxygen reading (- I mL). The tip of the 

barrel was fitted with a short section of tubing, which was used to connect the barrel with 

the 5-mL sampling syringe after the needle was removed. The sample was transferred 

immediately after sampling to the barrel and injected at a rate of 0.1-0.2 mL·s·1
• Injection 

continued well after the sample covered the meter's temperature sensor (up to 6.5 cm), at 

which point a reading was taken. In a few cases, withdrawing and re-injecting the sample 

was possible and yielded a second reading on the same sample. The measurement was 

generally completed at most 30 s after sampling. 

The second use involved measuring oxygen during field trips to the Kilo Nalu 

field site. Samples were drawn from the six sand field wells, as well as from the 

overlying water, into 140-mL syringes by divers. The syringes were delivered to the 

surface within minutes of sampling, and stored in the dark while each one was analyzed 

for dissolved oxygen. ~uring analysis, each sample was dispensed into a 60-mL 

Biological Oxygen Demand (BO~) bottle using a short « 10 cm) piece of tubing, and 

allowed to overflow by half the volume of the BOD bottle, thus using a total of90 mL. 

Measurement of<h using the meter took place in identical fashion as that of Falter and 

Sansone (2000a). The probe, fitted with a plastic sleeve, was inserted into the BOD bottle 
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so that it sealed the bottle opening snugly, while ensuring that no air bubbles were 

trapped (Figure 3.17b). The sample was stirred using a portable battery-operated field 

stirrer and a small magnetic stirring bar, and a reading was taken within IS s. 

As in the previous use of this electrode in the field and lab (Falter and Sansone 

2000a), the readings were calibrated by comparing them to oxygen concentrations 

obtained by Winkler titrations. A 4-liter glass reservoir with an opening at the bottom 

(Figure 3.1 Sa) was outfitted for this calibration as follows. The top was blocked with a 

stopper with three openings. One opening held tubing feeding helium gas into the 

reservoir through an air stone. The second opening was outfitted with a section of butyl 

rubber tubing on the lower end, and with a three-way valve on the upper end. One tip of 

the valve was fitted on the reservoir, the second was fitted with a waste syringe (50 mL) 

to hold water discarded during sampling, and the third was reserved for the sampling 

syringe (60 mL). The third opening on the stopper was left open for venting. The bottom 

opening of the reservoir was fitted with a Y -connection. One of the two outlets was 

sealed by a septum, similar to the ones on the sampling ports of the microcosm. The 

second outlet was fitted with Tygon tubing and a clamp, and was reserved for sampling 

reservoir water in BOD bottles for Winkler titrations. 

The reservoir was filled with twice-filtered (0.2 J111I) seawater and placed on a 

stirring plate. The water in the reservoir was stirred gently at approximately 100 rpm by a 

large Teflon-coated stirring bar. The sampling syringe was used to draw 10-15 mL from 

the reservoir, which was discarded into the waste syringe (the dead volume of the tubing 

was measured to be S mL). Another 60 mL was drawn and dispensed into a 60-mL BOD 

bottle using the same length of silicon tubing used on field trips. This BOD bottle already 
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Figure 3.17 Uses of the Orion 820 dissolved oxygen meter during this study: (a) Small 

samples « 5 mL) were analyzed by injecting them into a syringe barrel that held the 

meter, membrane facing down; (b) Larger sample volumes (> 60 mL) were analyzed by 

filling a 60-mL BOD bottle, with the electrode sealing the bottle opening with the help of 

a plastic sleeve. 
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contained a stirring bar and was resting on the portable stirrer. The probe was fitted with 

a removable plastic sleeve and fitted onto the BOD bottle, with the sleeve providing a 

tight seal. Stirring was started and a measurement was made as soon as the reading 

stabilized (within 15 s). 

At that point, the probe was removed and placed in the syringe barrel. A 5 mL 

sample was retrieved from the septum-sealed bottom opening using a 5 mL syringe and a 

25-Gauge needle. The needle was removed, and the sample injected into the piston at 0.1-

0.2 mL·so1, in a manner identical to that during the microcosm experiments. A reading 

was taken after the sample level covered the temperature sensor of the probe. 

Simultaneously with the extraction of the 60-mL syringe sample, a helper (R. 

Solomon) filled a BOD bottle directly from the reservoir through the bottom opening. 

The seawater was allowed to overflow by 1.5 BOD bottle volumes, and the BOD bottle 

contents were then fixed with Winkler titration reagents (see Section 3.2.3.3). After a first 

sample was taken from the reservoir, a slow and steady stream of helium was allowed to 

bubble through the reservoir. The reservoir water was sampled every 5-6 min, an 

adequate time interval for the oxygen concentration to change detectably. The experiment 

was terminated after the meter indicated the lowest value it could record when exposed to 

a de-aerated sample. 

All of the BOD bottles were sealed and clamped shut, some additional water was 

added around the tops of the bottles, and the bottles were stored in the dark. The contents 

were analyzed 20 h later by titration with thiosulfate after acidification. The thiosulfate 

solution was standardized using an iodate standard. A reagent blank. was taken at the end 

of the experiment when the sample's dissolved oxygen concentration (6.6 f.LIlIol·L01) 
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could not be driven lower. According to R. Solomon (personal communication), this is 

well within the oxygen content of Winkler titration reagents. The BOD bottle volumes 

were determined gravimetrically with DIW. The results of the calibration are shown in 

Figure 3.1Sb and c, and are very similar to those obtained previously with this meter 

(Falter and Sansone 2000a). The relationships between meter readings and Winkler 

titration-determined concentrations are linear, with slopes of 0.030-0.031 (a "1: 1" slope 

would equal 0.032). The results of this calibration experiment verified the reliability of 

this meter for oxygen measurements by the methods employed in this study. It is useful to 

note here that the meter reading (whose resolution is 0.1 mg·L·1
) could fluctuate between 

as much as ± 0.2 mg·L-1 during a measurement of well-oxygenated samples. This brings 

the error of measurement to approximately 3 %. It should also be noted that, during this 

calibration experiment, the minimum value of detection of the meter was 0.4 mg·L-I
• The 

minimum detection limit of this electrode has never been observed to reach 0.0 mg-L-1 

(personal observations; F. Sansone and A. Rusch, personal communication), and varies 

within the relatively narrow range ofO.2-0.S mg·L-1 (personal observations; Falter and 

Sansone 2000a). It is fortuitous that, during this study, almost all sampling events 

included at least one sample which was almost certainly anoxic (as evidenced by the 

scent of sulfide), so that the detection limit of the meter on that particular day could be 

observed and recorded. On those occasions, the limit of detection was taken as the meter

reading-vs.-concentration relationship intercept, and the rest of the concentrations 

calculated using the slopes determined during the calibration. 
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Figure 3_18 (a) Laboratory set-up used for the calibration of the Orion meter readings; 

Concentrations obtained by Winkler titration were compared to meter readings obtained 

by (b) sample injection, and (c) sample stirring (Figure 3.17a and b respectively). 
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The syringes used for well sampling in the field were also tested for oxygen 

penetration as follows. Filtered seawater was de-aerated and sampled with three field 

syringes as above. The contents of one field syringe were tested for oxygen immediately 

with the field stirrer method. The other two field syringes were placed in a container full 

of aerated water to simulate exposure to oxygenated overlying water at the field site. 

After 50 min, the average estimated period between sampling at the dive site and 

measurement on the field boat, their contents were analyzed for oxygen, and were found 

to be have been oxygenated by 18:1: 91J.1l10I·L-1 over the 50 min period. This value 

indicated that these syringes do take up oxygen from their surroundings, and that the 

uptake may vary from syringe to syringe. The oxygen values measured during field trips 

were corrected for this oxygenation by subtracting 181J.1l101·L-1 from each measurement 

and taking into account the error of:l: 9 1J.1l10I·L-1 when interpreting the results. 

Bromide - Bromide was measured by the phenol red colorimetric analysis of 

Balatre (1936; Presley 1971). All of the reagent concentrations were maintained as in past 

protocols but their volumes were downsized accordingly. The volume available for 

bromide analysis during tracer experiments was 100 J1l or smaller, and the reason for this 

was to limit as much as possible the interference of pore water removal at depth with the 

physically driven penetration of tracer (see the assessment of this issue in section 

3.2.4.2). The quality of the analysis, as well as the stability of the reagents, was evaluated 

throughout the duration of the study by always analyzing a stock of twice-filtered 

Waikiki Aquarium seawater alongside the analytical standards. Based on 39 

measurements over 21 analytical sessions, this standard's concentration was determined 

to be 8661J.1l10I·L-1 :I: 26 1J.1l101·L-1 (mean:l: standard deviation). This analytical 
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uncertainty is slightly better than that of:l: 47 J.LIll0I·L·· reported by Rao and Jahnke 

(2004) in their review of bromide use during in situ 1racer studies, and corresponds to a 

precision of3 %. 

Nitrate and nitrite - These nutrients are commonly reported jointly since there is 

no direct colorimetric analysis for nitrate. Instead, nitrate is reduced to nitrite and the 

reduced product (plus pre-existing nitrite) is reacted with sulfanilamide and N-(1-

naphthyl)-ethylenediamine dihydrochloride (NEDA) to form an azo dye, which is 

quantified spectrophotometrically (Bendschneider and Robinson 1952). This yields the 

sum of nitrate and nitrite concentrations in the sample. If an unreduced sample is also 

analyzed, the actua1 nitrate concentration can be obtained by subtracting the unreduced 

(i.e., only nitrite) from the reduced sample's concentration. The challenge with measuring 

nitrate in small volumes lies in the reduction process. At present, the universally 

acceptable method of reduction is the contact of the sample with copper-coated Cd 

granules, which are loaded in a column several centimeters long (parsons et a1. 1984; 

Hansen and Koroleff 1999). These textbook protocols require sample volumes ranging 

from 25 mL (for concentrations greater than 15 JJM) to 100 mL. Such large sample sizes 

during sedimentary investigations are almost never available. Jones (1984) developed an 

alternative way to bring smaller sample volumes (10-25 mL) in contact with the reducing 

agent. Each sample and standard is shaken with activated Cd granules in a vial for 90 

minutes. A trial of this method during this study proved it to be very labor-intensive when 

applied to samples of 1-1.5 mL. Additional uncertainties emerged from relatively minor 

differences in the weight of Cd added. The resolution of this issue would make this 
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process even more inefficient time-wise. Instead, the downsizing of the Cd column 

reduction method (parsons et aI. 1984) was pursued, as follows. 

Approximately 3 g of Cd granules (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A.) 

were rinsed with I M HCI, and then with an 80 mmol·L-1 solution ofCuS04. After 

immersing in a 117 mmol·L-1 solution ofNH!CI (the buffer solution), the pellets were 

loaded in an inverted l-mL glass syringe to form a Cd column with a total volume of 0.7 

mL. A 2-cm section of tubing was connected to the tip of the SYringe and fitted with a 

threaded stopper, so that the opening and closing of the tubing could be easily controlled. 

The column was rinsed thoroughly before use by passing several milliliters of the buffer 

through it. Before reduction, 60 !!L of 4.67 mol·L·1 NH!CI solution were added to 1.2 mL 

of sample or standard to provide the alkaline conditions necessary for the strict reduction 

of nitrate to nitrite (Hansen and Koroleff 1999). The level of the buffer was brought flush 

with the top of the Cd column. After pipetting 0.5 mL of sample or standard on top of the 

column, the water level was brought back to the top of the Cd column and the effluent 

discarded. The rest of the sample (0.76 mL) was added to the column and the effluent 

collected in a 1.5 mL vial, again bringing the level to the top of the Cd column. Finally, 

0.3 mL of the buffer was delivered to the column and the effluent added to the 1.5 mL 

vial, while the level was returned to the top of the Cd column. This yielded a total of 1.06 

mL of sample, ready for nitrite analysis. The flow rate of sample or standard in the 

column was slower than the 2 mL·min·1 suggested by Hansen and Koroleff(1999), and 

routinely resulted in conversion efficiencies over 90 % (94 ± 10 % based on 63 

standards), which were more than satisfactory for the purposes of this study. 
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Ammonium - The prevalence of ammonium in modern buildings makes 

ammonium detection particularly susceptible to contamination effects from the 

surroundings (Hansen and Koroleff 1999). This frequently results in relatively high 

uncertainties and detection limits, as well as low precisions. Consequently, simple 

precautions were taken to minimize contamination during analysis. The 1.5-mL vials in 

which the reaction and color development took place were kept capped at all times, and 

only opened to add reagents. All reagents and standard stock were stored in screw-cap 

vials. Finally, all used equipment was thoroughly washed with DIW immediately before 

use. 

Ammonium was analyzed by indophenol blue formation using phenol and 

hypochlorite (Berthelot 1859). I tested two versions of the protocol that uses 

nitroprusside as a catalyst (Sol6rzano 1969). These versions differ in the sequence in 

which the reagents are added. The first, compiled by Parsons et al. (1984), advises the 

separate addition of the phenol and the nitroprusside solutions to the sample, prior to 

adding the mixed hypochlorite-citrate solution. The second, as outlined by Koroleff 

(I976b), urges the addition ofan alkaline citrate solution, a mixed phenol-nitrorpusside 

solution, and finally the hypochlorite solution in that particular order. The Parsons et at. 

(1984) procedure routinely yielded precisions of the order of 15-20 'Yo, while the Koroleff 

(1976b) procedure was much more consistent, giving a much better precision of3 'Yo. One 

cannot be certain whether it is the composition of the reagent solutions or the sequence of 

their addition that can explain this difference in reproducibility and stability. Actually, the 

reaction mechanism still cannot be fully explained (Hansen and Koroleff 1999). What is 

certain is that even after allowing for 5 h of reaction, the Parsons et al. (1984) procedure 
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still yielded widely varying standard absorptions, leading me to adopt the Koroleff 

(l976b) procedure. Finally, the effect of the matrix was also tested during this 

experimentation (since salt in seawater will interfere with the reaction) by comparing 

standards made in DlW with those in ASW. Absorbances of standards made in DIW 

were higher than those made in ASW by a factor of 1.1 (Figure 3.19), which agrees well 

with published salt-effect factors for salinity differences of32-35 0/00 (1.08-1.09; Koroleff 

1976b). 
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Figure 3.19 Comparison of absorbances at 630 om of ammonium standards made in 

distilled water (AbsDIW) and artificial seawater (AbsASW) with the indophenol blue 

method. Values next to symbols indicate the standard concentration (J,unol·L-1
). Linear 

regression of the data is shown by the dashed line, which has a slope of 1.1. 
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Phosphate - Phosphate was lIIIalyzed by the molybdenum blue complexation 

method with ascorbic acid as the reductant (Murphy IIIId Riley 1962; KoroletT 1 976a). 

The reaction involved adding two solutions to unacidified samples. The first solution was 

a mixed reagent 'of sulfuric acid, ammonium molybdate IIIId lllltimonyl tartrate. The 

second was 1111 ascorbic acid solution. During this study, no interferences or 

complications were observed with this method. Although the limit of detection was 

relatively high (0.08 f.Ul\ol·L·1; Table 3.10), as compared to values of 0.01 J.LIllol·L·1 

mentioned in the literature (Hansen IIIId KoroletT 1999), it was sufficiently low for the 

needs of this study. 

3.3.3 Assessment of the new microcosm design - Results and discussion 

3.3.3.1 Design operability and column hydraulics assessment 

The new design works satisfactorily in principle IIIId major shortcomings were not 

evident from this set of assessment experiments. The assembly steps accommodated the 

permeametry tests performed on the sediment column during experimental setup. The 

results of the permeametry tests (Exp. 10) are shown in Figure 3.20. The main 

observation is that the permeability estimates for the 10 l-cm column are similar for the 

constlll1t- IIIId falling-head tests. In the 50-cm column, however, the constant head test 

yielded a statistically different estimate thIII! the falling head test. 
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Figure 3.20 Resu lts of permeametry tests conducted duri ng Exp. lOon a silica sand 

column. Two types of tests, falling head and constant head, were conducted with the 

column during two stages of its construction: with IA~50 cm and IA~ IOI cm. The ratio of 

HIlA during all tests was always less than 0.4 . Hydraulic conductivities were calculated 

from the data using Eq. 3.1 and 3.16 for constant head and fa lling head, respectively. 

Permeabilities were calculated from hydraulic conductivities using Eq. 3.9, with 

viscosity, ,u ~ 0.01043 g·cm-' ·s-' , and density, p ~ 1.023 g'cm-J (the same values as those 

used in Exp. 2-4, Table 3.4). 
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Interestingly, all measurements, binned together regardless of test type and 

column length, yielded an average permeability estimate of2.0x 10.10 with a standard 

deviation of 8.1 x I 0. 12 m2 (a precision of 4 %, which compares favorably with 20 % for 

the pressure gradient relaxation method discussed in section 3.2.4. I). The important 

finding of this experiment is that the permeability of I m-Iong columns can be measured 

with either constant or falling head permeametry after sediment column assembly, and 

allows for the use of the falling head method, which is logistically more straightforward. 

The falling head method was employed as outlined in section 3.3.2.2 to measure 

the permeabilities of columns used in subsequent Exp. 11-13. The change of head 

difference, H, between columns A and C with time was used to obtain hydraulic 

conductivities for the sediment columns in Exp. I 1-1 3 (Eq. 3. I 6, Figure 3.21). In turn, 

these conductivities were used to calculate permeabilities (Eq. 3.9), using viscosity and 

density values as for Exp. 2-4 (Table 3.4). The final permeability values are shown in 

Table 3.9. 

The oxygen-impermeable membrane was visually observed to respond quickly to 

large head differences between Columns A and B. However, during pressure gradient 

relaxation tests (see section 3.2.3.1 for method), large variations in relaxation times (and, 

consequently, velocities) were noticed. The results of nine tests run during four 

experiments are shown in Table 3.1 I. A third of these tests yielded had} values in excess 

of2.5 cm, the maximum that can be explained by height determination errors on the part 

of the operator. The remainder of the tests yielded h adj = 0.50 ± 1.30 cm (n = 6), which is 

approximately four times more variable compared to values obtained with relaxation tests 

on the first microcosm design (Table 3.5). 
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Figure 3.21 Results of falling head hydraulic conductivity measurements on the sediment 

columns used in Exp. 11-13 . The straight lines correspond to linear regressions fitted 

through the data. The slopes of the three lines (0 .0252, 0.0347, and 0.0968 min·' for Exp. 

II , 12 and 13, respectively), when multiplied by the column lengths (Table 3.8), yield the 

hydraulic conductivity for each column (Eq. 3. 16). 
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Table 3.11 Results of relaxation tests performed on sed iment columns of four 

experiments during the assessment of the modified microcosm design. Data were 

processed as described in section 3.2.3.1. The permeability values of each column (k) as 

they were measured using the falling head method (Figure 3.21, Table 3.9) are given for 

comparison. Tests yielding height adjustments (had}) greater than 2.5 em were not 

processed. 

Relaxation test results 

Exp. o. fA (cm) k (m2
) "ad} (cm) KT (cm's-I) vlH (S-I) kr(m 2

) 

0.59 0.04 0.0004 4.2x 10-11 

II 99.5 4.3x I0-11 

3.68 

2.38 0.06 0.0006 6.2x I 0- 11 

12 99 6.0x 10-11 

-1.41 0.04 0.0004 4.2x I 0-11 

1.41 0.19 0.0019 1.9x 10-10 

13 100 1.7x I 0- 10 4.61 

-0.06 0.18 0.0018 1.9x 10-10 

6.07 
15 • 99 b 

0.08 0.15 0.0015 1.6x 10-10 

a Experiment and relaxation test performed by A. Rusch. 

b Sediment was obtained from the reef sediment pocket, as in Exp. 13, and handled identically (see Table 

3.9). Compare kT values with the k for Exp. 13 . 
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I suggest that the unusually high h",q values obtained during these tests were 

mostly due to the confonnation of the gas-impermeable membrane when forced towards 

the mid-point position. In this situation, this flexible membrane provides additional 

resistance because of a large number of invaginations of its internal surface area. These 

invaginations enclose water semi-permanently and substantially retard the relaxation of 

the pressure gradient. The solution to this problem would be to minimize the 

invaginations by decreasing the gross surface area of the membrane, currently 380 cm2
• A 

side-effect of this action would be to decrease the maximum inflation volume of the 

membrane (currently 1.2 L). This would not impact the microcosm operation at all, since 

the volume that needs to be accommodated during operation of the microcosm is much 

smaller (see section 3.3.2.1 Membrl1Tle incorporation). 

A minor fraction of the magnitude and variability in h",q could be due to 

differences in the density between the seawater used in Column A and the NaCI solution 

used in Column B. If, for example, the two columns exert the same pressure but the 

density of one differs from the other by 0.001 g·cm·3, this would result in a difference in 

height of 0.1 cm. In that case, changes in water level in one column are not directly 

comparable to changes in the other. This could be resolved by using the same seawater in 

Column B as used in Column A. 

The problem highlighted in this section does not affect significantly the operation 

of the microcosm and its use in experiments with permeable sediments. Two lines of 

evidence are provided to support this statement. Firstly, the volume of water passing the 

SWI during an oscillation cycle (as a result of pressure gradients between the two 

columns) is proportional to the ratio ofv/H, derived from the data for each of the 
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relaxation tests (Table 3.5; Table 3.11). In turn, vlHis proportional to the total column 

permeability, kT (Figure 3.22). This roughly linear proportionality indicates that, all else 

being the same, water exchange differences between experiments with columns of 

different permeabilities are an outcome of differences in kT. Secondly, conservative tracer 

experiments conducted during the assessment of the modified microcosm indicate that 

enhanced exchange of solutes is also proportional to permeability (see section 3.3.3.2). In 

conclusion, this problem is more of a nuisance than an interference. It can easily be 

solved as recommended in previous paragraphs, and therefore does not negate the utility 

of this method. 

3.3.3.2 Enhanced exchange peifoYTllllT/Ce 

During initial runs of the Rao and Jahnke (2004) tracer transport model, the model 

output became unstable, especially in the case of high &Values (> 1021. This problem 

was solved by adjusting the time step of the model, tit, every time the value of swas 

changed, based on the following modulus (A.M.F. Rao, personal communication; 

Boudreau 1997, p. 341): 

3.18 

These initial runs also indicated that the profile data were better explained by assuming 

that the sediment column is experiencing enhanced transport heterogeneously. 

Specifically, instead of one svalue for the whole column, an upper layer with high swas 

assumed to overlie a lower layer with a lower s value. An initial value for the depth 

separating the two layers, zlayer, was selected by visually inspecting the data. This initial 
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Figure 3.22 The ratio of vi H plotted against total penneability for each relaxation test of 

this study. See Section 3.2.3.1 for methods. Data from experiments using the original 

microcosm are plotted with filled symbols, and those from experiments using the 

modified microcosm with open symbols. Values of the two parameters are linearly 

related over a penneability range of two orders of magnitude (2xl0·11 m2 to 2x 10.9 m2
). 
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value was optimized by running the model within an optimization routine which tested 

for the best-fit values of ztayer, and tUpper and 610 ..... (the diffusion enhancement factors for 

the upper and lower layer respectively) using a '1} statistic. An example of profile data 

fitted with one- and two-layer models is shown in Figure 3.23. Single-depth time-series 

data were processed with a one-layer model only, because of the lack of depth resolution 

that would justifY the determination of zlayw, tUpper, and "lower. 

Detailed model run results are shown in Table 3.12, and they are summarized in 

Table 3.13 along with sedimentary column permeabilities. It is notable that the difference 

in ·l for I-layer and 2-layer models becomes more distinct at greater kA.. The greater 

success of2-layer models in simulating the data suggests that the mechanism that causes 

the presence of more than one ''hydraulic layer" is a permanent feature of this 

microcosm. This mechanism is most likely turbulence caused by the pumping of water 

into Column A at Connection II (Figure 3.13) at rates of tens of milliliters per second. 

The effect becomes more evident as kA. increases, and this increase is manifested in higher 

values for zlayw and Supper necessary to simulate the data (Table 3.12). It should be pointed 

out that the success of the two-layer fit is not necessarily an indication that only two 

layers with distinct hydraulic characteristics exist in the column, but rather that this 

assumption statistically reproduces the observed changes due to transport. 

Changes in pumping parameters also affect the values of zlayw and tUpper. 

Specifically, dropping/from 3 min-) to I min·) (from Tracer Exp. 14-1 to 15-1 

respectively) increases the Supper value markedly (Table 3.12). On the other hand, the 

combined increases of h and fbetween Exp. 13-14 did not yield a substantial change in 
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Figure 3.23 Model results for tracer experiment 14-1 (Table 3.12), superimposed on the 

data of bromide concentration, [Brl, with depth, z, at t= 45.7 h. The horizontal error bars 

on the data points indicate the analytical error (:I: 26 J1IIIol·L-1
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Table 3.12 Enhancement factors for Exp. 11-15. Both 1- and 2-layer fits are given for profile data (compare'l values). 

I-layer lit 2-layer fit 

Exp. Tracer h f %layer 

# Exp.# (em) (min-I) Data type z8(em) s Xl (mm) s,q,p., sw- Xl 

11 H-l 0.6 2 tim~es 4.5 l~ 49 

11 11-3 8.5 2 profiles 90 58 75 90 16 49 

12 12-1 8.5 2. prolles 14 26 10 55 13 20 

12 12-1 8.5 2 time-series 4.0 28 35 

13 IH 8.5 • .2 profiles 213 38 55. ·426 176 .7 

13 13-1 8.5 2 time-series 5.0 139 27 
.. 
13-2b 13. 8.5 2 time-series 5.0 66 27 -.. 

14 14-1 10.5 3 profiles 248 138 145 287 100 6 

15 15-2 .>10;5 .'. .f· .. prolles 566 270. 145 795 . 100 .. n 
• Deptb, z, at which time series data were recorded; 

"Tracer experimtm113-2 WIIS c:ondw:Ied after the addition of a DunoJ/e1Jo culture to the overlying water of the microcosm (see text for details). 
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Table 3.13 Comparison of sediment column permeabilities (k ... ). with tracer transport 

experiment parameters (oscillation height, h, and frequency,j) and model-generated 

enhancement factors, &. 

Tracer Exp. # k ... (mz) h (em) f(min- I ) e(log) 

II-I 4.3xl0-11 0.6 2 l.l 

II-3 4.3xlO-JI 8.5 2 1.2-2.0 

12-1 6.0xl0-11 8.5 2 1.1-1.7 

13-1 1.7xlo-IO 8.5 2 2.1-2.6 

14-1 1.7x 1 0-10 10.5 3 2.0-2.5 

15-1 1.7xlo-IO 10.5 I 2.0-2.9 

the range of e(Table 3.13). This suggests that rapid changes in pressure gradient induced 

by higher f do not enhance transport as much as longer periods (lower j) would under the 

same pressure gradient. Above and beyond the presence of two hydraulically active 

layers. the values of B generally increase with kA for both the upper and lower layers of 

hydraulic activity (Table 3.13), indicating that the enhanced transport of solutes is 

experienced throughout the sediment column. 

The results for Tracer Exp. 12-1 yield lower BValues than those of Tracer Exp. 

11-3. a pattern inverse of that predicted by k .... However, Exp. 12 was interrupted by a 

power failure due to an earthquake (October 15. 2006). Pumping ceased for 20 h, and

more importantly - the temperature rose by 4-5 ·C over the same period of time. This 
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may have had an adverse effect on the penneability of the column, perhaps by 

encouraging faster growth of biofilms within the column and impeding solute exchange 

after this point. Additional support for the adverse effects of this 20 h-Iong increase in 

temperature is available from particle transport data, collected during enrichment 

experiments described in Chapter 4. 

Data from those enrichment experiments may also explain the decrease in & 

recorded between two tracer experiments, 13-1 and 13-2 (Table 3.12). At a time point 

between 13-1 and 13-2, a culture of the chlorophyte DunoJiella was added in the 

overlying water, to yield abundances of50000 cells·mel . Based on cell counts on 

samples from the microcosm experiment and from control experiments (data not shown), 

these cells disappeared from the overlying water within 2 d, and a significant portion 

entered the sediments where they degraded. It is possible that the presence of these algae, 

and the resulting biofilm development by sedimentary microbiota during their 

degradation, may have caused a decrease in hydraulic conductivity of the sediment 

column at the SWI, resulting in a lower & value. 

The values of & at fixed pumping settings could vary during an incubation 

experiment as a consequence of changes in the sedimentary column's permeability. 

Processes which may account for changes in penneabiIity, and consequently &, during an 

incubation experiment include biofilm disruption and formation, carbonate dissolution, 

and compaction. It is possible that, during field sediment sampling and column assembly, 

sediment grain aggregations held together by biofilms may be disaggregated thus causing 

an increase in penneability. These biofilms may fonn relatively quickly after assembly, 

especially if the microbial biomass is still present (e.g., Yingst and Rhoads 1980; Findlay 
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et aI. 1992), thus causing a drop in s values by restricting the localized exchange of water 

that drives enhanced exchange. Carbonate dissolution by metabolic C(h (generated 

during organic matter degradation) may slowly bring down the average grain size, and 

thus decrease permeability (Figure 2.2). At the same time, grain roughness which is fairly 

high in coralligenous carbonate grains, may be reduced resulting in an increase in 

permeability (Beard and Weyl 1973). Ifdissolution, which would result in the overall 

decrease in the amount of material, is not accompanied by a change in volume, it may 

result in an increase in permeability due to an increase in porosity (Figure 2.2). 

Alternatively, if dissolution leads to compaction of the sediment column, along with a 

decrease in average grain size, it may lead to a decrease in permeability. The above 

processes are not mutually exclusive and could all work simultaneously to affect a 

change in permeability. The data which are available from experimentation with the 

microcosm (Exp. 8, Table 3.6) suggest that a slight, statistically non-significant increase 

in the permeability of a carbonate reef sediment column takes place over a period of 100 

d. Therefore, sis not likely to change significantly by simple incubation of the originally 

used sedimentary material. External manipulation may be required, such as the addition 

of organics which act as stimulants of microbial activity including biofilm formation, or 

the input of very fme particulates which may be trapped in the sediment column and form 

a low permeability layer. 

Field measurements of enhanced transport at Kilo Nalu have recently been 

completed (Hebert et aI. 2007). A fluorescent dye injection and monitoring system was 

used to conduct enhanced transport experiments at the location where sediments for Exp. 

II were collected (Kilo Nalu sand field, Table 3.9) and at a sediment depth of 15 cm. At 
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the time field experiments were conducted, waves were chamcteri.zed by heights of 0.4-

1.3 m, and periods of 15 s. I converted the reported enhanced transport rates to evalues 

using a free solution diffusion coefficient of fluorescein of 1.73 cm2·h-1
, and contrasted 

them with e values obtained from conservative tracer experiments during Exp. II (Table 

3.12), relating each e value to the corresponding wave or oscillation height, h (Figure 

3.24). 

It is important to point out that the values of h used in the relationship of Figure 

3.24 correspond to the oscillation at the water column surface and not at the sediment 

depth at which the experiments took place. Specifically, the water column at Kilo Nalu is 

10m deep and experimental measurements took place at z = 15 em. In contrast, during 

Exp. II, the overlying water height was 50 cm, and the measurements took place both at 

a fixed depth (z = 4.5 cm), i.e., in a manner analogous to that used by Hebert et al. (2007), 

as well as by using depth-integrated changes in tracer concentration (the profile 

technique, Table 3.12). If the wavelength, ).., corresponding to each h in the field were 

known, it would be possible to correct for h attenuation with depth using the relationship: 

h(w) = hoe-k*w 3.19 

where ~ and h(w) are wave heights at depths 0 and w respectively, and the wave number, 

k" = 21t+A.. It is likely that h(10 m) would be greatly reduced, relative to the values used 

in Figure 3.24. Even after correcting for attenuation with w, the problem of comparing 

transport conditions at different sediment depths, z, would persist. Application of the Rao 

and Jahnke (2004) model to microcosm conservative tracer experiments has shown that 

multi-e solutions yield results that are more representative of the observations than a 
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Figure 3.24 Relationship between wave or oscillation height, h (em), and enhancement 

factor, &, in data from solute tracer experiments using Kilo Nalu sand field sediment. 

Experiments were conducted in the field (closed symbols, Hebert et aI. 2007) and the 

laboratory (open symbols, Exp. 11, Table 3.12). The values of h for the field data 

correspond to the average significant wave height for the duration of each tracer 

experiment. 
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single-ssolution (Figure 3.23). The topic of physical pore water solute transport remains 

one of the major questions in permeable sediment studies (Huettel and Webster 2001) 

Therefore. based on the discussion in the previous paragraph, it is with caution 

that the comparison illustrated in Figure 3.24 is made and the following statements are 

put forth. It is evident that the degree of enhanced transport achieved by the microcosm 

with the pumping settings ofExp. 11 (Table 3.12) is on the lower end of those observed 

in the field. The presence of advective forcing in the form of currents (Hebert et al. 

2007). as well as the interaction of these currents with sand ripples, may account for the 

greater enhancement factors observed in the field. Overall. all the enhanced transport 

conservative tracer experiments conducted with the microcosm demonstrate that the 

microcosm design can cause enhanced transport 1-3 orders of magnitude greater than that 

caused by molecular diffusion, and that the degree of enhancement is roughly 

proportional to the permeability of the sediment column in Column A (Table 3.13). The 

tracer transport model successfully reproduces the observed enhanced transport pattern 

by using two sedimentary layers with distinct degrees of enhanced transport (Eq. 3.17). 

The success of the model described by Eq. 3.17 proves that the solute transport process in 

the microcosm is a diffusion-like process and can be modeled as such (Boudreau 1997. p. 

39-41). To simulate enhanced transport observed under open ocean waves and swell, the 

pumping parameters must be changed from those used in these experiments, by 

decreasing the oscillation frequency and increasing the oscillation height 
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3.3.3.3 Biogeochemical response of sediments to microcosm incubation 

A comparison offield data from the Kilo Nalu Observatory and microcosm Exp. II data 

is shown in Figure 3.25. The sediment incubated during Exp. II came from the vicinity 

of the wells, which were sampled to generate the Kilo Nalu pore water data. The field and 

microcosm data are similar in dissolved oxygen concentrations but differ in ammonium 

and phosphate concentrations. Whereas oxygen was depleted by a depth of 4.5 cm in the 

microcosm, oxygen was occasionally detectable at 7.5 cm depth in the field. Despite the 

apparently high sedimentary oxygen consumption rate, oxygen levels were maintained at 

a near-saturation level in the overlying water throughout Exp. II (data not shown). On 

the other hand, ammonium in the microcosm pore water builds up to concentrations three 

to four times those of Kilo Nalu pore water, and the same pattern is observed for 

phosphate. 

One obvious explanation for these observations is that the physical forcing and 

the subsequent flushing of solutes out of the sediments is greater in the field than in the 

microcosm (since permeability is the same in both). This actually can be predicted from 

the results of the conservative tracer experiments described in the previous section. Those 

experiments showed that the induced exchange in the microcosm was one order of 

magnitude less intense than that measured in the field (Hebert et aI. 2007). The difference 

observed in pore water solute concentrations is further enhanced by the timing of the field 

sampling. Summer on the south shores of the Hawaiian Islands is a period of maximum 

exposure to open-ocean, long-period swell generated from Southern Ocean storms (Grigg 

1998). It is likely that oxygen penetration is highest during this time period, which is 

when the in situ samples were collected. 
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Figure 3.25 A comparison of the concentrations of oxygen, ammonium, and phosphate in 

Kilo Nalu pore water and microcosm pore water. The sediment used in the microcosm 

during Exp. 11 was collected from the vicinity of the wells sampled for pore water at 

Kilo Nalu. Kilo Nalu samples were collected during three field trips to the Observatory's 

100m node (May 16th, June 9th, and August 31",2006). Microcosm samples were 

collected at three well-spaced time-points during Exp. 11 (5,40, and 60 days after t=O). 
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The build-up of phosphate and ammonium in the anoxic section of the microcosm 

column (most likely an outcome of organic matter decomposition) is suggestive of the 

relatively high reaction potential of these sediments (e.g., Marinelli et aI. 1998). 

Interestingly enough, nitrate and nitrite concentrations were very low or undetectable «I 

1J.11l01·L"1 and <0.07 1J.11l01·L"1 respectively) in both field and microcosm profiles, which is 

consistent with the lack of dissolved oxygen in these sediments (e.g., Sansone et aI. 1990; 

Tribble et al. 1990). In addition, all nutrients were undetectable in the overlying water in 

both cases. The shape of the solute profiles in Figure 3.25 is suggestive of nutrient fluxes 

away from the center of the sediment column towards the sub-oxic surfiIce layer and the 

overlying water (e.g., Berner 1980). In the absence of appreciable nitrate and nitrate, it 

must be surmised that these nutrients are removed from the dissolved inorganic solute 

pool. One potential destination is the particulate poo~ whether it is biotic uptake by 

subaerobic or aerobic biota or abiotic precipitation in the case of phosphate (e.g., Qgrinc 

and FaganeJi 2006). Another possible sink for ammonium is denitrification through 

nitrification (Rae 2006). 

With respect to the assessment of the microcosm design, it is important to realize 

that the absence of the exchange of overlying water renders the modified microcosm a 

"closed system," with respect to the elements that are not affected by gas exchange. The 

pools of elements, such as phosphorus, iron and manganese, will remain constant in the 

microcosm throughout incubation. However, the individual atoms will be redistributed, 

based primarily on redox conditions that dictate their mobilization or immobilization. For 

example reduced iron and manganese are soluble, albeit highly adsorptive (Burdige 2006, 

p. 108), and could diffuse away from the anoxic layers of the column. Phosphorus, whose 
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cycling is closely tied to that of iron (Slomp et aI. 1996; Ruttenberg 2003), is strongly 

bound by iron oxides. In the case of regeneration during anaerobic organic matter 

degradation, phosphate will drift upwards towards the oxic surface layer of the sediment 

column, where it will be bound by oxidized iron (this is very likely one of the 

explanations for the phosphate profiles observed during Exp. II, Figure 3.25). The 

absence of any significant signal of phosphate in the overlying water illustrates how the 

microcosm can be used to demonstrate frequently surmised processes, such as the 

phosphate removal process by iron oxides which greatly attenuates phosphate flux across 

the SWI (Burdige 2006, p. 468). In the case of elements such as iron, manganese and 

phosphorus, incubation of an originally homogeneous sediment column in the microcosm 

will result in their redistribution along the sediment column, based on their individual 

properties primarily in relation to redox conditions. The elemental redistribution process 

should be kept in mind when designing long-term experiments that could be affected by 

the localized accumulation of these elements with incubation time and how it could affect 

the conducted experiments and their results. In the case of the examples mentioned in this 

paragraph, this redistribution is perfectly naturaI over the time scales of the typical 

experiments (days-weeks). 

On the contrary, examples of elements affected by gas exchange are carbon and 

nitrogen. The processes of organic matter degradation and denitrification could lead to 

the depletion of the carbon and nitrogen pools in the microcosm, through their loss as the 

gases C(h and N2 respectively. The aeration of the overlying water of the microcosm 

renders it an open system with regards to such elements that would otherwise accumulate 
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in the gaseous phase. In other words, analysis of the composition of the overhead gas 

during incubation is unlikely to yield meaningful or defensible results. 

3.3.4 Conclusions on the modified microcosm method 

The modified design is overall an improvement, compared to the original design, 

in that it removed unknown biogeochemical sinks or sources from the silica sand column 

in Column B, while it retained useful characteristics from the original design (e.g., the 

generation of enhanced solute transport across the SWI, and the capability to sample pore 

water non-destructively during the course of an experiment). Moreover, streamlined 

procedures for the assembly and operation of the microcosm were developed, including 

the determination of important hydraulic parameters using specially compiled 

mathematical tools, and the testing of suitable protocols for the analysis of solutes of 

interest. 

The complete elimination of the reservoir and the continuous exchange of 

Column A overlying water with replacement water (Figure 3.1) permitted the 

demonstration of the lack of accumulation of nutrients from the sediment pore water in 

the overlying water, which, in conjunction with nutrient profiles, points at their removal 

at the surface layers of the sediment column by biotic and abiotic processes. 

Accumulation of nutrients in the overlying water would not be detectable with the 

prototype microcosm due to their continuous removal and dilution through Connection 

IV (Figure 3.1). The microcosm acts as a closed system for elements such as iron, 

manganese, and phosphorus, which are not affected by gas exchange. Elements in the 

latter group include carbon and nitrogen which can be lost during microbial exploitation 
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in the gas phase as ~C<h and N2 respectively. The microcosm, as it is configured in its 

modified form, does not allow the reliable monitoring of compositional changes in the 

overhead gas. 

The oxygen-impermeable membrane functioned well as a hydraulically active but 

chemically impervious barrier, but its inflation volume may need to be minimized in 

order to prevent interference with the hydraulic function of the column under certain 

configurations. One such configuration may be pumping frequencies,f, lower than those 

tested in this study. Measurements of enhanced transport and pore water biogeochemistry 

during incubation of Kilo Nalu sediments in the microcosm were compared with field 

measurements and indicated that the pumping parameters used in the incubations did not 

generate adequate solute exchange across the SWI to match in situ values. Values off < 1 

minot may be necesSlll)' in order to generate field-level enhanced exchange with this 

modified microcosm design. The effect off< I minot on the hydraulic function of the 

microcosm should be investigated with the hydraulic characterization methods described 

in this chapter, to assess whether the proposed decrease of the inflation volume of the 

membrane allows the non-disrupted function of the microcosm. 

3.3.5 Future methodological developments 

Future efforts in understanding the biogeochemical function of permeable 

sediments would benefit by the use of the microcosm described in this chapter. The major 

innovation is the oscillating flow across the SWI (as opposed to the unidirectional flow of 

flow-through chambers and stirred chambers) while using a relatively small amount of 

sediment (as opposed to flumes). Achieving the oscillating flow at the present stage of 
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development requires constant supervision (see discussion in section 3.3.3.1). The 

automation of water level control with the use of a pressure sensor that interfaces with the 

pump operation software would greatly improve the reliability of the method without 

constant inspection. 

The microcosm method could be modified to generate oscillatory flows of greater 

magnitude by the replacement of the peristaltic pump with a more reliable dispenser such 

as a syringe pump (M. Huettel, personal communication). Such a pump (e.g., NE-515 

OEM, New Era Pump Systems) could replace Column B completely and connect Column 

A with a small, flexible, oxygen-impermeable reservoir (e.g., a Durashield 45 bag from 

Scholle Corporation) at Connection m. The computer-controlled pump could force an 

oscillatory pore water motion through the sediment column, in the same way pistons have 

been used to generate shear dispersion through pipes in past experiments (Joshi et aI. 

1983). I suspect that very low pumping rates (impossible by the Masterflex drives used in 

this study) by such a syringe pump will induce enhanced transport rates several orders of 

magnitude greater than molecular diffusion. The proposed modification could produce an 

oscillating-flow platform that enables studies of nutrient dynamics and organic 

enrichment directly comparable with those performed using flow-through chambers (e.g., 

Rao 2006; Rusch et al. 2006). Such a comparison would highlight the differences 

between oscillatory, wave-induced flow (simulated by the oscillating-flow platform) and 

advective flow through sediment (simulated by flow-through chambers) and their effects 

on sedimentary biogeochemistry. Microbes occupying a certain position in the sediment 

column would experience a relatively constant redox environment under unidirectional 

flow in a flow-through chamber, whereas in an oscil1ating-flow chamber they would 
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experience oscillatory redox conditions, which have been shown to affect sedimentary 

respiration significantly (Aller 1994). 

Although the adaptation of conventional analytical techniques helped satisfy the 

need for assessment of the concentrations of various solutes, the same goal could be 

achieved at a much greater spatial and temporal resolution with the use of 

microelectrodes. With the need to remove water samples for analysis gone, more ports 

can be drilled in Column A through which the pore water at many more depths can be 

interrogated at will for a variety of parameters. If numerous microelectrodes are 

available, concentrations can be recorded at various depths simultaneously. 

Microelectrode arrays could allow the careful observation of the physical and 

biogeochemical response of the column to changes in the oscillation parameters in a 

manner not possible with the present configuration (due to the large amount of pore water 

sample that would be required). 

Finally, fluorescent bead particles of various sizes (e.g., Rusch and Huettel 

2000)could be used in conjunction with fluorescence microelectrodes to detect particle 

penetration patterns in the sediment column in response to specific oscillation settings. 

Experimentation with such beads would allow the development of refined specifications 

regarding the experimentation with particles of various sizes and their penetration depths 

at different oscillation settings. 

3.4 Conclusions 

The microcosm described in this study allows experimentation with permeable 

sediments in a simple and affordable manner. Sediment columns of permeability k> 10.11 
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m2 can be assembled and incubated for several days to weeks under controlled physical 

forcing. Conservative tracer experiments demonstrated the generation of enhanced 

transport of solutes across the SWI and the quantification of this enhancement using 

specially developed mathematical tools. Relatively deep gradients in pore water solute 

concentrations have been recorded using non-destructive pore water sampling 

simultaneously with conservative tracer experiments. Comparison of microcosm 

incubation data with data collected in the field indicates that the physical forcing used 

during the assessment incubations may not be sufficient to reproduce the magnitude of 

enhanced transport and pore water gradients observed at the relatively high-energy site of 

the Kilo Nalu Observatory IO-m node, but should adequately match exchange rates at 

lower energy sites. 

The physical forcing control of the microcosm could be enhanced using the 

modified design and operation procedures (i.e., by changing the pumping parameters). 

However, the microcosm method would benefit greatly by advances in the determination 

of the physical mechanisms responsible for enhanced transport in coral reef-associated 

sediments and the generation of deep and broad redox gradients such as those observed 

by Falter and Sansone (2000b). Modification of the pumping mechanism by replacement 

of the peristaltic pump with a syringe pump could perhaps allow the induction of 

enhanced transport rates several orders of magnitude greater than molecular diffusion. 

The resulting oscillating-flow platform would allow a comparison with the operation of 

flow-through chambers and could highlight the differences between oscillatory, wave

induced flow and advective flow through sediment and their effects on sedimentary 

biogeochemistry. 
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The microcosm method described in this chapter would also benefit greatly by the 

use of the increasingly versatile array of microelectrodes. Microelectrodes, inserted into 

Column A through multiple air-tight ports for the duration of an experiment, could 

continuously monitor the concentrations of a variety of dissolved species at multiple 

depths in the microcosm. The use of microelectrodes could solve the problem of sample 

volume limitation (imposed by the water budget of the microcosm) that restricts the 

number of analyses that could be performed on anyone sample. Microelectrode-

generated solute records would also enable experimentation that aims to connect changes 

in enhanced transport with shifts in redox conditions by providing the necessary high-

frequency data in as non-invasive a manner as possible. 

The current design of the microcosm allows the satisfactory design and execution 

of incubation experiments with permeable sediments. While it is an open system with 

respect to dissolved gases, it allows the measurement of elemental budgets for 

biogeochemically significant solutes such as nutrients, and the elucidation of 

consumption or production processes of these nutrients during early diagenesis. Chapter 4 

includes the description of a set of enrichment experiments performed using the 

microcosm, and further demonstrates its utility. 
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Chapter 4 - Nutrient dynamics in permeable sediments: 
remineralization of suspended particulate organic matter 

and nutrient processing 

4.1 Introductiou 

Penneable sediments are coarse-grained sediments (grain diameter> 62 JlII1) with 

penneabilities higher than 10.12 m2 (Huettel et aI. 1998). Their global distribution is wide, 

but they are most in shallow waters on continental shelves and carbonate reefs, where 

they constitute the majority of the sediment (Emery 1968; Riedl et aI. 1972; Boudreau et 

aI. 2001; Jenkins et aI. 2003). The fact that these waters are classified among the most 

productive regions of the world's oceans (e.g., Ryther 1969; Lalli and Parsons 1997, p. 

68, 218) implies that the underlying seafloor may affect and be affected by this 

productivity. Despite these indications, scientific investigations of the role of penneable 

sediments in global biogeochemical cycling have been disproportionately few relative to 

these sediments' spatial extent, for methodological reasons (Section 3./). This realization 

has led to recent efforts to initiate, coordinate and accelerate research in this field 

(Boudreau et aI. 2001). In 2004, the Coastal Ocean Processes Program organized a 

research planning workshop, titled ''Coastal Benthic Exchange Dynamics" (Reimers et aI. 

2004a). Among other findings, this workshop highlighted the need to learn more about 

penneable sediments, including the exchange of various solutes such as oxidants, 

nutrients, and organic material, across the sediment-water interface (SWI), and organic 

matter decomposition within penneable sediment columns (Reimers et aI. 2004a, p. 2). 
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The recent establishment of a coastal observatory, Kilo Nalu, on the south shore 

ofO'abu, Hawai'i (Figure 3.16) is part of the effort to supply much-needed knowledge of 

penneable sediments and their biogeochemical functioning. Work at this observatory 

focuses on benthic boundal}' layer processes, including the exchange of matter across the 

SWI. The observatory is situated at a region characterized by extensive living reef areas 

interspersed with sand fields tens of meters wide. The reef areas consist of living coral 

heads surrounding sediment pockets tens of centimeters to a meter wide. The 10 m-deep 

site at Kilo Nalu spreads across the boundal}' between a reef region and a sand field 

approximately 90 m wide. The sand field sediments are currently the location of in-situ 

measurements of pore water transport dynamics and biogeochemical observations (e.g., 

Hebert et al. 2007). 

This chapter describes how sediments from the observatory site were used to 

investigate the uptake and utilization of particulate organic matter (POM) and nutrients 

by reef-associated carbonate penneable sediments. Experiments conducted using a 

specially constructed microcosm studied the role of penneability in POM processing and 

nutrient regeneration, while sediment plug incubations assessed sedimentary nutrient 

regeneration and demand. Together, they provide insights into the biogeochemical 

functioning of penneable sediments, as well as the means to interpret field observations 

and to direct future studies at the Kilo Nalu Observatory. 

4.1.1 Organic mtIIter cycUng in permeable sediments 

The most significant distinction between penneable and fine-grained sediments is 

that the fonner are characterized by enhaneed exchange between the moving overlying 
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water and the sediment pore water, whereas the latter are characterized by transport via 

molecular diffusion, bioturbation and bioirrigation, etc. (Webb and Theodor 1968; Webb 

and Theodor 1972; Shum 1992; Webster and Taylor 1992; Huettel and Webster 2001; 

Precht and Huette12003; Precht et aI. 2004). In tine-grained sediments, particulate 

organic matter (pOM) supply is driven by gravitational settling of particles to the 

sediment surface and incorporation to greater depths into the sediment by further 

sedimentation or by bioturbation (Berner 1980). In permeable sediments, however, 

overlying water motion can force POM and suspended organic matter (SOM) through the 

sedimentary matrix, where it often accumulates below the SWI (Bacon et aI. 1994; 

Huettel and Rusch 2000; Rusch and Huette12000; Rusch et aI. 2000; Rusch et aI. 2001). 

The supply rate of this ''physical injection" of particles into sediment at depth could be 

analogous to that effected by bioturbation in settings such as intertidal sand flats (e.g., 

Rusch et aI. 2000). Therefore, this physical process must be a dominant driver of 

biogeochemical processes in permeable sediments. 

Increased exchange of solutes and particles across the SWI of permeable 

sediments is commonly accompanied by low sedimentary POM content and high 

sedimentary oxygen consumption (SOC) rates, the latter being 1-2 orders of magnitude 

greater than SOC rates in a variety of other marine sedimentary settings (Reimers et aI. 

2004b; Rusch et a!. 2006; Table 2.5). These facts suggest that one of the major ecosystem 

functions of permeable sediments in the global ocean must be nutrient regeneration by 

both aerobic and anaerobic organic matter remineralization, a role not accepted until 

recently (Marinelli et aI. 1998; Boudreau et aI. 2001). The commonly invoked steps of 

sedimentary organic matter cycling include: 
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a) The deposition of organic matter onto the sediment; 

b) Sedimentary organic matter decomposition; 

c) Nutrient regeneration during decomposition; and 

d) The release of those nutrients to the pore water and, subsequently, the water 

column. 

The enhanced exchange of solutes and particles at permeable sedimentary settings 

should accelerate the rates of all of these steps, relative to fme-grained sedimentary 

settings. Specifically, POM would not simply be deposited onto the SWI but would 

actually be driven into the permeable sediment and filtered by the sedimentary column 

(Boudreau et al. 2001). The resulting supply rate ofPOM per unit area of seafloor could 

exceed that of gravitational deposition (e.g., Rusch and HuetteI2000). Enhanced solute 

exchange would also accelerate the decomposition ofPOM and resultant nutrient 

regeneration, by supplying oxygen and removing metabolic inhibitors (e.g., ammonium, 

sulfide; ]9rgensen 1983) at rates exceeding those that molecular diffusion alone could 

achieve. The same enhanced solute exchange rates could, in tum, accelerate the transport 

of nutrients from pore water to overlying water. 

4.1.2 Nutrient regeneration in permeable sediments 

The nutrient regeneration paradigm has been repeatedly examined in fine-grained 

sediments, and evidence in its favor has been frequently produced (e.g., Rowe et al. 1975; 

1977; Nixon et al. 1980; Hopkinson 1987). Recent attempts to investigate nutrient 

cycling in permeable sediments have been fragmentary but suggestive of the occurrence 

of some of the steps of organic matter cycling listed above. Specifically, during stirred 
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chamber POM enrichment experiments, Huettel and Rusch (2000) demonstrated that 

sedimentary permeability is proportional to POM flux into the sediment and to POM 

decomposition rate. In addition, the characteristic pore water nutrient pools indicative of 

organic matter degradation (observed during fine-grained sediment nutrient regeneration 

studies; e.g., Rowe et a1. 1975) have been documented in a variety of permeable sediment 

settings (e.g., Marinelli et al. 1998; Falter and Sansone 2000). 

However, nutrient fluxes in permeable sedimentary settings have not been as 

readily observed and demonstrated as the above. Perhaps the clearest demonstration of 

nutrient fluxes out of permeable sediments into the overlying water was observed during 

laboratory flume experiments by Huettel et a1. (1998), which demonstrated the build up 

of nutrients, iron and manganese in pore water of siliceous sandy sediments, while fluxes 

of these solutes to the overlying water were undetectable. These fluxes increased 

significantly after the construction of sand mounds on the originally-smooth sediment 

surface. Interestingly, only the fluxes of some of the nutrient species (nitrate and silicate) 

increased, while others (ammonium and phosphate) remained insignificant Huettel et al. 

(1998) explained the fluxes of nitrate and silica as the outcome of pore water advection 

generated by low-pressure areas down-current from the sediment surfBce mounds (Ziebis 

et al. 1996; Huettel etal. 1998; Huettel and Webster 2001), but did not attempt to explain 

the lack of fluxes in ammonium and phosphate. 

Another notable attempt at recording nutrient fluxes out of permeable sediments 

took place during in-situ incubations of organic-poor, siliceous, shelf sediments of the 

South Atlantic Bight (SAB) (Marinelli et a1. 1998) using a free-vehicle benthic stirred 

chamber instrument (Jahnke and Christiansen 1989). The recorded fluxes were 
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infrequent, and, when they were detectable, were minor in magnitude. Closed incubations 

of sediment from the same site recorded nutrient build-up in pore water, suggesting that 

nutrients were generated in the sediments during the in-situ incubations but the 

anticipated fluxes from sediments into the overlying water were not observed. 

Janssen et al. (2005a; 2005b) used an autonomous stirred benthic chamber system 

on sediments of the German Bight to record nutrient fluxes. These organic-poor siliceous 

sediments (similar to SAB sediments) showed on average a significant release of 

nutrients to the overlying water, but the range of measured fluxes spanned both release 

from and uptake by sediments, as in the case of the SAB sediments. 

All of the observations and measurements described above are similar, in that 

they record organic-poor permeable sediments as both sources and sinks of nutrients over 

relatively short time scales (hours-days). The approach used to explain the SAB study 

results treated the instances of nutrient release from the sediments as the anticipated 

scenario (based on past literature, e.g., Rowe et al. 1975), and justified the instances of 

nutrient uptake as the outcome ofmicrophytobenthic activity and general microbial 

demand (Marinelli et al. 1998; Nelson et al. 1999; Jahnke et al. 2000; Jahnke 200 1). 

Another proposed explanation for variations in the direction of nutrient fluxes across the 

SWI involved shifting redox conditions and oxygen supply within the sediment during 

incubations (Janssen et al. 2005b). 

The investigations described above are valuable, on the one hand, for providing 

observations that help constrain the magnitude and direction of fluxes across the SWI of 

permeable sediments. On the other hand, however, the authors can only speculate about 

their causes and controls. For this reason, and because of the more generally limited 
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understanding of permeable sediment biogeochemistry, important progress can be made 

by the manipulation of sediments in the laboratory using organic enrichment or nutrient 

addition experiments. Such experiments may help identifY the metabolic pathways that 

permeable sediment microbial communities are capable of and may also constrain the 

rates at which their metabolic activity occurs. For example, Rusch et a1. (2006) carried 

out ship-board dissolved organic carbon (DOC) enrichment experiments with flow

through chambers packed with Middle Atlantic Bight (MAB) sediment columns. When 

supplying the sediments with sea water enriched in DOC, Rusch et a1. (2006) observed 

rapid increases in dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) production rates, with rates linearly 

proportional to the DOC concentrations added. The results indicate that permeable 

sediment microbiota can respond rapidly to material inputs that are presumably limiting 

their metabolism, prompting the authors to call these sediments "biocatalytical filters." 

In another example, Rao (2006) carried out I~-Iabeled nitrate enrichment 

experiments with SAB sediment columns in flow-through reactors. By analyzing and 

comparing in-flowing and out-flowing water through the reactors, she recorded the 

uptake of nitrate as well as the production ofNa in these sediments. These findings 

demonstrated N demand in SAB sediments as well as significant loss ofN by 

denitrification. The results contradicted past field studies of SAB sediments, which 

interpreted the absence of nitrate from pore water as evidence for the insignificance of 

denitrification as a nitrogen sink (Marinelli et a1. 1998). 

Following the spirit oflaboratory experimentation in the literature reviewed 

above, the investigations described later in this chapter involved the manipulation of reef

associated carbonate sediments with two goals. First, experiments conducted using a 
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specially constructed microcosm attempted to discern the role of sediment column 

permeability in POM processing and nutrient regeneration. The hypotheses that rates of 

solute transport, particle filtration, particle decomposition-nutrient remineralization and 

nutrient efflux from the sediments increase with permeability was tested by monitoring 

the degradation of added POM, and the subsequent release of nutrients to the overlying 

water during microcosm organic enrichment experiments. Second, sediment plug 

incubations assessed nutrient demand or release in surface sediment under oxic 

conditions, typical of well ventilated ocean waters, to test the hypothesis that permeable 

sediments are a sink for macronutrients with respect to water column productivity and to 

identify potential nutrient sinks. 

4.2 Experimental methods 

4.2.1 Study site and sediment characterization 

Sediments used in this study were collected from the site of the Kilo Nalu 

Observatory (Swanson et aI. 2006). The sharp shift of sedimentary settings in this area, 

from coral reefs to sand fields, suggested the close proximity of unconsolidated 

sediments that vary in permeability, but that are exposed to the same physical conditions, 

such as temperature and salinity, wave forcing, and even overlying water 

biogeochemistry. These similarities should increase the probability that differences 

amongst various types of sediment were due to sedimentary characteristics themselves 

and not variations in fundamental properties of the local environment 
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A 6 m-long transect across the boundary between a sand field and a coral reef at 

the 10 m-deep site of the observatory was selected for an initial field survey. Sediment 

was collected from three locations along this transect: one in a reef sediment pocket, one 

in an adjacent sand field, and one at the boundary between the sand field and the reef. 

Surface sediment samples (0-20 cm) were collected by divers using buckets. A variety of 

geological, hydrological, and biogeochemical characteristics of these sediments were 

determined and used in choosing sediments for the experiments. 

Basic sediment grain size distribution parameters were determined using the 

definitions in McManus (1988), based on cumulative grain size curves (Figure 4.1). In all 

these definitions, the notation ~ indicates the grain size over which x % of the weight 

fraction of the total sample is coarser. All parameters are calculated on sizes in the ell scale 

(see Table 2.1 for definition and discussion). The median, U/, was defined as the grain 

size over which 50 % of the weight fraction is coarser, i.e., eIlso. The graphic mean size, 

M .. was defmed as: 

4.1 

Sorting, 0), a measure of the spread of the particle distribution, was defmed as: 

0: = eIl84 +eIl16 + eIl9s + ells 
J 4 6.6 

4.2 

Skewness, SkI, a measure if the asymmetry of the distribution, is defmed as: 

Ski - eIll6 + ell 84 -2e1lso + eIl5 +eIl95 -2~so 
- 2(~84 + eIl16) 2(eIl95 + ~5) 

4.3 

Porosity was determined gravimetrically, using a modification of the "wet-

packed" method of Beard and Weyl (1973). Wet sediment was placed in a pre-weighed 
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Figure 4.1 Cumulative weight fraction vs. grain size curves for the three sediment 

samples collected during the field site survey. Also shown are the lines for 5 %. 16 %. 50 

%. 84 %. and 95 % weight fractions. The grain sizes at those particular weight fractions 

were used in the calculation of the basic size-distribution statistics used in describing the 

grain size composition of sediments (see text and Table 4.1 for definitions and values). 
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beaker and compacted by gentle tapping. Supernatant water was removed with a pipette, 

and the sediment surface height was marked on the beaker exterior. The weight of the wet 

sediment (Wwet) was measured, the sediment was dried for 72 h at 60 ·C, and the dry 

sediment weight (W thy) was obtained. The beaker was emptied, washed with soap, dried, 

filled with de-ionized water (DIW) to the marked line, and weighed to obtain the amount 

ofDIW (W DIW). Porosity was defmed as: 

(Wwet -Wdry)'PDlW 
q>= 

WDIW'PDIW 

where the density ofDIW, P DIW = 1.00 g·mL·1• 

The penneability was determined using the falling head method, withl m-deep 

sediment columns (Burmister 1955; Klute and Dirksen 1986; Rocha et al. 2005). The 

loading of sediment columns and the execution of permeability measurements are 

described in detail in section 3.3.2.2. 

4.4 

Thermogravimetry, i.e., the weight lost during ignition at 550 ·C, was used as a 

simple and affordable total organic carbon (TOC) proxy (Kristensen 1990). Samples were 

dried at 60 ·C in a drying oven for 48-72 h, and combusted in clean porcelain vials for 4 h 

at 550 ·C. The weight fraction ofTOC in the sample was calculated as the ratio of the 

weight lost after combustion over the total sample weight before combustion. It is 

noteworthy that this method is only used as a proxy and as a means of comparing these 

three sediment samples with each other. This particular method, when employed on 

carbonate sediments, is likely to be sensitive to the decomposition of high-magnesium 

calcite (at approximately 400 .q, although no appropriate data exist for the interference 

of calcite decomposition with this TOC analytical technique (King et al. 1998). The 
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results are comparable only if the content of high-magnesium calcite is similar in all the 

samples (Froelich 1980), which is very likely the case in this application. 

Sedimentary cell counts were obtained microscopically using the method of Wild 

et al. (2006), as modified by A. Rusch et a1. (in preparation). Duplicate 2-g wet sediment 

sub-samples were weighed in serum bottles and then covered with 3 ml of a solution of2 

% formaldehyde and 2 % acetic acid in twice-filtered (0.2 IUD) Waikiki Aquarium 

(Honolulu, Hawai'i) seawater (FSW). The serum bottles were sealed and stored until cell 

extraction. The cell extraction process started by sonication of a fIXed sample for 5 

seconds, followed by a pause of lOs, and this was repeated four times. The supernatant 

was removed and stored in a beaker. The remaining sediment in the serum vial was 

washed with 3 ml of a 2 % acetic acid solution, the supernatant was removed, and this 

was repeated six times. The sonication-washing procedure was repeated four times 

yielding approximately 100 mL of sediment cell extract. The DNA stain DAPI was added 

to l-mL aliquots of the extract at a DAPI concentration of2 j.I.g·mL·1, and the samples 

were allowed to incubate for 10 min, at which point they were filtered onto 0.2 IUD black 

polycarbonate filters (Millipore, Bedford, Massachusetts, U.S.A.), and the cells 

enumerated using an epifluorescence microscope (Olympus America inc., Melville, New 

York, U.S.A.). 

The three sediment types are compared in Table 4.1. Gradients are observed in all 

measured parameters, with boundary sediment values always intermediate between those 

of the two end-members. Compared to the sand field sediments, the reef pocket 

sediments were coarser, more poorly sorted and more permeable, and also contained 

slightly less TOC and higher cell abundances. Despite the large difference between end-
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of sediments collected at three locations along a 6-m transect at 

the 10m site of the Kilo Nalu Observatory. The transect was perpendicular to the 

direction of the sand-fieldlcoraJ-reefboundary. Sediment was collected from the sand 

field, a reef sediment pocket, and from the boundary between the sand field and the reef. 

Sedimentary parameter Sand field Boundary Reefpoeket 

Median M.t (~so), ~ (mm) 2.16 (0.22) 1.42 (0.37) -0.21 (1.l6) 

Graphic mean M .. ~ (mm) 2.06 (0.24) 1.27 (0.41) -1.03 (2.04) 

Sorting 0'1 0.73 1.01 2.45 

Class (McManus 1988 scale) Moderate Poor Very poor 

Skewness SkI -0.28 -0.26 -0.44 

Class (McManus 1988 scale) Negative Negative Very negative 

Porosity ql 0.54 0.48 0.39 

Permeability Ie, m2 3.9xlO·1I Not measured 5.4 x 10,11 

Loss-on-ignition, g &by,1 (%) 3.45:1: 0.02 3.19:1: 0.20 3.06 :I: 0.06 

Microbial abundance, cells gweil 5.6 (:I: 4.0) x I 07 7.1 (:I: 5.0) xl07 1.3 (:I: 0.8) xl08 
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member M. and Md values, the permeabilities of the two sediments are relatively similar. 

This is probably due to the very poor sorting of the reefpocket sediment, which is 

suggestive of the presence of fme-grained particles that block pore water channels 

between larger grains (see extensive discussion on permeability-grain distribution 

relationships in Section 2.2.1). Sand-field sediments were included in all investigations 

of this study because of the on-going in situ characterization and experimentation at this 

location (e.g., Hebert et al. 2007). For the study of permeability effects on material 

exchange across the SWI, experiments with sand field sediments (k = 3.9x I 0-11 m2
) were 

complemented by those using reef pocket sediments (k = 5.4x 10-11 m\ as well as reef

pocket sediment that had been wet-sieved through a 250 J1I11 sieve to remove the fme 

fraction of the sediments. 

4.2.2 ExperimenUlJ procedures 

4.2.2.1 Microcosm organic enrichment experiments 

Microcosm experiments were conducted using the procedures described in detail 

in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3). Three microcosm experiments took place using sand field 

sediments, reef pocket sediments, and sieved reef pocket sediments (> 250 J1I11). These 

sediments were collected by divers using buckets and kept under aerated seawater until 

use or in-between processing (12-72 hours). Before loading the microcosm, each 

sediment type was transferred 2-3 times into separate buckets containing FSW (see 

Section 3.2.3.3), with the purpose of rinsing this sediment from nutrient- and reductant

rich pore water and very fine suspended particulates. In addition, any sediment particles 

greater than 1.5 cm (~ = -3.9) were also removed to minimize heterogeneous sediment 
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packing during loading. Rinsing thus aided the effort to construct biogeochemically 

homogeneous sediment columns. Samples of all three sediment types were stored and 

analyzed for sedimentological properties, sedimentary cell abundances and TOC content. 

The organic material used for microcosm enrichment was a culture of the marine 

chlorophyte Duna/iella salina (wild type) from the culture collection of the Center for 

Marine Microbial Ecology and Diversity (CMMED, University ofHawai'i). Use of these 

algae ensured a source of marine organic material of fairly constant particle size and 

elemental composition throughout the study. The algae were grown in batch culture with 

fI2 medium under constant light conditions (Guillard and Ryther 1962). CUltures were 

only used for experiments if the cells were mobile and in suspension. Each culture was 

sub-sampled at the time of enrichment for cell enumeration, particulate elemental 

composition (C. N. and P) analyses, and dissolved nutrient analyses. Dissolved nutrient 

analyses were performed to detect any unused nutrients from the growth medium that 

were added to the microcosm along with the algal cells at the time of enrichment. The 

algal cell abundance in the culture (cells'mL°1) and culture C, N, and P content (J.LgomL°1
), 

were used to calculate the C, N, and P content in each algal cell (pg·celrl) as shown 

below: 

Elemental content per cell 4.5 

= ( culture elemental content + cell abundance) x 106 

Organic enrichment of the microcosm took place several days after the start of the 

microcosm experiments. A known amount of overlying water (typically, 300 mL out of a 

tota1 of 3100 mL) was removed from the microcosm from the sampling port lying 10 cm 

above the SWI and kept in a beaker. This volume was replaced with the same volume of 
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a culture of D. sa/ina, so as to produce an algal concentration ofS.S-7.0xl04 cells·mL-1 in 

the overlying water (a culture dilution of 10.3 times or 9.7 %). This concentration range 

was estimated to keep the amount of organic material added as low as possible, while 

yielding an adequate phosphate signal if all cells were remineralized and released as 

phosphate into the overlying water or pore water. 

Conservative tracer experiments and organic enrichment took place while 

pumping with an oscillation height, h, of 8.S cm, and frequency,! of2 min-I. Before 

enrichment, conservative tracer transport experiments were conducted to assess enhanced 

solute exchange between the overlying water and the sediment (Section 3.3.2.4). In 

addition, overlying water and pore water samples were collected for oxygen and nutrient 

analysis (approximately 4.S mL per sample). Samples for cell counts were collected from 

the overlying water and the two shallowest pore water depths (typically, S and 10 cm). 

Immediately following enrichment, sampling of the overlying water and pore water from 

the top 10 cm for oxygen, nutrients and cell counts continued every 6-8 h, until 3-4 d 

after enrichment, when experiments were terminated. Immediately before dismantling the 

microcosm, samples were collected from all sampling ports for oxygen and nutrient 

analyses, as well as for pore water cell counts. The sediment column was sliced at l-cm 

intervals between O-S cm, and at 10-cm to 20-cm intervals between S-100 cm. Sediment 

samples were collected for algal counts (I-IS cm), as well as for cell counts and TOC 

content (whole column), with additional samples frozen at -20 DC or oven-dried at 60 DC 

for future use. 

Bench-top control experiments took place to constrain the physiological response 

of the Dunaliella culture to mixing and dilution with overlying water. The overlying 
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water retrieved from the microcosm prior to enrichment was mixed with the algal culture 

to a dilution ratio identical to that of the enriched overlying water of the microcosm 

(1:10.3 or 9.7 %). The mixture was incubated in clean, 25-mL flasks in the dark (n = 2) 

for the remainder of the microcosm experiment. Additional treatments included dark 

incubations of unamended overlying water (n = 2), as well as light incubations of the 

culture-overlying water mixture (n = 2). Incubations were sampled for cell counts 

simultaneously with microcosm sampling throughout the experiment. At dismantling, in 

addition to samples for cell counts. incubation aliquots were filtered (0.2-J.IID) for 

dissolved nutrient analyses. 

The number of algal cells degraded in the sediment was calculated by subtracting 

the number of cells found in the sediment at the end of the experiment, I" from the 

number of cells lost to the sediments from the overlying water over the same time period. 

The latter number was calculated by correcting the number of cells in the overlying water 

at t=O for cell loss due to degradation in the overlying water up to If, using the cell loss 

due to degradation the same time period (i.e., to It) in the physiological control 

experiments (as in Huettel and Rusch 2000): 

Number of algal cells lost to the sediments (In = 

number of cells in the overlying water (t=O) 

x (I-fraction lost in the overlying water (1ft 

Number of algal cells degraded in sediments(1ft 

= number of algal cells lost to the sediments (1ft 

- number of cells found in sediments (1ft 
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Cell numbers were converted to amounts ofC, N and P (fUllol) by multiplying by 

the elemental content per cell (pg·celrl), as follows: 

Bio-element amount 

= ( number of cells x elemental content per cell ) 

+ ( elemental atomic weight x 106
) 

4.S 

The amount ofN and P in cells degraded in sediment (Eq. 4.7) was compared to 

the concentration Uunol·L·1
) of the dissolved inorganic nutrients (DIN = NOi + NOi + 

NH/, pol") in overlying water measured throughout the experiment, to compare the 

amount ofN and P entering the sediment in algal cells with the amount being released in 

the overlying water as inorganic nutrients. 

4.2.2.2 Nutrient uptake experiments 

Nutrient addition experiments were conducted to assess nutrient limitation and 

uptake in sediments of the sand field at Kilo Nalu. Particular attention was paid to 

sediments located at the SWI, which experience the most dynamic conditions of the 

whole sedimentary column. They lie at the focus of material exchange between overlying 

water and sediments, and are also subject to Iight-dark variations that have been shown to 

playa role in permeable sediment biogeochemistry (e.g., Jahnke et al. 2000; e.g., Jahnke 

2001). Narrowing the focus of these experiments to surfiIce sediments permitted the 

examination of the effects of light on nutrient dynamics, a factor not tested during the 

microcosm experiments. Moreover, nitrogen stable isotope additions were used to relate 
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the sequestration of nitrogen in nutrients to two major suggested sinks for permeable 

sediments: the sediments themselves, through biotic uptake (Marinelli et aI. 1998; 

Nelson et aI. 1999; Jahnke et aI. 2000), and N2 (through microbial denitrification: Rao 

2006). 

The experimental approach used was the thin-plug, open incubation method 

(Figure 4.2), adapted from Aller and Mackin (1989). This method involved exposing a 

thin layer of sediment to a well-mixed reservoir of water, and determining solute 

concentrations in the reservoir water and pore water at various time points. Changes in 

these concentrations are dictated by production or consumption rates, and by physical 

solute exchange between the reservoir and the sediment plug. Solute exchange in fine

grained sediment plugs is dictated by molecular diffusion as well as the geometry of the 

plugs (Aller and Mackin 1989). In permeable sediment plugs, this exchange will be rapid, 

allowing production or consumption processes to dominate changes in concentration with 

time. In this respect, the plug incubation method as applied to permeable sediments is 

very similar to water column incubation techniques (e.g., Eppley et aI. 1969). 

Surface sediment (0-1 em) from the sand field at the 10m node of Kilo Nalu was 

collected by divers by passing 50-mL plastic tubes horizontally through the sediment, so 

that half of the tube diameter (= 2 cm) was immersed in the sediment. The sediment 

collected in four tubes (approximate total volume of200 mL) was combined, 

homogenized with a spatula, and rinsed with FSW three times, and then loaded in acid

cleaned Petri-dish caps, 5 cm in diameter and 3 mm in height, to form thin sediment 

plugs with an area ofl9.63 cm2, and a maximum volume of5.89 cm3
• The sediment 

plugs were distributed in groups of2-3 in acid-washed plastic containers capable of 
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Figure 4.2 The thin-plug incubator used in the nutrient enrichment experiments, as it was 

adapted from Aller and Mackin (1989). The Petri-dish caps used to create the sediment 

plugs measured 3 mm in height and 5 em in diameter, with a maximum capacity of 

approximately 6 em3• 
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holding 900 mL of water. Each container was filled with 700 mL ofFSW or nutrient

enriched FSW at a slow rate using a syringe, so as not to disturb the plug surfaces. The 

containers were sealed with acid-washed lids, which incorporated tubing connected to 

aerato.rs. The aerators pumped air into the water reservoirs through 0.2 JIlI1 filters at a 

gentle and constant rate. This pumping helped maintain high oxygen concentrations 

throughout the experiments (monitored using a Clark-type oxygen probe) and mixed the 

reservoir water rapidly (tested by conservative tracer mixing between plug pore water and 

overlying water during a preliminary experiment). All containers were incubated under 

two light treatments: in constant darkness, and under a 12-h Iight-12-h-dark cycle. Light 

was provided by a bank of daylight fluorescent bulbs (also used by Cassar et aI. 2002), 

situated approximately 50 cm above the containers. The containers incubated in the dark 

were covered at all times, except during each sampling session (a total of3 minutes). 

Five different treatments, set up with three different nutrient media (Table 4.2), 

were run under each light treatment (Table 4.3). Nitrate and phosphate uptake was tested 

simultaneously in an attempt to obtain N-uptake:P-uptake ratios that might indicate the 

fate of these nutrients. The simultaneous use of these two nutrients is also supported by 

the high probability that they are supplied simultaneously by common pollution sources 

in shallow water settings at the Hawaiian Islands. Specifically, reported concentrations of 

near-shore nitrate inputs vary from 101-102 JIlI1ol'L-1 in the case ofstream out-flows and 

land run-off(Hoover 2002) to 103 JIlI1ol'L-1 in the case of sewage outfalls (Dollar 1986). 

As nitrate concentrations in coastal surface seawater on O'abu rarely exceed 3 JIlI1ol'L-1 

(Taguchi and Laws 1987; Kinzie et aI. 2001. in Hoover 2002), the nitrate enrichment 

level was set at the lower limits of input from external sources (101 JIlI1ol'L-\ while 
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Table 4.1 Nutrient media used during the nutrient uptake experiments. 

Initial Initial Initial 

Medium (N~l (POll (N~l+ 

name N~·sonrce (J.unol·L-1) I)I~-N~- pol·sonrce (J.unol·L-1) (POll 

Ambient FSW 7.6:1: 0.1 1.7 FSW 0.54:!: 0.02 14.2 

Regular KN03 17.5:!: 0.1 7.5 NaH:zP04.H20 1.17:1: 0.06 15.0 

Labeled KI~~ 17.7:!: 0.3 3.65x105 NaH:zPO<!-H20 1.14:1: 0.00 15.6 

phosphate enrichment levels were adjusted so that the starting ratio of nitrate to 

phosphate was close to the Redfield ratio (16:1). 

Fluxes of nutrients in each container were calculated by obtaining the slope. b. of 

the linear phase of concentration-vs.-time relationships using a linear regression (y = a + 

btl. Each slope depended on the total sediment weight, wtll8d. present in the plugs of each 

container. Because this weight is not identical between containers. the slope. b (~ol·L

I·d-I). was normalized (b,.",.) by multiplying it with a normalization factor: 

bnonn = b x (wt PlUg) 
wtsed 

nplugs 

4.9 

where nplup is the number of plugs in that container. and wt plug is the average weight of 

all the plugs in all containers. The flux, Fw (~Ol·g-I·d-\ in relation to the plug sediment 

weight, wtll8d (g). was calculated as follows: 
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Table 4.3 Nutrient enrichment experimental treatments. See text for justification and details. 

Code Treatment deseription Ligbt condition Sedtment RepHeates No. of plugs Nutrient medium 

DI&LI-SW Un-enriched seawater.oontrol DarklLight-dark None 1 None ~ient 

DI&L1·14N Enriched seawateroontrol e~(hl DarklLight-dark None 1 None Regular 

D1&L1-ISN Enri()hed seawl\ter ooutrol (I'NO;) DarklLlght-dark None 1 None Labeled 

D2 Low nutrient level uptake Dark Live I 3 Ambient 

D3 Abiotic nutrient uptake Dark Autoclaved 1 3 Labeled 

D4 Sediment incorporation orNOi Dark Live 2 6 Labeled 

D5 ·Lo~ofNOi bYc(enitrifiCl¢ion . Dark Live· . 2 6 RegUlar .. 

L2 Low nutrient level uptake Light-dark Live I 6 Ambient 

L3 Abiotic nutrient uptake Light-dark Autoclaved I 2 Labeled 

L4 Sediment incorporation ofDlN Light-dark Live I 2 Labeled 

L5 Loss ofDlN by denitrification Light-dark Live 1 2 Regular 
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Fw= b""""xVow 

wtud 

where Vow (1) is the volume of the overlying water. The flux, Fa (mmol·m-2·crl), in 

relation to the area of the plugs, ApJugs. was also calculated: 

Fa b""""xVow 
10' x Ap/us> 

The stable isotope of nitrogen, I~, was the tool used to test the role of two 

4.10 

4.11 

potential major sinks for NDJ-, sedimentary incorporation and denitrification. The content 

of I~ in a sample was measured and reported as the value of B~: 

4.12 

UN 
where R =,.- (the molar ratio), and Rm,= 1 +272 (Kendall 1998). 

N 

Sedimentary incorporation or immobilization ofNOi was tested by the addition 

of a known, high amount of I~O:1 in the water reservoir and tracing its incorporation 

into the sediment (treatments D4 and L4, Table 43). This mass-balance approach 

required the use of high levels of l'NOi (Labeled medium in Table 4.2) to achieve a 

significant signal of B~ in sediments. Two major sources of I~ were assumed to exist 

in each container at the beginning of the experiment: sediment I~ and I~DJ-. At the end 

of the experiment, any remaining NOi was assumed to exclusively include I'N, which is 

a safe assumption based on the very likely preferential uptake of l"NOi early in the 

experiment (e.g., Sigman and Casciotti 2001). The weight ofl'N in sediment, Wt/SNssd 

(jJ.g), was calculated using B'Nsed (determined by isotopic analysis) as follows: 
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4.13 

15N 
where R...i = 14 N: (can be obtained from a simple rearrangement ofEq. 4.12), rAW (the 

atomic weightratioofl~ and I~ = AW1SN + AWI4N = 15.0001 + 14.0031. and WtNsetI 

(the total weight ofN in sediment) = Wt/SNsetI+ Wt/4NsetI (where Wtl4NsetI is the weight of 

I"N in sediment). The weight of I~ in dissolved NOi. Wt/SNOJ (j.Lg). was similarly 

calculated: 

4.14 

where R,;OJ can be obtained from a simple rearrangement ofEq. 4.12 and the weight ofN 

Wi -[NO-] II: (RN03XAW/JN+AWUN) tN_N03 - 3 X ow x I+R 
N03 

4.15 

where [NOll (lIlllol·L·1) is the concentration ofNOi in the overlying water. and Vow (L) 

is the volume of overlying water (0.7 L at to). The total weight of I~ in the incubator. 

Wt/SNlot (f.1g). was defined as: 

4.16 

The values of Wt/SNsetI. Wt/SNOJ. and Wt/SNtot were calculated at the beginning (to) and end 

(tj) of the experiment for each treatment, and were used to calculate the final distribution 

(at It) of the Wt/SNOJ. added at to. as follows: 

4.17 
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"N mtumg 
WI"Ntot (If) - WI"Ntot (I = 0) 
--'=,=!--'----:-'=:::'-'------'- x 100 

WI"Ntot (I = 0) 

4.18 

4.19 

4.20 

A simplified version of the nitrogen cycle in marine sediments is given in Figure 

4.3 (modified from Lehmann et aI. 2004). Calculated values of A''N....t> 0 were 

considered to be evidence of biotic uptake ofNOi by benthic microbes (Figure 4.3). 

Values of ''Nm/3sIng > 0 were considered as evidence ofN loss from the system via 

catabolic reactions, e.g., denitrification (Figure 4.3). 

Evidence for these two processes was also tested by Rayleigh fractionation, i.e., 

the change in the fraction of ''NN03- with time (treatments DS and LS, Table 4.3). This 

fractionation is an outcome of the preferential uptake of the lighter '''NO:!- by microbiota 

and especially denitrifiers (e.g., Sigman and Casciotti 2001). The detection of the small 

fractionation-induced change in 8'N in near-pure ''NOi is analytically impossible at 

present, due to the enormous 8'N signal of near-pure ''NO:!- (e.g., Labeled medium, 

Table 4.2). Instead, non-labeled ("regular'') KNO:! was used, whose 8'N value (= 7.S %0) 

provided a suitably low background for fractionation detection (fable 4.2). Samples were 

collected at daily time-points for lI''NN03- analysis from the treatments enriched with the 

regular medium (OS and LS, Table 4.2). The lI''NN03- values were used to calculate the 

ratio R = :: N N03 at each time point which was then divided by RtJ, the value of RatIo, 
NN03 
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Overlying water 

---------s~----------------------r_--------;_---
Sediment 

~~(-------I NO] I------~ ~ uptake denitrification 

Figure 4.3 A schematic illustrating the experimental approach of the sediment plug 

incubation experiments (modified from Lehmann et aI. 2004). During these experiments, 

NO{ from the overlying water comes in contact with the sediment grains and the 

associated microbiota, whose activity will determine whether N in N0]' will be stored 

on/in the sediment grains (uptake) or will be lost as N2 (denitrification). 
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and plotted againstJ"' = [NO, -], ,the fraction of the starting N(H concentration, [N03' 
[NO,-],o 

]t(), remaining in the overlying water at that particular time-point t, [NOJ 11 (Fogel and 

Cifuentes 1993). The curve was fitted with the relationship: 

!i. = J"' (11·1) 

Ro 

and used to obtain the isotope fractionation effect: 

E = (a-l)xloJ 

The calculated E values were compared with published values for nitrogen cycle 

4.21 

4.22 

processes, especially NOJ' assimilation (E = 4-6 %0) and sedimentary denitrification (E = 

0%0) (Fogel and Cifuentes 1993; Sigman and Casciotti 2001; Lehmann et a!. 2004). 

In addition to nutrient-enriched FSW, sediment plugs were incubated in the 

presence of non-enriched FSW (treatments D2 and L2), which was analyzed for ambient 

nutrient concentrations, previously reported to be non-negligible (Atkinson et al. 1995). 

The purpose of this treatment was to test potential generation of nutrients by 

decomposition of sedimentary organic matter, which appears to be abundant (see loss-on-

ignition TOC proxy, Table 4.1). Control treatments consisted of non -enriched (treatments 

Dl-SW and Ll-SW) and nutrient-enriched FSW (treatments Dl-14N. Ll-14N. Dl-ISN. 

and L 1-1SN) in the absence of sediments. 

The final treatment consisted of sediment autoclaved at 121 ·C for 15 min 

(treatments D3 and L3). in an attempt to record abiotic sediment-overlying water nutrient 

exchange due to physical processes such as adsorption. Autoclaving was used as an 

alternative to HgCl (e.g., Rasheed et al. 2005) in an attempt to employ "green chemistry." 
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The release of substantial nutrients, presumably due to cell dissociation, after autoclaving 

was treated by substantial rinsing with FSW before sediment plug formation. The 

application of the results from this treatment is questionable, due to the complexity of the 

texture and composition of carbonate sediment grains such as these (Wild et al. 2006). 

This holds for other methods attempting to remove biological activity while retaining the 

mineralogical and biogenic matrices of the sediment For example, the application of 

HgCl to organic matter-rich sediments has side-effects on the organic matter present (Liu 

et al. 2006), while drying at high temperatures disrupts the sedimentary fabric enough to 

render it an artificial control (Rasheed et al. 2005). Until a suitable solution arises, slower 

physically-driven processes may be effectively ignored in the case where biological 

uptake rates are rapid. 

4.2.3 Analytical methods 

4.2.3.1 Solute analyses 

Bromide and nutrients were analyzed using conventional spectrophotometric 

techniques adapted for small-volume samples, while oxygen was measured using a 

polarographic Clark-type electrode. These analytical methods are described in detail in 

Section 3.3.2.5. 

4.2.3.2 Particulate elemental analyses 

Total organic carbon (TOC) was measured by thermogravimetry (Section 4.2.1). 

Particulate carbon (PC) and nitrogen (PC) content of the Dunaliella culture were 

measured at the Hawaii Ocean Timeseries facility of the University ofHawai'i using a 
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Carlo Erba NC 2500 Elemental Analyzer. Particulate phosphorus (PP) content of the 

Dunaliella culture was measured by the Aspila method: samples were filtered through 

combusted, acid-washed, 25-mm GF IF filters, dried at 60 ·C for 72 h, and combusted at 

550 ·C for 4 h (Aspila et aI. 1976), to convert organic P to phosphate. The combusted 

filters were shaken for 16 h in 1 mol'L-t HCI to extract the phosphate. The supernatant 

was filtered (0.45 J.1I11) and the filtrate was analyzed for phosphate by spectrophotometry 

(Koroleff 1976), after neutralizing the acid to pH = 1 using a 12 mol'L- t NaOH solution. 

4.2.3.3 Cell counts 

Cell counts of culture samples and water samples from microcosm experiments 

and control experiments, were obtained by flow cytometry using an EPICS ALTRA flow 

cytometer (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, California. U.SA; Monger and Landry 1993). 

The combined sampling and analytical standard error was ± IS %, based on 5 sets of 

duplicate samples. The size oflive culture Dunaliella cells was determined by 

microscopy (> 100 cells; Verity et aI. 1992) and by the electrical sensing zone (ESZ) 

method (> 1000 cells, with a Multisizer 3 Coulter counter, Beckman Coulter. Fullerton, 

California. U.SA). 

Surface sediment samples (0-15 em, typically 4-5 intervals) for algal cell 

enumeration were suspended in 25-40 mL ofFSW and sequentially sieved through 100 

J.1I11 and 40 J.1I11 BD Falcon nylon cell strainers (BD Biosciences, San Jose, California. 

U.S.A.). The filtrate was stained with DAPI (for DNA staining) and proflavin (for cell 

membrane staining) and filtered onto I-J.1I11 black polycarbonate filters. The filters were 

mounted onto glass slides using mounting oil and cover slips, and viewed under an 
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epifluorescent microscope (Olympus BX51, Olympus America Inc., Melville, New York, 

U.S.A.) under a blue filter set (excitation: 460-490 nm, emission: 520 nm) at a 

magnification of 400 times. The dimensions of the field of view were determined using a 

stage micrometer calibration plate prior to each microscopy session. 

4.2.3.4 Stable nitrogen isotope analyses 

Bulk stable isotope analysis was performed using an on-line carbon-nitrogen 

analyzer coupled with an isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Finnigan ConFlo UlDelta-PIus, 

SOEST Stable Isotope Laboratory). Isotope values were reported in standard li-notation 

relative to the atmospheric N2 standard (see Eq. 4.12). To ensure accuracy, glycine and 

ground shrimp reference samples for which the 1l1'N values had previously been well

characterized, were run along with the sediment samples. Precision was ~ 0.2 %0 for 

samples with 1l1'N < 100 9'00, and was ~ 2.5 %0 for samples with 1l1'N ~ 500 %0. The 

standard deviation of replicate samples was generally ~ 0.2 %0. 

The denitrifier method was used for the determination oflll 'NNo3- (Sigman et al. 

2001; Casciotti et al. 2002). The samples were added to a culture ofa strain of bacterial 

denitrifier that quantitatively converts NO:l and NOi to N20, because it lacks nitrous 

oxide reductase activity. The product, N20, was extracted, purified and analyzed by 

continuous flow isotope ratio mass spectrometry (SOEST Stable Isotope Facility). The 

analytical precision is ± 0.4 %0 (Dore et aI. 1998). 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Microcosm organic enrichment experiments 

Three orgauic eurichment experiments were performed with the permeable 

sediment microcosm. The physical characteristics of these sediments are shown in Table 

4.4. All experiments were completed within 4-5 days of enrichment. 

4.3.1.1 Solute transport 

Exp. 12 was interrupted immediately before eurichment by a power failure due to 

au earthquake (October 15,2006). Pumping ceased for 20 h, aud - more importautly

the temperature rose by 4-5 ·C over the same period of time. Despite this interruption, the 

experiment was completed due to the time aud energy already invested in its planning 

aud execution. Evidence from a variety of indicators suggests that the hydraulics of the 

column were adversely affected by the growth of a biofilm at the SWI. The results of 

conservative tracer experiments (Table 4.5) indicate that the solute enhaucement factor, Ii; 

Table 4.4 Physical characteristics of the sediments used in the microcosm orgauic 

eurichment experiments. 

Grain size (mm) 

Exp. No. - Sediment type MedIaD Mean CTJ Ip k D (m2
) 

11 - Saud field sediment 0.23 0.24 0.78 0.51 4.3xlO-1I 

12 - Reef pocket sediment 0.81 0.82 1.12 0.49 6.0x10-11 

13 - Sieved reef pocket sediment 0.83 0.85 1.08 0.47 1.7x10-1O 
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for Exp. 12 was lower than expected from the permeability, kA' signifYing a substantial 

disruption of the hydraulic operation of the column. In addition, the added culture of 

DunoJiella appeared to accumulate at the SWl, and this was verified by microscopic 

inspection of slides of sediment suspensions: Exp. 12 surface sediments (0-1.6 em) 

contained high numbers of chlorophyll-containing cells partly concealed by mucous films 

(Figure 4.4). Slides of sediment suspensions from Exp. 11 and 13 revealed no such 

mucous films, and, while chlorophyll-containing cells abounded (e.g., centric and 

pennate diatoms, chlorophytes other than Dunaliella, and cyanobacteria) no Dunaliella 

cells (Figure 4.4). Due to the power failure and the effects described above, the data from 

Exp. 12 were not used further in this study. 

Table 4.5 Results of conservative tracer experiments conducted during the three 

microcosm experiments (described in detail in Section 3.3.3.2), where kA (m1 are 

sediment column permeabilities, s are model-generated transport enhancement factors, 

and ziayer (mm) is the depth of the high-ssediment surface layer. All measurements took 

place with pumping oscillation height, h, of8.5 cm, and frequency,!. of2 min·l • 

Microcosm Exp. Tracer Exp. # kll (m2
) Z/ayer(mm) s(1og) 

11 11-3 4.3xl0-11 75 1.2-2.0 

12 12-1 6.0xlO-1I 10 1.1-1.7 

13 13-1 1.7xl0-IO 55 2.1-2.6 

13 B_2" 1.7xlO-IO 1.8 

" Tracer experiment 13-2 was conducted after the addition of the DuruJIleiia culture to the overlying water 

of the microcosm. 
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Figure 4.4 Selected microscope views of sediment suspension slides prepared with 

surface sediment samples (0-2 em) from: (a) Exp. II; (b) Exp. 12; and (c) Exp. 13. 

Ch lorophyll-conta ining cells appear white in grey exposure and represent centric and 

pennate diatoms, and eh lorophytes. The cloudy material covering the view in the slide 

from Exp. 12 (b) is biofilm and can be seen to cover numerous chlorophyll-containing 

cells < 15 !1m in length, presumably Dunaliella retained in the biofilm that appeared 

following the disruption of the experiment by power failure. 
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Solute enhancement factors, &, for Exp. 13 are greater than those for Exp. 11, as 

predicted by the higher penneability, kA' of the sediment column (Table 4.5). It is 

interesting to note that Tracer Exp. 13-2 conducted after the Dunaliella culture 

enrichment yielded a lower E value than tracer experiments before enrichment. A likely 

explanation for this is reduced hydraulic conductivity due to the transfer and trapping of 

the silt-sized Duna/iella cells from the overlying water into the sediment, and the 

development of microbial biofilms during their degradation. 

4.3.1.2 Particle removal 

The results of culture composition analyses at the time of addition to the 

microcosm are shown in Table 4.6. Elemental content and element ratios of Duna/iella 

cells were fairly similar between experiments, and also compared favorably with 

published values for Duna/iella terrioleeta (Verity et aI. 1992). Although the particulate 

fraction constituted the majority of the input of nitrogen and phosphorus in both 

experiments, the two cultures differed substantially in dissolved nitrate content. This was 

because of different dissolved nitrate concentrations in the fI2 media used in each batch 

culture (S. Brown, personal communication). 

Algal cell concentrations decreased dramatically during the first 24 h in the 

overlying water of the microcosm in both Exp. 11 and Exp. 13 (Figure 4.5). 

Approximately 99 % of the cells in the overlying water of the microcosm were lost 

within t = 2 d of enrichment. Measurable algal cell concentration decreases were also 

detected in the physiological control experiments (Figure 4.5), with 73 % and 60 % of the 

original number of cells lost by lj'in Exp. II and Exp. 13 respectively. Inspection of 
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Table 4.6 DunaJiella culture composition for the two batches used in Exp. II and 13: 

algal cell abundance and size, particulate and dissolved components of the culture, and 

dilution fraction by addition to the overlying water of the microcosm. Cell size and C and 

N content for D. tertiolecta (Verity et aI. 1992) are given for comparison. 

Characterization Paramcter Exp.ll Exp.13 D. tertiolecta 

Cell abundance, mL·1 9.2xlOs 1.0xl06 

Abundance 
Lengtb,JlIIl 9.5 ±0.9 10.9± 1.1 

and size 

Breadth, JlIIl 1.8 ± 1.3 8.9 ± 2.1 

PC,)LIllol.L"1 3502 ± 211 3459±169 

Cell C content, pg'cell"1 45.5 ± 3.6 50.2 ± 11.1 63.2 ± 1.6 

PN, JlIIlol'L"1 499±29 461 ± 103 

Particulate Cell N content, pg'cell"1 1.6±0.4 1.8 ± 1.1 10.3 ± 0.3 

composition a PP, JlIIlOH;1 20.9± 0.6 21.6± 1.0 

Cell P content, pg'celrl 0.1±0.02 0.8%0.04 NOB 

C:N, molar 7.0:1 7 .• 5:1 7.2:1 

C:N:P, molar 168:24:1 160:21:1 NOB 

Dissolved DIN b, JlIIlol'L"1 62.0 361.9± 3.2 

composition pol', JlIIlol'L"1 3.4 2.20±0.02 

Volume fraction in 
Dilution 8.59 9.97 

overlying water (%) 

a Eq. 4.S. 

a NO _ Not determined. 

bDIN is the sum ofNo.-, NOiand Mi.' concentrations. 
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FIgure 4.5 Algal concentration changes with time during Exp. 11 (squares) and Exp. 13 

(triangles). Starting values calculated from culture concentrations multiplied by volume 

fractions during addition to the microcosm are shown by solid symbols. The log-

transformed slopes of the two microcosm overlying water concentration vs. time 

relationships were found to be significantly different (F1•19 = 27.1, P < 0.0001) (Lowry 

2007). 
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slides prepared from surface sediment (0-15 cm) sample suspensions revealed no 

Dunaliella cells in sediments at any depth at the termination of the experiments. 

A mass balance calculation was performed to estimate the maximum numbers of 

cells lost to the sediment column (Eq. 4.6) during the two experiments. Since the vast 

majority of cells (99 %) was lost from the overlying water column within 2 d of addition, 

the sampling points closest to 1 = 2 II, 199% = 1.98 d and tWA. = 2.32 d, were used for Exp. 

11 and 13 respectively, instead of If. The numbers of cells lost to the sediments were 

converted to amounts C, N and P (Eq. 4.8) using the measured elemental contents of cells 

(Table 4.6). The C, N and P values were divided by tWA. to estimate a maximum flux rate 

of each element to the sediment. Moreover, since no cells were found in the sediments at 

IJ in either experiment, the number of cells degraded in the sediments equaled the number 

of cells lost to the sediments. Therefore, the C, N and P values in these cells were divided 

by 1J(5.7 d and 3.1 d for Exp. 11 and 13 respectively) to calculate a minimum rate of 

degradation for each element. 

The results of these calculations are shown in Table 4.7. Although the initial algal 

cell concentrations were similar in both experiments, fluxes in Exp. 11 (kA = 4.3x 1 0.11 

m2) were higher than in Exp. 13 (kA = 1.7xl0·IO m2
). A similar result is obtained by a 

statistical comparison of the log-transformed slopes of the concentration-curves of the 

cells in overlying water (F1.19 = 27.1, P < 0.0001, n = 27, Figure 4.5). The trend of 

particle filtration rate with permeability is inverse from the one expected, i.e., higher 

permeability was predicted to allow deeper penetration of the cells, and consequently 

greater flux into the sediment (Huette I and Rusch 2000). However, shallower penetration 

of the cells in sediments oflower permeability may be counterbalanced by greater 
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Table 4.7 Maximum elemental fluxes of algal cells to the sediment column and sediment 

surface, minimum degradation rates and missing amounts of the supplied elements. 

Elemental fluxes were calculated using the C:N:P mtios measured for each culture 

(168:24:1 and 160:21:1 for Exp. II and Exp. 13 respectively, Table 4.6). 

Rate Parameter Exp.l1 Exp.13 

t99'-'· (d) 1.98 2.32 

C 1034 ± 82 631 ± 140 

Maximum flux 

(mg'm,z'd'!) 
N 173±9 98±21 

P 16 ± 0.5 10 ± 0.5 

~b(d) 5.66 3.09 

Minimum 
C 363 ±29 433 ±96 

degradation rate N 6l±3 67± 14 

(mg'm,z'd'!) 
P 6±0.2 7±0.3 

MIssing bio- C 9.5± 0.75, 790 ± 60 6.8 ± 1.5, 560 ± 125 

element amount < N 1.6 ± 0.08, 113 ± 6.0 1.1 ± 0.23,75 ± 16 

(mg, j.UDol) 
P 0.15 ± 0.004, 4.7 ± 0.1 0.11 ± 0.005, 3.5 ± 0.2 

a The time taken for the overlying waIer algal cell concenlnllioDS 10 reach I % of the initial concenlnllion 

(at the time·polnt of enrichment, 1=0). 

b The time period between enrichment (1=0) and dismantling (/r) of the experiment. 

b Eq.4.8. 
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trapping efficiency due to narrower interstitial spaces. Narrower corridors for trapping 

may also translate to greater grain surface area per unit volume of bulk sediment, thus 

increasing the possibility of contact between cells and sediment. One reason this was not 

obvious in analogous experiments conducted by Huettel and Rusch (2000) is that they 

either used commercially available sand or natural sediment that was aged for 7 months 

in a cold room. While their intention was to reduce algal biomass and chlorophyll, it is 

possible that biogenic matrices and additional organic materia\ also degraded, reducing 

the adhesive or trapping ability of the natural sediment. 

4.3.1.3 Particle decomposition-nuJrieTil regeneration and nutrieTil efJlux 

Despite differences in flux rates, the minimum degradation rates are fairly similar 

between the two experiments. This, in part, is an artifact of the different ~ between the 

two experiments (5.7 d and 3.1 d for Exp. II and 13 respectively): a higher flux is 

counterbalanced by a longer incubation period for Exp. II, relative to Exp. 13 (Table 

4.7). However, this is also in concordance with recent reports that microbial abundances 

in permeable sediments, and especially reef-associated sands, do not differ substantially 

from those in rmer-grained sediments (Wild et aI. 2006; A. Rusch, personal 

communication). Even though no conclusive statements can be made about the effect of 

permeability on the observed degradation rates, it can be concluded that the permeable 

sediments used in these experiments are highly reactive and capable of responding 

rapidly to inputs of organic material. 

Nutrients (primarily NOi and pol) supplied with the culture during organic 

enrichment caused an increase in nutrient concentrations in the overlying water at the 
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Figure 4.6 Concentrations of DIN, phosphate, and oxygen (f.llllol·L·1) in the overlying 

water after enrichment (to). Concentrations of DIN are the swn of the concentrations of 

NO]. NOi. and NH/ concentrations (dominated by NOi). Concentrations are given as 

the difference from the average concentration before the time of enrichment, (A[X] = [Xl. 

- average [Xlt<Od). 
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time-point of enrichment, to (Figure 4.6). The initial concentrations of dissolved nutrients 

in the overlying water are explained by the dilution of nutrients added with the culture 

media upon addition to the microcosm (see Table 4.6 for relevant values). These 

concentrations decreased immediately after culture addition (Figure 4.6). In both 

experiments, both DIN and pol' are depleted from the overlying water between 10 and 1 

= 1.5 d. Time-integrated fluxes of DIN and pol' (mmol·m·2·d·l
) were calculated by 

dividing the amount of DIN or pol' lost from the overlying water by the time of 

depletion, and mUltiplying by 104 + Aco/A, where Aco/A = 46.3 cm2 is the cross-sectional 

area of Column A. The calculated fluxes are shown in Table 4.8. The slower fluxes in 

Exp. II relative to Exp. 13 are predicted by the difference in enhanced solute transport 

Table 4.8 Time-integrated fluxes of DIN and POl-, added with the algal culture at the 

beginning of the experiments, and elemental fluxes of cumulative N and P added with the 

culture, being the sum of dissolved inorganic nutrients and elements contained in algal 

cells (converted to mmol'm-2'd-1 from Table 4.7). 

Flux into the sediment (mmol·m-z·d·1) 

Dissolved nutrient Exp.ll Exp.13 

DIN 3.4 8.0 

pol' 0.095 0.175 

DIN + N in algae 15.7 15.0 

POl- + P in algae 0.610 0.500 
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coefficients, &, between the two experiments (measured by the conservative tracer 

experiments, Table 4.5), which in tum are affected by the sediment column 

permeabilities, kA, of4.3xlooll and 1.7xloo1o m2 forExp. 11 and 13 respectively (Table 

4.5). 

SecondaJy peaks in pol· concentration were observed after 2.0-2.5 d. The 

secondaJy peaks were preceded by periods of delectably reduced ~ concentrations in the 

overlying water (Figure 4.6). It is very likely that the organic material supply and reduced 

exchange (e.g., as shown by Tracer Exp. 13-2, Table 4.5) during this time period may 

have induced shallower anoxia in the sediment column. This in tum could have mobilized 

phosphate from the oxidized phases in which it was bound (e.g., ferrous oxyhydroxides, 

Ogrinc and Faganeli 2006) into the pore water, which was then transferred to the 

overlying water by enhanced transport. 

Inorganic nutrient levels in pore water at z = 5 em (the shallowest depth at which 

pore water was sampled and analyzed) remained at the detection limit throughout the 

enrichment period. Moreover, the predicted nutrient release into the overlying water was 

not observed in either of the two experiments, as indicated by a comparison of the 

missing amounts ofN and P (Table 4.7), produced by the degradation of algal cells in the 

sediments, with the observed overlying water nutrient concentrations during the time 

period following enrichment (Figure 4.6). The maximum level of the anticipated nutrient 

concentrations was calculated by considering overlying water volumes of 3.1 L and 2.9 L 

for Exp. II and Exp. 13 respectively. When the missing N and P amounts in Table 4.7 

are divided by the overlying water volumes, nutrient concentrations of20-41 J1I1Iol·Lo1 for 

DIN and 1.1-1.7 J1I1Iol·Lo1 for pol· should be observed, assuming the release of all the 
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remineralized N and P in the trapped and degraded algal cells into the overlying water. In 

addition, the total flux oftotaI N and total P due to the culture addition (the sum of algal 

elemental contents and dissolved inorganic nutrients) is shown in Table 4.8, and is 

representative of the rates of disappearance of culture N and P 24-36 h after to. Dark 

incubations of the algal cell-overlying water mixture did yield nutrient increases of the 

order of30 J1IIIol'L"t for DIN and 0.7 J1IIIol'L"t for pol". 

Therefore, it is apparent that the regenerated nutrients are sequestered into an 

unaccounted pool of dissolved or particulate matter. It is possible that dissolved organic 

nitrogen (DON) and dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP) could be generated during 

degradation. From what is known already about the participation of DON in N-cycling in 

sediments, the generation of DON is unlikely due to its rapid remineralization or uptake 

(see discussion in Burdige 2006, p. 463-464). The role ofDOP cannot be dismissed as 

readily due to a lack of understanding of its role in P-cycling in marine sediments 

(Ruttenberg 2003). 

An alternative sink for the removed N and P could be benthic microbiota 

(Marinelli et al. 1998; Nelson et al. 1999; Jahnke et al. 2000). The analysis for 

sedimentary TOe did not reveal a difference between sediments sampled during the 

column assembly and surficial sediments (I-cm layers between 0-5 cm) sampled at If 

during dismantling, with the TOC weight fraction at 3.50 % ± 0.15 %. I performed a 

calculation to determine whether the missing amounts ofC, N, and P (Table 4.7) could be 

detected by analyzing sediment before and after enrichment. I calculated the weight of 

dry sediment of the 0-1 cm-depth slice of the microcosm sediment column, Wtby (g, Eq. 

4.4), with the following equation: 
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~=~x~-~x~x. ~ 

where {}wet (g'cm'~ is the wet sediment density (1.86 g'cm,3 and 1.82 g'cm,3 for Exp. 11 

and 13 respectively). Val/cs is the volume of the 0-1 em slice (Val/cs = Ac0J.4 x 1 = 46.3 cm~, 

~(g'cm'3) is the density of the seawater used in the experiments (1.026 g·em·3) and. is 

the porosity (0.51 and 0.47 for Exp. 11 and 13 respectively). The sedimentslice between 

0-1 cm depth was chosen as a "best analytical case" scenario for analytical purposes, i.e., 

the case where the elemental amount would be concentrated in the smallest volume of 

sediment sampled at the end of the experiment (i.e., l-cm thick slices). I also assumed 

that, based on the "best analytical case" scenario, all of the missing amounts of C, N, and 

P (Table 4.7), accumulated in this slice. The missing amounts ofC. N, and P, from Table 

4.7 were converted to g and divided by W dIy to yield weight fractions of change in C, N, 

and P respectively. 

The values of the parameters used above as well as the results of the calculations 

are listed in Table 4.9. The weight fraction changes in C, N, and P, in the unrealistic "best 

analytical case" scenario are orders of magnitude lower than typical precisions of the 

analytical methods needed to detect these changes (see Table 4.9 for typical values). The 

outcome of the calculations in Table 4.9 is in sharp contrast with the very large changes 

that would be anticipated if the missing C, N, and P, entered the dissolved phase as 

inorganic nutrients (discussed earlier in this section). The contrast between solid and 

dissolved phase changes as a result of early diagenesis in sediments, as demonstrated by 

these calculations, is a reminder of the reason pore water solute composition is observed 

instead of organic geochemical parameters to describe the on-going diagenetic processes 

in a certain setting (Burdige 2006, p. 253). 
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Table 4.9 Calculations of change in the weight fraction of C, N, and P, in the top 0-1 cm 

slice of the sediment column, in the "best analytical case" scenario where all of the 

missing amount of C, N, and P, accumulates in this particular sediment slice. 

Parameter Exp.ll Exp.13 

p..eJ (g-cm" 1.86 1.82 

V_(em; 46.3 

Psw(g·mL·1) 1.026 

Ip. (-) 0.51 0.47 

Wtby(g) 61.89 61.94 

C 9.5 6.8 
Missing amonnt b 

N 1.6 1.1 
(mg) 

P 0.15 0.11 

C 0.015 0.011 
Change in weight 

.N 0.0026 0.0018 
fraction (%) 

P 0.0002 0.0002 

Aualytical C 1.2,0.3 

precision· N 1.5,0.4 

(%) P 1.95, 10.24, 1.47 

• Porosity <p from Table 4.4. 

b Missing amounts ofC, N, and P, from Table 4.7. 

, AIIalytical precision is reported as weight liIu:tIon of element over the total weight of the sample (%). 

Sources: Organic C, 1.2 % (King etal. 1998) and 0.3 % (Chapter 6); total N, 1.5 % (King et a1. 1998) and 

0.4 % (Chapter 6); toIaI P, 1.95 %, organic P, 10.240/ .. and total inorganic P, 1.47 % (Ruttenberg 1992). 
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In summary, the last stage of the nutrient regeneration hypothesis, stating that 

nutrient efflux from the sediments into the overlying water increases with increasing 

permeability, could not be tested, since both Exp. II and Exp. 13 did not demonstrate 

nutrient accumulation in the overlying water, especially of a magnitude analogous to the 

input. Instead, N, and P, added as inorganic dissolved nutrients along with the more 

substantial N, and P pools in algal cells (Table 4.6) were taken up rapidly (Figure 

4.6),along with the added algal cells (Figure 4.5). The fate of the missing amounts ofC, 

N, and P, could not be determined due to the analytical reasons described previously. I 

propose that, while the results ofExp. II and 13 demonstrate that permeable carbonate 

sediments can respire large amounts of organic material at fairly rapid rates, permeable 

carbonate sediments also retain any re-mineralized nutrients through microbenthic 

processes, as proposed previously (e.g., Marinelli et aI. 1998; Nelson et aI. 1999; Jahnke 

et al. 2000). The microbenthic processes implicated in this uptake are further explored 

with the nutrient enrichment experiments discussed in the following section. 

4.3.2 Nutrient uptake experiments 

4.3.2. I Sedimentary nutrient uptake rates 

The lack of nutrient accumulation in the overlying water, despite a very high input 

of organic material during the microcosm enrichment experiments, suggests that Kilo 

Nalu sediments may be nutrient-limited and that they may have the capacity to take up 

substantial amounts of nutrients when available. The sediment plug experiments aimed at 

quantifying the capability of surface sediments from the Kilo Nalu sand field to take 

nutrients up from the surrounding seawater. The concentration-vs.-time curves of NO.1 
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Figure 4.7 Nitrate concentration changes vs. time during sediment plug nutrient uptake 

experiments (Table 4.3): (a) Results for incubations with high nutrient-level media 

(regular and labeled, Table 4.2); (b) Results of incubation with low-level nutrient media 

(FSW. Table 4.2). 
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Figure 4.8 Phosphate concentration changes vs. time during sediment plug nutrient 

uptake experiments (Table 4.3): (a) Results for incubations with high nutrient-level media 

(regular and labeled, Table 4.2); (b) Results ofincubation with low-level nutrient media 

(FSW, Table 4.2). 
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and pol· (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, respectively) demonstrate active sediment nutrient 

uptake. In contrast, the concentrations of NO:! and NH/ stayed at detection limit levels 

(0.14 JUIIol·L·t and 0.03 JUIIol'L-t, respectively) or below throughout the incubation 

period. The mpid decline in nutrient concentmtions, especially during the first two days 

of incubation, is indicative of nutrient limitation in the reef-associated carbonate 

permeable sediments. 

Model fits of the concentmtlon-time curves were performed with the linear decay 

model on the linear phase of the curves, as initially planned. as well as with an 

exponential decay model which tmces concentrations throughout the dumtion of the 

experiment The pammeters used to calculate sediment uptake fluxes from the linear 

decay model fits are shown in Table 4.10. The results of the calculations are shown in 

Table 4.11 and in Figure 4.9. Treatments using regular and labeled media (Table 4.3) 

yield very similar fluxes, suggesting that the isotopic composition ofN03- does not affect 

net fluxes, and are therefore grouped together in the summary plots based on the 

treatment photoperiod (Figure 4.9). 

Sediment uptake fluxes under alternating light-dark photoperiods (L2, L4 and L5) 

are greater than those under constant dark (D2, D4 and D5). This effect is more 

pronounced for NOi than for polo, and this leads to a large difference in the NOi to 

pol- uptake ratios between treatments with the two light treatments. The uptake ratios 

are greater for incubations under the light-dark cycle (20.1 ± 0.7) than under constant 

dark conditions (15.8 ± 1.2). The higher ratios are mostly driven by differences in NOi 

uptake between the two light-treatment incubations (compare NOi and pol· fluxes in 

Table 4.11). One would expect photosynthesizers to control uptake under light conditions 
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Table 4.10 Fits of concentration-time curves from nutrient uptake experiments (Figure 

4.7, Figure 4.8), using two models: an exponential decay model (performed on the entire 

concentration vs. time curve), and a linear extinction model (performed on the initial, 

linear portions of the curves). 

(N03l (J.unol·L·1) (POll (J.unol·L·1) 

Model Treatment n a b r a b r 

D2 7 7.63 1.20 0.99 0.55 0.95 0.99 

LZ· . 7 7.94 0.93 0.98 0.55 0.57 0.99 

D4a 16 17.46 0.65 1.00 1.09 0.52 0.97 
Exponential 

D4b 16 17.75 0.58 0.99 1.12 0.46 0.99 
deeay 

y(t)=ae·b1 D5a 16 17.27 0.64 1.00 1.15 0.55 0.99 

D5b 16 17.09 0.64 0.99 1.16 0.64 0.99 

L4 16 19.29 0.64 0.97 1.18 0.41 0.99 

L5 16 18.45 0.66 0.97 1.22 0.44 0.99 

D2 4 7.14 -3.74 0.98 0.53 -0.25 0.99 

12 4 7.64 -3.60 1.00 0.54 -0.18 1.00 

D4a 8 16.80 -7.17 0.98 1.09 -0.44 0.97 

Uneardeeay D4b 8 17.24 -6.90 0.99 1.10 -0.40 0.99 

y(t)=a+bt D5a 8 16.50 -6.76 0.99 1.12 -0.42 0.99 

D5b 8 16.43 -6.84 LOO 1.12 -0.48 0.99 

L4 9 18.06 -6.67 0.99 1.14 -0.32 1.00 

L5 9 17.22 -6.41 0.99 1.15 -0.33 0.99 
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Table 4.11 Fluxes of nitrate (FNOJ.) and phosphate (FP04J.): Fw (JUIIOI'gol'dol, Eq. 4.10) in relation to plug sediment weight, Wl .. d 

(g), and Fa (mmol'm02'dol, Eq. 4.11) in relation to plug area, ApI"IP" For each flux, the linear slope, b (from Table 4.10), was 

normalized with the normalization factor (Eq. 4.9), where wi plug = 11.41 g (± 0.27 g). Flux ratios are also given (ratio values were 

the same, whether using Fw or Fa,). Negative Fvalues indicate fluxes into the sediment. See Figure 4.9 for plots of the data. 

Normalization wtsed Apftlr, 
Fw (pmol·gOI·dOI) Fa (mmol·m·2-d.I) Fi 

NOJ.+ 

Treatment Rp1ags factor (g) (m) FIIINOJ. FWpoo. FONOJ. FaPQ43. FPQ43. 

D2 3 1.01 34.07 0.00589 -0.08 -0.005 -0.45 -0.030 15.0 

L2 2 0.99 23.01 0.00393 -O.1l -0.005 -0.64 -0.032 20.0 

D4a 3 1.04 32.83 0.00589 -0.15 -0.009 -0.89 -0.055 16.3 

D4b 3 0.97 35.15 0.00589 -0.14 -0;008 -0.80 -0.046 17.3 

DSa 3 0.98 35.07 0.00589 -0.13 -0.008 -0.78 -0.049 16.1 

DSb 3 1.00 34.16 0.00589 -0.14 -0.010 -0.81 -0.057 14.3 

Dark average -0.14 -0.009 -0.82 -0.052 16.0 

L4 2 1.02 22.30 0.00393 -0.21 -0.010 -1.22 -0.058 2008 

L5 2 0.99 23.13 0.00393 -0.19 -0.010 -1.13 -0.058 19.4 

Light-Dark average -0.20 -0.010 -1.17 -0.058 20.1 
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Figure 4.9 Fluxes and flux ratios from Table 4.11, grouped by initial nutrient levels (see 

Table 4.2) and by light treatment (D = dark, L = Iight-dark, Table 4.3). See Table 4.11. 
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and thus drive the uptake ratio towards the Redfield value 16. However, in this case the 

treatments exposed to constant darkness yield Redfield-like uptake ratios, while the 

treatments exposed to alternating light and dark conditions show higher-than-Redfield 

uptake ratios. It has been known that N- and P-rich bacteria could have N:P ratios 

significantly lower than 16 (Sterner and Elser 2002, p. 206), while many 

photosynthesizers including cyanobacteria can exhibit dramatic stoichiometric plasticity 

(e.g., White et a1. 2007). The likely occurrence of photosynthesis in surficial Kilo Nalu 

sediments (due to ample photosynthetically available radiation, PAR, at 10 m depth) may 

cause changes in redox conditions in grain surface biofilms induced by the production of 

oxygen. Redox conditions dictate the phase and mobility of metabolically important 

species such as Fe and P, whose biogeochemistry is closely connected (Ruttenberg 2001), 

and may consequently drive stoichiometric balance and demand in microbial 

communities in carbonate reef permeable sediments. 

4.3.2.2 Sedimentary nutrient incorporation 

The results of the enrichment incubations with Labeled medium (Table 4.(2) 

support the hypothesis that incorporation of nutrients in sediments is an important 

nutrient sink. The majority (61-66 %) of the added l~ was found in the sediments in 

incubations conducted in the dark. Sediments treated to Iight-dark oscillations (L4) still 

contained more than half of the added l~ at the time of experimental dismantling, but 

this fraction (52 %) is substantially lower than that retained in dark incubations. The 

rapid uptake ofN~- and its exhaustion from the overlying water in this incubation 

indicate that some of the l~ may have been remobilized after 4 d when N~- reached 
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Table 4.12 Mass balance calculations for the plug incubations using Labeled medium (Table 4.2). Wt/SNsed (the amount of I~ in 

sediment), Wt/SN03 (the amount of I~ in N03), and Wt/SN,oI (the amount oftotaI I~ in the incubator), are all given in)lg at the 

beginning (to) and at the end (0 of the experiment (see Eq. 4.13, 4.14, and 4.16). Also shown are the fractions (%) of the I'N added 

as NOi at to found at ljin N03' (AI~N03, Eq. 4.17), in the sediment (A1'Nsed, Eq. 4.18), or missing e~1IU3.\'ing> Eq. 4.19). 

Treatment Wt(to) (JIg) Wt(~(JIg) (%) 

Code Ligbt condition Wt/5N03 Wtl5Nsd Wt/5NIDt WtlJli03 Wt/SNsd Wtl5Ntot Al~N03 Al~..., 1~_B 

D4a Dark 97.9 27.1 125.0 11.3 92.0 103.3 12 66 22 

D4b Dark 101.7 29.4 131.1 14.5 91.0 105.5 14 61 25 

L4 Light-dark 104.0 18.6 122.6 0.0 72.9 72.9 0 52 48 
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very low levels. Regardless, the fraction of added I'N that was recovered as part of the 

sediment was high, supporting the role of surface sediments as sites ofN storage. This is 

also supported by the fact that the sedimentary weight fraction ofN at Kilo Nalu 

sediments was repeatedly measured during this study and found to be on average 0.03 %0, 

which is an order of magnitude greater than values reported in other penneable sediment 

settings such as the SAD (Marinelli et a1. 1998). 

4.3.2.3 SedimeTllary denitrification 

Another significant finding from the labeled medium incubations (Section 4.3.2.2) 

is the magnitude of the I'N fraction that cannot be found in the sediments and cannot be 

accounted for by the negligible overlying water concentrations ofNOi or NH/ (at or 

below their detection limit). The substantial amount of added I'N not found in the 

sediments or the overlying water at If, could be explained by the other proposed major 

sink for NDJ - in penneable sediments, denitrification (Rao 2006). The role of 

denitrification in the removal ofN was tested with treatments DSa, DSb, and LS. Plots of 

R + Ro vs . .r. fitted with Eq. 4.21, are shown in Figure 4.10. The sample values are 

compared to those reported for isotopic fractionation by NDJ- assimilation (e = 4-6 %0) 

and by sedimentary denitrification (e = 0 %0) (Sigman and Casciotti 2001; Lehmann et 

a1. 2004). There is a significant difference between fractionation effects during 

sedimentary denitrification and water column denitrification (e = 13-28 %0) (Lehmann et 

a1. 2004), the reason being that NO{ is physically transported to reactive micro-sites in 

sediments by diffusive processes (which do not fractionate NO]), and upon arrival it is 
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Figure 4.10 Plots of R + Ro vs . ./" (see Eq. 4.21-4.22 for definitions) for the three 

treatments with regular enrichment medium (D5a and D5b - dark; L5 -Iight-dark). The 

plots are fitted with Eq. 4.21. The data at./" = 0.26 correspond to t = 2 d of the 

incubations (Figure 4.7). Black, thick solid curves show trends for nitrate assimilation 

and sedimentary denitrification (Sigman and Casciotti 2001; Lehmann et al. 2004). Bold 

numbers indicate the value of e for each curve as calculated with Eq. 4.22. 
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completely consumed resulting in no discernible change in 81'NNOJ. (Bender 1990; 

Brandes and Devol 1997; Lehmann et al. 2004). The resultant E values for DSa, DSb, 

and LS are 1.89'0., 0.8 9'00, and S.S 9'00 respectively. While the value for incubation in the 

light-dark cycle (LS) is within the range indicative ofNDJ- assimilation, the values for 

incubation in the dark (OS) are indicative ofa combined effect ofNDJ- assimilation and 

sedimentary denitrification. 

An estimate of the time-integrated denitrification rate, F_ (mmol·m-2·o1
), in the 

plug incubation experiments was calculated as follows: 

4.24 

where Vow (L) is the volume of overlying water, [NDJ 110 (JlII1ol·L-1
) is the concentration 

of nitrate in the overlying water at to. l'NmI.uing (%) is the fraction of the I'N added as 

NO{ at to and missing at tf(d), which is the duration of the experiment, and Aplugs (m2) is 

the area of the sediment plugs. The assumption made in the calculation ofEq. 4.24 is that 

l'NmI.uing is representative of all the N that is missing, and it is quite reasonable 

considering that approximately 60 % ofN03- at to was l'NDJ-. The results are shown in 

Table 4.13, along with data from the literature. The denitrification rate estimates from the 

plug incubation experiments are comparable to those from other permeable sediments, 

both carbonate reef sediments and silicate shelf (relict) sediments. Even though a variety 

of incubation methods are used to quantifY N loss from the sediments by denitrification, 

the area\ denitrification rate estimates for permeable sediments from different locations 

and settings (Table 4.13) generally vary between 10-2 and 100 mmol·m-2·d-1• 
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Table 4.13 Estimates of denitrification rates, Fdenit (mmol'm"2'd"1) from the plug incubation experiments (this study), and from 

incubations reported in the literature. Depths of integration (cm) indicate the thickness of the sediment column on which the 

experimental measurements were performed. All incubations were performed in the dark, except the 12 h Light: 12 h Dark plug 

incubations of Kilo Nalu sediment (this study) which are marked L:D. 

Fdenit Incubation Depth of 
Location (mmol'm"z'd"l) method integration (cm) Source 

Carbonate reef permeable sedimenls 

Kilo Nalu 0.09-0.10 Plug 0.3 This study 

Kilo Nalu (L:D) 0.20 Plug 0.3 This study 

Ishigaki Island 0.04-0.16 Closed core 15 Miyajima et aI. (2001) 

Great Barrier Reef 0.003-0.32 Aerobic slurry 2 Capone et aI.(1992) 

Silicote shelf permeable sedimenls 

South Atlantic Bight 0.27-0.58 Flow-through reactor 8to 32 Rae et aI. (2007) 

South Atlantic Bight 0.023-0.034 Closed core 15 to 18 Vance-Harris and Ingall (2005) 

Mid-Atlantic Bight 1.7 Benthic chamber 8 Laursen and Seitzinger (2002) 

North Sea 0.13-0.32 Open core 5 Lohse et aI. (1996) 
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4.3.3 Permeable C1Ubonate reef sediments and nutrient dymunJcs 

4.3.3.1 Particle and 11UIrient uptalre 

The experiments performed in this study indicated that carbonate reef permeable 

sediments rapidly take up the important macronutrients N and P, whether they are in the 

dissolved form or originally in trapped particles which are degraded. Algal cells, which 

were added to the microcosm overlying water at initial cell concentrations upwards of 

8xl04 mL·1
, could not he found 3 d to 5 d after addition either in the overlying water orin 

the sediment The macronutrients contained in the algal cells were not seen to emerge as 

dissolved inorganic nutrients, either in pore water or in overlying water, suggesting that 

remineralization resulted either in sedimentary retention of these nutrients or, in the case 

ofN, to their loss in the gas phase. 

The fluxes calculated from the data of the two experiment sets were compared to 

examine the likelihood that the total N and P (both particulate and dissolved) added 

during the microcosm enrichment experiments could he retained in the solid phase of 

surface permeable sediments and not give a dissolved inorganic nutrient signal in the 

pore water. In other words, the calculation was ultimately meant to test the capability of 

surficial permeable sediments to fully exploit the absorbed and regenerated nutrients. An 

extreme scenario was simulated, during which the total N and P in algae are not only 

instantaneously remineralized after trapping, but the generated dissolved nutrients are 

released immediately into the pore water. The scenario is extreme in that the trapping and 

degradation of cells would most likely happen on and in grain-surface biofilms generated 

by sedimentary microbes (Huettel and Rusch 2000) gradually and not instantaneously, at 
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rates higher than the calculated minimum mineralization rates for the microcosm 

experiments (Table 4.7). Moreover, the microbial biofilms are likely to retard the release 

of any generated solutes to the pore water (Hannides et al. 2005), thus allowing their 

further exploitation. Finally, as the plug incubation experiments have shown ( 

Table 4.12), in the case ofN, most of the available amount (approximately 75 %) 

is likely to be assimilated into the sediment. Therefore, the outlined situation is meant to 

illustrate the capability of enhanced transport to distribute regenerated nutrients had they 

been available for transport. 

The flux of DIN + N in algae (mmol·m·2·d·l) from microcosm enrichment Exp. 11 

(Table 4.8) represents the supply rate of total N to the microcosm sediment column of 

Kilo Nalu sand field sediment. The average N03- flux, FllNo;. (mmol·m-2·d-I
), from the 

plug incubation experiments under dark conditions (Table 4.11), is assumed to represent 

an average zeroth-order uptake rate of remineralized N by surficial Kilo Nalu sand field 

sediment. The ratio of the two fluxes was calculated and multiplied by 3 mm to generate 

the depth of the microcosm surface. sediment column, ZN = 57 mm, down to which the 

regenerated DIN should be transported to counterbalance supply rate and uptake rate. A 

similar calculation, performed using P04;' + P in algae (mmol·m-2·d-l
) from Exp. 11 

(Table 4.8) and F0PCJ4;. (mmol'm-2'd-l
) from plug incubation experiments under dark 

conditions (Table 4.11), yielded a depth of the microcosm surface sediment column, Zp = 

35 mm, down to which the regenerated P04;' should be transported to counterbalance 

supply rate and uptake rate. The Einstein-Smoluchowskl relation (Eq. 3.15; Boudreau 

1997, p. 101-102) was used to calculate the enhanced transport coefficient, 6'; necessary 
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to transport a solute a distance of ZN and Zp within t = 0.25 d (or 6 h), the average time 

between microcosm sampling points: 

Z 2 
e=_N_ 

2tDolp 

4.25 

where Ds = liDo + rj = sDolp (see section 3.2.3.2), Do = 153 mm2·d-1 for DIN and Do = 49 

mm2·d-1 for pol· (Boudreau 1997, p. 115-116) and Ip = 0.51 (Table 4.4). The resulting 

values oflog(8) = 1.92 for DIN and log(8) = 1.39 for pol· are within the range of values 

obtained during solute Tracer Exp. 11-1 (Table 4.5). The calculation results demonstrate 

the high probability that - even in the extreme scenario of instantaneous mineralization of 

algal macronutrients and their release as dissolved inorganic nutrients into pore water -

Kilo Nalu sand field sediments would have the capability to absorb the dissolved 

nutrients back into the solid phase at such a rate as to prevent their accumulation in the 

pore water. The dissolved-nutrient uptake rates measured for carbonate reef sediments 

with the plug incubation experiments are capable of removing from solution any 

dissolved nutrients regenerated during the degradation of algal cells in the culture added 

to the microcosm during enrichment experiments. 

4.3.3.2 Nitrogen retention 

The use of the stable isotope I ~ during nutrient addition experiments revealed 

that a large fraction (75 %) of the NOi removed from the overlying water was retained in 

the sediment (Table 4.12). The fractionation effects calculated from III~No3-. while it 

was being removed from the overlying water, bore a strong signal of nitrate assimilation 

(Figure 4.10). While treatments under dark conditions indicated a combination of nitrate 
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assimilation and benthic denitrification as removal mechanisms (Bender 1990; Brandes 

and Devol 1997; Sigman and Casciotti 2001), the incubations under light-dark 

oscillations (which simulate light conditions experienced by surface sediments more 

accurately than constant-dark incubations) yielded higher nutrient uptake rates than 

constant-dark incubations (Figure 4.9), as well as I)ISNNO)' fractionation effects that are 

clearly representative ofN03· assimilation (Figure 4.10). 

The evidence for N03· assimilation in all treatments, regardless oflight 

conditions, suggests a strong retaining mechanism for N in carbonate reef permeable 

sediments, which may explain the high N content of these sediments (0.03 %), relative to 

silicate permeable sediments (0.005-0.008 %, Marinelli et a1. 1998; Rao et a1. 2007). 

Significant assimilatory uptake and retention ofN by carbonate reef sedimentary 

microbiota has also been reported in Ishigaki Bay (Miyajima et a1. 200 I), suggesting that 

carbonate reef sediments may be similar to fmer-grained sediments that show similar N 

retention properties when offered additional DIN (Veuger et a1. 2007). 

The reason for the ability to retain nutrients may be microbial abundances, which 

are now recognized to be higher than those predicted by the grain size distribution of 

permeable sediments (Table 4.1; Wild et al. 2006; S"rensen et a1. 2007). Active and high 

assimilation rates could be attributed to heterotrophic bacteria and archaea as well as 

benthic microalgae, such as cyanobacteria (Zehr and Ward 2002), which were observed 

with epifluorescence microscopy in slides of sedimentary suspensions (Figure 4.4). The 

clear signal of nitrate assimilation in the light-dark treatments (from the fractionation 

effect results, Figure 4.10) points to a photosensitive response to nutrient uptake and, 

very likely, C fixation (Sterner and Elser 2002, p. 97-102), and underlines the role 
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microphytobenthos may play in nutrient dynamics and organic matter cycling in 

permeable sediments (Jahnke et al. 2000). 

4.3.3.3 Nitrogen loss - denitrification 

The occurrence of denitrification under the plug incubation experimental 

conditions (well-oxygenated overlying water exchanging rapidly with pore water) is 

start1ing but in accordance with previous reports of denitrification under similar 

conditions, both in the water column (e.g., Lehmann et al. 2005) and in permeable 

sediments (e.g., Rao 2006; Rao et al. 2007). Recent findings in sedimentary N-cycling 

allow the diversification of the overly simplified direct path from N03" to N2 in Figure 

4.3 to multiple possible pathways. For example, a recent review of the marine nitrogen 

cycle (Brandes et al. 2007) highlights six processes that could potentially contribute to 

the conversion ofNOi to N2 (Figure 4.11, Table 4.14). 

The experiments conducted in this study were not designed to distinguish between 

different denitrifying pathways and their contribution to overall N loss. It is likely that a 

combination of the processes known to occur in sediments is taking place and 

contributing to N loss. The anoxic and suboxic microniches necessary for canonical 

denitrification, anammox and OLAND to take place could be readily provided by the 

complex landscape of biogenic carbonate reef sediments grains (Wild et al. 2006). 

Microzones filled with mucous biofilms within depressions and crevasses on the grain 

surface, hosting numerous microbes sheltered by grazing (Weise and Rheinheimer 1977), 

are likely sites of intense ~ and NOJ" gradients (Jahnke 1985) and subsequent interacting 

transformations ofN. Clearly, there are benefits to be gained by interrogating individual 
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Figure 4.11 A schematic of processes implicated in marine nitrogen cycling (Brandes et 

al. 2001). This schematic identifies 6 processes that may ultimately convert N in NOi to 

N2: while canonical denitrification, and chemodenitrification can convert N in NOl

directly into N2, anaerobic ammonia oxidation (anammox), oxygen-limited autotrophic 

nitrification-denitrification (OLAND), and chemooxidation require the partia1 conversion 

ofNOi to one or more intermediate products of dissimilatory nitrate reduction to 

ammonium (DNRA). A seventh process, which is not drawn by the authors (for clarity), 

is assimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium (ANRA) by photosynthesizers and various 

bacterial strains (Zehr and Ward 2002; Brandes et al. 2001), during which NOi generally 

follows the transformations ofDNRA to NH/. 
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Table 4.14 Fonnulas representative of the reactions shown in Figure 4.11 that are 

implicated in loss ofN, originally contained in NOj, as N2. Canonical denitrification and 

chemodenitrification convert N in NOj directly into N2, while anaerobic ammonia 

oxidation (anammox), oxygen-limited autotrophic nitrification-denitrlfication (OLAND), 

and chemooxidation require the partial conversion ofNOj to one or more intennediate 

products of dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium (DNRA, Figure 4.11). NO:i and 

N2 are marked in bold, while intennediate products ofDNRA are underlined. 

Canonical denitrification (Van Cappellen and Wang 199$) 

(ClIaO)x(NlI3)y(H:J>04)z+({~~+3y)+S»N~- ~«2x+4y)+S»)N2. 

+«X-3y+10z)+S»)C(h+«4X+3y-10z)+S)}HCOJ'+zPOl- + «3x+6y+10z)+S»lhO 

Chemodenitrlfication (Luther et aI. 1997; 1998) 

ISMnO + 6HNOj -+ ISMnO% + 3Nz + 3H20 

Anaer6bic aIlIlI10nia oxidation (Anmnmox). (Brandeset aI. 2007) 

NRt + 1.32NQi + O.066HCOj + 0.1311'" 

-+ 0.26N~· + 1.02Nz + 0.066ClhOo.sNo.1s + 2.03H20 

Oxygen-limited autotrophic nitrification-denitrification (OLAND) (Brandes et aI. 2007) 

2NH/ + I.SO% -+ N2 + 3H20 + 2W 

Chemooxidation (Luther etal. 1997; 1998) 

ISMnQz+ 10mb -+ ISMnO+ 5Nz+ ISH20 
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grains from carbonate reef sediments to elucidate their microbial demography. 

Techniques of in-situ microbial observation from other fields of study, such as bio

reactor technology (e.g., Neef et aI. 1996), may be combined with the use of conventional 

microscopy techniques (e.g., Reid et al. 2000; Wild et aI. 2006) and increasingly reliable 

microelectrodes (e.g., Schulz and de Beer 2002) to investigate micro- and sub

microniches on grain surfaces and their metabolic and biogeochemical capabilities. 

Apart from NOi and suboxic conditions, canonical denitrification also requires 

the presence ofN-rich organic matter which fuels it. The availability of sedimentary 

organic matter in Kilo Nalu sand could not be ascertained, because of analytical issues 

surrounding the measurement of organic carbon in carbonate grains (e.g., Ingalls et aI. 

2004). High-magnesium calcite interferes with thermogravimetry, which gave TOC 

weight fractions in Kilo Nalu sand field sediments on.50 % ± 0.15 %. However, the 

magnitude of the TOC fraction, as well as the characteristic smell routinely 

accompanying the drying of sediment samples from this location, hint at a high organic 

matter content of carbonate sediments. The N weight fraction of the sediment plug 

samples at to was 0.030 %, which is approximately 6 times greater than that reported for 

silicate sediments of the SAB (Marinelli et aI. 1998), and supports the hypothesis that 

carbonate reef sediments are richer in organic material than silicate relict sediments of the 

continental shelf. Based on the stoichiometry of canonical denitrification (Table 4.14), 

and the amount of missing N from treatments D4a, D4b, and L4 (Table 4.12), the amount 

of organic material needed to account for the missing N~-, assuming it was all lost 

during canonical denitrification, can be estimated with the following equation: 
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(
[NO -] I'N ) 

4x+3y=S V. x ". X -
OW 1000 100 

4.26 

where x is f.UIIol of organic e (TOC), y is f.UIIol of organic N (Norg), Vow (L) is the 

volume of overlying water, [N031tO (f.Ull0l·L-I) is the concentration of nitrate in the 

overlying water at to. and I~mI&rIng (%) is the fraction of the I~ added as NDJ- at to and 

missing at the end of the experiment (0. Maximum possible values for x and y can be 

estimated by setting y and x at 0 respectively, and the corresponding weights converted to 

e and N weight fraction (%) in the sediment, by dividing by the sedimentary weight of 

the plugs in each treatment. The results are shown in Table 4.1S, and illustrate the minute 

amounts of TOe and Norg needed to drive the measured loss ofN by canonical 

Table 4.15 Maximum amounts of organic e (TOC) and organic N (Norg) needed to drive 

the loss of the N missing at the end point, fJ, of plug incubations D4a, D4b, and L4, by 

canonical denitrification. Maximum amounts were converted to weight fractions (%) of 

the total sediment weight of the plugs in each treatment. See text for more details on the 

performed calculations. 

Nmissing Max. amount (JUlIo!) Weight fraction (%) 

Treatment at If (JUlIo!) x(TOC) Y (Norg) TOC Norg 

D4a 0.002S 0.0031 0.0042 1.2 x 10-9 1.3 X 10-9 

D4b 0.0030 0.0037 O.OOSO 1.3 x 10-9 I.S x 10-9 

L4 0.00S8 0.0072 0.0096 3.9 x 10-9 4.S X 10-9 
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denitrification, suggesting that canonical denitrification during the sedimentary plug 

incubations is more likely to be controlled by NOJ' supply or by unsuitable <h 

concentrations than by organic matter availability. 

The evidence for N-dynamics in the incubations under Iigbt-dark oscillations (IA 

and LS) is quite intriguing and deserves further scrutiny, in view of the following 

observations: 

a) Nutrient uptake rates are higber under Iigbt-dark osciIlation conditions than under 

constant dark conditions (Table 4.11, Figure 4.9). 

b) Fractionation effects under Iigbt-dark osciIlation conditions were typical ofNOJ' 

assimilation, in contrast to effects of incubations in the dark which suggest a mix of 

benthic denitrification and N03' assimilation (Figure 4.10). 

c) N-mass-balance calculations indicate that not only a significant fraction of the 

removed NOi is probably lost from the incubator, but that this fraction is actually even 

greater than that for the Iigbt-dark incubations (Table 4.12-Table 4.13). 

A possible explanation for the combined observations listed above is that the periodic 

light availability stimulated microbenthic photosynthetic activity by microbenthic 

photosynthesizers, such as diatoms, chlorophytes and cyanobacteria (observed repeatedly 

in sedimentary suspensions under an epifluorescent microscope; section 4.3.1.1). 

Photosynthetic activity could not only drive higb rates ofNOJ' assimilation, but could 

also provide a localized source of <h within grain surface biofilms. A point source of <h 

may enlarge the portion of grain biofilms occupied by oxic-anoxic interfaces, which are 

the niche for nitrification-denitrification (Zehr and Ward 2002; Rao 2006), and may 

consequently accelerate N loss from the system by providing the intermediate species 
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which participate in the reactions in Table 4.14. In other words, it is proposed that in the 

presence of Iight-dark oscillations, which are the norm for surface sediments in shelf and 

reef environments (e.g., Jahnke 2001), nitrogen recycling may be accelerated, may 

become spatially complex, and may result in enhanced loss ofN. 

4.3.3.4 Phosphorus dynamics in carbonate ree/permeable sediments 

The nature of P cycling in permeable sediments remains relatively unknown. 

Study of the transformations of P in realistic conditions, i.e., the dynamic physical 

transport regime which characterizes permeable sediments, is hindered due to the redox 

variations caused by changes in the availability of Oz. Oxygen presence dictates the form, 

and consequently the phase, of other elements such as Fe which may interact with P, 

depending on the redox state (e.g., Siomp et aI. 1996; Ruttenberg 2003). 

In the case of the plug incubation experiments conducted during this study, ratios 

of uptake rates ofNO.l- and pol- fluctuated between Redfield levels of 16 up to 20, and 

are within the range generally proposed for the relatively plastic stoichiometric demands 

of both microbial heterotrophs and autotrophs (e.g., Sterner and Elser 2002, p. 206; 

White et al. 2007). As in the case ofN03-, uptake rates of pol- differed with 

experimental light conditions (Table 4.11, Figure 4.9). If, indeed, the reason for the 

difference in uptake rate ratios between the two light conditions is the occurrence of 

photosynthesis, there are two aspects of the microbiology of these sediments that deserve 

further study. The first aspect is the examination of autotrophic and heterotrophic 

functions of the microbial communities, and specifically their nutritional and metabolic 

demands, e.g., as manifested by elemental stoichiometry (Sterner and Elser 2002, p. 206). 
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It should be noted that the photosynthesizers observed in sediments incubated in the 

microcosm (Figure 4.4) persisted for long time periods of days-to-weeks in the absence 

oflight, presumably in a heterotrophic mode as has been observed in past studies (White 

1974). Therefore, chlorophyll-containing cells should be treated as facultative autotrophs 

in nutritional assays. The second aspect of carbonate reef sediment microbiology that 

warrants more attention is possible changes in redox conditions in biofilms on grain 

surfaces and microstructures, as they are induced by the production of Oa. Redox states 

are significant, since they are likely to determine whether pol· remains bound to Fe

oxyhydroxides or whether it is allowed to freely diffuse away from binding sites. 

The case of carbonate reef permeable sediments presents an additional 

complication in the study ofP dynamics, in the form of abundant CaCOa, which may 

cause a significant fraction ofP to be bound to Ca (Ogrinc and Faganeli 2006). 

Constraining the rate and contribution of this process to total POl- removal from solution 

onto the sediment surface has been a particularly difficult task, due to the high microbial 

abundances which characterize biogenic carbonate sediments (fable 4.1; Wild et aI. 

2006; Serensen et aI. 2007). Disabling microbial uptake to study POl- removal has been 

attempted with the addition of poisons, such as HgCh (Rasheed et aI. 2005), and with 

autoclaving (this study, section 4.2.2.2; Rusch et aI., in preparation), while desiccation of 

the sediment at low heat (80-100 0c) followed by re-hydration was also considered. All 

of the methods mentioned are problematic in that they cause effects beyond the desired 

disruption of microbial activity. The addition of poisons can cause the release of organic 

material from poisoned cells (e.g., Liu et a1. 2006). Autoclaving causes cell lysis and the 

subsequent release of large amounts of nutrients which supersaturate the sediment 
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surfaces and are released slowly into solution (A. Rusch, personal communication; 

personal observations), while desiccation may have a similar effect and may also disrupt 

biofilms and sedimentary fabric at large. It is possible that active microbial uptake of 

pol' and passive adsorption onto organic and inorganic matrices cannot be separated (as 

suggested by the results of the uptake experiments by Rasheed et aI. 2005), since the 

sedimentary framework which includes biofilms is an outcome of the biotic activities of 

the particular habitat, thus permitting the treatment of net pol' uptake as an integral 

phenomenon of a specific carbonate reef permeable sediment habitat at a particular time. 

4.4 Conclusions 

The experiments described in Chapter 4 demonstrate that reef-associated, 

carbonate permeable sediments are the site of rapid organic matter processing and 

nutrient cycling. Sediments from the Kilo Nalu Observatory site at the south shore of 

O'abo, incubated in a specially constructed microcosm under enhanced transport 

conditions, rapidly sequestered a culture of algal cells and dissolved nutrients which was 

added to the overlying water and did not return any remineralized nutrients back to the 

water column. Nutrient enrichment experiments, conducted with plugs of surface 

sediment from the same site demonstrated high uptake rates and strong retention of 

nitrogen. A significant portion of the removed nitrogen could not be accounted for at the 

end of the incubations, and isotope fractionation data suggest that it was lost due to 

benthic denitrification. The experimental design indicates that the potential for 

denitrification is very high in surface sediments, which host both heterotrophic and 

autotrophic microbial communities. Differences in uptake rates and N uptake processes 
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with different light treatments suggest that microbenthic photosynthetic activity has an 

impact on the biogeochemical functioning of carbonate reef permeable sediments. The 

observed lack of nutrient fluxes to the overlying water following algal particle 

sequestration and degradation, along with the demonstrated strong retention of nutrients 

in thin surface sediment plugs, suggest that carbonate reef permeable sediments are the 

site of very fast particulate organic matter trapping and decomposition, of nutrient 

remineralization, and of retention of the regenerated nutrients which may support benthic 

instead of planktonic productivity. 
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Chapter 5 - Introduction to large organic falls on the deep sea Door: 
their quality, processing, and impact on sediment biogeochemistry 

5.1 Large organic particles: diverse fnel for the deep sea floor 

The deep sea floor relies for the most part on the supply of photosynthetically

derived organic material from the euphotic zone (Figure 5.1). This supply is the result of 

gravitational settling of particulate organic matter (POM) (Alldredge and Silver 1988; 

Wakeham and Lee 1993; Alldredge 2000; Volkman and Tanoue 2002). It is often 

assumed that, while settling, the labile (more nutritional and enzymatically degradable) 

component ofPOM is consumed, leaving behind the refractory (degradation-resistant) 

component to reach the deep sea floor biota (e.g., Wirsen and Jannasch 1976; Wakeham 

and Lee 1993). This assumption is supported by studies that show alteration of the 

biochemical composition of sinking particles with depth (e.g., Lee et aI. 2004). As a 

result, deep sea floor faunal communities were thought to rely, in part, on the conversion 

of this refractory material into microbial biomass, a more labile food source (Rowe and 

Deming 1985; Gage and Tyler 1991). Recent work with sediment trap time-series has 

established that deep sea benthic fauna may also benefit directly from episodic pulses of 

phytodetritus that could account for a substantial fraction of the annual material flux to 

the sea floor (Billett et aI. 1983; Miller etal. 2000; Lampitt et aI. 2001; Smith et aI. 

2002b). 

The conceptual model ofPOM supply to the sea floor described above (Figure 

5.la) has, to a certain extent, diverted attention away from larger organic particles 

descending through the water column, and its impact on sedimentary biogeochemistry. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic illustrating the trajectory from euphotic waters to the seafloor of 

two particle size classes: (a) small particles « 5 mm) dominate the flux of POM from the 

euphotic zone to the sea floor world-wide (e.g., Alldredge and Silver 1988). Their slow 

sinking rates « m·h- I
) allow the alteration of their POM composition by preferential 

removal oflabile over reftactory material (e.g., Lee et aI. 2004); (b) large particles (> 

5mm, but typically bigger) occur in lower abundances (Sheldon et aI. 1972), but bypass 

the POM composition alteration phase due to their rapid sinking rates (> m·min- I
). 
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This is partly justified. While particles in the ocean exist in a continuum of sizes, from 

"colloids to whales" (Sieburth et al. 1978; Wakeham and Lee 1993), the number of 

particles varies inversely with size (Sheldon et al. 1972). Thus, researchers have assumed 

that the flux of sub-centimeter-sized particles (approximately 50 J.UD-5 mm) dominates 

bulk POM flux. Generally speaking, this appears to be valid for the deep sea (e.g., 

Romankevich 1978, p. 96-99; Alldredge and Silver 1988; Wakeham and Lee 1993; Smith 

and Demopoulos 2003; Lee et al. 2004). Despite the broad validity of this generalization, 

the flux of large organic particles to the deep sea floor cannot be ignored for numerous 

reasons. 

Firstly, studies in the North Pacific have found that the organic matter flux due to 

large particles may be needed to balance benthic community respiration (Smith 1987; 

1992; Smith et al. 1992a; Smith and Kaufinann 1999; Smith et al. 2002b). Organic fluxes 

measured by sediment traps underestimate benthic community demand for carbon by a 

substantial degree (e.g., Smith et al. 1992a), suggesting that much of the carbon flux to 

the sea floor was missed by sediment trap collections (fable 5.1 lists several examples of 

particles that could contribute to this discrepancy). More specifically, the hypothesis that 

animal carcasses could supply some of the missing carbon is supported by the common 

occurrence of highly mobile bentho-pelagic scavengers in most deep sea floor habitats 

(e.g., Dayton and Hessler 1972; Isaacs and Schwartzlose 1975; Smith 1985; Smith et al. 

1992b; Priede and Merrett 1996; 1998). 

A second reason why large organic particle flux cannot be ignored is the 

increased likelihood of delivering highly labile organic material to the sea floor. Larger 

particles have higher sinking rate, shorter water column transit times, and consequently 
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Table 5.1 Examples oflarge, passively-sinking organic particles whose flux cannot be 

detected by sediment trap techniques. 

Carbon source Selected references 

Fish Dayton and Hessler (1972), Jannascb (1978), Smith 

(1983; 1985; 1986) 

Marine mammals (e.g .. cetaceans) Smith et aI. (1989; 1998; 2OO2a), Smith and Baco 

(2003), Kemp et a1. (2006) 

Invertebrates ( e.g., medusae) Billett et aI. (2006) 

Discarded body parts (e.g., larvacean Robison et aI. (2005) 

houses) 

Macrophytes (e.g., seagra:sses, kelp, Wolff(1979), Smith (1983), Vetter (1994), Vetter 

land plants) and Dayton (1998; \999) 

Wood Tumer(1973), Wolff(1979), Distel et aI. (2000) 

experience less degradation in the water column. Therefore, the proportion of mass lost in 

transit to the seafloor will be less for a large organic particle than for a small organic 

particle. Moreover. a greater fraction oflabile material is likely to survive the water 

column transit if it is contained in a larger rather than a smaller particle. Consequently. 

rapid sinking rates probably result in minimal or no alteration oflarge particle POM 

composition. Therefore, the short sinking time experienced by large particles creates a 
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shunt between euphotic waters and the sea floor, and allows the transfer of organic 

material with nearly the original degree of lability from more productive surface waters 

to the deep sea. 

Finally, large particle fluxes are important because they are extremely localized. 

For example, several independent calculations suggested that the surface-to-sea-f1oor 

carbon flux due to dead whales is approximately 1-2 % of the flux measured by sediment 

traps over ocean basin scales (JeJmert and Oppen-Bemtsen 1996; Smith and Baeo 2003; 

Smith 2007). However, these whale carcasses do not deposit themselves as a veneer of 

organic matter (Smith 2007). Instead, they are deposited as massive parcels of organic

rich compounds (Butman et a1. 1996). Recent examples oflarge organic particles 

significantly contributing to localized POM flux to the sea floor (depths of 400-2900 m) 

include kelp debris in Carmel Submarine Canyon (Harrold et a1. 1998), and larvacean 

houses in Monterey Canyon (Robison et a1. 2005), both off the coast of California. 

Because of these reasons, the arrival ofPOM as large particle falls on the sea 

floor causes a cascade of ecological and biogeochemical changes in the benthic 

ecosystem that deserve further study (e.g., Butman et a!. 1995; Smith et a1. 1998; Smith 

and Baco 2003). At the time and location of their arrival, large particle falls challenge the 

conventional simplified picture of both POM flux to the deep sea floor and POM 

processing by benthic communities. In the following section, I provide an introduction to 

these large particle falls. I discuss: (a) definitions used over time, (b) various types of 

large falls that have been identified and studied, (c) their processing by benthic 

communities, and (d) their impact on sedimentary biogeochemistIy. 
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Sol Defining large organic particle falls 

Because of the great variety oflarge organic particle falls, numerous tenns have 

been used in describing them. A brief discussion of these definitions is warranted, to 

select one for use in this dissertation. Table 5.2 lists definitions that have been used in the 

past to collectively describe various types of large POM supplied to the sea floor. 

Detritus is defined as "non-living" (Odum and de la Cruz 1963), and its use to describe 

sinking POM is controversial, since many particles are populated by living organisms 

that are transported along with the sinking material through the water column (see review 

and discussion by Silver and Gowing 1991). The use of the tenn ''food'' implies an 

almost exclusive focus on the exploitation ofPOM by scavenging fauna. This restricts the 

scope of the investigation to the earlier stages of large POM processing on the sea floor, 

and excludes microbial processing that drives early diagenesis. The use of the word 

"solid" to describe POM of a certain size is curious, to say the least. A significant fraction 

of organic material in particles is in the form of colloids or solutes enclosed in intra- or 

inter-cellular space (Alldredge and Silver 1988; Alldredge 2000). 

Clearly, the most appropriate term is "large organic falls" (Smith 1983). The 

employment of a commonly understood descriptor of size ("large") moderates the 

impulse to Quantii)' what the exact size cut-off is between "large" and "smaIl" sinking 

POM. This value can be constrained using the definition of a scavenger's "food" as 

"particles ... larger than a single 'bite'" (C.R. Smith, personal communication). 

Considering that almost all bentho-pelagie scavengers studied are classified as megafauna 

(> 3 em in length), "large" could mean at least several centimeters long. Finally, the term 

"Massive organic matter" (MOM), used (but not defined) by Hannides et aI. (2005; 
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2006), should be viewed as an attempt to fonnulate organic matter contained in "large 

falls" in terms ofPOM (the largest fraction), and specifically as a subset ofPOM. For the 

purposes of this dissertation, the particles will be referred to as large organic falls (LOF), 

whereas the organic matter contained therein will be referred to as MOM. 

Table 5.2 Common definitions used to collectively describe large POM. 

Definition Large POM type References 

Food falls; detrital food Dead nekton (crustaceans, Dayton and Hessler (1972); 

cephalopods, fish and mammals) Stockton and Del.al:a (1982) 

Solid organic materials Fish tissue, seaweed, wood, Wirsen and Jannascb (1976) 

paper, chitin, gels 

Large organic falls Nekton, macrophytes Smith (1983; 1986) 

Massive organic matter Fish and mammal carcasses, Hannidos et aI. (200S; 2006) 

falls macrophytes, wood 

5.3 LOF processing: metazoa versus microbes, and the role of quality 

Upon LOF arrival at the sea floor, a competition ensues between metazoa and 

microbes, in the processing of the majority of MOM. The rate of processing is dictated by 

various physical (e.g., mass, surface area to volume ratio, material hardness ortougbness) 
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or biogeochemical (e.g., elemental composition, major compounds present, their 

reactivity, etc.) characteristics of both LOF and MOM. All these characteristics 

collectively describe the quality of a fall (see Chapter 6 for more discussion). 

Processing ofLOF on the deep sea floor can be divided into two main stages of 

biotic activity. The first stage is the direct retrieval of MOM from LOF themselves. In the 

case ofmetazoa, this is achieved with ingestion ofLOF material, and in the case of 

microbes, with the colonization of the exposed surfaces ofLOF. The second stage is the 

reworking ofPOM derived from the first stage, and this typically takes place in the 

surrounding sediments. In this section, I briefly review what is known about the first 

stage ofLOF processing, Le., the direct interaction ofmetazoa and microbes with LOF. 

The second stage ofLOF processing is discussed in Section 5.4. 

Experimentation with implanted animal carcass and kelp LOF demonstrated 

repeatedly that metazoan scavenging is the first step in LOF processing in the deep sea 

(Isaacs and Schwartzlose 1975; Stockton and DeLaca 1982; Smith 1983; 1985; 1986; 

Smith et a1. 1998; Smith et a!. 2002a; Kemp et al. 2006). Metazoa, such as fish, 

crustaceans, and mollusks (Hargrave et a!. 1995; Tamburri and Barry 1999; Smith et a!. 

2002a; Kemp et al. 2006), remove portions of animal carcasses with their mouths and, 

although they may lose some fragments to the surrounding environment, they ingest most 

of the material (C. R. Smith, personal communication). Scavengers have been observed 

to process LOF rapidly (Isaacs and Schwartzlose 1975; Hargrave et a1. 1994; Hargrave et 

a!. 1995; Tamburri and Barry 1999; Smith et a1. 2002a), and to assimilate the vast 

majority of ingested MOM (Hargrave et a1. 1995). In the case of fish scavengers, such 
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findings are in agreement with high absorption rates (> 90 %) of lipids and proteins by 

both deep- and shallow-water fish (Drazen et aI. 2007). 

In contrast to animal carcass LOF, woody LOF are characterized by structural 

hardness, refractory compounds (e.g., cellulose and lignin), and very high C:N ratios 

(Browning 1963; Jones 1989; Parker and leVan 1989). Consequently, specialized wood 

borers, particularly mollusks and crustaceans, have evolved to exploit these falls in the 

deep sea (Barnard 1961; Knudsen 1961; Turner 1973; Distel et aI. 2000). Xylophagainid 

bivalves are obligate wood-borers, i.e., they colonize wood LOF as larvae and grow by 

excavating the wood using their shells, to form oblong cavities (Knudsen 1961; Distel 

and Roberts 1997). While excavating, they consume the wood shavings, which are stored 

in a large caecum and from there are transported to the stomach (Distel and Roberts 

1997). There is no direct evidence for assimilation of wood as part of the xylophagainid 

diet, but such a prospect is supported by the active ingestion of wood shavings by 

xylophagainids. Findings from study of the related group of shallow-water, wood-boring 

bivalves, the Teredinidae, also support the case for wood assimilation: symbionts 

discovered in the teredinid gills are capable of digesting cellulose and fixing nitrogen, 

and could thus complement the carbon-rich, nitrogen-poor diet that is wood (popham and 

Dickson 1973; Waterbury et al. 1983). Such symbionts have also been observed in 

xylophagainids (Distel and Roberts 1997), but their role in the metazoan nutrition and 

assimilation efficiency is not yet known. Finally, at an advanced stage of wood LOF 

processing, wood borers nearly completely excavate the structure of the fall, resulting in 

its mechanical instability and collapse (Turner 1973; 1978). 
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The activity of metazoa on macroalgae and seagrasses interpolates those on 

animal matter and wood. Macroalgae and seagrasses are carbohydrate-rich LOP that 

differ from wood in that they do not contain lignin, the macromolecule responsible for 

wood's hardness (de Leeuw and Largeau 1993). Macroalgae also contain more nitrogen 

and are generally a more labile organic matter source than seagrasses (Tenore 1977; 

Tenore and Hanson 1980; Tenore 1983). Rapid processing of these LOP by crustacean 

and echinoderm scavengers results in high productivity and sustains metazoan 

populations that prey on the LOP scavengers (Vetter 1994; Vetter 1998; Vetter and 

Dayton 1999). Borers are also known to colonize and grow on the more vascular parts of 

macroalgae and seagrasses, e.g., holdfasts (Wolff 1979). 

While, in the case of carcass LOP, scavenging occurs at rates high enough to 

dominate direct LOP processing, there are several examples of other LOP types whose 

surfaces are initially colonized by microbes who dominate the initial processing stage. 

Wood fragments are colonized by dense microbial popUlations shortly after arrival to the 

sea floor (Wirsen and Jannasch 1976). Macroalgal and seagrass detritus is subject to 

colonization by sulfide-oxidizing Beggiatoa (Vetter 1998), which thrives on sulfide 

generated by the remineraIization of organic sulfur contained in kelp tissue as well as by 

anaerobic sulfate reduction (ZoBeIl1971; Smith 1983). Actually, in the case of the 

California Borderland Basins, microbes successfully out-compete metazoa in the initial 

colonization and degradation of kelp detritus (Smith 1983). Most notably, lipid-rich 

whale bones, when they are stripped of flesh by scavengers, are colonized by sulfate 

reducing microbes, which anaerobically degrade the lipids (Deming et aI. 1997; Smith 

and Baco 2003). Also, the surfaces of bones as well as any remaining tissue surrounding 
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the skeleton can be the site of thick microbial mat formation (Smith and Baco 2003; 

Smith 2007; Treude et a1., in preparation). 

The first stage ofLOF processing can be the result of synergistic activities 

between metazoa and microbes. The decomposition of whale bone lipids yields two 

examples of such synergy. Sulfide generated during sulfate reduction during lipid 

decomposition (Deming et al. 1997) supports metazoa, e.g., the mussel Idas 

washington/a, vesicomyid clams, and vestimentiferan worms, that harbor 

chemosynthetic-autotrophic endoSYffibionts (see Smith and Baco 2003 for review). Other 

bone-colonizing metazoa, e.g., the "zombie worms" Osedox, harbor chemoorganotrophic 

SYffibionts, i.e., heterotrophic bacteria that digest complex organic molecules (Rouse et al. 

2004; Glover et al. 2005; Goffredi et a1. 2005; 2007). 

Another case of synergistic LOF processing is driven by LOF fragmentation. 

Fragmentation of LOF, mediated by metazoan scavenging, increases the surface-area-to

volume-ratio of the particles present. Since microbial colonization of detrital material 

may be largely correlated with the surface area available (e.g., DeFlaun and Mayer 1983; 

Findlay et a1. 1992), it is likely that fragmentation substantially increases the accessibility 

of MOM to microbes. Wirsen and Jannasch (1976) deployed various types of organic 

material to the deep sea (see Table 5.2), in special packages with openings of 13 mm (to 

allow access to animals). They observed higher degradation in these packages than in 

"closed" packages (with openings < I mm), but it is not clear whether this was true of all 

the materials they used, or which metazoa may have been responsible. In a more focused 

study, Harrison (1977) observed enhanced mineralization rates ofseagrass (Zostera) 

carbon during fragmentation ofseagrass leaves byamphipods (Gammarus) during 
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experiments in non-sterile seawater. Harrison (1977) suggested that simple fragmentation 

of seagrass by amphipods without gut passage contributed significantly to the enhanced 

mineralization of seagrass POM, but this was not easy to prove from his data. The main 

relevant point from the studies mentioned above is that fragmentation ofLOF material, 

whether it is accompanied by ingestion or not, is likely to accelerate the processing of the 

fragmented material due to increased surface area availability for microbial colonization. 

The degree of digestion of ingested MOM by scavengers was questioned by 

Wirsen and Jannasch (1976). Many studies have shown that assimilation of ingested 

MOM from carcass LOF is very high among the metazoa that process LOF and that these 

metazoa appear to leave little for the surrounding community in the form of feces (Priede 

et at. 1991; Hargrave et at. 1995; Drazen etat. 2007). In conclusion, during the first stage 

of exploitation of carcass LOF on the deep sea floor, the vast majority of MOM is 

consumed and assimilated by metazoan scavengers (Hargrave et at. 1995), whereas in the 

case of woody LOF this is unlikely (Distel and Roberts 1997). 

5.4 Effects of MOM processing on sedimentary biogeochemistry: the generation of 

biogenic redncing habitats 

The second stage ofLOF exploitation is the sedimentary processing ofPOM 

derived from the direct interaction of biota with the falls. In view of the conclusion of the 

previous section, it is interesting to contemplate the origin of this POM. In the case of 

wood, a large fraction of the ingested material is passed through the gut unprocessed 

(Distel and Roberts 1997). In the case of carcasses, however, high assimilation of labile 

MOM and consequently low loss through defecation may lead to the dominant source of 
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MOM to surrounding sediments being the fragments of MOM lost during scavenger 

feeding. This fragmentation and loss during feeding was first described in the 

zooplankton literature (Conover 1966a; 1966b). and is more commonly referred to as 

sloppy feeding (e.g •• Meller 2007). It has not been well studied in scavenging metazoa, 

but its occurrence is evident when video of scavenger activity is carefully inspected: 

strands of MOM can be seen to emanate from sites of scavenger activity and to drift 

across the field of view (personal observations). Sloppy feeding has recently been evoked 

to explain enzymatic activity patterns in sediments surrounding fish LOF (Sauter et a1. 

2006). so it is likely that further investigation of this phenomenon during LOF 

scavenging will follow. Since assimilation efficiencies for macroalga1. seagrass. and 

woody feeders are probably lower than those for animal carcasses (e.g .. Tenore 1983). 

one would expect the importance of defecated material to be higher for plant materials 

and especially high in the case of wood LOF processed by wood-borers. 

The dispersal of MOM to surrounding sediments leads to another opportunity for 

microbes and metazoa to compete or collaborate for further MOM degradation. In the 

case of whale falls, the arrival and processing activities of mobile scavengers is only the 

first stage of an ecological succession, and is followed by at least two more stages (Smith 

et a1. 1998; Smith and Baco 2003): 

a) The organic enrichment stage. during which mat-forming microbes and 

sedimentary macrofauna colonize the surrounding sediments and exploit the MOM 

fallout dispersed by scavengers; 
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b) The sulfophilic stage, during which sulfide tolerant or sulfophilic microbes occur 

as symbionts in metazoans either in sediments or in bones (Smith et al. 1989; Deming et 

al. 1997). 

These latter stages have a major effect on the biogeochemical character of the 

sediments. The sulfophilic stage, in particular, has attracted much attention due to its 

ecological implications: the whale fall site becomes in essence a biogenic chemosynthetic 

habitat (Smith et al. 1989; Bennett et al. 1994; Deming et al. 1997; Smith and Baco 

2003). Moreover, in the case of the Southern California Borderland Basins region, there 

are areas of presumed frequent whale fall occurrence (underlying major whale migration 

routes) which may connect with regions containing hydrothermal vents and cold seeps 

(Smith and Baco 2003). This observation led to the stepping stone hypothesis, which 

suggests that falls provide intermediary chemosynthetic habitats between vent and seep 

fields, thereby facilitating the dispersal of species dependent on chemoautotrophic 

production between these fields (Smith et al. 1989). Evidence in favor of this hypothesis 

includes the occurrence of certain groups of organisms, such as vesicomyid clams and 

various mussel species, in association with whale and wood falls, vents and seeps (Baco 

et al. 1999; Distel et al. 2000; Baco-Taylor 2002). 

A major sulfide generation site of a whale fall is considered to be the whale 

bones, where sulfate reduction is fueled by bone lipids (Deming et al. 1991). The 

presence of many chemosynthetic-symbiont-bearing metazoa living in sediments adjacent 

to bones (Smith and Baco 2003) raises the question of the role of surrounding sediments 

in processing MOM from sloppy feeding and generating sulfidic conditions. The answer 

may involve a progression of events based on the Pearson and Rosenberg (1978) organic 
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enrichment model: scavenger-driven dispersal of MOM leads to sedimentary organic 

enrichment and decomposition, and subsequent sulfide build up in the region of a fall. 

Whether MOM decomposition is aerobic or anaerobic will depend on the rate of 

decomposition and if it is fast enough to sequentially exhaust the available electron 

acceptors in order of energetic yield (Froelich et a1. 1979). From the moment oxygen is 

exhausted, sulfate reducers (which are obligate anaerobes) can metabolize, compete with 

other anaerobes for POM, multiply, and generate sulfide through dissimilatory sulfate 

reduction (Madigan et al. 2000, p. 498, 608). If the sediments are fine-grained, molecular 

diffusion may be adequately slow to inhibit oxygen penetration, and simultaneously 

allow appreciable build-up of sulfide in pore water and subsequent flux into the overlying 

water. 

Organic matter supply rates and decomposition rates must be fairly high for 

sedimentary dissimilatory sulfate reduction to generate appreciable build-up of sulfide in 

pore waters (Westrich and Berner 1984). Decomposition rates will be greatly influenced 

by the lability of organic material (e.g., Lyons and Gaudette 1979), i.e., by the ability of 

microbial enzymes to digest it and absorb it through the cell wall for further processing. 

The diversity of biochemical compounds and elemental composition ofLOF (Table 6.1) 

indicates that microbial POM decomposition rates will vary substantially in sediments 

adjacent to LOF. Specifically, decomposition rates should increase with decreasing POM 

carbon:nitrogen (C:N) ratios, which are commonly considered an indicator of labile 

material (e.g., Soetaert et al. 1996). High C:N ratios could be due to nitrogen-poor POM, 

or refractory structural compounds, e.g., cellulose and lignin, and may result in slow 

decomposition rates. In the case where high C:N ratios coincide with high total organic 
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carbon (TOC) content, it is possible that decomposition may be slow enough to allow 

oxygen to be replenished and to prevent sulfidic conditions in the sediment. The study of 

LOF exploitation and its impact on the biogeochemistry of adjacent sediments thus offers 

itself to the testing of some of these dynamic scenaria in early diagenesis. The 

relationships between parameters such as LOF scavenger processing rates, MOM quality, 

organic enrichment in adjacent sediments, and pore water sulfide content are of particular 

importance in gauging the development and duration of biogenic reducing habitats. 

5.5 Past findings and present goals 

Previous attempts to collect evidence for sedimentary organic enrichment and 

elevated concentrations of pore water sulfide surrounding whale falls have been 

inconclusive or conflicting. Smith et aI. (1998) measured sedimentary TOe and total 

nitrogen (TN) at various distances away from a whale fall in Santa Catalina Basin. Their 

data did not reveal any enrichment near the fall or any trend with distance (Table 5.2). 

Pore water data generated during the same cruise show very low total dissolved 

sulfide (l:H2S) concentrations « 10 J.UDol·L-1
) in these sediments, essentially 

indistinguishable from those in one background core at the same site (Figure 5.3; Smith 

et aI. 1998). However, the age of that whale fall at the time of sampling was 35 ± 12 

years (based on radioisotope disequilibria; Schuller et aI. 2004), well after the initial 

mobile megafaunal scavenger stage, and clearly past the organic enrichment stage. 

Unpublished data collected on a much younger whale fall (1.5-18 months old), reveal 
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Figure 5.2 Weight fractions of TOe and TN (%). and molar ratio ofTOC:TN. plotted 

against distance from a 35 year-old whale fall in Santa Catalina Basin (data from Smith et 

a1. 1998). The background mean and standard error (SE) were calculated from sediment 

samples (n=2) collected 100 m away from this whale fall. 
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TOC content two times greater than background in sediments adjacent to a whale fall in 

Santa Cruz Basin (C. R. Smith, unpublished data), while sulfide levels exceeded 

background levels by three orders of magnitude (Figure 5.4; M. E. Torres and C. R. 

Smith, unpublished data). 

To better constrain the occurrence, development rate, and duration of biogenic 

reducing habitats, it would be beneficial to record sedimentary organic matter content and 

pore water sulfide in LOF of different quality and exploitation stage. In Chapter 6, I use a 

data set ofTOC, lN, and lli2S, collected from three types of falls (whales, kelp and 

wood parcels) located in the California Borderland Basins region, to explore similarities 

and differences in levels of organic enrichment and sulfide with fall type and age. In 

Chapter 7, I present a model of fall processing by the deep sea floor communities. The 

model incorporates scavenger processing, dispersal of fragmented material, and 

decomposition during early diagenesis. The model is used to predict the ability of organic 

matter released by metazoa at each fall to generate a reducing habitat, based on the fall 

type, fall size, metazoan processing rates, and MOM decomposition rates during early 

diagenesis. The combination of biogeochemical observations and mathematical 

calculations may allow an improved description ofLOF as sources ofPOM and agents of 

biogeochemical change on the deep sea floor. 
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Chapter 6 - Large organic falls in the deep sea: 
the role of fall quality on sedimentary biogeochemical processes 

6.1 Introduction 

Deep-sea marine sediment communities often appear to be food limited, and to 

rely on photosynthetically-derived organic material sinking from the euphotic zone for 

their energy requirements (Gage and Tyler 1991). Respiratory balance studies of benthic 

communities indicate that sinking fluxes estimated from sediment trap collections can 

underestimate benthic demand for carbon by substantial amounts (Smith 1987; 1992; 

Smith et aI. 1992a; Smith and Kaufinann 1999; Smith et aI' 2002b). This finding suggests 

the presence of an unaccounted source of organic matter supply to deep-sea communities, 

which, coupled with the common occurrence of highly mobile bentho-pelagic scavengers 

in the same setting, provides compelling evidence for the hypothesis that large organic 

falls are frequent and may supply part of the missing carbon flux (Dayton and Hessler 

1972; Isaacs and Schwartzlose 1975; Smith 1985; Smith et aI. 1992b; Priede and Merrett 

1996; 1998). 

6.1.1 The qlllllity o/large organic/ails 

Large organic falls (LOF) are massive parcels of organic-rich compounds, larger 

in size than the amount handled in an instant by an individual that is exploiting them 

(Smith 1983; 1986). Such sizes imply fairly fast sinking rates, higher than those of the 

fine (approximately 50 J.UD-5 mm) particles that dominate the flux of particulate organic 

matter (POM) from the ocean's surface to the sea floor (Alldredge and Silver 1988). The 
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fast sinking rates result in short water-column transit times and minimum alteration of the 

material's biochemical composition, unlike the case of slow-sinking fine particles (see 

review by Wakeham and Lee 1993). Thus, this rapid shunt from productive surface 

waters to the deep sea floor allows the full range ofLOF characteristics to be transported 

to the deep sea benthic regime essentially unaltered. 

The rapid delivery of organic matter by LOF to the sea floor has important 

implications for the deep-sea floor communities and sedimentary biogeochemistry. The 

physical and biochemical characteristics of LOF will determine the rate in which the 

organic material will reach the sedimentary community and its state upon arrival. Organic 

material contained in LOF, hereby referred to as massive organic matter (MOM), 

constitutes a very large amount supplied instantaneously to a relatively small area of the 

sea floor (Butman et al. 1996; Smith 2007). However, it remains relatively inaccessible to 

the sedimentary community until metazoa arrive and start to process it (Chapter 5, section 

5.3). Experimentation with implanted animal carcass and kelp LOF demonstrated 

repeatedly that metazoan scavenging is the first step in the processing ofa fall's organic 

matter in the deep sea (Isaacs and Schwartzlose 1975; Smith 1983; 1985; 1986; Smith et 

a\. 1998; Smith et a\. 2002a; Kemp et al. 2006). 

During scavenger processing, fish, crustaceans, and mollusks actively seek, find, 

and consume MOM at fairly rapid rates (Hargrave et al. 1995; Tamburri and Barry 1999; 

Smith et al. 2002a; Kemp et al. 2006). Sediments ultimately receive a portion of this 

MOM as scavenger feces or primarily as uneaten particles during sloppy feeding, with 

potentially substantial organic enrichment in the surrounding sediments as a result (Smith 

and Baco 2003; C.R. Smith, personal communication). In the case of wood LOF, the 
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hardness and refractory nature of the material require specialist wood-boring metazoa, 

such as the bivalve subfamily Xylophagainae, to exploit this source of MOM (Knudsen 

1961; Distel and Roberts 1997; Distel et aI. 2000). These obligatory wood-borers settle 

on the wood LOP as larvae and grow by excavating the wood with their shells and 

consuming the wood shavings (Turner 1973; 1978; Distel and Roberts 1997). Purther 

details of their nutrition, such as assimilation efficiency, and the nitrogen source used to 

complement their otherwise carbon-rich, nitrogen-poor wood diet, are not known. 

Therefore, although it is known that they process and ingest most of the wood LOP, it is 

not known how much of this MOM is supplied to the surrounding sediments and in what 

condition. 

This brief comparison between processing of animal or macroalgal LOP and 

processing of wood LOP by metazoa illustrates the point that the large variety in fall 

characteristics implies an equally large variety of exploitation strategies of falls by 

benthic and bentho-pelagic metazoa. This variety of strategies translates into varying 

rates and intensities of organic matter supply to the surrounding sediments. Por example, 

scavengers in the deep sea will locate and start processing a suitable LOP (animal 

carcasses, macroalgae) rapidly (i.e., within hours; e.g., Dayton and Hessler 1972; Smith 

1983; Priede and Merrett 1996; Kemp et aI. 2006). Wood-borers, on the other hand, settle 

as larvae and process a wood LOP gradually as they grow (Turner 1973; 1978). The 

former case leads to the generation oflabile fragmented MOM at high rates, while the 

latter to refractory fragmented MOM at slow rates. 

Ultimately, the processing rate of LOP by benthic or bentho-pelagic biota is 

dictated by various physical (e.g., size, surface area to volume ratio, material hardness or 
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toughness) and biogeochemical (e.g., elemental composition, major compounds present, 

their reactivity etc.) characteristics of the fall. All of these characteristics collectively 

describe the quality of a fall. Table 6.1 summarizes differences in various physical and 

biogeochemical characteristics between three types oflarge organic falls investigated in 

this study: whale carcasses, kelp, and wood. Key differences in the major constituent 

compounds (lipids and proteins versus cellulose and lignin) and in the structural hardness 

or toughness (elastic modulus) of each fall correspond to the existence of a mobile 

bentho-pelagic scavenger stage (Chapter 5, Section 5.3). This stage is present if the fall is 

palatable and labile (and consequently nutritional) and if it can be directly ingested by 

mouth. This is obviously the case for whale and kelp LOF (Wolff 1979; Smith 1983; 

Vetter 1994; Smith et a1. 1998; Vetter and Dayton 1998; 1999; Smith et a1. 2002a; Smith 

and 8aco 2003), but not for wood LOF. Because of its unpalatability and hardness, wood 

in the deep sea is preferentially colonized by specialist wood-boring bivalves, and 

occasionally amphipods (8amard 1961; Knudsen 1961; Turner 1973). 

The difference in major macromolecules is reflected in the elemental composition 

of a fall. For example, the carbon:nitrogen ratio (C:N) is directly related to the fraction of 

carbohydrate and inversely related to the fraction of protein in the fall material. This 

difference also reflects the degradation rates of MOM, which are in part controlled by the 

need to secure N from alternative sources. It is important to point out that high C:N ratios 

are not simply an outcome of variation in N content, but its combined effect with C 

content, and that, in the case of the falls studied here, the most C-rich fall type, wood, is 

also the most N-poor. Therefore, an otherwise C-rich food source such as wood is also 

nutritionally imbalanced and may persist longer in an unprocessed phase on the sea floor. 
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Table 6.1 Physical and chemical characteristics of the large organic falls investigated 

during this study, focusing on species occurring in the California Borderland Basins 

region: blue (Balaenoptera musculus), gray (Esehr/eht/us robustus) and humpback 

(Megaptera novaeang/iae) whales, the Californian giant kelp (Macrocystis pyrlfera), and 

the Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesil) of the Pacific North American coastal forests. 

Characteristic Whales Kelp Wood 

Size, m 4-29 • 0.05-3.5 b 0.05-50< 

Weight, kg 5xl02-1.6xl(fd 2xIO·I-2xIIY b 2x 1 0.3 -2x 1 04 • 

Surface area to volume ratio, m-I 1-16 f 1800-5400 8 4-1400 • 

Bulk density, g·cm-3 1.01-1.05 h l.()3-1.05 I 0.45-O.48 i 

Elastic modulus, 106 Pa 0.05-1.5 k 1-100 1 10800-13400i 

Fall sea floor surface area, m2 2-105 m 0.01-10 b 10-4_50· 

Water weight fraction, % 51-43 n 86-88 0 28-32 p 

Organic C weight fraction, % 27.4-32.7 D 3.1-3.6 0 33-35 P 

(dry weight fraction, %) (56.3-57.7) n (22_30)0 (48.9) P 

N content, % weight 2.6-2.3 n 0.1-0.4 0 0.14 P 

(dry weight fraction, %) (5.3-4.1) D (1.1-1.7) 0 (0.2) P 

C:N, molar 12.4-16.4 D 30(17-40):1 0 250 P 

Major macromolecules Lipids, proteins, Carbohydrates, Cellulose, 

apatite, protein, fiber 0 lignin, xylans P 

collagen D 

Microbial decomposition rate, d-I NA.q 0.030-0.032 r 0.035-0.0003 r 
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• From Evans (1987) and Woodward et aI. (2006). Minimwn lengths are those of newborn E. robustus and 

M. novaeangl/ae. Maximwn length is that reported for B. T1/1lSculus; 

b Based on observations on fall surfaI:e area by Smith (1983) and Smith and HamIlton (1983). Size was 

calculated assuming approximately circular patch shape. Weight was calcula!ed by assumiDg a patch 

height of 0.10 m and multiplying by aM. pyrifera pac1dng density of264 kg'm-' (Hart et aI. 1978); 

'Based on reports from the Galathea expedition (Bruun 1959; Knudsen 1961), and on the minlmwn height 

of adult Douglas tirtrees (Fnmklin and Spies 1991) reported to drift over open ocean WlIIerS in the 

Pacific Ocean (Maser and Sedelll994); 

d Maximwn weight for blue whale at maturity is ISO metric tons (Evans 1987). Minlmwn weight calcula!ed 

for gray whale using a length at birth of 4 m (Evans 1987) with Lockyer's formula and constants

particular to this species - determined by Woodward et aI. (2006): Weight (metric tons) = 

O.0054xLength (m)'.2S; 

• Minlmwn weight value from measurements on the Galathea expedition (Bruun 1959). Maximwn weight 

value was calculated for minlmum-slzed adult Douglas tir trees, using their volwne and wood density. 

Volwne (II) was estima!ed assuming a cylinder geometry, a radius (r) of 0.5 m, and a height (h) of 50 m 

(Franklin and Spies 1991), using V= mrr. Wood density (see footnotej) was converted to kgom-' by 

multiplying by 1000. Surfiu:e areas and volwnes for large wood faUs were calcula!ed using the same 

morphometric values for adult Douglas-tirtrees aI3ove, using the formula for a cylinder's surfaI:e area, 

A, where A = 2Im:r+2nr", and yielding SAlV of approximately 4 m-I
• For small wood particles, photos of 

the samples of the Galathea expedition were iDspected (Bruun 1959) and two shapes were selected for 

calculation: rectangu1ar-cubic chips of a height to width to length ratio of I :2: I 0, which yield an SAIV 

value of 1300 m-I at the minimum height value of2 mm: and toothpick-like, cylindrical splinters with a 

radius to length ratio of approximately 30, which yield an SAIV value of 1370 m-I
• The same 

morphometric information was used to calculate filii surfaI:e area by multiplying height with diameter 

(=2r); 

f Ratio = SAlV. Surfiu:e area, SA (m'), was calcula!ed using the Mech equation with coefficients for 

cetaceans as determiDed by Fish (1993) (in Woodward et aI. 2006): SA = O.OaM'''', where M is the 
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weight in kg. Volume, V (m,), calculated by assuming neutral buoyancy and sea water density, p ... = 

1025 kg'm", therefore V = M I p.,.. The ralIo was determined using the minimum and maximum values 

of Mas defined in the table (10' and 10" kg respectively); 

'Calculated using surface area per unit mass values of 1.7-5.1 m2'kg" (Wing and Clendenning 1971) and a 

density oftOSO kg'm" (Gaylord and Denny 1997); 

b Range of estimates for seals (WlIIanabe et aI. 20(6) and sperm whales (Physeter 1TU1C1'ocephoJus; Miller et 

aI.2OO4); 

i Gaylord and Denny (1997), Gaylord et aI. (2001); 

i For green and dry wood from the coasta1 population of the northwestern American range of the species 

(Jones 1989). Elastic modulus values of I.S6-I.9Sx I O·lbfin"were converted to Pasca1s by multiplying 

by 6.8947S7x I 0'; 

k Measured for blubber, connective tissue and acoustic fat tissues of the head of Cuvier's beaked whale 

(Ziphlus cavlrostrls) (SoldeviIIa et aI. 2005); 

I Denny and Gaylord (2002); 

.. A whale fall's surface area is aSSlnned to be the horizontal cross section of a whale. A whale's shape was 

assumed to be a prolate ellipse, whose short radius, r, was calculated using the length-to-diameter ralIos 

reported in Woodward et aI. (2006) and the lengths, L, reported earlier in the table (see footoote a). The 

area was calculated by the formula n(U2)r, 

• WbaIe body composition was calculated by combining information on morphometry-size..body part 

relationships and compound contribution to different body parts. Based on the morphometry 

relationships of Smith and Pace (1971), the contribution of the three dominant body components of 

haleen whales was calcuIated as a fonetion of size, from 10-100 tons. In this size range, skeleton, 

blubber, and tissue with internaI organs con1ribute 14.5-15.60/ .. 19.0-34.70/ .. and 64.7-47.0 % 

respeetively. Note that the contribution of blubber increases with size at the expense of tissue and 

internaI organs and, consequently, water and totaI nitrogen CODtenL 

Approximately 30 % of the skeleton consists ofbone (based on dry, fat-free bone con1ribution to 

totaI whale weight; Robineau and de Buflh!n1l1993). Bone mostly consists ofbydroxyapatite, 
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Ca,(P04),OH (60-70 %) wi1h the remainder 30-40 % consisting of the protein coUagen (Sterner and 

Elser 2002). Water contributes to 10 % of skeletal weight. wi1h the remaining 60 % attributed to fat 

(Ichihara 1968). Tissue and internal organs consist of70 % water, 21 % protein, 8 % fat and I % ash, 

while blubber contains 62 % fat, 24 % water, 13 % protein, and I % ash (Icbihara 1968). The following 

elemental contributions are considered for these compounds: protein, including collagen, consists of 47 

% C and of 14.6 % N (based on protein amino acid cbemical composition); fatty acids con1ain no N or P 

and are made up almost exclusively ofC and H, carbon contributing on avemge 75 % ofto1al weight 

(de Leeuw and Largeau 1993; Sterner and Elser 2002). The to1aI body elemental composition was 

calculated for the weight range reported in the table by scaling the contribution of each body component 

at each body weigbt; 

• The values reported in the table are a combination of independent measurements - if available - in studies 

mentioned below, as well as of calculations based on the chemical composition of M. pyrIfera from the 

same studies. Kelp is mostly water (North 1971; Hartet al. 1978; Castro-GonmIez et al. 1994). The 

composition of the organic material is assumed to be 45 % carbohydrates (5 % of which is crude fiber), 

and 15 % protein by dry weight (North 1971; Hart et al. 1978; Castro-OollZlllez et al. 1994). Since the 

majority of the carbohydrates (two-tbirds of the weight) are alginic acids, carbohydrate elemental 

composition is based on the climer formula of alginic acids, C,aH • .o'2 (North 1971), hence they 

contribute 16.4 % of carbon to the total dry weight. Fiber is assumed to be structural carbohydrates, and 

thus contributes 2.8 % of carbon to the to1aI dry weight. Amino acid-based protein consists of 47.0 % C 

and 14.6 % N, therefore it contributes 7 %ofC and I % ofN to theto1al dry weight of kelp. In to1aI, 

dry weight of kelp consists of26.2 % ofC and 1 % ofN values fidling weU within independent 

measurements from the studies mentioned above. It should be noted that the 2 % range in kelp water 

content estimates translates as a 14-17 % error in kelp solids estimates, e.g., the 26.2 % C estimate 

translates into 22-30 0/ .. The molar ratio from this calculation is 30, and is enveloped symmetrically by 

the estimates ofl7:1 to 40:1 in a personal communication ofNortb to Jackson (1977); 

P Water content ofwood is reported In the case of saturation, i.e., 100 % relative hwnldity (Browning 

1963b). Percent content of carbon and nitrogen is typically measored on oven-drled wood, therefore 

percent carbon and nitrogen content In water-saturated wood had to be calculated by considering this 
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water content range. The chemical composition of the solids of P. meziesll, is as follows: oellulose 

(gIucan) - 36.5 0/0; DIlIIIDllII- 12.3 0/0; arabinan - 0.4 0/0; galactan - 3.6 0/0; xyIao - 3.5 0/0; lignin - 29.8 0/0; 

acetyl- 0.8 0/0; uronic anhydride - 1.3 0/0; and extractives - 8.4 % (Parker and leVan 1989). Calculation 

of carbon was based on this composition and the foUowing chemical fonnulas: oeUulose (gIucan) -

CsH,.O,; DIlIIIDllII- CsH"o,; arabinan - C"H,.O'2; galactan - CsH"Oo; xyIao - C,H'20.; lignin

C,oH'2o,; acetyl- C:zH,O; and uronic anhydride - CsH,oo, (de Leeuw and Largeau 1993). Extractives 

were assumed to consist of 50 % carbon (Parker and leVan 1989). The atomic weights ofl2.01, 1.01, 

and 16.00 were used for C, Ii, and 0 Jespectively. The N content of 0.2 % dry weight is consistently 

reported for various woods (Woods 1952, In Browning 19638) and also supported by numerous reports 

on the protein content ofwood « I % of solids; e.g, Browning 1963a; Jones 1989; Parker and leVan 

1989; de Leeuw and Largeau 1993). 

q Not avallable; 

'From EnrIquez et aI. (1993). Values for kelp refer to M. Inlegrlfoliadegmdatlon. Values for wood refer to 

all types of wood reported upon, including twigs and branches. 

Although kelp falls lie between whale and wood falls in many respects, they differ 

markedly in their surface-area-to-volume ratio. This indicator represents the amount of a 

fall that is accessible directly from its surface, which is where organisms (both faunal and 

microbial) interact with the fall material and process it The very high surface-area-to

volume ratio of kelp falls facilitates faster fragmentation than in the case of the other two 

types, as well as extensive colonization and degradation by microbes (Smith 1983; Vetter 

1998) 

6.1.2 Impacts of LOF on sedimentary biogeochemistry 

The effects of sedimentary organic enriclunent around falls may be similar to 

those described for coastal settings by the Pearson and Rosenberg (1978) model. Indeed, 
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the ecological succession of benthic fauna at whale falls in the California Borderland 

Basins corroborates this assertion. The scavenger stage, described in the previous section, 

is followed by an organic enrichment stage, during which dense assemblages of rapidly

recruited, opportunistic benthic macrofauna develop (Smith et aI. 1998; Smith and Baco 

2003). Finally, when the bones of the whale become exposed (after 1.5-2 years), 

assemblages relying on bone-lipid exploitation appear, and they include a 

chemoautotrophic symbiont-containing contingent which relies on oxidation of sulfide 

generated during sulfate reduction in the bone (Smith et aI. 1989; Deming et aI. 1997). 

This period of high chemosynthetic taxon abundance is termed the sulfophilic ecological 

succession stage and renders the whale fall a biogenic reducing habitat (Bennett et aI. 

1994; Smith et aI. 1998; Smith and Baco 2003). The role of sediments in the development 

of such biogenic reducing habitats, and the existence, magnitude, and duration of 

sedimentary sulfide that may sustain them, are not known. In the case of whale falls, both 

fauna1 and microbial sediment dwellers that exploit sulfide chemosynthetically have been 

reported (Smith et aI. 1989), although the focus has been on skeleton-inhabiting 

chemosynthetic symbiont-containing fauna (e.g .. Smith et aI. 1989; Smith et al. 1998; 

Smith et aI. 2002a). 

The build-up of sulfide in sediment pore water occurs where the rates ofPOM 

supply and POM decomposition (by anaerobic dissimilatory sulfate reduction) exceed the 

rate of re-supply of oxygen by diffusion (Chapter 5, Section 5.4; Westrich and Berner 

1984). The quality of MOM, for both metazoa and microbes, will affect the rise of 

sulfide. In the case of metazoa, high-quality LOF will be more palatable, will be 

processed faster, and will result in higher MOM accumulation rates in the sediment. In 
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turn, sedimentary microbiota will decompose labile MOM faster (Lyons and Gaudette 

1979), simultaneously counter-acting MOM accumulation in the sediments as well as 

oxygen re-supply, thus giving rise to moderate organic enrichment and sulfidic conditions 

respectively. For example, two of the three LOF investigated in this study, whale and 

kelp falls, would likely generate high MOM accumulation rates and sedimentary 

decomposition rates because of their high quality, as indicated by low C:N ratios and 

nutritional structural macromolecules (Table 6.1). On the other hand, low-quality LOF 

such as wood (indicated by very high C:N ratios and refractory structural 

macromolecules) may result in a combination of relatively low MOM accumulation rates 

but also slow sedimentary microbial decomposition rates. The end result will be 

substantial organic enrichment of sediments surrounding wood falls (because of the high 

organic carbon content of wood MOM), as well as modest sulfide build-up, if at all 

present. 

A comparison ofLOF of different quality and known age using a time-series 

sampling strategy would be appropriate to test these predictions. Past findings illustrate 

the importance of knowing the age of a fall and the particular stage of processing. Smith 

et al. (1998) measured sedimentary total organic carbon (TOC) and total nitrogen (TN), 

as well as pore water sulfide (lli2S), in sediments associated with a whale fall in Santa 

Catalina Basin. They observed neither organic enrichment nor sulfidic conditions in the 

sediment (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). This whale fall was later dated at 35 ± 12 years using 

radioisotope disequilibria on the whale bones (Schuller et al. 2004). Presumably, this fall 

had progressed beyond the stage of organic enrichment and sulfide generation in 

surrounding sediments. This finding constrained estimates of the duration of 
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biogeochemical impacts ofLOF on sediments. The same measurements performed on a 

much younger (1.5-18 months old) experimental whale fall in Santa Cruz basin were 

more illuminating of the shorter time-scales of impact duration. The results showed a 

doubling of sedimentary TOC and increases of3 orders of magnitude in pore water 

sulfide in sediments adjacent to the fall (Figure 5.4; M. E. Torres and C. R. Smith, 

unpublished data). Further monitoring of this fall would allow constraining of fall effects 

on sedimentary biogeochemistry and the development and maintenance of biogenic 

reducing habitats. 

6.1.3 Study objectives 

The following objectives were addressed with this study: 

a) to test whether LOF quality affects organic enrichment and sulfide generation, 

and 

b) to predict the development, magnitude and duration of biogenic reducing 

conditions in LOF-associated sediments in relation to fall type or quality. 

The comparison of the three LOF types and their quality (section 6.1.1), and the 

available biogeochemical data (section 6.1.2), suggest that there are strong relationships 

between sedimentary biogeochemistry and the quality and age of a fall. Probable 

relationships between LOF type, organic enrichment, sulfidic conditions, and fall age can 

be hypothesized (Figure 6.1). 

It is predicted that whale and kelp LOF are processed quickly by scavengers over 

weeks to months (Smith \983; Smith and Baco 2003), resulting in high MOM supply 

rates to the sediments. 
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Because of its high lability, whale MOM is predicted to decompose at accelerated 

rates resulting in modest organic enrichment and high sulfide content Kelp MOM is 

predicted to show a similar trajectory as whale MOM, despite its moderate lability, 

because of a faster scavenger processing rate due to its high surface-area-to-volume ratio. 

In contrast, sediments associated with wood LOF are predicted to experience a 

slow supply of refractory organic material, which accumulates to substantial 

concentrations and decomposes slowly and, therefore, aerobically. 
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Figure 6.1 Hypothetical temporal progression of biogeochemical conditions of surface 

sediments (0-1 cm) associated with three LOF types. 
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The objectives and predictions of this study were addressed with a survey of 

sediments surrounding naturaJ and artificial LOF (whale, kelp and wood) in the 

California Borderland Basins region. Organic enrichment and sulfidic conditions for each 

fall type and age were compared to construct a prospective timeline of biogenic reducing 

conditions in LOF-associated sediments. 

6.2 Study sites and methods 

6.2.1 Study sites: natural and experimental implantations 

This study was undertaken as a component of a multi-year research project 

focusing on succession of chemoautotrophic communities at large falls and their affinity 

to chemoautotrophic communities of seeps and vents. One of the goals of this project is 

to compare whale fall ecology and biogeochemistry with those of other common LOF 

(Smith, personal communication). To achieve this goal, experimental implantations of 

kelp and wood parcels were carried out around known and well-studied whale falls in the 

California Borderland Basins region (Figure 6.2, Table 6.2). 

The troughs, basins and ridges that characterize the California Borderland Basins 

region have been relatively well studied, due to their proximity to large urban centers and 

the economic significance of their natural resources (see reviews by Emery 1960; Dailey 

et al. 1993). The seafloor habitat of the two main study sites, the Santa Cruz and Santa 

Catalina Basins, is characterized by adequate bottom water oxygen concentrations, e.g., 

reported at 18 and 36 J.UDol·L-1 respectively by Emery (1960, p. 108), unlike inner basins 

such as the Santa Barbara Basin which may be anoxic. Even though the sedimentation 
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Table 6.2 Large organic falls (LOF) sampled in this study. The Santa Catalina Basin and 

San Nicolas whale falls are natural, whereas all the other falls are experimental. 

Fall Exp. Age(y) at Latitude Longitude Depth Mass 

type Region' CRS# sampling (N) (W) (m) (kg) 

SerB 4.5 33°29.61' 119° 22.03' 1674 24,300· 

~ SeB 49.4± 12.4 b 33° 11.72' 118° 29.48' 1244 57,500· 

SN 75.2± 18.4b 33°20.35' 119" 58.89' 951 40,000· 

SerB 806 0.25 33° 29.68' 119° 22.03' 1675 100· 

~ 
SerB 799 0.5 33° 29.61' 119°22.06' 1674 100' 

seB 804 0.25 33° 12.35' 118° 29.46' 1244 100' 

SCB 803 0.5 33° 12.32' 118" 29.54' 1245 100' 

SerB 800 0.5 33°29.66' 119" 22.06' 1674 85 f 

-g SerB 397 3.0 33° 29.61' 119° 21.74' 1672 85 f 

0 

~ seB 801 0.5 33° 12.32' 118° 29.55' 1244 85 f 

seB 398 3.0 33° 11.75' 118"2933' 1244 85 f 

• Abbreviations: SCrB - Santa Cruz Basin, SCB - Santa C)rtaJina Basin, SN - San Nicolas Slope. 

b Estimated using radioisotope disequilibria (Schuller et aI. 2(04). 

C Calculated anew based on the reported lengths in Smith and Baco (2003), 13 m and 21 m for the SCrB 

and SCB whale falls respectively. Weights were calculated using Lockyer's fomula, Mass (tons) = 

axLength (m)b, and species-specific constants determined by Woodward et aI. (2006): for the SCrB 

whale fall (E. robustus), a = 0.0054 and b = 3.28, and for the SCB whale fall (B. nmscuJus), a = 0.0029 

andb=3.2S. 
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• Reported in Smith and Baco (2003). 

• Kelp parcels were weighed onboard during parcel preparation. 

r Wood parcel weights were estimated by multiplying the IOtaI volume of the 22 wooden plank (240 em x 

9.0 em x 3.8 em x 22 planks = 182000 em') by the density of wood (0.465 g·em·3; Table 6.1). 

rates of organic carbon in the basins are relatively low. 1.2 and 1.3 mg·cm·2.y-l 

respectively (ErneI)' 1960; Schwalbach and Gorsline 1985; Eganhouse and Venkatesan 

1993). the weight fraction of organic carbon in sediments is fairly high and constant with 

sediment depth, ranging between 4 and 10 %, because of relatively low dilution from 

terrestrial sources of detritus (Emery 1960; Schwalbach and Gorsline 1985; Shaw et a1. 

1990). Reimers (1987) and Reimers and Smith (1986) have shown that in Santa Catalina 

Basin the vast majority of organic carbon remineralization in basin sediments takes place 

within the top few mm of the sediment column. The conclusion that is drawn from this is 

that the majority of the deposited organic carbon must be fairly refractory and escapes 

degradation at a relatively shallow depth. As a consequence, early diagenesis in basins of 

the region with adequate bottom water oxygen concentrations (> 1611'110I·L·1) is 

dominated by aerobic degradation as well as suboxic processes, such as nitrate. iron and 

manganese reduction (Shaw et a1. 1990; Eganhouse and Venkatesan 1993). Sulfate 

reduction plays a relatively minor role as is evident from dissolved sulfate pore water 

profiles, which remain constant at bottom water concentrations down to at least 1 m 

(Berelson et at. 1987). 

The positions of LOF relative to each other in the sites in Santa Cruz and Santa 

Catalina Basins are shown in Figure 6.3 (a) and (b) respectively. Two of the three whale 
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Figure 6.3 Large organic fall site charts showing the distance between all the falls at each 

site: (a) Santa Cruz Basin site (average depth = 1674 m), and (b) Santa Catalina Basin 

(average depth = 1245 m). CRS codes refer to implantation experiments (see Table 6.2 

for more details). The arrows point towards the north. 
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falls visited in this study were natural. The Santa Catalina Basin whale fall was the first 

one to be discovered, in 1987 (Smith et al. 1989). It was associated with a 21-m 

balaenopterid skeleton, and has been the object of extensive ecological and 

biogeochemical studies (Allison et al. 1991; Bennett et al. 1994; Deming et al. 1997; 

Feldman et al. 1998; Smith et al. 1998; Smith and Baco 2003). The whale skeleton on the 

continental slope off San Nicolas Island was discovered by the United States Navy in 

1993, and has been sampled for community composition studies (Baco et al. 1999; Baco

Taylor 2002; Baco and Smith 2003). Both of these skeletons have been dated with a 

radioisotope disequilibrium method, and in 2002 they were found to be 49.4 ± 12.4 and 

75.2 ± 18.4 years-old respectively (Schuller et al. 2004). The third whale fall, in Santa 

Cruz Basin, was experimentally implanted in April of 1998 using a 13-m carcass of a 

mature gray whale, which died of natural causes, and has been visited on multiple 

occasions (1.5 months - 6.5 years; Baco-Taylor 2002). 

Kelp and wood implantations were conducted in the vicinity of the two youngest 

whale falls in Santa Cruz and Santa Catalina Basins (Figure 6.3). Kelp parcels were 

deployed in late April-early May 2002 (CRS 799 and 803) and July 2002 (CRS 804 and 

806) (Table 6.2). Wood parcels were deployed in October 1999 (CRS 397 and 398) and 

late April-early May 2002 (CRS 800 and 801) (Table 6.2, Smith et al. in preparation). All 

deployments took place from the RIV Sproul, except the October 1999 deployment, 

which was conducted from the RIV Atlantis II. To make a kelp parcel, several freshly 

collected California giant kelp, Mocrocystis Pyrifera, including holdfasts were placed in 

a 10 em-mesh nylon net bag to bring the total weight to approximately 100 kg. Wood 

parcels consisted of22 commercially available untreated Douglas fir (P. menziesil) 
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planks (244 cm x 9.0 cm x 3.8 cm), nailed together to form an 85 kg, 2.40 m-Iong block. 

Because the retrieval of wood implantations has been problematic in the past due to 

borers' activity (e.g., Turner 1973), smaller pieces of plank approximately 30 em long 

were placed in 5-cm-mesh nylon net bags and attached to the main block to allow their 

easy retrieval for ship-board examination and sampling. Both types of parcels were 

outfitted with heavy metal ballast, an acoustic transponder and a glass float to allow 

easier visual relocation (Smith et aI. in preparation). 

6.2.2 Sampling and chem1cal analyses 

Samples were collected by the ROV Tiburon operated from the carrier vessel RIV 

Western Flyer during a cruise on October 2002. Plastic tubing sections 30 em-long and 7 

cm in diameter were used to collect replicate sediment cores at various distances from 

each fall. In most cases, these cores were collected along one or more transects running 

outwards from randomly selected points adjacent to the fall. Occasionally, lost or 

damaged cores were replaced with new ones taken on a random heading at the 

appropriate distance from the fall to avoid re-sampling previously disturbed sediments. 

Cores were always collected at the sediment-fall interface, defmed as the location where 

the fall stopped covering the seafloor directly, and designated as the distance of 0 m. In 

the case of the whale falls, additional cores were taken at 1,2-3, and 9 m, with the 

exception of the Santa Catalina Basin whale fall, which was only sampled at 0 m on this 

particular cruise (Smith et aI. 1998). These distances were selected because they envelope 

previously observed zones of whale-fall biogeochemical influence (Smith et aI. 1998; 

Baec-Taylor 2002; Smith et aI. 2002a; Smith and Baeo 2003). In the case of kelp and 
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wood, the selected transect distances away from the fall were shorter, because of the 

smaller expected biogeochemical footprint, and extended to 1.5-2 m. 

With the exception of the Santa Cruz Basin whale fall, cores for pore water 

sulfide were only taken from the immediate vicinity of each fall (0 m). This was done in 

part due to logistical constrains with regards to the processing time required for sample 

extraction and collection. Prioritization of core collection also took into account the 

smaller expected footprint of the smaller falls (kelp and wood), but also the lack of 

previous evidence of sulfidic sediments around the older whale falls. In the case of the 

Santa Cruz Basin whale fall, extensive microbial mats covering the bones and adjacent 

sediment verified that the fall community had entered the sulfophilic stage and that this 

study was an excellent opportunity to conduct a spatial assessment of sulfide presence. 

For this reason, additional cores were collected at I, 3 and 9 m from the whale fall. 

Background cores were collected at random locations at distances of approximately 100 

m from the nearest known LOF. 

After each dive, cores were brought on deck and distributed to various stations, 

where they were sampled by other investigators for macrofauna-, meiofauna- and 

microbial-related analyses, and also for pore water sulfide, TOC and TN analyses. An 

inventory of the cores from the 2002 cruise used for this study is listed in Table 6.3. 

An additional cruise on the RN Western Flyer in 2004 provided the opportunity 

to collect and analyze sediment pore water for lli2S, and to obtain supplementary fall 

age-related information on lli2S concentrations. The falls sampled during the 2004 

cruise were the Santa Cruz Basin whale fall and Santa Catalina Basin wood fall CRS 800, 

which were 5.8 years old and 1.83 years old respectively at that point (Table 6.2). 
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Table 6.3 Inventory of cores collected for chemical analyses during the 2002 cruise. 

Exp. Age(y) at Distance No. of cores 
Location FaD !lee CRS# sameHnG {m} TOC&TN (EH1S] 

0.1 S 3 

Whale 4.5 1 S 2 
3 S 2 
9 5 1 

0.1 1 
806 0.25 0.5 1 

Kelp 1 
0.1 2 2 

799 0.5 1 2 
SantaCruz 1.5 2 

Basin 0.1 3 2 

800 0.5 1 1 
1.5 2 
2 1 

Wood 0.1 2 2 
1 2 

397 3 1.5 2 
2 2 
4 2 

Back8!:2und 100 S· 2 

Whale 49 0.1 2 
0.1 2 2 

804 0.25 1 2 
1.5 2 

Kelp 0.1 2 2 

803 0.5 0.5 2 
1 2 

Santa Catalina 2 1 

Basin 
0.1 5 2 

801 0.5 1 2 
1.5 2 

Wood 2 1 
0.1 3 2 

398 3 1 2 
1.5 2 
2 2 

Back8!:2und 100 b 3 
0.1 3 2 

San Nicolas 
Whale 75 1 2 

slope 2 2 
9 2 

a One core is 100 m away from the whale fall and three cores are 100 m away from wood fall CRS 397. 
b Distance of 100 m from whale fall. 
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6.2.2.1 TOC and TN 

For logistical reasons, only surface sediment (0-1 cm) was analyzed for TOC and 

IN analysis. After sampling, the sediment was stored at -40· C. Processing and analysis 

took place with the methods ofVerardo et al. (1990) using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHN 

Elemental Analyzer. Inorganic carbon was removed by acidification with repeated 

additions of sulfurous acid (volume fraction ofs %) until no effervescence was observed. 

Standards were made with acetanilide. Blanks consisted of both unacidified and acidified 

cups (both giving minor signals ofTOC and IN). The limit of detection of this method 

was I J.1I! and 1.2 J.1I! for C and N respectively, while the precision was 0.3 % and 0.4 % 

for C and N respectively. 

6.2.2.2 Sulfide 

Cores for sulfide sampling were immediately placed in a glove bag, which was 

flushed and filled with nitrogen three times before being sealed, and sliced in 1-3 cm 

intervals. Sediment from each interval was transferred into SO-mL syringes, whose 

internal tip end was fitted with a fine-diameter (I0-J.Ull) Nytex screen. Polycarbonate 0.2-

J.Ull in-line filters were attached onto the syringes, and gradual and modest pressure was 

applied on the syringe pistons using a press to extract the pore water (see discussion on 

effects of pressure by Jahnke 1988). The first milliliter of filtered pore water obtained 

from each sample was discarded and the second was transferred into a scintillation vial 

that contained O.S mL ofO.OS mol·L-1 zinc acetate. Samples thus fixed are stable for 

several weeks (Cline 1969). 
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In the laboratory, all samples were analyzed for dissolved sulfide using the 

colorimetric method of Cline (1969). This method determines the concentration of all 

species of dissolved sulfide, i.e., total dissolved sulfide, lli2S (H2S + HS· + S2). Fifty 

microliters of a diamine reagent (made by adding 4 g of ferric chloride and 1.6 g ofN,N

dimethyl-p-phenylene diamine sulfate to 100 mL of6 mol·L·\ HCI) were added to each 

sample. After 20 min, 2 mL ofDIW were added and the sample was allowed to sit for 

another 15 min. The sample absorbance at 670 nm was measured using a 

spectrophotometer. Standards were made by diluting 0.12 g of sodium sulfide 

nonnahydrate in 100 mL ofDIW (previously deareated with N2). The resulting 5 mmol·L· 

\ solution was diluted further to generate standards in the range of 50-500 f.1\Dol·L·\. Due 

to the high concentrations expected in a number of cores, samples were diluted a priori 

and analyzed. If concentrations were very low, these samples were re-run at a lower 

degree of dilution to corroborate the values obtained. The limit of detection was 2 

f.1\Dol·L·\, and the precision was 1.9 %. 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Qualitative observations 

All background core sediments were Iight-colored and cohesive, exhibiting little 

variation in appearance and texture with depth, except for a surface highly fluidized layer 

a few millimeters thick. Sediment proximal to the Santa Cruz basin whale fall was black, 

suggesting a high content of iron monosulfides. The surface layer down to 3 to 4 cm was 

relatively fluidized and contained a high number of large particles (> 1 cm), probably 
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molluscan shells, while deeper sediment was more cohesive. Tissue fragments and 

mucous masses were also a common component of the sediment down to several 

centimeters and, together with shell fragments, added a high level of heterogeneity to the 

sediment fabric. Evidence of the above was lacking as one moved away from the Santa 

Cruz basin whale fall, and also at the other two whale falls. Sediments were more 

oxidized and more cohesive at these locations, while at the Santa Catalina whale fall 

whole and fragmented clam shells were present at or near the sediment surface. 

Many cores adjacent to kelp falls exhibited a varve-like pattern in sediment color, 

in which millimeter-to-sulxentimeter thick layers of black sediment were interspersed 

with Iighter-color sediment. This may suggest sub-surface burial of kelp matter at 

locations which constitute sites of intense reduction, surrounded by less reduced 

sediment. This heterogeneity may not be detected by the sampling technique, especially 

at thicker layers. Most wood fall cores were Iight-colored and presumably fairly oxidized, 

while only one at a 3 year-old fall included a black (presumably sulfidic) sediment layer. 

6.3.2 TOe and TN 

The results of the TOC and TN analyses are shown in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.4-

Figure 6.10. Background values show enough broad variation to match, in most cases, the 

range for values measured along transects away from all falls (Table 6.4). Exceptions to 

this are almost always samples adjacent to the falls (0 m). 

6.3.2.1 Whale/ails 

Values ofTOC and TN content away from the 4.5 year-old whale fall in Santa 

Cruz Basin follow two trends (Figure 6.5). In three of the four transects (Transects 1,4, 
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Table 6.4 Background levels ofTOC and TN content, and TOC:TN ratio in surface 

sediments (0-1 cm) of Santa Cruz and Santa Catalina Basins. Values of individual 

samples, as well as mean and standard error (SE) for every basin are shown. Previously 

measured values at 100 m from the Santa Catalina whale fall (Smith et aI. 1998) are also 

reported for comparison. 

Welgbt fraction Weigbt fraction TOC:TN 

Location ofTOC(%) ofTN(%) (molar) 

6.7 0.55 143 

7.4 0.63 13.7 

Santa Cruz Basin 7.2 0.60 14.0 

7.3 0.63 13.6 

7.0 0.58 14.0 

Mean±SE 7.1 ±0.O6 0.60 ± 0.01 13.9±O.O6 

6.5 0.52 14.6 

Santa Catalina Basin 6.8 0.56 14.2 

7.1 0.57 14.7 

Mean±SE 6.8±0.11 0.55±O.O1 14.5± 0.9 

Santa Catalina Basin, 1988 7.1 0.65 12.7 

(Smith et aI. 1998) 6.3 0.60 12.2 
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Figure 6.4 TOC and IN content in background sediments of Santa Cruz and Santa 

Catalina Basins (Table 6.4). 
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Figure 6.5 TOC and TN content, and TOC:TN molar ratio at isolated distances away 

from a 4.5 year-old whale fall in Santa Cruz Basin. The background mean and standard 

error (SE) were calculated from sediment samples (n=4) collected 100 m away from any 

known LOF at this site. 
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and 6), values are elevated at 0 m, drop to a minimum at 1 m, and reach background 

levels beyond this point In the fourth transect (Transect 1), values are at a minimum at 0 

m and reach background levels at 3 m. When plotted against distance, the molar ratio of 

the two measured parameters, TOC:TN, reveals a distinct elemental signature only at the 

samples 0 m from the fall, while background level signatures are indicated at almost all 

remaining samples. All four transects are characterized by TOC:TN minima occurring at 

Om. 

The trend away from the 75 year-old San Nicolas slope whale fall (Figure 6.6) 

mimics that of the dominant trend in the Santa Cruz Basin whale fall. Values ofTOC and 

TN content are elevated at 0 m, drop to a minimum at 1 m, and increase slightly beyond 

this distance. The ratio ofTOC:TN is lowest at 0 m and levels off at 1 m. One notable 

aspect of these data is the high value ofTOC content at this location. Although true 

background samples were not collected, the samples 9 m away from the fall, which are at 

most mildly affected by the fall presence, have values ofTOC content in the region of 

8.5-9.0%. 

6.3.2.2 Kelp falls 

Sediments adjacent to kelp falls show distinct enrichment in TOC and TN (Figure 

6.7-Figure 6.8). This is most evident in the case of the 3 month-old kelp fall in Santa 

Catalina Basin (Figure 6.8), where both TOC and TN content are substantially elevated 

above background in surface sediments adjacent to the fall (0 m) and reach background 

or lower levels beyond that. 
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Figure 6.6 TOC and TN content, and TOC:TN molar ratio at isolated distances away 

from a 75 year-old whale fall on the San Nicolas slope. The cores were collected on a 
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single transect during one dive. The black lines link the average values of each parameter 

at each distance from the fall along this transect. No background levels are available from 

this fall. 
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Figure 6.7 TOC and TN content, and TOC:TN molar ratio at isolated distances away 

from a 6 month-old kelp fall, CRS 799. in Santa Cruz Basin. The background mean and 

standard error (SE) were calculated from sediment samples (n=4) collected 100 m away 

from any known LOP at this site. 
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Figure 6.8 TOe and TN content, and TOC:TN molar ratio at isolated distances away 

from a 3 month-old kelp fall, CRS 804, and a 6 month-old kelp fal~ CRS 803, in Santa 

Catalina Basin. The background mean and standard error (SE) were calculated from 

sediment samples (n=3) collected 100 m away from any known LOF at this site. 
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The data from sediments adjacent to 6 month-old kelp falls show interesting 

patterns. Although both transects away from a 6 month-old fall in Santa Cruz Basin show 

the same trend in TOC and 'IN content (maximum values at 0 m), their values are 

significantly offset relative to background value ranges (Figure 6.7). There is good 

agreement between one of these two transects (Transect 1) and the two transects from the 

6 month-old kelp fall in Santa Catalina Basin (Figure 6.8), which all indicate enrichment 

in carbon close to the falls. 

The trends in TOC:'IN indicate a distinct signal in the case of the sediments 

adjacent to the 3 month-old fall in Santa Catalina Basin (Figure 6.8), presumably due to 

the presence ofN-enriched organic matter from the kelp fall. Another notable trend in 

TOC:'IN is the low values registered up to 2 m from the 6 month-old kelp falls at the 

same location (Figure 6.8). These low values are driven by TOC depletion coupled with 

background levels of'IN in those samples. 

6.3.2.3 Wood/ails 

Of all treatments, sediments adjacent to 3 year-old wood falls in both basins 

show, by far, the most dramatic deviations from background TOC content (Figure 6.9-

Figure 6.10). Sediments adjacent to 3 year-old wood falls (distance of 0 m) contain 4 

times the TOC present in background sediments, while 0.5 year-old wood falls show only 

mild enrichment above background. The values of% 'IN hover around those of 

background sediments except in the case of sediments adjacent to 3 year-old wood falls, 

which generally have 0.25-0.5 times the 'IN content of background sediments. The 

majority of samples maintain background TOC:'IN values. The exception is sediments at 
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Figure 6.9 TOC and 1N content, and TOC:1N molar ratio, at isolated distances away 

4 

from a 6 month-old wood fall, CRS 800, and a 3 year-old wood fall, CRS 397, in San1a 

Cruz Basin. The background mean and standard error (SE) were calculated from 

sediment samples (n=4) collected 100 m away from any known LOP at this site. Insets 

are plots that exclude data at 0 m from the 3-year-old fall (n=2). 
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Figure 6.10 TOC and TN content, and TOC:TN molar ratio at isolated distances away 

from a 6 month-old wood fall • CRS 80 I. and a 3 year-old wood fall. CRS 398 in Santa 

Catalina Basin. The background mean and standard error (SE) were calculated from 

sediment samples (n=3) collected 100 m away from any known LOF at this site. Insets 

are plots that exclude data at 0 m from the 3-year-old fall (n=3). 
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o m sediments from 3 year-old falls which are characterized by TOC:1N values that are 

very high for marine sediments, 4-5 times those of background. 

6.3.3 Sulfide 

6.3.3.1 Whole/ails 

The pore water lli2S concentration profiles observed in sediments adjacent to the 

4.5-year-old Santa Cruz whale fall (0 m) revealed high heterogeneity, varying by three 

orders of magnitude at the surface while converging to values of 1-10 mmol'L-1 at depth 

« 11 em, Figure 6.11). The profiles obtained at the same whale fall 1.3 years later (i.e., at 

a fall age of5.8 years, Figure 6.12) show that pore water sulfide levels slightly decreased 

during this time period, while the high heterogeneity between profiles is maintained. The 

49-year-old Santa Catalina Basin whale fall showed slight enrichment in pore water 

sulfide over previously reported background values (Smith et al. 1998), especially at 

depth (Figure 6.13), while the 75-year-old San Nicolas slope whale fall displayed a more 

characteristic profile: undetectable levels at the surface and increase in concentration with 

depth. It is possible that background sediment at this shallower site (950 m) does sustain 

some degree of sulfate reduction by increased POM supply from the euphotic zone. 

6.3.3.2 Kelp/ails 

Sulfidic conditions were pronounced at 3-month-old kelp fall-associated 

sediments, while at 6-month-old fall-associated sediments the levels return to those of 

background sediments (Figure 6.14 Figure 6.15). The depth profile was unusual in that it 
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Figure 6.11 Total dissolved sulfide concentrations in pore water from cores associated 

with a 4.5 year-old whale fall in Santa Cruz Basin. Cores were taken at 0 (n=3). 1 (n=2). 

3 (n=2), 9 (n= I), and 100 (n=2) m (background) away from the fall Black vertical lines 

indicate the depth range of each sediment sample. 
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Figure 6.13 Total dissolved sulfide concentrations in pore water of sediments adjacent (0 

m) to a 49 year-old whale fall in Santa Catalina Basin, and a 75 year-old whale fallon the 

San Nicolas slope. Black vertical lines indicate the depth range of each sediment sample. 
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Figure 6.14 Total dissolved sulfide concentrations in pore water from cores associated 

with two kelp falls in Santa Cruz Basin: a 3 month-old kelp fall, CRS 806 (at 0 and O.S m 

from the fall), and a 6-month old kelp fall, CRS 799 (at 0 m from the faIl).Black vertical 

lines indicate the depth range of each sediment sample. 
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Figure 6.1S Total dissolved sulfide concentrations in pore water from cores adjacent to 

two kelp falls in Santa Catalina Basin: a 3 month-old kelp fall, CRS 804 (n=2), and a 6-

month old kelp fall, CRS 803 (n=2). Black vertical lines indicate the depth range of each 

sediment sample. 
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was highest at the surface and decreases logarithmically to depth. This shape was evident 

in both 3- and 6-month-old fall sediments, albeit at a different magnitude. 

6.3.3.3 Wood/alls 

Wood falls generated very modest sulfidic conditions in surrounding sediments, 

specifically at 3 years after the fall event (Figure 6.16). The rise in [£H2S] was on the 

order of 1-1.5 orders of magnitude and displays the highest concentration at the surface. 

6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 General patterns 

Background sediments from Santa Cruz and Santa Catalina Basins are 

characterized by high TOC and TN content (Table 6.4. Figure 6.4) relative to their depth 

(Figure 6.2). and very low pore water sulfide concentrations (e.g •• at 100 m in Figure 

6.11). and this is consistent with previous measurements from this well-studied region 

(Emery 1960, p. 250; Eganhouse and Venkatesan 1993; Smith et a1. 1998). The linearity 

between TOC and TN in background sediments is startling (Figure 6.4). and is suggestive 

of a homogenized pool of organic matter (Hedges et a1. 1986; Ruttenberg and Gofli 

1997). The positive TOC intercept suggests that the homogenized organic matter pool 

consists of a nitrogen-depleted organic matter component (TOC:TN = co) which is mixed 

with one or more nitrogen-rich organic matter pools (Hedges et al. 1986; Ruttenberg and 

Golli 1997). 
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Figure 6.16 Total dissolved sulfide concentrations in pore water from cores adjacent to 

four wood falls in Santa Cruz Basin (6-month old CRS 800, and 3 year-old CRS 397) and 
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The falls implanted naturally or experimentally at the study sites (Table 6.2) 

provide a substantial amount of organic material to the area of the sea floor upon which 

they settle. A comparison of organic carbon (OC) supply via background accumulation 

and by LOF processing indicates that the OC instantaneously provided by a fall event 

would take centuries to millennia to be provided by background accumulation (Table 

6.5). 

Table 6.5 Comparison between organic carbon (OC) supply to the sea floor via 

background accumulation and via instantaneous deposition of large organic falls. 

OC aceumulation Fall Fallmass b Fall surface Year equivalents 

Basin rate (kg·m·l.y.1) type (kg) area (ml) of OC supply (y) r 

Whale 24,300 23.54 0 24,700 

SCrB 0.012 a Kelp 100 0.09 d 3,100 

Wood 85 1.09· 3,200 

Whale 57,500 27.18 0 49,000 

SCB 0.013 a Kelp 100 0.09 d 2,900 

Wood 85 1.09 • 2,900 

a In Eganhouse and Venkatesan (1993), originally from EmeI)' (1960). 

b See Table 6.2 for more infonnation. 

o Whale fall areas were eaIcuIated assuming the faIls were prolate ellipses whose Area =" X s, X s" where s, 

is the long radius and s, is the short radius. The short radlus,., (= Diameter + 2), was eaIculaIed from the 
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long radius, SJ, (= Length + 2) using whale falllengtbs of 13 m and 21 m for the SCrB and sea whale 

fulls respectively, and Length + Diameter ratios of 5.64 and 637 Jespectively (Woodward et aI. 2006). 

d Kelp full areas were estimated from visuals to occupy approximately a 30 em x 30 em area (personal 

obseJvations; A. Bernardino, peiSOIIlIl communication). 

e Wood full areas were estimated from the dimensIons of the PJepared wood pacl<ages (section 6.2.1). 

Be<:ause the packages were asymmetric, they were assumed to lie on the side which covered the largest 

area of the seafloor, for the pwposes oftbls exercise. The dimensions were 5 planks x 0.09 m x 2.44 m. 

fThe amount of OC deposited instantaneously by each fall WIlS estimated by multiplying the mass of each 

full by the average wet weight fraction of carbon of each fall type: 28.7 % for the SerB whale full, 30.2 

% for the sea whale full, 336 % for the kelp faUs. and 48.9 % for the wood falls. The OC provided by 

each full WIlS subsequently divided by the surface area of the sea floor, yielding kg-m-2, which in tum 

were divided by the backgrolD1d OC accumulation JIIIe to yield the year equivalent. 

All three LOF types investigated in this study impacted the biogeochemical 

conditions of surrounding sediments. The impact was strongest in sediments adjacent to 

the filIls (0 m), and varied with age. The greatest organic enrichment signal was seen in 3-

year-old wood filII, followed by 6-month-old wood filII, and 3-month-old kelp fall and 

4.5-year-old whale fall. Sulfide concentrations were highest in the 4.5-year-old whale 

fall, followed by those in the 3-month-old kelp falls, and the 3-year-old wood falls. These 

patterns are discussed in detail in the following sections. 

6.4.2 TOe and TN content and organic matter sources 

Visual inspection of the TOC and TN content data around the investigated falls 

indicates that any evidence of an enrichment effect is restricted to the sediments adjacent 

to the falls (Figure 6.17). Further inspection revealed that the vast majority of the 
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Figure 6.17 Comparison of data from selected falls showing evidence of organic 

enrichment: left column - comparison of pooled data from 0 m (n=S) and 1-9 m (n=IS) 

away from the 4.S-year-old Santa Cruz Basin whale fall (Figure 6.5); middle column -

comparison of pooled data from 0 m (n=2) and 0.5-2 m (n=3) away from a 3-month-old 

kelp fall (CRS 804) in Santa Catalina Basin (Figure 6.8); right column - comparison of 

pooled data from 0 m (n=2) and 0.5-4 m (n=8) away from a 3-year-old wood fall (CRS 

397) in Santa Cruz Basin (Figure 6.9). The U and p values of the Mann-Whitney 

statistical comparison test are shown on the top right comer of each plot. 
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samples, including most sediments 0 m from the falls, contained Toe and TN in 

proportions comparable to those of background sediment (Figure 6.18). The linear 

relationship between these two parameters in sediments falls between the C and N 

signatures of these three common LOF in this region, and the Redfield ratio. This 

suggests that at least one of the nitrogen-rich sources of organic material commonly 

reaching these sediments could be marine algal material from the euphotic zone. 

6.4.2.1 High TOC enrichment by wood/ails - a "sawdust" supply 

One exception to the linear relationship outlined in Figure 6.18 was sediment 

adjacent to 3-year-old wood falls (Toe = 15-27 %, TN = 0.26-0.42 %).It should be 

noted that, in the case of wood LOF, organic enrichment, in the form of enhanced Toe 

content, already becomes evident at the 6-month-old falls (TOC up to 10 % in CRS 80 I, 

Figure 6.10). The 3 year-old wood fall samples lie on an approximately linear trajectory 

connecting background sediment values and wood LOP values since, concurrently with 

TOC enrichment, the TN content of these samples declines down to 0.5 times of the 

background levels (see CRS 398, Figure 6.10). While weighing these samples for the 

CHN analysis, it was observed that they were significantly less dense than all other 

samples. This observation and the Toe content values indicate that a good portion of the 

wood LOP material may be delivered to the sediment retaining its original characteristics, 

such as low density and high C:N ratio (Table 6.1); i.e., it is relatively unaltered by the 

wood borers. 

From a biochemical aspect, relatively passive processing of wood LOF by wood 

borers is supported by observations of the digestive storing and processing of wood chips 
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Figure 6.18 (a) Comparison of source (whale, kelp and wood LOF) C and N content 

(closed symbols; from Table 6.1) with TOC and TN content of sediments (open 

symbols). The linear regression between TOC and TN content of sedimentary samples 

(excluding sediment samples adjacent to 3-year old wood fulls; see text for explanation) 

is also shown with (95 % Confidence Interval) (Figure 6.4). The Redfield ratio for weight 

fractions is shown for comparison. (b) Plot of all the sediment samples excluding the 3 

year-old wood fall O-m samples (n=6). 
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by wood-boring bivalves (Distel and Roberts 1997). This case can be tested using a 

conservative mixing model between two end-members: wood and sediment Toe:. Let w 

be the weight fiaction of wood in a sample, and consequently I-w be the weight fraction 

of sediment. It follows that: 

TOCs.",ple = w·TQC,. + (l-w)·TOCsed 

where the Toe: value for wood, TOe,., is 48.9 (Table 6.1), and the Toe: value of 

background sediment, TO~, is 7.1 and 6.8 for Santa Cruz and Santa Catalina Basins 

respectively (averages from Table 6.4). Solving Eq. 6.1 for w yields: 

w = (TOCsample -T~) + (TQC,. -TO~) 

6.1 

6.2 

Provided that 0.2 % of wood weight is 1N (Table 6.1), one may test the extent of 

conservative end-member mixing at the wood-fall sediment boundaiy by inspecting the 

ability ofw to predict the amount of1N in the sample (1NsampJe.pred), which is calculated 

as follows: 

6.3 

The 1N content of background sediment, %1Nsed, is 0.60 and 0.55 for Santa Cruz and 

Santa Catalina Basins, respectively (Table 6.4). The results of these calculations are 

shown in Figure 6.19. The predictions of the model agree relatively well with the 

measurements and support the hypothesis that ingestion and digestive processing by 

wood borers does not alter the C:N ratio of ingested wood substantially before release to 

the surrounding sediments. This has important implications for sedimentary microbial 

decomposition of wood MOM released by the primary processors. It reinforces the 

expectation that wood LOF processing will result in fairly refractory woody material of 
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Figure 6.19 (a) TOC and TN content in wood fall-associated sediments, compared with 

background sediment values and wood LOF (Table 6.1); (b) Predicted TN content in 

sediments adjacent to 3 year-old wood falls by a conservative, two-end-member mixing 

model between background sediments and wood, plotted versus TN content measured. 

The end-members linear regression was performed on a fit of just the background values 

and wood. The two slopes are not significantly different (comparison ofslope test, F. = 

0.048 < Fo.os = 4.84, n=II) (Sokal and Rohlf 1995, p. 498). 
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high C:N being supplied to the sediments and actually accumulating due to slow 

decomposition rates. 

6.4.2.2 Whale faIl enrichment effects in time and space 

Sediments associated with the Santa Cruz Basin 4.5 year-old whale fall overall 

showed evidence of an organic enrichment effect in the form of above-background TOC 

and TN content in samples adjacent to the fall (0 m; Figure 6.17). The highly sulfidic 

nature of sediments at this distance (Figure 6.11) corroborates the hypothesis of high 

organic matter supply rates in the past. However, the trends ofTOC and TN content with 

distance were not unequivocal (Figure 6.5). In three of the four transects, sediments at 0 

m from the fall were enriched in TOC and TN while in the fourth they were depleted. 

Non-transect samples reflected this variability. The distribution ofTOC:TN values with 

distance away from this fall indicates that the slight enrichment of sediments next to the 

fall (0 m) is greater in nitrogen relative to carbon. 

These data suggest that at 4.5 years after the fall event, sediments adjacent to the 

fall were experiencing high anaerobic decomposition rates sustained by remnants of 

MOM from the whale carcass. The slight enrichment in TOC and TN may be due in part 

to material stored in living epifaunal and infauna1 biomass, which was distinctly greater 

in sediments adjacent to the fall (0 m) than further away (Smith et al. 20028; Smith and 

Bernardino, unpublished data). The lower-than-background TOC:TN ratio can be 

explained by preferential degradation of certain components of the whale MOM, such as 

carbon-rich lipids and short-chain glycoproteins, leaving behind greater fractions oflong

chain, nitrogen-rich compounds, such as the protein coHagen (see Table 6.1, footnote n). 
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Collagen forms fibers in blubber (Wainwright 1995) and is also abundant in bone 

(Sterner and Elser 2002), where it could be protected from degradation by the 

hydroxyapatite matrix. Another potential contributor to the phenomenon of enhanced 

nitrogen enrichment relative to carbon is the build-up of microbial abundances close to 

the fall, fueled by MOM. Marine bacteria are characterized by low C:N ratios (4.5-7, 

Goldman and Dennett 2000), and could constitute a detectable fraction of TN if their 

abundances grow to an appreciable size relative to background sediments, in proportion 

to the growth of macrofaunal biomass (Smith et aI. 2002a). Ultimately, due to the 

relatively high background concentrations ofTOC and TN, organic enrichment is not as 

evident from these measurements as it is from proxies of organic matter decomposition 

such as pore water sulfide (see next section). 

The TOC and TN content of the sediments associated with the 75 year-old San 

Nicolas whale fall are highest next to the fall (0 m), and reach a minimum at I m (Figure 

6.6), in a pattern similar to that of the 4.5 year-old Santa Cruz whale fall (Figure 6.5). It is 

startling to see a pattern of apparent enrichment close to a 75 year-old whale fall, as 

illustrated by both TOC and TN. However, the background TOC content is higher than 

anticipated for this region of the California Borderland Basins, and is more typical of the 

nearby basins (Emery 1960, p. 250). While there are no literature values for this 

particular region, TOC content of 5 % was reported by Schwalbach and Gorsline (1985) 

in regions landward from this ridge. Although analytical errors are possible, the inter

comparison of data from this study with others for background sediments (Table 6.4; 

Smith et aI. 1998) and whale fall-associated sediments (T. Treude et aI., in preparation; 

section 6.4.3) suggests that such an explanation is not likely. Instead, it is possible that 
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organic material from the skeleton, which is still visible, may be sustaining microbial 

activity that is adequate to maintain TOC and 1N next to the fall at levels higher than 

background values. 

The trends in surface sediment TOC and 1N content with distance at these two 

whale falls are not comparable with the pattern reported by Smith et al (1998) for the 

Santa Catalina Basin whale fall, which was 35 years-old at the time of that study (see 

Figure 5.2). However, all three whale falls yield TOC:1N ratios lower than background 

values in sediments adjacent to the falls. The difference is that in the Santa Cruz Basin 

whale fall (Figure 6.5) and the 75 year-old San Nicolas Slope whale fall (Figure 6.6), 

higher-than-background 1N values clearly drive the TOC:1N ratio to below-background 

levels, whereas in the 35 year-old Santa Catalina Basin whale fall (Figure 5.2; Smith et 

al. 1998) the low TOC values drive the TOC:1N ratio below the background levels. 

However, with the present data and observations, it is impossible to completely explain 

the discrepancy in TOC and 1N content between the three whale fall-impacted 

sedimentary settings. 

6.4.2.3 Rapid enrichment rates at kelp falls 

Kelp falls generate substantial enrichment of sediments in TOC and 1N between 

several weeks to 3 months after the fall event, and this enrichment appears to dissipate 

after 6 months (Figure 6.8). The TOC:1N signatures of kelp fall-associated sediments 

appear to be on the lower end of background values or below them. This may be due to 

preferential degradation of the abundant short-chain carbohydrates (North 1971; ZoBell 

1971; Hart et al. 1978) relative to proteins and fiber (Table 6.1, footnote 0). It is also 
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likely that rapid microbial colonization and growth on kelp MOM. which has been 

reported in the past (e.g., ZoBe1l1971; e.g., Harrold et a1. 1998), may have contributed to 

the retention and accumulation of TN in these sediments, a fairly common occurrence 

with high C:N detritus (e.g., Newell 1965). 

6.4.3 Free dissolved sulfide in LOF sediments: Biogenic reducing habitats 

The LOF types investigated in this study all give rise to sulfidic conditions at 

certain ages. These sulfidic conditions, in the case of whale falls, are certainly the 

outcome of sulfate reduction during organic matter decomposition (Treude et a1. 2006). 

In the case of kelp, which contains an appreciable amount of organic sulfur (ZoBell 

1971), it is possible that some of the sulfide can be generated by the dissociation of this 

organic sulfur under anoxic conditions. This amount, however, is likely too small (up to a 

dry weight fraction of 1.25 %) to contribute significantly to the observed profiles relative 

to sulfate reduction-generated sulfide (ZoBell 1971). 

High between-transect heterogeneity characterizes the whale-fall dissolved sulfide 

profiles. Such heterogeneity has been observed before in other reducing habitats (e.g., 

Arvidson et a1. 2004). In the case ofLOF, heterogeneity may be caused by patchiness in 

MOM distribution induced by mobile benthopelagic scavengers, and complicates the 

comparison of patterns in sulfidic conditions among different LOFtypes. Averaging 

replicate profiles has aided the clearer visualization of such variable sulfide profiles at 

cold seeps (e.g., Cordes et aI. 2005). The m2S profiles from cores adjacent to the 4.5 

year-old Santa Cruz whale fall were averaged and compared with similarly averaged 

cores from 3 month-old kelp falls and 3 year-old wood falls (Figure 6.20). The whale fall 
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Figure 6.20 A comparison of averaged pore water EH2S profiles with depth at the three 

types of falls where sulfidic conditions developed: the 4.5 year-old Santa Cruz Basin 

whale fall (n=3); the 3 month-old kelp falls CRS 804 and CRS 806 from Santa Catalina 

Basin and Santa Cruz Basin respectively (n=3); and the 3 year-old wood falls CRS 397 

and CRS 398 from Santa Cruz Basin and Santa Catalina Basin respectively (n=4). The 

horizontal error bars indicate the standard error. 
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[lli2S] profile differs significantly from kelp and wood fall profiles. Keeping in mind 

that background sediments do not contain any sulfide, it appears that in the case of the 

whale fall there is a source of sulfide below the sediment-water interface (SWI), but in 

the case of kelp and wood falls, the source of sulfide appears to be within 2 em of the 

SWI. Sulfate reduction in the deep sediments of the California Borderland Basins region 

is probably driven by the addition oflabile POM (e.g., Jackson et aI. 1989). Since the 

MOM fragments, discarded by metazoa by defecation or sloppy feeding, would be 

expected to settle on the SWI of a relatively non-bioturbated sediment (Smith et aI. 

1998), the site of maximum decomposition (and, subsequently, sulfide generation) should 

be at the SWI or right below it. The profiles of:El:hS at kelp and wood falls are consistent 

with this hypothesis. 

The distribution of lli2S in whale fall-associated sediments is more puzzling. The 

deep bulge of pore water l:H2S suggests that MOM has been entrained well below the 

SWI. where it is decomposing in part by sulfate reduction. Data collected at this whale 

fall in February of2004 (RN western Flyer cruise), when the fall was 5.8 years-old, 

provided useful information for a more definitive interpretation of this pattern. Samples 

were taken down-core at 0 m, 1 m, and 3 m from this whale fall, and analyzed for Toe 

and TN (Treude et aI., in preparation). The Toe content profile of the core collected at 0 

m is shown in Figure 6.21, and reveals a sub-surface pool of organic carbon. The surface 

values at the two fall ages compare favorably. The Toe vs. depth profile also explains 

the high value obtained on the sole sub-surface sample analyzed for Toe and TN during 

this study (see Figure 6.5, Transect 7, 1-5 cm sample). The TOC:TN values down-core 

range from 10-27 (Treude et aI. in preparation), in agreement with the original source 
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material (Table 6. I), as well as being consistent with preferential nitrogen degradation. 

The sub-surface accumulation ofTOC was only observed at 0 m, while I m and 3 m 

cores exhibited constant values from surface to 10 cm depth (weight fraction of 5.4 % ± 

0.2 %, Treude et aI., in preparation). suggesting that the TOC pool observed at 0 m 

presumably originated from the whale fall. Surface sediment TOC content at 1 and 3 m 

away from the 5.8 year-old whale fall is similar in magnitude to that observed 1.3 years 

earlier at the same distances (Figure 6.5). 

TOC weight fraction (%) 

2 6 10 14 18 22 
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14~----------------~ 

Figure 6.21 TOC content in sediments adjacent (0 m) to a Santa Cruz Basin whale fall 

5.8 years after the fall event (T. Treude, unpublished data), and 4.5 years after the fall 

event (this study; Figure 6.5). Vertical lines indicate the depth range of each sediment 

sample. 
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The presence of this sub-surface organic carbon pool is significant Based on the 

size of the st. Cruz Basin whale fall (Table 6.2), and the characteristics of whale LOF 

(Table 6.1), it is estimated that this experimental whale fall supplied approximately 7000 

kg to the sea floor. Assuming the TOC profile with depth (Figure 6.21) is characteristic 

of a ring of sediment around this whale fall as wide as the corer used to sample these 

sediments (7 cm), the amount ofTOC contained in this ring is 34 kg, 5.8 years after the 

fall event. This equals as much as 0.49 % of the original carbon content of the whale fall, 

or 0.63 % of the soft tissue of the carcass. 

The origin of this deep pool ofTOC can only be speculated. Perhaps it is an 

accumulation-induced phenomenon, a result of high MOM deposition rates in a narrow 

ring around the whale fall. The soft tissue of this particular whale carcass (85 % of total 

weight, or 30,000 kg; Table 6.1, footnote n) was estimated to have been removed by 1.5 

years, allowing for enough material to escape metazoan assimilation and be deposited at 

high rates in a small area around this whale fall. It is also possible that large metazoan 

scavengers at this location, e.g., hagfish (primarily Eptatretus deani, Smith et a1. 2002a), 

may mix MOM fragments with the sediment during LOF processing (C.R. Smith, 

personal communication). The presence of whale material, such as soft tissue fragments, 

in cores adjacent to this whale fall was actually witnessed during slicing of the cores for 

pore water extraction (personal observations, section 6.3.1). Regardless ofits origin, this 

pool ofTOC appears to be utilized primarily by microbial populations, based on the 

sulfidic character of the sediments which excludes any aerobic metazoans. 
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This is in contrast to the organic enrichment opportunist stage, during which 

benthic metazoa take advantage of MOM in sediment to rapidly recruit and grow around 

whale falls. This stage was observed to last less than 2 years in a smaller whale carcass in 

the San Diego Trough (Smith and Baco 2003). At the point of sampling (4.5 and 5.8 y), 

there were no large metazoan scavengers observed, and benthic macrofauna was limited 

to small infaunal species inhabiting the top few centimeters of sediment (A. Bernardino, 

personal communication). The processes responsible for burial of this MOM in deeper 

sediments ultimately place this organic material out of reach for most metazoa and allow 

anaerobic microbes to exploit it. 

Finally, the profile ofTOC content with depth next to the st. Cruz whale fall 

(Figure 6.21; Treude et al. in preparation) suggests that surface sediment sampling may 

not be adequate to characterize organic enrichment patterns in LOF -associated sediments. 

Surface sediment was sampled to maximize lateral coverage ofLOF-associated 

sediments. It may be equally important to recognize where depth profiles should be taken 

instead of just surficial lateral samples. 

The whale fall-associated ~lhS profiles from 2004. when the whale fall was 5.8 

years old, indicate that levels decreased slightly since 2002, but remained of the same 

order of magnitude (compare Figure 6.12 with Figure 6.1 I). Moreover, the three profiles 

collected in 2004 differ from each other in magnitude and curvature (Figure 6.12), a 

feature also present in the 2002 profiles (Figure 6.11), which suggests that heterogeneity 

in sulfidic conditions is the rule and not the exception in whale fall-associated sediments. 

The 1.83 year-old wood fall lli2S profile resembled 3 year-old fall profiles (Figure 6.16), 
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and indicates that slightly sulfidic conditions arise in wood-filiI impacted sediments 

approximately 1.5 y after the fall event. 

The dissolved sulfide (lli2S) data obtained during the two cruises allow the 

discernment of trends of sulfidic conditions with age for each filiI type (Figure 6.22). The 

best fits of the Gaussian peak model give high values of [LlbS] at filiI ages of 0 y in the 

case of whale and kelp falls (3.82 mmol·L·· and 0.072 mmol·L'· respectively). In 

practice, values of [LH2S] at fall age of 0 y lie below 0.01 mmol·L'· as with background 

pore water levels (Figure 6.11). The fact that best fits yield a much higher intercept is 

strongly suggestive of the rise of sulfidic conditions within days to weeks of the filiI 

events. On the contrary, the best fit of the model on wood filiI data yields an intercept 

below detection, and this is consistent with only mild sulfidic conditions arising over a 

period of several months after a wood fall event. 

Significant differences were observed in organic enrichment and sulfidic 

conditions between the three types ofLOF investigated in this study (Figure 6.23). Whale 

fall-associated sediments are rich in sulfide years after the fall event, while they sustain 

marginal enrichment in organic material at the surface. The sub-surface reducing layers 

are probably sustained by substantial organic enrichment at depth (below I cm; Figure 

6.21, Treude et aI. in preparation). Kelp fall-associated sediments are characterized by 

ephemeral sulfide and organic matter peaks lasting weeks to a few months and appear to 

return to background values within half a year from the fall event. The rapid generation 

of reducing conditions in sediments associated with whale filIls and kelp falls is an 

indicator of the lability of MOM released during LOF processing. Wood falls are distinct 

from the other two fall types, in that their processing yields high sedimentary enrichment 
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Figure 6.22 Maximum detected concentrations of dissolved sulfide (l:HzS) plotted 

against age for the three fall types investigated in this study: the 24,300-kg Santa Cruz 

Basin whale fall, four 100-kg kelp falls in Santa Cruz Basin and Santa Catalina Basin, 

and four 85-kg wood falls in Santa Cruz Basin and Santa Catalina Basin. The samples for 

the whale fall at 0.125 Y and 1.5 y were collected by M.E. Torres (Figure 5.4; M.E. 

Torres and C.R. Smith, unpublished data). The three concentration-time curves were 

fitted with a three-parameter Gaussian peak model using the statistical package SPSS: 

The model curves are simply intended to highlight the parabolic nature of the llizS trend 

with fall age (see text for more details). 
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Figure 6.23 Age-specific relationships between org9l\ic enrichment and sulfide content 

for LOF-associated sediments in the California Borderland Basins. Age is shown in years 

within symbols. Mean TOC weight fraction (%) and mean maximum [l:H2S] are shown 

without error bars for clarity. Data from this study were supp lemented with data for the 

35 year-old Santa Catalina Basin whale fall (Smith et at. 1998). Compare with Figure 6.1. 
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in relatively unaltered wood MOM of very high TOC:1N. The refractory nature of wood 

MOM allows its accumulation to a high degree and does not generate appreciable 

reducing conditions in sediment pore water. 

6.S Conclnsions 

The studied large organic falls provided a small area of the deep sea floor with a 

very high amount of organic material over a very short period of time. Sedimentary 

organic enrichment following their processing did not necessarily lead to a sedimentary 

redox shift from oxic-anoxic conditions to anoxic-sulfidic conditions. The relatively 

labile organic material generated by the processing of whale falls and kelp falls generated 

substantial pore water sulfide levels in impacted sediment In contrast, wood derived 

material input did not result in sulfidic conditions, despite generating very high organic 

enrichment in impacted sediments, due to its refractory nature. 

The comparison of the concentration-time curves in Figure 6.22 is limited to the 

particular sizes of these falls. For example, when a 24,300 kg whale fall is compared with 

a 100 kg kelp fall, it is evident that the amounts of organic material processed in each 

case differ substantially and the size of the fall should be taken into consideration. When 

comparing different fall types, this concern is curbed to a certain degree by inberent 

limits in the possible size ranges of types (fable 6.1). The question persists, however, 

when comparing different falls of the same type. Such differences in size are certainly 

possible in all three cases and should be investigated. 

The conclusions drawn from this study rely on data sets of limited temporal and 

spatial extent The surface-sediment signatures ofTOC and 1N content do not 
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necessarily reflect the enrichment levels of sediment adjacent to the falls. The data sets 

used in this study are also limited by the size of the sampled fal[s. The size of a LOF is 

proportional to the MOM eventually released to sedimentary communities and is 

probably a controlling factor in the development of biogenic reducing habitats. Logistica[ 

[imitations (e.g., remoteness of study sites, availability of certain LOF types. funding) 

restrict our ability to carry out experiments to test further the effects ofLOF size and 

quality on the development of biogenic reducing conditions in surrounding sediments. 

The use of mathematical models, parameterized using the availab[e data, would provide 

useful insights into directing future opportunities for experimentation. Such insights may 

include the recognition of factors that need to be better constrained, as well as specific 

fall ages that may be critical in the development of biogenic reducing conditions in deep 

sea sediments. 
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Chapter 7 - ModeUng large organic fall processing 
by deep sea communities 

7.1 Introduction 

Large organic falls (LOp) consist of massive packages of organic matter that 

reach the seafloor and cannot be ingested whole by benthic infauna or epifiwna. The 

organic material in these falls (massive organic matter, MOM) is instead processed by 

organisms during two stages of biotic activity: (a) the fragmentation, ingestion, and 

digestive processing of MOM by benthopelagic metazoa (Section 5.3), and (b) and the 

sedimentary microbial processing of particulate organic matter (pOM) derived from the 

first stage (Section 5.4). A third stage, physical dispersal, is responsible for distributing 

the material generated during metazoan processing of the fall, i.e., biotic stage (a), to the 

sea floor sedimentary microbial communities, i.e., biotic stage (b). 

IfLOF occur in the deep sea, where background POM flux to the sea floor is 

relatively low, e.g., < 10 g·m-2.y'( (e.g., Honjo et al. 1995; Berelson et aI. 1997), they may 

cause substantial increases in the organic material supply rates to the sediments, followed 

by accelerated degradation rates, which may instigate a shift in sedimentary redox 

conditions, from oxic-suboxic to anoxic. The generation of sedimentary reducing 

conditions during LOF processing is important because of its potential role in sustaining 

biogenic chemoSYDthetic habitats in deep-sea sediments (Smith and Baco 2003; Aguilera 

et al. 2005). The shift in sedimentary redox conditions and the generation of reducing 

conditions in some types ofLOF (e.g., whale falls) but not in others (e.g., wood falls) 

(Chapter 6) may reflect differences in several factors. These factors include LOF quality 
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(Table 6.1), LOF processing rates, MOM supply rates to surrounding sediments, and 

MOM degradation rates during early diagenesis. 

Observational and experimental studies have provided some insight into both 

stages of LOF processing and their impacts on the surrounding benthopelagic and benthic 

communities (see Chapters 5 and 6). However, logistical limitations, e.g., remoteness of 

study sites, availability of certain LOF types, funding, etc., restrict our ability to carry out 

experiments to test further the effects of these factors on the development of biogenic 

reducing conditions in surrounding sediments. The use of mathematical models, 

parameterized using any available data, may provide useful insights to direct future 

opportunities for experimentation. 

In this chapter, I explore the anatomy of a model of fall processing by deep sea 

floor communities. The proposed model incorporates metazoan processing and dispersal 

of fragmented material. I use two specific falls from the California Borderland Basins 

region as case studies to develop the proposed modeling concept The availability of data 

from the case studies regarding the characteristics of the falls, processing rates, and 

impact of fall processing on monitored parameters pennitted the assessment of the model 

output. I further discuss linking my model output to multi-component reaction transport 

models in order to study the development of biogenic reducing habitats as a result ofLOF 

processing by metazoa during early diagenesis. 

7.2 Model overview 

The processing ofLOF on the sea floor can be divided into three stages. The first 

stage is the fragmentation stage, during which metazoa attack the fall directly and process 
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the material by fragmentation, ingestion, absorption, and defecation. The second stage, 

referred to as the dispersal stage, describes the supply of unprocessed fragments and 

metazoan feces to the surrounding sediments. The final stage of the fall, the early 

diagenesis stage, involves the degradation of the supplied organic material by the 

sedimentary community. 

The model addresses the first two stages ofLOF processing, i.e., fragmentation 

and dispersal, which correspond to two homonymous model modules. The fragmentation 

module consisted of a box model tracing the passage of material from the fall to the pool 

of material available for dispersal. The dispersal module calculated the distribution of this 

material in the surrounding sediments using an area-averaged supply term, inspired from 

the seed dispersa1literature. 

Two case studies from the Santa Cruz Basin, California Borderland Basins region 

were used in this chapter to develop, test and evaluate this model. The first case study 

was based on a 13-m gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus) carcass, experimentally 

implanted by C. R. Smith and collaborators in April of 1998 (Smith and Baco 2003). The 

second case study involved 120-kg wood parcels deployed by C. R. Smith and 

collaborators in October 1999 and late April-early May 2002. 

Details about wbale and wood falls and their characteristics as they pertain to this 

modeling effort are presented in Table 7.1. The two fall types provide contrasting points 

along a continuum offall size, quality, and processing rate. The soft tissue of whale falls 

is supplied in greater amounts, is more labile, and is consequently processed at faster 

rates than wood falls, which generally consist of very refractory material, only used 

directly by specialist metazoa and microbes, which accounts for slower processing rates 
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(see Chapter 5 for an extensive discussion of these fall types). The modeling concept 

proposed in this chapter may eventually be used to investigate the role offall size, 

quality, and processing rate, on redox shifts in surrounding sediments and the generation 

of biogenic reducing habitats. 

7.3 Methods 

7.3.1 Whale/aUfragmentation 

7.3.1.1 Whale/allfragmentation model 

The whale fall fragmentation model is shown in Figure 7.1. It was implemented in 

MAlLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, U.S.A.), a computation, 

visualization, and programming software package (see Appendix E). The initial 

conditions and flux values used are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

7.3.1.2 Whale/all scavenging 

Scavenging of a whale fall by bentho-pelagic scavengers was assumed to begin 

within minutes to hours of carcass arrival, and this assumption was based on a number of 

observations using baited camera studies (Dayton and Hessler 1972; Smith 1985; Priede 

et al. 1990; Priede et al. 1991). One single scavenging rate was used to represent the 

activity of all scavenging species. The scavenging rate, Fsc (kg·d-I
), has been shown to be 

related to the initial carcass weight, Meet (kg), at the time of the fall arrival to the sea 

floor, to (t = 0), by the following relationship (Smith and Baco 2003): 

Fsc = 4.993 x In(McetCto» + 1.5996 7.1 
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Table 7.1 Geometric and biochemical characteristics of the two LOF used as case studies 

in this chapter. The whale fall is from a carcass of a subadult gray whale, &ehriehtius 

robustus, in Santa Cruz Basin, while the wood fall consists ofa parcel of untreated planks 

of Douglas fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii. Available tissue indicates the total tissue available 

to metazoa during the processing stage of the fall. Parameter symbols for the whale fall 

and wood fall are distinguished in the text with the subscripts eel and wood respectively. 

Parameter, symbol (units) Whale fall Wood parcel 

Weight, M (kg) 24300· 120 b 

Length, I (m) 13 2.4 0 

Volume, V(m3
) 34.0d 0.18 0 

Available wet tissue, WI (kg) 20680· 120b 

Bulk density, p (kg'm-1 1030 d 670 b 

Water content, WIH20 (kg, % of WI) 11831,57 f 36,30 8 

Carbon content, WtC (kg, % of WI) 5394,26 f 41,34 8 

Nitrogen content, WIN (kg, % of WI) 567,2.7 f 0.17,0.14 8 

Phosphorus content, WIP (kg, % of WI) 25,0.12 f 0.006, 0.005 g 

Elemental molar ratio, C:N:P (-) 555:50:1 f 4860:20:1 8 

• The weight, M"" (kg), oftlte Santa Cruz whale fall caroass at tlte time of implantation has been reported as 

35000 kg (Smith et aI. 2002; Smith and Baeo 2003; Chapter 6). In tItls chapter, it Is calculated using tlte 

leogtb, I (= \3 m) reported by SmIth et aI. (2002), and Lockyer's equation with coefticien1s ftom 

Woodward et aI. (2006) for gray whales: M"" = 0.0054 x j':11l (M"" Is giveo In metric tons, which are 

converted to kg by multiplying by 1000). 
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b The total weight of the wood rallls estimated for a wet parcei under conditions of 100 % humldlW using a 

density of 670 kg'm" (Browning 1963b; Jones 1989). and the volume of the wood parcel calculated in 

footoote c. Compare to a density of 465 kg'm" for green and dry wood (Jones I 989) which results to a 

tota\ parcel weight of 85 kg. 

eThe wood fall parcel consisted of22 planks ofDoug1as fir wood, each measuring 2.4 m x 0.09 m x 0.04 

m, and arranged in sets of five. The voiume of the parcel. V""", (m'). was calculated by multiplying the 

volume of each plank by 22 planks, i.e., V""", = 22 x 2.4 m x 0.09 m x 0.04 m. 

d The whale fall volume, V.., (m'), calculated by asswnlng neutral buoyancy and a density, p", = 1030 

kg-m", therefore V"' = M""I p",. The density, P", ls the average of a range of estimates for sea1s 

(Watanabe et at 2006) and sperm whales (Physeter mat:rocephalus; MllIer et aI. 2004). 

e The whale fiIll tissue available for scavenging was calculated by multiplying M.., by 0.85. Based on the 

morphometry relationships of Smith and Pace (1971), the skeleton of a whale in this particular size range 

constitutes IS % of the total weight of the whale, M.., (see footnote n of Table 6.1). 

f Water, carbon, and nitrogen contributions to the available tissue, Wt_ were calculated using the weight 

fractions of blubber, muscle and lntemaI organs to tota\ weight, MM' and the distinct compositions of 

these body components (see footnote n ofTable 6.1 for all the details). The atomic or molar C:N ratio of 

these components is 11.1. Phosphorus was assumed to be present in an atomic ratio N:P of SO, based on 

nitrogen and phosphorus composition of mammalian organs and organ systems by Elser et aI. (1996). 

S Water content ofwood ls reported in the case ofsaturatlon, i.e., 100 % relatlve humidity (Browning 

1963b). Carbon. and nitrogen contributions to the available woody tissue, W'- were calculated using 

the chemical composition of the solids of P. menzies/lin Parker and LeVan (l989) and additional reports 

on the protein content ofwood (Browning 1963a; see footnote p of Table 6.1). Contribution of 

phosphorus was calculated by assuming a maximum ash content of wood equal to nitrogen. i.e~ 0.2 % 

(e.g., Browning I 963a), and a phosphorus contribution to Pseudotsuga ash of S % (Ovington and 

Madgwick 1958). 
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Figure 7.1 The whale fall fragmentation model: Mt>Jt - whale fall mass, WIse - scavenged 

mass. Wlabs - scavenged mass absorbed by the scavenger, Wlfec - scavenged mass 

defecated by the scavenger, WI'Ef - scavenged mass released by sloppy feeding, WI ... I -

total mass released for dispersal to sediments, F se - scavenging flux, F abs - scavenger 

absorption flux, Fur scavenger defecation flux, F 'Ef- sloppy feeding fluxo Masses are 

calculated in kg, and fluxes in kgodOlo 
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The scavenging rate. F sc. is a time-averaged rate. in the sense that it was estimated using 

a carcass' initial soft tissue weight, Wtcel..to). divided by the time taken for the soft tissue 

to disappear. ~(Smith and Baco 2003). It is possible that F sc may vary during 

scavenging. perhaps in a Monod-type relationship with the remaining soft tissue. Since 

the dependency of F sc on time or remaining soft tissue is not known. the simplest-case 

scenario was considered in this model. whereby Fsc is maintained constant (according to 

Eq. 7.1) throughout the duration of scavenging until the time point, If, when all of the soft 

tissue was removed (Mcel..0 = Mc.,(to) x 0.15). At that point, scavenging ceased: 

Mcel..0 • F sc = 0 

The fragmentation activity by the scavengers was assumed to lead to the 

production of two major types of fragments released to the surroundings: feces from the 

ingested ,material. W~ec. as well as uningested fragments escaping from the mouths of 

scavengers during removal from the fall. Wt.lf(a phenomenon referred to as "sloppy 

feeding. " e.g .• Meller 2007). Together. feces and uningested fragments constituted the 

total pool of material to be dispersed, Wlre/: 

Wt,.At) = W~c(t) + WtJ-t) 

F ,.At) = F,..(t) + F J-t). 

The role of defecation and sloppy feeding in supply of dispersed material to the 

sediments is discussed in the next section. 7.3.1.3. 

7.3.1.3 Whale/all scavenger metabolic considerations 

The proportion of ingested MOM that is released as feces (defined as the 

defecation component, DFC) depends on the absorption efficiency of the scavengers. 
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Moreover, it is important to know whether the major components of the whale's soft 

tissue, primarily glycolipids and proteins, are processed at a similar rate during digestion. 

Differences in these two components' elemental contents (especially in C and N) indicate 

potential variability in the elemental ratio of the released material, if the components are 

digested with different efficiencies, and the elemental ratio may affect the quality of the 

material, and consequently its degradation rate. There is a dearth of information on the 

absorption efficiencies of the scavengers relevant to this case study, mainly the hagfish 

Eptatretus deani and the sleeper shark, Somniosus pacificus (Smith et al. 2002). The 

absorption efficiency (defined as the proportion of the ingested material not lost as feces) 

of two deep-sea zoarcids, Melanostigmo pammelas and Lycodapus mandtbuJaris, was 

recently investigated by Drazen et al. (2007). It was found to be very high (87-90 %), 

while assimilation efficiency varied between 84-86.5 %. The feed used (krill meal, 

Euphosia pacifica) was rich in both lipids and protein, and this allowed the comparison 

of absorption efficiencies for these two components. The M pammelas individuals fed 

multiple meals appeared to absorb protein and lipids equally. 

Based on the results ofDrazen et al. (2007), I assumed an absorption efficiency of 

90 % of the ingested material. This assumption translated to a DFC (defecation 

component) value of 0.1. I also assumed an absorption efficiency of90 % for both 

proteins and lipids, which constitute the vast majority of the ingested tissue (Table 6.1). 

This assumption means that the defecated material retains the elemental ratio value of the 

source. Finally, I assumed that defecation occurs after a relatively long gut passage time 

of 10 d (1. C. Drazen, personal communication). Based on these assumptions, the flux of 

defecated material, Fde/(kg'd-1
), was expressed as follows: 
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Fu/..t+ 10) = (Fsc(t) - F.v(t» )( DPC 7.4 

where Fsc (kg·o) is the scavenging rate, F.If(kg·do

) is the sloppy feeding flux, and DPC 

is the defecation component. I also assumed that as soon as all the soft tissue is removed 

(Le., at tn, the scavengers depart, ending the supply of defecated material to the 

surrounding sediments: 

McmC.0 ' F bf= O. 

It has been shown that MOM ingested by scavengers such as Coryphaenoides is 

rapidly dispersed over a much larger area than that of the LOP (Priede et a1. 1990; Priede 

et al. 1991). However, the studies by Priede et a1. (1990; 1991) used mackerel carcasses 

with weights of an average weight ofO.S kg, much smaller than the estimated 24300 kg 

of the Santa Cruz whale carcass. It is possible that with a substantial food source still 

available, individual scavengers could pursue the strategy of suspending search activities 

for a different food source and continue feeding at this particular LOP (Dayton and 

Hessler 1972). Clearly, the effects of carcass size on the behavior of scavengers, while 

there is still a significant point source of nutrition, are not well known. Consequently, the 

model proposed here could only help constrain the contribution of defecation to MOM 

flux to the sediments immediately surrounding the falls. The amount of W1foc contributing 

to Wt",/ was bound at the lower end by the case where all feces are removed from the 

LOP area, as in Priede et al. (1991), i.e. (from Eq. 7.2): 

Wt",/ = Wtsfo 

F ",I..t) = F .v(t). 
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The upper boundary of the contribution of W~c to Wt",/ was set by the case where all the 

feces are being released in the LOP area (Eq. 7.2). 
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7.3.1.4 The importance of sloppy feeding 

Loss of MOM during sloppy feeding is evident from footage of scavengers 

feeding on the Santa Cruz whale fall, as strands offat and tissue drifting originating from 

the immediate area of activity of the scavengers and drifting across the field of view 

(personal observations). In addition, sediment cores, collected several years after the fall 

event (4.5 y; Chapter 6) from the vicinity of the fall, included fragments of whale tissue 

and blubber. corroborating the importance of sloppy feeding. Because this MOM escapes 

ingestion and the substantial accompanying absorption, it could potentially contribute to a 

significant degree to MOM supply to the surrounding sediments. 

The proportion of scavenged soft tissue, WIse, which escapes scavenger digestion 

(hereon referred to as the sloppy feeding component, SFC), is unknown. I attempted to 

obtain an order-of-magnitude estimate of SFC by observing footage of scavenging from 

the whale carcass under study. It was impossible to quantifY the volume of drifting 

strands of fat and tissue due to the lack of scale and their irregular, ever-changing shape 

as they cross the field of view. The best-guess estimate of a maximum limit on the value 

of SFC is 0.1 (10 0/0, C. R. Smith, personal communication). Instead of committing to a 

certain fraction, various degrees ofSFC (between 0.01 % and 10 %) were tested, to 

compare this process' potential contribution to total material released from scavenger 

activity. 

7.3.1.5 MOM carbon release rates 

The rate of MOM release was calculated from the linear slope, F_ (kg'aJ
), of the 

relationship between Wlm (kg) and I (d). Since F_ represents soft wet tissue weight 
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released per unit time (kg'd-l
), it was converted to the production rate of carbon available 

for dispersal, F motC (kg·d-l
), by multiplying F rtUl1 by the weight fraction of C, WtCctIt = 26 

% (fable 7.1): 

Similarly, production rates ofN and P (F IIIIlIN and F mmP, respectively) were calculated 

using the C:N:P value of 555:50: 1 (fable 7.1), based on the assumptions discussed in 

section 7.3.1.3) by multiplying FmotCwitb 501555 and 11555 respectively. 

7.3.2 woodfaUfragmentalion 

7.3.2.1 Basic information on woodfall fragmentation 

7.7 

Wood falls in the case study area, as in most deep sea sites, are primarily 

exploited by bivalves of the genusXylophaga (furner 1973; Smith et aI., in preparation). 

Individuals colonize wood LOF as larvae and excavate the wood using their shells, to 

form oblong cavities (Knudsen 1961; Distel and Roberts 1997). While excavating, they 

consume the wood shavings, which are stored in a large caecum and from there are 

transported to the stomach (Distel and Roberts 1997). Elemental analysis of sedimentary 

samples adjacent to 3 year-old wood falls in the California Borderland Basins (Chapter 

6), along with a conservative mixing model calculation (Section 6.4.2.1) indicated that 

the digestive processing of the ingested wood shavings does not result in a detectable 

change in elemental composition by the time the ingested material is released to the 

surrounding sediments. Therefore, wood fall processing by metazoa could be modeled 

purely as a fragmentation process (see Appendix F). 
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Wood fragmentation by wood borers is thought to occur during the first months to 

years after the fall event (Turner 1973; 1978). After settling as larvae, wood borers grow 

to a population biomass capable of sustaining predators and scavengers that feed on them, 

whereupon this specialized food web can collapse (Turner 1978). Wood fragmentation 

can thus be considered to end immediately or soon after predation begins, typically years 

after the fall event. At this point, it is not known whether re-colonization of wood LOF 

follows such predation events, or whether it continues throughout. It could be speculated 

that continuous or repeated colonization is likely, given that the substrate, i.e., the wood 

LOF, is not altered in any significant manner as a settling and feeding surface (personal 

observations). In this study, a time-averaged, continuous wood fall fragmentation rate 

was used to model the processing of a wood LOF in the California Borderland Basins 

region (Table 7.1). 

7.3.2.2 Wood removal rates 

The rate of wood fall fragmentation was constrained by measuring the volume of 

small blocks of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesil) wood, retrieved from two wood 

falls, one in Santa Cruz Basin (CRS 800) and one in Santa Catalina Basin (CRS 398; see 

Table 6.2 for more details). The wood blocks were retrieved from the sea floor at the ages 

of 1.9 y, 4.5 y, and 5.4 y after deposition. The volume of the wood blocks at the time of 

collection was measured with volume displacement, by immersing water-saturated wood 

samples were suspended from a fine string into a container filled with distilled water and 

measuring the displaced volume of water. The measured volume of water was subtracted 

from the envelope volume, Vi (cm), i.e. the geometric volume of the original wood 
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block, to yield the missing volume, PI-mI88ing (cm~. The volume of missing wood, VT-mI88ing 

(m\ from the sampled wood fall was calculated with the following equation: 

where V .. ood (m~ is the total volume of the wood fall (0.18 ml; Table 7.1),l:V/-mI3.Jing 

(cm~ is the sum of all PI-m/ssing> and l:V/ (cml) is the sum of all PI (cml). The missing 

volume, VT.mI8sIng (m3), was converted to a missing weight by multiplying by a bulk 

density, Pwood, of 670 kg'm"3 (Table 7.1). The missing weight corresponds to the 

7.8 

cumulative weight of wood removed during the implantation period, WtWR (kg). The 

time-integrated removal rate of wood, FWR (kg'OI), was calculated by dividing WtWR (kg) 

by the age of the wood fall at the time of collection (d). 

7.3.2.3 Wood borer metabolic considerations 

To convert the removal rate of wood, FWR, by wood borers to the rate of MOM 

release to the surrounding sediments, F mDl' one must consider the fraction of the removed 

material which is used by wood borers and their symbionts before release as feces. The 

absorption efficiency (defined in section 7.3.1.3 as the proportion of the ingested material 

not lost as feces) is currently not known for any wood-boring species, including the better 

studied Teredinidae (Gallager et aI. 1981; Distel and Roberts 1997). Bioenergetic studies 

of other bivalves revealed great variation in absorption efficiency (from <10 % to >90 

%). caused by variation in organic matter source and quality (see discussion in Grant and 

Bacher 1998). Estimates of the absorption efficiency of Geukensia demissa (one of a 

number of bivalves exhibiting cellulase activity, Brock and Kennedy 1992) when fed a 
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cellulose-rich diet ranged between 9 % and 14 % (Langdon and Newell 1990), and 

suggest that relatively refractory materials, such as wood, may be absorbed with 

efficiencies that are on the low end of the ranges reported for bivalve taxa. 

Based on the taxonomically relevant bioenergetic information described above, I 

assumed an absorption efficiency of 10 %. Consequently, the value of the proportion of 

ingested MOM which is released as feces (the defecation component, DFC) was 0.9. The 

rate of wood MOM release to the surrounding sediments, F_ (kg·d-I), was defined as: 

Fmat = FWR x DFC 7.9 

As in the whale filII case study, Fmat was converted to the production rate of carbon 

available for dispersal, Fma/C (kg·OI) using Eq. 7.7 and a weight fraction ofC, wtCwood = 

34 % (Table 7.1). The rates of release ofN and P, FmatNand FmatP respectively, were 

assumed to be proportional to that ofC, Fma/C, based on the C:N:P value of4860:20:1 

(Table 7.1). 

7.3.3 Dispersal o/whale MOM 

7.3.3.1 Description o/the whale LOF dispersal module 

The purpose of this module was to model the distribution of MOM released from 

the fall during fragmentation to the surrounding sediments. The problem of modeling the 

tracking and settling of particles released from a point source has occupied the field of 

fish cage farming for some time. Efforts to model the settling and deposition offeces and 

uneaten food particles from fish cages (particle tracking models) indicated a number of 

elements that are needed for reliable predictions (e.g., Cromey et al. 1998; 2002): 
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a) Particle numbers and size-ranges, which can be detennined by sampling water as 

close to the point of release as possible and analyzing the collected particles therein, e.g., 

by the electrical sensing zone (ESZ) method (using a Coulter counter). 

b) Particle settling velocities, which can either be detennined using settling cylinder 

measurements or can be calculated using a Stokes' model (McCave 1975; Eq. 2.5). 

c) Current velocities, which are typically measured using current meters, and used to 

calculate turbulent dispersion coefficients, which are used in a three-dimensional random 

walk model (e.g., Allen 1982). 

All this information could be combined in a three dimensional grid to calculate the time 

and place each particle will settle (see DEPOMOD by Cromey et aI. 2002 for an 

example). 

The infonnation currently available on LOF, even from the better studied cases, 

was inadequate to allow the construction ofa thorough particle dispersal model for LOF. 

Instead, the fields of botany and forestry provided an alternative route to follow in this 

modeling exercise. The distribution of feces and uneaten particles from a fall is analogous 

to a "seed shadow," which describes the dispersal of seeds by describing the density of 

seeds with distance from a source (Clark et aI. 1999): 

seed shadow = fecundity x dispersal kernel 

7.10 

In the case ofC released from a WF. the seed shadow was replaced by a supply rate, 

Fsedd..r) (mg·cm·2'y.l), which is a function of distance, r (cm), from the perimeter of the 

fall (r = 0). The fecundity was replaced by the production rate of C available for 
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dispersal, Fmmc (Eq. 7.7), converted from units ofkg'd'l to units ofmg'y'l by multiplying 

by 3.65xI08
• The dispersal kernel, DK(r) (cm'1, describes the scatter of particles from 

the perimeter of the fall (r = 0), and is discussed extensively in the next section, 7.3.3.2. 

Assuming radial symmetry, the fina\ adapted equation becomes: 

Fsedd.r) = Fmmc x DK(r). 7.1 I 

7.3.3.2 The dispersal kernel around a whale fall 

The dispersal kernel, DK, is in essence a "probability density," Le., it is defined as 

the probability that a particle lands on an area of the seafloor at distance r from the 

perimeter of the filiI (r= 0 em), The r-dependentDK is the product of an area 

normalization factor, N(r) (cm,2), and a dimensionless density function, pj.r): 

DK(r) = N(r) x pj.r) 7.12 

To calculate the area normalization factor, N(r), the seafloor area radiating away 

from the fall was divided into subunits. whose dimensions were realistic with regard to 

the observational methods used for data collection. Considering that the diameter of cores 

used to sample sediments during field investigations of this filiI (and thus the horizontal 

resolution of data) was 7 cm (e.g., Chapter 6), this area was divided into rings of width, 

r VI = 10 cm. To calculate the area of each ring, I assumed that the Santa Cruz whale fall 

occupied an area of the seafloor in the form of a prolate ellipse, whose major axis, Iml 

(cm), is the length of the carcass, lest = 1300 cm (Table 7.1) and whose minor axis, 1ctJt2 = 

230 cm, was calculated using the ratio Iml : 1ctJt2 = 5.64, determined for E. robustus by 

Woodward et al. (2006). The area, A (em;, of a ring i located between the distances r = rj 
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and r = r/ + r w from the fall, i.e., from the ellipse's perimeter, is defined by the following 

generic formula: 

A(r/) = HX r" x (scetJ + S_ + 2r/ + r,,) 7.13 

where ScetJ = lcetJ + 2 (cm), and ScetJ = 1_ + 2 (cm). The resulting relationship between r/ 

(cm) and A (cm2) for this particular whale fall is: 

A(r/) = 63r/ + 2.4347x104 7.14 

and is shown in Figure 7.2. The consequent normalization factor, N(r/) (cm'2) is: 

N(r/) = A(r/rl. 7.15 

For the purposes of this model, I assumed the most common form of density function, Pfi 

used in seed shadows (Clark et aI. 1999), the exponential: 

p/(r) =e,ar 

where a (em'l) is a distance coefficient, and r is distance. 

7.16 

The value of a determines the maximum distance, r ..... from the fall at which the 

fall TOC supply rate, F",dC, is non-negligible. To determine a, one needs a sense of the 

distance over which F S8dC is non-negligible as well as a quantitative definition of "non

negligible." Observations and measurements from past studies at this fall have shown 

that differences in values of biological and geochemical sedimentmy parameters from 

those of background sediments extended at least to a distance 00 m from the perimeter 

of the fall, while at 9 m the values of these parameters were indistinguishable from 

background (Baco-Taylor 2002; Smith et al. 2002; Smith and Baco 2003; Treude et aI., in 

preparation; Chapter 6). Based on this, I assumed that, in the case of the Santa Cruz 
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Figure 7.2 The variation of the areaoflO em-wide areal rings, A (Eq. 7.14), with 

distance" (em), away from the Santa Cruz whale fall (only the first 6 m shown). 
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whale fall, the maximum distance, r max, at which F adC is non-negligible is 600 cm, Le., 

the mid-point between 3 m and 9 m. 

I defined as "non-negligible" the case where the TOC supply rate from the fall 

input, F sdC, was more than 5 % the natural TOC sedimentation rate in Santa Cruz basin. 

The value of 5 % originates from frequently reported upper values of analytical precision 

for TOC measurements using a CHN auto-analyzer (e.g., King et a1. 1998; Ingalls et a1. 

2004). Stated differently, "non-negligible" flux in this case is defined as that which was 

one standard deviation greater than the mean background flux. Using a reported value of 

natural TOC sedimentation rate in Santa Cruz Basin of 1.2 mg·cm·2.y-1 (Eganhouse and 

Venkatesan 1993), non-negligible Fadc in this particular case should exceed 0.06 mg·em-

2 -I .y . 

An optimization process was used to find the value of a at which F sdd600) > 

0.06 mg·cm-2.y-l. An initial value of a was calcu1ated by setting PI(rl1llDt) + PI(O) = 0.001 

%, such that, when solved using Eq. 7.16, resulted in: 

_ In(lxlO"') 
a- . 

7.17 

r""", 

For r l1llDt = 600 cm, the initial a= 1.92xI0"2 em"l. The optimization consisted of running 

the model with incremental values of a until F sdC at 590-600 em exceeds 0.06 mg·cm"2.y" 

I. After the optimization of a, the value of the density function for each areal ring, PI (rt), 

was calculated as follows: 

,+r. 

J e""'" dr 
P f (lj ) = -',,:'---

f e""'" dr 
o 
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7.3.4 Dispersal of wood MOM 

7.3.4.1 Description of the wood LOF dispersal module 

The approach that was followed in the modeling of the dispersal of material 

released from the wood falls of the case study was similar to that used in the whale fall, 

i.e., the adaptation of the "seed shadow" concept to the particular problem ofLOF (see 

discussion in section 7.3.3.1). The production rate ofC, Fmate, available for dispersal 

(Table 7.3) is converted from units ofkg·d·1 to units ofmg·y·1 by multiplying by 

3.65xI08
• The converted Fmate, is multiplied by a dispersal kernel, DK(r) (cm·2), to yield 

the supply rate ofC to the sediments, FserJC(r) (mg·cm·2'y.I), which is a function of 

distance, r (cm), from the perimeter of the fall (Eq. 7.11). The dispersal kernel for a wood 

fall is different than that for a whale fall and is discussed in the next section. 

7.3.4.2 The dispersal kernel around a woodfall 

The wood falls under study occupy a rectangular area with length, I.,oodl = 240 cm 

(Table 7.1), and width, lcet = 45 cm. The area, A (cm2
), ofa ring ilocated between the 

distances r = rt and r = rt + r", from the fall, i.e., from the rectangle's perimeter, is defined 

by the following generic formula: 

A(rt) = 2r,. x (/woodl + Iwood2 + 4rt + 2r .. ) 7.19 

where r,. = 10 cm (see section 7.3.3.2 for a discussion on the value ofr .. ). The resulting 

relationship between rt (cm) and A (cm2
) for this particular whale fall is: 

A(rt) = BOrt + 6.1xl<Y. 7.20 
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The consequent normalization factor, N(rt) (cm-2
) is shown in Eq. 7.15. 

The second step in the determination of the dispersal kernel is the 

parameterization of the density function, ,o/(Eq. 7.16}. The two parameters needed to 

define ,o/are the maximum distance, r_ at which the supply rate ofTOC due to the fid~ 

F ..dC, is non-negligible. A "non-negligible" F..de at the study area has been defined as 

that which exceeds 0.06 mg·cm·2.y-1 (section 7.3.3.2). Based on observations of 

sedimentary TOC content away from wood falls at the study area (Chapter 6) as well as 

other biological indicators (Smith and Bernardino, unpublished data), the maximum 

distance, rlJlDJ(, in this case was set at 50 em. The small r_ value for the case study wood 

fall compared to that for the whale fall is due to the immobility of the wood borers as 

well as due to the relative sizes of the two types offidls. The optimization routine to 

determine the value of a at which F ~50) > 0.06 mg·cm·2.y-1 was performed as in 

section 7.3.3.2, after determining an initial value for a= 2.30xI0-1 em·1 by applying r_ 

= 50 cm in Eq. 7.17. 

7.4 Results and discussion 

7.4.1 FaJlfragmenll1Jion 

7.4.1.1 Whale fall fragmenraJion 

Two sets of runs of the whale fall fragmentation module were performed: one in 

which defecation contributed to the pool of released MOM during fragmentation, and one 

in which it did not (Eq. 7.2 and 7.5 respectively). In both sets, individual runs were 
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perfonned with SFC values ranging from 0.001 to 0.1, and iteration time steps of 0.25 d. 

The results are shown in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.3. The soft tissue of the Santa Cruz 

whale fall was completely removed by If = 397 d, which renders the importance of the 

assumption of a defecation lag oflO d (Eq. 7.4) relatively minor. 

The model results propose an upper limit of the amount of carbon generated 

during the fragmentation stage of this fall. The upper limit is set when the highest 

estimate of sloppy feeding genemted material is assumed (SFC = 0.1), while all the feces 

are released in the vicinity of the LOF, and has a value of Wtl'lllc(397) = 1010 kg and F mmc 

= 2.57 kg·d-I
. The lower limit of Wtl'lllc(397) and F mmc can be constrained by referring to 

the limited data available. A calculation reported elsewhere in this dissertation (section 

6.4.3) showed that, based on a total organic carbon (TOC) profile obtained 5.8 years after 

the fall event, at least 34 kg of C from the carcass were still present in sediments adjacent 

to the fall. The supply rate, F mmc, ofTOC needed to produce such a pool ofTOC is 0.09 

kg ·crl
, (34 kg + 397 d, where 397 d = 0, assuming that the supplied TOC does not 

degrade. The "no degradation" assumption is unrealistic, judging by geochemical and 

biological evidence at this fall that is indicative of intense organic matter processing and 

decomposition in the sediments (Baco-Taylor 2002; Smith et a1. 2002; Smith and Baco 

2003; Treude et aI., in preparation; Chapter 6). Therefore, a lower limit of Fmmc = 0.09 

kg·d-I during the scavenging period is almost certainly an underestimate. The results of 

the fragmentation module runs in Table 7.2 indicate the scenaria ofSFC = 0.001 and SFC 

= 0.005, both in the absence of defecation input, which would result in Fmmc < 0.09 kg·d

I. Using the relationship between Fmmc and SFC from Figure 7.3, I estimated that, in the 

absence of defecation input, SFC should be ~ 0.007 for F mmc to exceed 0.09 kg·cr l
• 
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Table 7.2 Results of runs of the whale fall fragmentation module at selected evenly

spaced SFC values (see Figure 7.3). For the two sets of runs (excluding and including the 

defecation contribution (W{rec), both the cumulative amount of carbon released by the 

completed fragmentation of the soft tissue of the fall (Wtretd..tfl, kg) and the production 

rate of carbon during the fragmentation stage (Fmmc, kg·d· l
) are shown. 

Without Wt/.., input With W".., input 

SFC Wtnlcttp (kg) F ItIt1IC (kg·d·l ) Wtnlcttp (kg) F ItIt1IC (kg'd-I
) 

0.001 5.4 0.0135 529 1.36 

0.005 26.9 0.0676 548 1.41 

0.01 53.8 0.135 573 1.47 

0.05 269 0.676 766 1.96 

0.1 538 1.35 1010 2.57 
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Figure 7.3 The modeled production rate of carbon during the fragmentation stage (F matC. 

kg·d· l
) from the whale fall plotted against the sloppy feeding component (SFC). Each 

point on the plot represents the results of a single model run. The runs were performed in 

two sets: one including the contribution of defecation (Wlji,c) and one excluding the 

contribution of defecation (Eq. 7.2 and 7.S respectively). Within each set, the sloppy 

feeding component (SFC) ranged from 0.001 to 0.1 in increments ofO.DOl, and is plotted 

against the modeled rate of carbon production by scavenging, F matC (kg·d·l ) at the Santa 

Cruz whale fall. Equations indicate the linear relationships between the two parameters. 
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In summary, the results of the modeling calculations by the fragmentation module 

suggest that the processing of the Santa Cruz whale fall yields TOC generation rates, 

Frt1I1IC, by fall fragmentation in the range of 0.09-2.57 kg·d·t for a period of397 d after the 

fall event. Sloppy feeding alone may only generate such levels ofTOC supply rate if the 

fraction of the processed material that escapes ingestion, SFC, is greater than 0.007. 

Using the reported value of background TOC sedimentation rate of 1.2 mg·cm·2.y.t in 

Santa Cruz Basin (Eganhouse and Venkatesan (993), I estimated that 0.09-2.57 kg·d·t 

corresponds to the daily background TOC supply on an area of2,700-78,200 m2 of Santa 

Cruz Basin sea floor. 

Critical parameters used in the fragmentation module are the scavenging rate, the 

sloppy feeding component, and the defecation component. The scavenging rate on a 

whale fall was calculated from a relationship published by Smith and Baco (2003) based 

on five observations. Clearly, more observations are needed but the calculated 

relationship constrains sufficiently the scavenging rate for the purposes of this study. The 

relative importance of sloppy feeding is a major unknown. The model presented in this 

chapter reveals that it can have a significant effect on the amount of the soft tissue of a 

whale fall which is dispersed to the sediments in the immediate vicinity of the fall. 

Another unknown factor which needs further investigation is the behavior of 

individual scavengers in the presence of a whale fall weighing several tons. Some 

previous investigations suggest that scavengers may depart a LOF after feeding and 

dispersing the ingested material over great distances (Priede et al. 1991), while other 

studies (Smith 1985) suggest that scavengers may remain in the vicinity ofLOF for 

several days. It should be noted that the LOF sizes used in these investigations were 
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much smaller than the whale full used as a case study in this chapter. If scavengers, such 

as hagfish, which are attracted to a large whale fall, remain in the immediate vicinity of 

the fall for extensive periods of time (> 10 d), they may return some of the ingested 

material as feces. Because of the very high ingestion rates of soft tissue by scavengers 

(Le., comparatively low SFC), the contribution of defecation to MOM release around a 

whale LOF can be dramatic (e.g., Figure 7.3). The question of the impact of defecation 

on organic matter input to sediments around a full signifies the importance of individual 

behavior on a biogeochemical process. 

7.4.1.2 Woodfal/fragmentation 

The results of measurements and calculations are shown in Table 7.3. The values 

of FWR varied within an order of magnitude, between 0.011 kg·d·1 and 0.051 kg·d·l
, while 

the rate ofC release, FmatC, ranged between 0.004 kg·o l and 0.017 kg·d· l
. If the FWR 

values are divided into the weight of the tissue available for processing, WI"""", (= 120 kg; 

Table 7.1), estimates for the time needed for the wood full to disappear are obtained. The 

resulting estimates are 6.4 y for FWR = 0.051 kg·o l (I = 1.9 y), and 29.9 y for FWR = 0.011 

kg·d·1 (I = 4.5 y). Based on personal observations of the status of the experimental wood 

falls, while the latter estimate is conceivably possible, the former estimate is very short 

and does not correspond to observations of other falls. Are-visitation of wood full CRS 

800, implanted in late April 2002, would serve as a test of the validity and reliability of 

the measurements of missing volume and of the resulting rates of exploitation of that full. 
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Table 7.3 Results of measurements of wood volume removal from wood falls in the California Borderland Basins at three different 

fall ages. Fall CRS 800 was implanted in Santa Cruz Basin, while CRS 398 was implanted in Santa Catalina Basin. The following 

measurement related parameters are shown: nj - number of blocks, EVI-m/.uIng (cml) - total missing volume, EJIi (cm3
) - total 

geometric volume. Also shown are, the results of the calculations of cumulative wood MOM released from the fall, WtWR (kg), the 

resulting wood removal rate, FWR (kg'do
\ and the rate of wood MOM release to the surrounding sediments, F_ (kg·dol

). For fall 

characteristics, see Table 7.1. 

Fall Age (y) n. EVI-mI.aIng (em~ EV,(em~ WtWR (kg) FWR (kg'dol
) FmatC (kg'd

ol
) 

CRS 800 

CRS 398 

CRS398 

1.9 

4.5 

5.4 

9 

6 

3 

1373 

912 

535 

4684 

5850 

2808 

376 

35 

19 

23 

0.051 

0.011 

0.012 

0.017 

0.004 

0.004 



Two major assumptions are implied in the calculation performed in the previous 

paragraph. The first assumption is that the whole wood parcel can be consumed and 

processed by wood borers. The infiltration of a wood parcel by growing wood borers 

results in the creation of a network of loosely connected, narrow sections of wood tissue. 

The network may be subject to partial, periodic collapse, and the consequent release of 

large fragments of wood onto the surrounding sediments, rendering the estimated wood 

fall lifetimes calculated above as underestimates. 

The second assumption in the calculation of ~ is the continuity in wood-borer 

activity. As mentioned already (section 7.3.2.1), it has been observed that wood-borer 

populations are subjected to predation to the extent of near extinction (Turner 1978). The 

occurrence ofre-colonization of the wood fall following a predation event has not been 

investigated, but is quite likely, considering that the chemical and physical structure of 

the wood fall does not seem to be affected by predation events (Turner 1978). Therefore, 

the processing of a wood fall by specialist wood borers is less of a continuous function 

and more like a step-function or a series of delta-functions with time, and the lifetime of 

the wood falls of the case study is probably longer than estimated above. In summary, the 

wood fall fragmentation model does not account for the impacts of instability-driven 

partial fall collapse and of wood-borer-predator food-web effects on fall exploitation 

rates. 

Finally, a comment is warranted on the assumption made regarding the absorption 

of ingested material by wood borers. Based on the bivalve bioenergetics literature and 

absorption efficiencies of 9-14 % reported for a refractory diet of cellulose-rich material 

(Langdon and Newell 1990), I assumed an absorption efficiency of 10 %. Wood borers of 
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the genus Xylophaga are known to be similar to their shallow-water wood-borer relatives. 

the Teredinidae, in that they actively consume wood shavings and harbor symbiotic 

microbes in their gills that may help with cellulose digestion and nitrogen f1Xlltion 

(popham and Dickson 1973; Waterbury et aI. 1983; Distel and Roberts 1997). It is 

possible that the absorption efficiency deviates greatly from the assumed value. A way to 

constrain the absorption efficiency of wood borers would be to estimate the C content of 

the biomass inhabiting an experimental parcel and compare it to the C content of the 

missing wood parcel. Thus, a minimum estimate can be obtained, since a significant 

fraction of the absorbed C could be lost during respiration. 

7.4.2 Fall MOM dispersal 

7.4.2.1 The sedimenlary supply rale o/Toe around a whale/all 

The supply rate ofTOC to the sea floor, F ..ad,.r) (mg·em·2'y.I), was modeled for 

the ten scenaria simulated by the whale fragmentation module (Table 7.2), in the way 

discussed in section 7.3.3.1. For brevity, detailed data of the calculations ofDK(r) and 

F aedd..r) are shown only for the scenario where SFC = 0.01 and feces input is included 

(Fmaze = 1.47 kg·d·I, Table 7.2), in Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5 and Table 7.4 (the optimized 

value of ain this case was 1.70xI0·2 em·I). The results of the ten model runs are shown 

in Figure 7.6. Differences in model output between the different scenaria are depicted in 

Figure 7.7. 

The estimated supply rates ofTOC to the sea floor adjacent to the fall, F ..ad,.ro), 

exceed background rates of 1.2 mg·em·2'y.1 by 1 to 3.5 orders of magnitude (Figure 7.6, 

Table 7.5). A significant portion of the range in F..ad,.ro) (approximately 2 orders of 
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magnitude) emerges from the uncertainty in the contribution of sloppy feeding to the 

MOM release process. An examination of the relationship between the rate of carbon 

production by scavenging, F= (kg·OI) and the distance r (cm) at which FsedC equals the 

background organic C supply rate (Figure 7.7), reveals a plateau above an F= value of 

approximately 0.5 kg·dol
• In other words, while the TOC sedimentation rate values 

around the fall (F sedc) may vary significantly, their impact does not extend beyond a 

distance ofrF~kg = 420-440 cm (Table 7.5). It should be noted that the observed 

plateau in F = values is an outcome of using an exponential density function (Eq. 7.16) 

in the dispersal module. 

The values of rFsedC?bkg are controlled to a large degree by the value of the 

maximum distance, rma;r, from the fall at which the fall TOC supply rate is non-negligible 

(Eq. 7.16, 7.17). In the model proposed in this chapter, the value ofrma;r itselfis set by the 

model user, and is based on biogeochemical (e.g., TOC content, sedimentary redox 

conditions) and ecological (e.g., macrofauna! abundances, microbial activities) 

information indicative of the extent of impact of a specific LOF on the surrounding 

sediments. That the model requires baseline information, such as sedimentary 

biogeochemical and ecological variations with distance away from the fall, could be 

perceived as a limitation of the model, because such data are not available for many falls 

during the fragmentation stage (Smith and Baco 2003). On the other hand, it may be 

possible to approximately assess the extent of impact by visual inspection of photographs 

or footage that may be more readily available than the information used in the Santa Cruz 

Basin case study. 
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Figure 7.4 Values for dispersal components (Eq. 7.12) with distance,'l (em), calculated 

for the scenario where SFC = 0.01 and feces input is included (FmtrtC= 1.47 kg-d-I
, Table 

7.2): top - the area normalization factor, N (= A-I; em-" middle - the dimensionless 

density function, P/o bottom - the dispersal kernel, DK (em-,. Specific values of the 

parameters for selected area1 rings are given in Table 7.4. 
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Figure 7.5 The modeled TOC sedimentation rate, F 8<fiC, in both normal (top) and log-

normal (bonom) axis scales, with distance'l (em), for the scenario where SFC = 0.01 and 

feces input is included (Frnmc= 1.47 kg'd-I
, Table 72). The value of background TOC 

accumulation rate, as weD as 5 % of this value (defined as non-negligible), are also 

shown on the second plot Exact values of F8<fiC, as well as of other parameters, at select 

'1 are shown in Table 7.4. 
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Table 7.4 Calculated values of the area normalization factor, N (em-2), the dimensionless 

density function, pt, the dispersal kernel, OK (cm-2), and the TOC sedimentation rate, 

FRdC (mg"Clll-2_y-I), at select areal rings, '" away from the Santa Cruz whale fall. The 

model was run for the scenario where SFC = 0.01 and feces input is included (F mtttC = 

1.47 kg'd-t, Table 7.2).Complete plots ofN, pt, OK, and FRdCagainst, are shown in 

Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.6. 

FRdC(r,) 

,,(em) N(r,) (em -2) PI(r,) (-) DK(r,) (cm-2) (mg-cm-Z.y-I) 

0-10 4.11 x ur' I.S6 x 10-1 6.42 X 10-6 3460 

S0-60 3.64 x 10-5 6.68 x 10-2 2.43 x 10-6 1310 

100-110 3.26 x 10-5 2.8S X 10-2 9.32 x 10-7 S02.0 

IS0-160 2.96 x 10-5 1.22 X 10-2 3.61 X 10-7 194.3 
" . 

• ••. . 2qlxlO-' S.21 x lO-3 1.41xf(r7 • 200-210 76.00 

300-310 2.32 x 10-' 9.S1 x 104 2.20 x 10-8 11.80 

400-410··· 2.02 x 1()"' 1.74 x 10-4 .. 3.S1. xui-~ •• 1;89 

SOO-S10 1.79 x 10-' 3.17 x 10-' S.68 x 10-10 0.31 

S90-600· 1.63 x 10-' 6.8S x 10-6 I.12x 10-10 0.06 
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Figure 7.6 Modeled TOC sedimentation rate, F ssdC (mg'cm-2'y-I), with distance, rl (em), 

for 10 different fragmentation-release scenaria (Table 7.2), representing variation in 

sloppy feeding component, SFC, and the inclusion or exclusion offeces input. W~ 

(closed and open symbols respectively). Results are shown in normal (top) and log-

nonnal (bottom) ordinate scales. 
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Table 70S Results of dispersal module runs using the TOC release rates, F matC, generated 

using the fragmentation module for 10 scenaria of variation in sloppy feeding component, 

SFC, and the inclusion or exclusion of feces input, Wlj"ec (Table 7.2). Two parameters are 

extracted from the detailed plots in Figure 7.6: the TOC sedimentation rate at the areal 

ring adjacent to the fall, F.oute<:O) (mg·cm·2.y.I), and the distance from the fall, rFaedC9>kg 

(cm), at which F .. de equals the background TOC sedimentation rate, 1.2 mg·cm·2.y.l. 

F.oute<:O) 'FsedCabIig 

Wt/teinput SFC F matC (kg·d·l) a (cm·l) (mg·cm·2.y.l) (em) 

0.001 0.0135 7.83xl0·3 15.42 270 

0.005 0.0676 1.11xl0·2 106.8 350 

Exclusion 0.01 0.135 1.25xl0·2 237.9 380 

0.05 0.676 1.55xl0·2 1460 420 

0.1 1.35 1.68xl0·2 3140 430 

0.001 136 1.69xl0·2 3180 430 

0.005 1.41 1.69xl0·2 3300 430 

Inclusion O.O} 1.47 1.70x}0·2 3460 430 

0.05 1.96 1.75xl0·2 4730 430 

0.1 2.57 1.80xl0·2 6360 440 
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Figure 7.7 Plots ofTOC release rate Fmmc (kg·al
), against the distance coefficient a (cm

I) (top), the TOC supply rate at the first areal ring nex1 to the fall Fsedc(O) (mg·cm-2.y-I) 

(middle) and the distance from the fall, rF.sedO=bkg (em), at which FsedC equals the 

background TOC sedimentation rate, 1.2 mg·em-2.y-1 (bottom). Model output for scenaria 

excluding defecation input (without W~c) are shown with open symbols, while scenarla 

including defecation input (with W~ec) are shown with closed symbols. The equations of 

the best·fit relationships between the three pairs of data are also shown, along with 

correlation coefficients. 
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An implicit assumption of the model that needs consideration in the future is 

rotational symmetry. Although currents over the deep sea floor are not as strong as in 

shallower water, they are still measurable (e.g., Gardner et aI. 1984) and can affect the 

geometry of dispersal around a point source such as an LOF. Specifically, most of the 

deposition in the presence of the current would be expected to occur down-stream from 

the filII, and consequently the impact zone of deposition would be wider in this direction 

than up-stream (Stockton and DeLaca 1982). 

A related phenomenon not addressed by the dispersal module is the observed 

patchiness in measured biogeochemical parameters around the Santa Cruz whale fall, 

e.g., pore water sulfide concentrations (Figure 6.12), for several years after the fall event. 

What accounts for this patchiness is not known, but may be driven by biotic phenomena 

(e.g., scavenger behavior, macrobenthic opportunist aggregations and food web 

interactions, microbial colonization) as well as by abiotic processes (e.g., clustering of 

depositing particles due to current-induced eddy formation over the fall, injection of fall 

material into sediment at time point of impact). Although patchiness is ignored in the 

model presented here, as well as in other, more elaborate dispersal models (e.g., Allen 

1982; Cromey et aI. 2002), it is important to note its occurrence and its significance on 

corroborating model findings with data. 

7.4.2.2 The sedimentary supply rate o/TOe around a wood/all 

The supply rate ofTOC to the sea floor, F seda,rt) (mg·cm"2.y".), was modeled for 

the low and high values of F WR generated by the wood parcel fragmentation module 

(Table 7.3),0.011 kg·d"· and 0.51 kg·d"·, respectively. The optimized values of a were 
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l.88xlO-1 cm-I for FWR = 0.011 kg'd-I and 2.28xl0-1 cm-I for FWR = 0.051 kg·al• The 

results of the two model runs are shown in Table 7.6. 

Values of F....tc{O) range from 171 mg·cm-2.y-1 to 838 mg·cm-2.y-I, with the 

gradient in F sedC with distance, generated by the relatively short r_ (= 50 cm), being 

fairly sharp. Characteristically, by mUltiplying F....tc{rt) (mg·em-2.y-I) with the area of 

each ring, A(rt) (cm2
), and comparing the distribution of the material released into each 

areal ring over a fixed time interval (mg· y-I), one finds that 98 % and 99 % of the 

material falls within the first two areal rings (0 em to 20 cm) for FmtlIC = 0.004 kg·a l and 

FmtlIC = 0.017 kg'd-" respectively. In this respect, the release and settling offuces, 

produced by sedentary metazoa and discharged from a point source which is at most 20 

cm above the sea floor (the height of the wood parcels in the case study), is reliably 

reflected. 

The model implicitly assumes that all the released material reaches the sediment. 

This may not be necessarily true for material released from the center of the horizontal 

surface of the parcel. Material defecated from a distance of more than 20 cm from the 

edge of the parcel may be transported by the weak but noticeable currents that do 

characterize the deep sea setting (e.g., Gardner et al. 1984), but may be trapped in 

unoccupied burrows, depressions, and crevices created by biotic activity. If one assumes 

that material at least 5 cm from the edge of the horizontal surface of the wood parcels 

does not reach the sediments, one can calculate the surface area of the parcel which 

cannot provide material to the sediments. Using parcel dimensions of240 cm x 45 cm x 

20 cm, and considering the area of the five faces of the parcel available for processing 
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Table 7.6 Calculated values of the area nonnalization factor, N (em", the dimensionless 

density function, Pf, the dispersal kernel, DK (em,2), and the TOC sedimentation rate, 

FsedC (mg·em,2.y-\ at select areal rings, 't, away from a 120 kg wood parcel. The model 

was run for the low and high F malC scenarilL 

FWR (kg.d,I) r,tor,+ FsedC(r,) 
a (em,I) r .. (em) N(r,) (em'z) p/(r,) (-) DK(r,) (em-z) (mg'em,Z'y,l) 

0-10 1.64 x 10-4 8.48 X 10'1 1.39 x 10-4 171 

10-20 1.45 x 10-4 1.29 x 10-1 1.87 x 10,5 23.0 
0.004 

1.30 x 10-4 
1.88xlO,I 

20-30 1.96 x 10'2 2.55 x 10-6 3.13 

30-40 1.18 x 10"' 2.99 x 10,3 3.52 X 10'7 0.43 

40-50 1.08 x 10-4 4.55 X 10-4 4.89 X 1041 0.06 

0-10 1.64.x 10-4 8.98 x 10,1 1.47 x 10-4 838 

10-20 1.45 x 10-4 9.19 X 10'2 1.33 x 10-5 75.8 
0.017 

2.28xlO,1 
20-30 1.30 x 10-4 9.40 x 10'3 1.22 x 10-6 6.95 

30-40 1.18 x 10-4 9.62 X 10-4 1.13 x 10'7 0.64 

40-50 1.08 x 10-4 9.84 x 10,5 1.06 x 1041 0.06 
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(30000 cm2
), the area at least 5 cm from the edge of the fall (8050 cm2

) constitutes almost 

37 % of the total area available for colonization. Therefore, the effect of material trapping 

within the eroded horizontal surface of the parcel could be potentially quite significant 

and may decrease the estimated fluxes to the surrounding sediments by approximately a 

third. Natural wood falls of similar sizes such as the wood parcels in the case study are, 

most probably, rounded trunks and are unlikely to have such flat faces lying horizontally. 

Therefore, the comment above may apply to the case study in this chapter, but not 

necessarily to natural wood falls. 

7.4.3 WhaleLOFvs. WoodLOF 

A comparison of the model output for the whale fall and the wood parcels used in 

the case studies (Table 7.7) indicates that the values of Fmate generated for the wood falls 

are up to 2 orders of magnitude lower that those generated for the Santa Cruz Basin 

whale fall. The difference in F mate values is approximately proportional to the relative 

sizes of the two falls suggesting comparable removal rates with respect to the fraction of 

available tissue removed per unit time. Specifically, in the case of wood falls, 

approximately 9.8xIO·3 % to 4.1 x 10-2 % of the available C, WtCwood, is released per day 

to the surroundings, while in the case of whale falls, 1.7xlO-3 % to 4.8xlO-2 % of the 

available C, WtCC/1h is released per day. In other words, the Fmate values, normalized to 

the available C of the falls, are very similar for these two fall types of very different 

quality. 
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Table 7.7 Comparison ofselect input and output of the model for the whale fall and 

wood parcels used as case studies in this chapter. Inputs: WI - Available wet tissue 

weight (kg) (Table 7.!), WtC-Carbon content (kg, %) (Table7.!), r,...-themaximum 

distance at which fall carbon sedimentation is non-negligible (em) (sections 7.3.3.2 and 

7.3.4.2), Absorption efficiency of ingested material (%), and removal rate of available 

tissue, F sc for the whale fall and F WR for the wood falls (kg·d"l). Output: Ir estimate of 

time needed for removal of all available tissue (y) (sections 7.4.1.1 and 7.4.1.2), F-c

production rate ofC available for dispersal (kg·d"l) (section 7.4.1.1 and Table 7.3), 

F .. tJd.ro) - estimates of fall C sedimentation at a distance of r = 0 cm from the fall 

(mg·cm"2.y"I) (Table 7.5 and Table 7.6). 

Parameter WhaIefall WoodparceJ 

WI (kg) 20680 120 

WtC(kg, %) 5394,26 41,34 

r,...(cm) 600 50 

Absorption efficiency (%) 90 10 

Removal rate (kg·d"l) 52.0 0.01-0.05 

~(y) 1.1 6.4-30 

F-c(kg'd"l) 0.09-2.57 0.004-0.017 

F ,.,fId.ro) (mg·clli2'y"l) 15-6360 171-838 
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The similarity in nonnalized F masc values contrasts the difference in tissue 

removal rates, which are three orders of magnitude greater for the whale fall, and result in 

a much faster processing time for the whale fall (r,= 397 d) than for the wood falls 

(estimated r,between 6.4 y and 29.9 y). The discrepancy is the outcome of the differences 

in absorption efficiency by the metazoan that exploit the two types of falls, combined 

with a significant difference in C content, WtC, between the two fall types. 

The above comparison is a good illustration of the role ofLOF quality in LOF 

processing rates. Moreover, the comparable nonnalized Fmasc values indicate that a fall 

size may be a good first-order indicatur of the C supply rate to the surroundings, 

regardless of the fall type. I would venture to propose that, based on the results of the 

comparison of the two fall types of specific size in this study (fable 7.1), the amount ofC 

(kg) released per day to the surroundings (F masc ) from a whale fall or a wood fall in the 

California Borderland Basins is approximately 10.3 % of the C (kg) available for 

consumption at the time point of the fall event, regardless of the fall type. 

7.5 Sedimentary proeessing of dispersed MOM 

The major finding from the LOF fragmentation and dispersal modeling 

calculations described in the previous sections was that estimated fluxes ofTOC to 

sediments adjacent to LOF may exceed background fluxes by as much as three orders of 

magnitude. Such changes in TOC supply rates can bring about redox shifts, such as those 

documented using pore water dissolved sulfide (Chapter 6). Sulfide is thought to be 

primarily responsible for the development of biogenic reducing habitats based on these 

falls (Deming et a1. 1997; Feldman et a1. 1998; Smith et a1. 2002). However, modeling 
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pore water sulfide concentrations can be particularly difficult due to its complex 

geochemistry (Berner 1974). In this section, I discuss a modeling application that might 

address the problem of linking my LOF-processing model output to early diagenetic 

processes and, specifically, the shift from oxic-suboxic to anoxic-sulfidic conditions and 

the development of biogenic reducing habitats. 

7.5.1 Early diagenesis and muItl-component models 

Early diagenesis of organic matter in marine sediments proceeds via a cascade of 

metabolic reactions (Table 7.8), which are successively less favorable in terms of the 

energy they yield (e.g., Froelich et aI. 1979). A less favorable reaction succeeds a more 

favorable reaction if the main metabolite involved in the latter is depleted, and sufficient 

organic matter remains to fuel early diagenesis further. This is typically the case in 

estuarine, coastal, and upwelling zone sediments, where organic matter supply rates to 

the sediments are high. and consequently early diagenesis of the supplied material is 

dominated by sulfate reduction (Berner 1980). In deep sea sediments away from 

upwelling regions, where the supply rate of organic matter is fairly low and bottom water 

is oxygenated, the vast majority of the material is degraded at the sediment-water 

interface (SWI) via aerobic and suboxic pathways (e.g., Rowe and Deming 1985). 

Modeling of various aspects of early diagenesis has focused on organic matter 

decay and its controlling factors, such as concentration, age, temperature, etc. (see 

overview by Van Cappellen and Gaillard 1996). Efforts over the last fifteen years have 

expanded to generate multi-component models, which incorporate the re-oxidation of 

reduced by-products of organic matter oxidation, acid-base speciation, and precipitation 
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reactions, (e.g., Van Cappellen and Wang 1995; Boudreau 1996; Van Cappellen and 

Wang 1996). 

When modeling the distribution of pore water sulfide concentrations (lJIzS = 

H2S + HS· + S2) with time and sediment depth, it is necessary to use models which take 

into account secondary redox reactions (Table 7.9) that implicate the by-products of the 

main redox reactions as well as other major metabolites. The challenge of modeling pore 

water sulfide, which was recognized early on (Berner 1974), is illustrated in Figure 7.S. 

Detailed discussions of the simplifications and assumptions made in multi-component 

models regarding metal speciation during the primary and secondary redox reactions 

listed in this section are beyond the scope of this chapter. Instead, the reader is referred to 

Van Cappellen and Wang (1995) and Boudreau (1996). It is sufficient to state that multi

component models are obligatory to modeling the distribution of species such as sulfide 

which are affected by multiple, simultaneously active, and inter-connected processes. 

7.5.2 The Knowledge-Based Reactive Transport Model (KB-RTM) 

As Boudreau (1996) points out, multi-component models have been used very 

modestly because of the substantial mathematical background required to solve the many 

coupled, non-linear, differential equations that govern them, and the lack of adequate 

publicly available codes to aid in solving them. A potentially significant step in bringing 

multicomponent early diagenetic models to the forefront of aquatic geochemistry was the 

recent release of the Knowledge-Based Reactive Transport Model (KB-RTM) (Aguilera 

et a1. 2005), which operates as follows: 
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Table 7.8 Metabolic reactions involved in degradation of organic matter in marine 

sediments in order of decreasing energetic efficiency (modified from Van Cappellen and 

Wang 1995). 

Reaction 

code Reaction 

Al at 
-+ (x+y+2zJCO:. +yNOi +zHPO." + (x+2y+2z)H:P 

- -~- -: - - - -.-

(ciIp}x(NH.>YtH,P04lz+(4X+3Y)N~' . 
: .. :.. ..,.... .··.5 .. ':.'. 

A2 .! (2x;4Y )N.+~ X-~+IOzJCO:.+ (411HrIOZ )HCO{+zPOl'+ 

ext6y+IOz)H:P . 
. ' S· 

(CH:P)x(NH.)y(H,J>O.)Z + 2xMnO, + (3x+y-2z)C<>. + (x+y-2z)H:P 
A3 a3 

-+ 2xMn2+ + (4x+y-2z)HCOi +yNH: + zHPO." 

AS as 
-+ (xI2)HaS + (x+y-2z)HCOi +yNH: + zHPOl" 

(CH:P)x(NII,~,J>04)z+(y-2Z)H:P > .' 
/·i.a: .' " .• ::.:. . •. '..... ."c·,'.. , ..... 

-+ (xI2)CH;+(x-lY+4z)Cri..+CY_2z)HOO,'+YNH.+TZHPO." .:' 
. . " 2< ", ,..'.. . .' 

. Aif ., 
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Table 7.9 Secondary redox reactions involving the production or consumption ofH2S 

through the reoxidation of products of the degradation of organic matter by the reactions 

in Table 7.8 (modified from Van Cappellen and Wang 1995). 

Reaction 

Sonrc:elsink code Reaction 

All H2S + 2~ + 2HCOi ~ soi- + 2COJ + 2H20 

A12 H2S + 2C<>J + MnOJ ~ Mn2+ + SO + 2HCOi 
Sinks 

A13 H2S + 4C<>J + 2Fe(OHh ~ 2Fe2+ + SO + 4HCOi + 2HJO 

A19 Fe2+ + 2HCOi + H2S ~ FeS + 2COJ + 2H20 

Sources AI6 C14 + C<>J + sol-~ 2HCO:i + H2S 
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Figure 7.8 Schematic illustrating the effect of sources and sinks of pore water sulfide on 

its concentration change with time, as it was elaborated in the model CANOl (Carbon 

and Nutrient Diagenesis) by Boudreau (1996). Reaction codes refer to reactions in Table 

7.8 (AS) and to reactions in Table 7.9 (AI 1-13, AI6, AI9). 

Sulfate reduction (AS) + Methane re-oxidation by sulfate (A16) 

- Sulfide re-oxidation by oxygen (All) 

- Sulfide re-oxidation by manganese oxide (AI2) 

- Sulfide re-oxidation by iron hydroxide (AI3) 

- Iron monosulfide precipitation (A 19) 

- Molecular diffusion - Burial - lrrigration 
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a) A world wide web-distributed Knowledge Base facilitates the communication of 

user and model by the exchange of comprehensive information about the parameters of 

the model through digital forms filled on-line (http://www.geo.uu.nV-rtmfmdex.php). 

b) An Automatic Code Generator (Regnier et al. 2002) translates the information in 

the forms into a complex reaction network algorithm 

c) The algorithm can be downloaded onto a personal computer and executed. The 

KB-RTM output is released in text files which can be exported to most data-management 

and processing programs for viewing, graphing and further processing. 

The KB-RTM is based on the early diagenetic models described in Van Cappellen 

and Wang (1995; 1996). Further information on the modeled reactions and an example 

for the continental shelf sea floor is given in Aguilera et aI. (2005). I compiled KB-RTM 

input that could potentially be used to model early diagenesis of Santa Cruz Basin 

sediments under background conditions, as well as under the influence of LOF -derived 

MOM. The input is listed in detail in Table 7.10 (Physical domain and forcings, and 

output parameters), and Table 7.11 and Table 7.12 (reaction network parameters). Where 

possible. values for the different parameters were obtained from the study site (Emery 

1960; Shaw et al. 1990; Eganhouse and Venkatesan 1993; Smith et al. 1998; Fornes 

1999; Miller et aI. 2000). Otherwise, values were obtained from literature reviews used in 

the past to parameterize deep-sea models (Van Cappellen and Wang 1995; 1996; 

Boudreau 1997). 

The following strategy could be adopted to evaluate the use of the KB-RTM: 
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a) The data for background conditions should reproduce the background redox state 

and organic matter content of sediments in Santa Cruz Basin, under steady state 

conditions. 

b) Next, MOM perturbations could be introduced for a period oftime,lj"(Table 

7.1 0), which was estimated from the fragmentation module of the model (Table 7.7). 

Regarding the use of the KB-RTM, perturbations mainly translate into a change of the 

elemental ratio (C:N:P ratio from Table 7.1 to Table 7.10) and degradation coefficient 

(kG or kfox in Table 7.11) of the sedimenting organic material, and sedimentation rates 

calculated from F#dC (Table 7.10). 

c) After tt. the output could be reintroduced into the model and exposed to 

background conditions for a period of time of 5-1 0 y. 

d) The model output should then be examined with particular attention paid to the 

contribution of individual processes to organic matter degradation, as well as lli2S pore 

water concentrations. 

Challenges presented by trying to solve the problem of biogenic reducing habitat 

generation by LOP processing with the KB-RTM include the reproduction of the 

background sedimentary biogeochemistry of Santa Cruz Basin sediments. These 

sediments are characterized by particularly high organic matter content (5.4 % ± 0.2 %, 

Treude et aI., in preparation) which remains constant down to at least 10 em depth, 

bottom water oxygen concentrations ranging from hypoxic (36 jIlllol'L"I) (Emery 1960, 

p. 108) to near-saturation (250 jIlllol'L"I) (Treude et aI., in preparation), and sulfide 

concentrations close to or below detection (Chapter 6). Another challenge is the overlap 
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Table 7.10 Input for Web Submission Form I of the KB-RlM model. This input defmes 

the physical domain, transport coefficients, forcings, and output parameters, for 

background conditions at the study site, Santa Cruz Basin. 

Parameter Whale fall Wood fall 

category Parameter (units) Background scenario scenario 

Total time (y) 10-100 t/ Ijb 

Physical Time step (y) 2.5 x 10.3 2.5 x 10.3 2.5 x 10.3 

domain Total depth (cm) 40 40 40 

Number of nodes (-) 401 401 401 

Porosity (-) 0.85 a 0.85 a 0.85 a 

Cross section (cm2
) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Flow velocity (cm·y"I) Ob Ob Ob 
Transport 

Burial velocity (em·y·l) 0.012 • F88d+ pi I 

coefficients 
F88d+ p 

Bioturbation coeff. (cm2.y.l) 2d oj 21 

Bioturbation mixing depth (em) 7d oj 71 

Longitudinal dispersivity (y) O· O· O· 

C:N:P ratio 148:16:1 f 550:50:1 k 4860:20:1 k 

Temperature ("C) 4 4 4 
Forcings 

Salinity (pSU) 35 35 35 

Solid phase density (g·em·; 2.6 g 1.030 k 0.670 k 

First output time (y) 2.5 x 10.2 2.5 )( 10.2 2.5 )( 10.2 

Output 
2.5 x 10.2 2.5 x 10.2 2.5 X 10.2 Output interval period (y) 
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• T. Treude et a1. (in preparation). 

b Flow velocity is used in ground-water applications of the model. 

C The sedimematlon rate (burial velocity) was calculated from a to1aI absolute rate of deposition of 32 

mg·em·2.y.' for Santa Cruz Basin (Emety 1960, p. 254) and a density ofsett1ing maIeriaI of2.6 g-em·'. 

This agrees with sedimematlon rates in California Borderland Basins reponed elsewhere (Fornes 1999). 

d Since no bioturbation values are available for Santa Cruz Basin, values for Santa CaIaIlna Basin are used. 

The two basins have beeo grouped together as well populated due to adequate bottom water oxygen 

content and average macrofauna! abundances, parameter!! likely to aflect bioturbation (Emety 1960, p. 

168-175). BIoturbation coefficients in Santa CaIaIIna Basin range between 0.8 em2.y.' and 66 cm'.y.' 

using ""TIt" «100 d time scales), and between 0.1 em2.y.' and 2 cm'.y.' using 2I"Ph., «100 y time 

scales) (Smith et a1. 1998; Fornes 1999). Basad on the time scales modelad (10 y -100 y) a bioturbation 

coefficient of2 em2.y.' was chosen. Mixing depth was set to extend down to 7 em (Fornes 1999). 

e The longitudinal disperslvity is defined by the pbysical regime of the study site. Basad on descriptions of 

other basins (e.g., In Santa Catalina Basin, Miner et a1. 2000). the study site could be described as 

relatively low-energy. 

f The C:N ratio of material reacbing the Santa Cruz Basin sediment was estimated by dividing the 

sedimentary flux ofTOC (1.2 mg·em·2.y.') by the sedimentary flux ofN (0.13 mg·em·2.y.'), with values 

for the two fluxes from the literature (Emery 1960, p. 254; Eganbouse and Venkatesan 1993). The 

resulting C:N ratio of9.2 was complemented by the assumption thai N and P degrade equally with 

respect to C during sinking (Christian et a1. 1997), and thus maintain their original ratio, wbicb in this 

case was assumed to be the Redfield ratio ofN:P = 16. Therefore this yields a C:N:P = 148:16:1. 

g Average value for marine sediments (Berner 1980). 

h The duration of the nms of the model for the two scenaria depended on the time period,,.. overwbicb 

MOM was dispersed to the surrounding sediments, the values of wbicb were detemtined using the 

fragmematlon module. 
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i The sedimentation rates (burial velocities) of material during the whale and wood faIl scenaria were 

generated after running the fragmentation and dlspersaJ modules. Rates were converted ftom the materiaJ 

supply rates, F"" (g-em·2.y'), estimated from the dlspersaJ module, to em·y' by dividing by densities, p, 

of settling material of 1.03 gem·' and 0.67 g-c:tti' for whale and wood faIls respectively (Table 7.1). 

j Assumed to be 0 em2.y' due to sulfidic conditions observed in sediments adjacent to whale LOF (Chapter 

6). 

k From Table 7.1. 

I Assumed to be background due to non-sulfidic conditions observed in sediments adjacent to wood LOF 

(Chapter 6). 

of multiple (two) sources of organic material, the background source and the LOP source, 

with different compositions, reactivity coefficients, and fluxes (Le., the 

implementation ofa multi-G model), within the Knowledge Base. Regardless of the 

challenges, the KB-RTM is on the cutting edge of ease-of-use multi-component modeling 

tools, and is the most suitable application for the problem at hand. 
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Table 7.11 Input for reaction network parameters of Web Submission Form II of the KB-

RTM model. This input defines activity constants for primary redox processes, secondary 

redox processes, acid-base reactions, and precipitation-ciissolution reactions at the study 

site (Aguilera et aI. 200S). Constants are listed in the order they appear on the form. 

Values were taken from van Cappellen and Wang (199S; 1996), and Boudreau (1997, p. 

IS7). 

Constant Symbol in model Value Units 

KFeC03 KsFeC03 4e-9 (mol Fe2)·(mol col") 
KFeS KsFeS 6.3e-2 (mol Fe2)·(mol HS")·(mol H) 
KMnC03 KsMnC03 3.2e-9 (mol Mn2)·(mol col") 

calrate 18 y-t 

keqcal 4e-7 (mol Ca)'(mol col")·L·2 

kFeC03 kfeco3precip le-6 mol·L·1'y.1 

kFeMn kfenm02 1e4 L-morl'y.1 

kFeOx kfeo2 le9 L·morl.y"1 

kFeS kfesprecip Se-6 mol'L-1-y"1 

kFeSOx kfesreox 2e7 L·morl.y"1 

kG kfox Variable y-I 

kCH4Ox02 kmethoxl lelO L'morl'y-I 

kCH4OxS04 kmethoxl lelO L-morl.y"1 

kFe3 kmfeoh3 5e-6 mol'g-I 

kMnC03 kmnco3precip le-6 mol'L-1-y"1 

kmn02 2e-6 mol'g-I 

kmn03 le-S mol·L-1 

kMnOx kmnox 1e9 L'morl'y-I 

K02 kmo2 8e-6 mol'L-1 

KS04 kms04 le-3 mol'L-1 

KN03 knit I.Se7 L'morl'y-I 

kSOx02 ksulfoxl 6e8 L·morl.y"1 

kSOxMn02 ksulfox2 1e4 L-morl.y"1 

kSOxFe3 ksulfox3 le4 L·morl.y"1 
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Table 7.12 Input for species-dependent parameters of Web Submission Fonn II of the 

KB-RTM model. This input defines the upper and lower boundary conditions and initial 

conditions for solutes and solid-phase components at the study site. Data were taken from 

Shaw et aI. (1990). van Cappellen and Wang (1995; 1996). from Millero (1996). and 

Boudreau (1997. p. 157). 

Upper boundary condo Lower boundary eond. Initial 
Parameter Units Type Value Type Value condition 

boh3 mol'L'! cone. 4e-4 gradient 0 4e-4 

boh4 mol'L'! cone, 6e-5 gradient 0 6e-5 

ca mol'L'! cone. le-2 gradient 0 le-2 

caco3 mol'g'! flux 3.1e-5 gradient 0 8e-6 

eh20 mol'g'! flux Variable cone. 4.2e-3 4.2e-3 

eh4 mol'L'! cone. 0 cone, 0 0 

co2 mol'L'! cone. 2e-5 cone. 0 2e-5 

co3 mol'L'! cone. le-4 gradient 0 le-4 

fe2 mol'L'! cone. 0 cone. 7e-5 0 

feco3 mol'g'! flux 0 gradient 0 0 

feoh3 mol'g'! cone. 2e-4 cone. 5e-5 2e-4 

fes mol'g'! . flux 0 gradient 0 0 

h2s mol'L'! cone. 0 gradient 0 0 

hco3 mol'L'! cone. 2e-3 gradient 0 2e-3 

hplus mol'L'! cone. 7.8e-9 gradient 0 7.8e-9 

hp04 mol'L'! cone. le-6 gradient 0 le-6 

hs mol'L'! cone. 0 gradient 0 0 

mn2 mol'L'! cone. 0 cone. 2e-5 0 

mnco3 mol'g'! flux 0 gradient 0 0 

mn02 mol'g'! cone. le-4 cone. 0 le-4 

nh4 mol'L'! cone. 0 gradient 0 0 

n03 mol'L'! cone. 4.5e-5 cone. 0 4.5e-5 

02 mol'L'! cone. 35e-6 cone. 0 35e-6 

so4 mol'L'! cone. 2.8e-2 gradient 0 2.8e-2 
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7.6 Conclnsions 

A model of fall processing by deep sea floor communities is presented. The 

proposed model incorporates metazoan processing and dispersal of fragmented material, 

and its concept was tested using two specific falls from the California Borderland Basins 

region as case studies. The availability of data from the case studies regarding the 

characteristics of the falls, processing rates, and impact of fall processing on monitored 

parameters permitted the assessment of the model output. 

Model results indicated that removal rates of available tissue, TOC release rates to 

the surroundings, and the Toe sedimentation rates to the seafloor are much higher in the 

case of whale falls than in the case of wood falls. The differences rnughly reflect 

available LOP tissue weight. Specifically, the TOC release rates normalized to tissue 

weights for the whale fall and wood fall are comparable to each other despite differences 

in fall characteristics and processing. The explanation lies in the combined effects of 

absorption efficiency (much higher for the whale fall than for the wood fall) and carbon 

content of the ingested material (approximately so % greater in wood than in whale 

tissue). 

The model highlighted unknown factors that may affect deep sea LOP processing, 

such as the extent of sloppy feeding, scavenger behavior in the presence of multi-ton

sized LOP, the role of predator-scavenger food webs on wood LOP processing, and 

bioenergetics of deep-sea wood borers. 

Pinally, the connection of the model output to an on-line multi-component 

reaction transport model was discussed, aiming at the study of the development of 
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biogenic reducing habitats as a result ofLOF processing by metazoa during early 

diagenesis. 
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Appendix A 

Table A.l Derived quantities, their units in basic quantities, description, and chapters in 

which they are used. 

Symbol SIUnits Description Chapter 

A Area, cross-sectional area of sediment column 2, 3, 6 
,',,-, . - - --- ,.-,--","":-~:-:.-,"~.-.,~:~-,----.-, -- ---~-~----,--~-

....•.••• "~ ." ;i~ 'U":""",,:· . Cross-sectional &rea ofSeclUiiont colullln A .... ~ ... 

Apmp 

b 

c 
Co 

d 

D 

... ~ ... 
"\" ' 

OPC 

4 
.- .~. " ___________ '. _ " ____ .~ __ ~< ___ ~o.:;-j}-~:,; ,.-L'_:'::':~~ __ " 

Area of sediment plugs 4 

4 

N· Le-3'TI Normalized slope 4 

Le 

'Le 

Le 

Le .. ', 

. . . 

Initial concentration of tracer 

Median grain diameter 

.. Mean grain .dlameter 

Grain diameter of I DUD 

2,3 

3 

2,3 

2,3 

. Grain diameter > than x%weigbt ofan grains 3 

Molecular diffilsion coefficient 2 
-- "-"-'-,,,,". - --'.~_::--,;;:~;,_ --.~--.- .. - -. ---.. -.·-._,_-::-:-,~7_-;;~~ __ - -:,O/';'~):;"'''S::--~----:-'~',,_-·.---·-----:-:;:--::-::; 

I.e. z?t} ..... ,.' ............. !.............. PI'I)e.soiution dlftbsion eOemi:i!mt.:.i,:~... t 3 . '~~", 
-' - "_'0"" '-. -," '-' "~'-'-'j_,:_'~~"'~.~:,.j;"l:Ld;~,:lL.~ ___ .~~,__ ,'j~-::i3l 

defecation component (dimensionless) 7 
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f 

. .r 
Fa 

Sedimentary diffilsion coefficient 3 

te2.t~;T···· ~~~mcl~fur~impuls'c:"" 3 
'. ' 'c _-':";:L:..:.-~-Je:.::s: _j !_~'_'_:; _}.-.':_-:";> __ o~ __ ',_~~ . ___ • ;~4-;.:'<F ~-_____ -,~~':.0-c..;;::.o..~,.:'-_~ ____ ,~ ____ --"-,:;d;;;"",~~~.,, ~, '. 

Frequency 3 

'----= ~-"---~---,---.--",,~---'. -~----:":'--,----::::--

N·Le-2.yl Flux ofnu1rients (by area) 4 

weT "~~~¢¥~'~"~~i~;LC 
Flux of nitrate (by area) 4 

Scavenger defecation flux 7 

Organic matter release rate from fall 7 
.,., .. ·n· ccncc··-.- ne •• _ ••• _ ...... , •• '-_. ,_. ~_ .......... _ ••• _ ••• un. __ 'n''' __ ' •••• --~ ••••••• --. 

i F""!f:."/ ••.. M-'r:l~.;~ '. ~~reICllSC~.F1I1fillliAltt1j;,,:, .. 
- -- - -~ ----''T;;'''" .-

~i,-

·F_ 

Fro! 

.Fsc 

FsedC 

Fif 

Fw 

~03-' 

Fwrou. 

Nitrogen release rate from fall 7 
- -~ - -~-,- ~-~--'.-'---'~"7~-..,...,.------- '-r;;~',JiD; ,- -:''-: __ :~ 
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Dispersal flux 7 

M·Le-2.yl Rate of carbon supply to sediment 7 
- ',. - - ~- • --. _r _____ ~~~ _ Y1 -, 
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" , 
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h8 
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No 
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-'-.c- " 

kr 

Kr 

10Bl2 

Ir 

Gravitational acceleration 2,3 

Le Water (wave) height at t = 0 3 
- - - -

Le > ... H~~{)fwater~~CfI~A..e';;· ....• < .. 3 •..•• r •• ;; ..• 

Water height adjustment in columns A and B 3 
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Le 

Le 

Le 
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Height ofwater in column B 3 

Head difference between reservoirs 2,3 

Headdlft'erence~c:enresetvOirs at t =0 3 

Permeability 

. Wavenumber 

Permeability of sediment column A 

P&lxlnemillty of~c:QH!fun;B . " 

Permeability of sediment columns A and B 

lI~c cond~ity .. :;;''''C's 
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Hydraulic conductivity of columns A and B 
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3 

3 
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Le 

Le 

Le 

Le 

Length of sediment column A 3 

Length of sediment col~B 

Major axis of whale fiill 7 
-. --.--~-------.-.-. 

Length of sedhnent columns A and B 3 
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Width ofwood fiI1l 7 

Mass 6,7 

Median of cumulative grain size distribution 4 
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q Volume flow rate 2,3 
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AppendixB 

MA TLAB Routine I (Chapter 3) uses the data from a single relaxation test performed on 

the microcosm to adjust the collected water level data (if necessary). generating an 

estimate of the total hydraulic conductivity. and a flow velocity-water height difference 

relationship. The functions "risinghead" and "droppinghead" are appended. The example 

given below is for relaxation run I ofExp. II. 

% Microcosm model: Experiment II, Run # I, L = 99.5 em, 9/25/2006 
% When a height difference is set between Columns A and B and the block 
% between the two columns is released, the speed of fall is related to 
% the hydraulic conductivity. This model takes the data, optimizes the 
% Column B height data, and calculates the hydraulic conductivity. It 
% also generates a height difference versus velocity graph that helps 
% visualize the exchange of water during an oscillation cycle. 
% Angelos K. Hannides, 2007 

clear; 

% DATA ENTRY 

% Enter times after release of block between Columns A and B in s 
tdata=[O 
120 
240 
420 
660 
1020 
1320 
1680 
2100 
2640 
3240 
5280]; 

% Enter Column A water heights above 150 cm mark in em 
hA=[S.3 
4.8 
4.4 
3.8 
3.2 
2.4 
2 
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1.5 
1.2 
0.9 
0.7 
0.6] ; 

% Enter Column B water heights shove 150 em mark (best guess) in em 
bB=[-6 
-5.6 
-5.1 
-4.5 
-3.9 
-3.1 
-2.6 
-2.3 
-1.9 
-1.2 
-1 
-0.9] ; 

% The cross-sectional area of the microcosm. In our prototype d = 3 
inches 
Area = pi*«2.56*3/2)A2); 

% The average height of water at equilibrium, usually set at 150 em 
averageh 1:1 1501 
bA = bA + averageh; 
bB = bB + averageh; 

% Column B height adjustment - NO adjustment necessary in this 
experiment 

tmodel = [O:l:max(tdata)] '; 

% The fit of the two columns' heights with the appropriate equations. 
% Please adjust accordingly: match the height data with the right 
function. 

betaO = [bB(l,l) max(tdata)/2 0.1]; 
[beta,r,J] = nlinfit(tdata, bB, 'risinghead', betaO); 
predColB = risinghead(beta, tmodel); 
predicted_bB = beta(1)+beta(2)*(1-exp(-(beta(3»*tmodel»; 
ColBfitting_coeffs = beta; 
ColumnBasymptote = beta(l) + beta(2); 

betaO = [bA(l,l) max(tdata)/2 0.1]; 
[beta,r,J] = nlinfit(tdata, bA, 'droppinghead', betaO); 
predColA = droppinghead(beta, tmodel); 
predicted_bA = beta(1)+beta(21*exp(-(beta(31)*tmodel), 
ColAfitting_coeffs = beta; 
Co1umnAasymptote = beta(l); 
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% Plotting the data and the models 
figure('Color', 'w'); 
subplot(2.2.l); 
plot(tdata,hA,·or'); 
hold on, 
plot(tdata.hB.·db·); 
plot(tmodel.predicted_bA.·--r·) , 
plot(tmodel.predicted_hB.·,b·), 
text (max (tdata) *0. 99. ColumnAasymptote*l. 09. ['h_{A} = 
·.num2str(ColA£itting_coeffs(l» •••. 

• + '.num2str(ColAfitting_coeffs(2». 'eA
{_ 

·.num2str(ColA£itting_coeffs(3». ·t}·1 •••• 
'HorizontaiAlignment', 'right', 'Color ' , 'r') 

text (max (tdata) *0. 99.ColumnAasymptote*1. 07. ['h_{B} = 
·.num2str(ColBfitting_coeffs(l» •..• 

• + ·.num2str(ColBfitting_coeffs(2».·(l-eA
{

·.num2str(ColBfitting_coeffs(3».·t}) '1 •••. 
'HorizontaLAlignment', 'right', 'Color', 'b l ) 

% Calculating hadj and adjusting the water height data 
hadj = (ColumnAasymptote - ColumnBasymptote)/2, 
bA = bA-hadj, 
hB = hB+hadj; 

% Plotting the adjusted Column B data 
xlabel('Time (s) ·.·FontWeight·. 'bold'), 
ylabel('Water level (em) ·.·FontWeight·.·bold·); 
legend(·Col. A data·.·Col. B data'. ·Eg. 3.2a fit'. ·Eg. 3.2b fit·.O), 
text(lO.max(bA). ['h_{adj} = ·.num2str(hadj).· 
cm'],'HorizontalAlignment', ... 

'left'), 
title('Experiment 11. Run # 1. 9/25/2006. L =99.5 em'), % Enter the 
data date, experiment, measurement I, 
% or any other meaningful description of the data source 
hold off, 

% Estimate of water transfer velocity. v (em/s) 

ColA(l.l) = bA(l.l); 
ColB(l.l) = bB(l.l), 
length = 99.5, .. The length of the sediment column in em 
K = 0.04179, .. no independent permeability measurement in Experiment 1 

% In this experiment. the starting value of K was guessed 
% Afterwards. vary this by inspection of Figure 2 so that you get a 
minimum 
% in the value of the summed square of residuals (BBR) with K. 
K_range = [0.02:0.0001:0.061', 

.. The following routine varies K as you defined above. calculates the 

.. BBR at each K. and stores it in an array 
Kcounter "" 1, 
maxKcounter = size(K_range)+l, 
while Kcounter < maxKcounter(l.l) , 
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v(l,l) = K_range(Kcounter)*«ColA(l,l)-ColB(l,l»/length); 
counter g 2; 
maxcounter = size(tmodel)+l; 
while counter < maxcounter(l,l); 

ColA(counter,l) = ColA(counter-I,l) - v(counter-l,l); 
ColB(counter,l) = ColB(counter-I,I) + v(counter-l,I); 
v(counter,l) = K range(Kcounter)*«ColA(counter,I)-

ColB(counter,l»/length)7 
counter = counter+1; 

% SSR determination 
% - indexing the time points 
counter = 1; 
maxcounter = size(tdata)+I; 
while counter < maxcounter(l,l); 

end 

index(counter,l) = find(tdata(counter,l) == tmodel); 
counter = counter + 1; 

% - calculating the square of residuals for the Column A data 
ydifferenceA = hA - ColA(index); 
ydifferencesquaredA = ydifferenCeA. A2; 
% - calculating the square of residuals for the Column B data 
ydifferenceB = hB - ColB(index); 
ydifferencesquaredB = ydifferenceB. A2; 
% - calculating the summed square of residuals 
S(Kcounter,l) = 

(sum(ydifferencesquaredA)+sum(ydifferencesquaredA»/2; 

Kcounter = Kcounter + 1; 
end 

% Plotting the SSR versus K 
subplot(2,2,2); 
plot (K_range,S, '-b'); 
hold on; 
xlabel('K (em sA{_l})', 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
ylabel('SSR (Eq. 3.4)', 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
text(K,max(S)*O.l, '\downarrow', 'FontSize',l8); 
text(max(K_range),max(S)*O.9, ['K_{Measured} = ',num2str(K),' em SA{_ 
l} 'J. ... 

'HorizontaLAlignment t , 'right', 'FontSize',12, 'Color', 'kl), 

% Finding the minimum SSR and matching it to the optimal K 
[minSSR,i] = min(S); 
K = K range(i); 
text(K,max(S)*O.l,'\downarrow', 'HorizontaLAllgnment','center', ... 

'FontSize',18, 'Color','b'); 
text(max(K_range),max(S)*O.8, ['K_{Optimal} = ',num2str(K),' em SA{_ 
l} 'J. ... 

'HorizontalAlignment', 'right', 'FontSize',12, 'Color','b'); 

% Modeling the head difference and velocity with the optimal K 
v(l,l) = K.*«ColA(l,I)-ColB(l,I»/length); 
counter = 2; 
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maxcounter = size(tmodel)+l; 
while counter < maxcounter(l,l); 

ColA(counter,l) = ColA(counter-l,l) - v(counter-l,l); 
CoIB(counter,l) = ColB(counter-l,l) + v(counter-l,l); 
v(counter,l) = K.*«ColA(counter,l)-CoIB(counter,l»/length)I 
counter a counter+l; 

end 

% Plotting the actual data against the model 

subplot (2,2,3) I 
plot (tdata,hA, 'or'); 
hold on; 
plot(tdata,hB,'db'); 
plot (tmodel,CoIA, '--r'), 
[AK,Hl,H2) = plotyy(tmodel,CoIB,tmodel,v, 'plot'); 
xlabel('Time (e) " 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
set (get (AK(l), 'Ylabel') ,'String', 'Water level 
(em) ','FontWeight', 'bold', 'Color', 'black') 
set (get (AK(2) , 'Ylabel') , 'String' ,'v (em s"{ -1) , , 'FontWeight' , 'hold') 
set (Hl, 'LineStyle' , ':') 
set (H2, 'LineStyle', I_I) 
legend('Col. A data', 'Col. B data', 'Col. A model (Eq. 3.3)', 'Col. B 
model (Eq. 3.3) ',1), 
legend(H2, 'v model (Eq. 3.3) ',0); 

% H vs v 

• 
'Ir Generating H 
H = ColA-CoIB; 

% Calculating the relationship 
Hvsvfit=polyfit(H,v,l); 

subplot(2,2,4); 
plot (H,v, I-kl); 
xlabel('Column water height difference, H(t) 
(em) " 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
ylabel('Model velocity (Eq. 3.3l, v{tl (em s"{-
1)', 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
text(max(H)*0.08,max(v)*0.9, ['v = ',num2str(Hvsvfit(l,l»,'H + ', .•• 

num2str(Hvsvfit(1,2») I 

'Is CLEAN-UP 

clear Area Column*asymptote J X_range S Kcounter averageh beta· counter 
i index; 
clear leftyaxis length max* predCol* r rightyaxis* tdata ydifference*; 
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Function "risinghead" 

function pred_risinghead=risinghead(beta,tmodel) 

yO=beta(l); 
a=beta(2) ; 
b=beta(3); 
pred_risinghead = yO+a*(l-exp(-(b)*tmodel»; 

FWlction "droppinghead" 

function pred_droppinghead=droppinghead(beta,tmodel) 

yO=beta(l)/ 
a=beta(2); 
b=beta (3) / 
pred_droppinghead = yO+a*exp(-(b)*tmodel)/ 
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AppendixC 

MA TLAB Routine 2 (Chapter 3) uses a\l the hydraulic conductivity estimates (generated 

by Routine I, Appendix B) from a single microcosm experiment to calculate the 

individual hydraulic conductivities and permeabilities of the two columns. The function 

composite ..JlIlfIIleability is appended. The example presented below is for microcosm 

Exp.l. 

clear; 

kT=[5.07942E-06 
6.1361SE-06 
5.72743E-06 
6.1S004E-06 
4.S7505E-06 
4.79S2SE-06 
4.16124E-06 
4.20111E-06 
4.0765E-06 
3.S0S32E-06]1 

LT=[110 
110 
llO 
110 
120 
120 
150 
150 
175 
175], 

LTmodel = [100.1.200]'; 

betaO = [0.0000062 0.0000025]; 
[beta,r,J] = nlinfit(LT, kT, 'composite-permeability', betaO); 
predks c composite-»ermeability(beta, LTmodel); 
kA=beta(l); 
kB=beta (2) 1 
stcomp = 100/kA; 
ndcomp = (LTmodel-100)/kB; 
denom = stcomp + ndcomp; 
kTmodel = LTmodel./denom; 
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figure('Color','w'); 
plot (LT,kT, 'or'); 
hold on; 
plot (LTmodel,kTmodel, '-r')1 
xlabel('Total length (em) '); 
ylabel('Total column permeability, k_{T} (emA {2}) ')1 
legend('Data','Model (Eq. 3.6)',0); 
kAm2 g kA/(10 A4)I 
kBm2 g kB/(10 A4); 
text(max(LTmodel)*0.95,max(kTmodel), ['k_{A} g ',num2str(kAm2), ' 
m·{2}'], •.. 

'HorizontaLAlignment', 'right','FontWeight', 'bold'); 
text(max(LTmodel)*0.95,max(kTmodel)*0.95, ['k_{B} g ',num2str(kBm2),' 
m·{2} 'J, ... 

'HorizontaLAlignment', 'right', 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 

Function "composite ....JlI:rIlleability .. 

function pred_kTgcomposite-permeability(beta,LTmodel) 

kAgbeta (1) ; 
kBgbeta(2); 
stcomp g 100/kA; 
ndcomp g (LTmodel-100)/kB; 
denom g stcomp + ndcomp; 
pred_kT g LTmodel./denom; 
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AppendixD 

The Rao and Jahnke (2004) model, developed to calculate enhanced transport in benthic 

chamber studies, was transformed from Fortran to MA lLAB, and used to calculate the 

loss into the sediment ofa pulse of bromide released in the overlying water ofa chamber. 

The Example given is for Tracer Exp. 11-1. 

% Rao and Jahnke (2004) Limnol. Oceanogr. Methods, 2: 75-90 
% Model EDIF.f converted to MATLAB by A. K. Hannides, 2007 
% Comments in model are both from EDIF.F and from A. K. Hannides 

% Diffusion only code, implemented changes lO/l3/200l. 
% Assume: dphi/dx is negligible for the purposes of calculating dC/dt. 
% Result: total mass decreasing with time (imperfect mass balance) . 
% Values are in microL (mm3), mm, mol 

% 
'ir 
% 
% .. .. 
% 
'ir 

" .. .. 
% 
% 
% 
% 
'Ir .. 
'Ir 
% 

" % 
% 
% 
'Is 
% 

clear; 

timedata = [0.0006 
0.267 
0.550 
0.750 
1.283 
4.617]; 

OWdata=[9 26 26 
905 26 26 
722 26 26 
752 26 26 
729 26 26 
707 26 26]; 

pwtsdata_50mm=[O.0006 
0.767 -7 26 
1.3 -4 26 26 
2.033 91 26 
2.567 105 26 
3.117 94 26 
3.85 168 26 
4.633 157 26 
5.3 l86 26 26], 

2 26 26 
26 

26 
26 
26 
26 
26 

% Establish initial distribution tracer distribution 
c = ones (999,1) , 'ir tracer concentration mol/microL 
C c c-1; 
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% Calculate initial mass 
vol 0 3.4S*10 A 6; % microL 
area 0 4632; % mm2 
mass 0 0.00254; % mol 
ow 0 mass/vol; % mol/microL 

% Establish depth domain 
delz 0 1; % mm 
z(l) 0 delz/2; 
counter = 2; 
while counter < 1001; 

z(counter) 0 z(counter-1) + delz; 
counter = counter + 1; 

% Establish porosity array 
counter = 1; 
while counter < 1001; 

% pore(counter) 0 0.712 + 0.156*exp(-0.512*0.1*(z(counter)
(delz/2»); % use according to Martin and Sayles (1996) 

pore (counter) 0 0.47; % use if porosity is known and unchanging 
with depth 

counter = counter + 1; 

% Establish array of diffusion coefficients 
% edifl 0 112; % epsilon, the diffusion enhancement factor 
(dimensionless), top layer 
% edif2 0 112; % epsilon, the diffusion enhancement factor 
(dimensionless), bottom layer 
% toplayer 0 0; % mm, top layer's cut-off 
adif 0 6.9340; % DO, the free solution diffusion coefficient mm2/h 

% Calculating transport functions 

if toplayer > 0; 
vdif(l) 0 pore(1)*pore(1)*pore(1)*adif*edifl/(delz/2); % mm/h 

else 
vdif(l) 0 pore(1)*pore(1)*pore(1)*adif*edif2/(delz/2); % mm/h 

counter = 2; 
while counter < toplayer; 

vdif(counter) 0 

edif1*adif*pore(counter)*pore(counter)*pore(counter)/delz; 
counter = counter + 1; 

end 
While counter < 1000; 

vdif(counter) 0 

edif2*adif*pore(counter)*pore(counter)*pore(counter)/delz; 
counter = counter + 1; 

% % Calculate modulus value 
% delt 0 0.001; 
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% counter = 1; 
% while counter < 1000, 
% modulus (counter) Q «dif*pore(counter»)*delt/(delz*delz), 
% counter = counter + 1; 
% end 
% 
totsample = 0; % mol 
tottim Q 0, % h 
delt Q 0.001; % h 
corr = 1e-4; 
fintim Q max(pwtsdata_SOmm(:,l»; % h 
prtfreq Q 0.1; 

recorder Q 1, 

while «tottim-fintim) < 0), 
prtt = 0; 

if «prtt + corr - prtfreq) < 0), 

% Transport functions to bypass 
values 

instabilities due to high modulus 

% 
% 
mm/h .. 
% 

if cw - c(l) > 0; 
vdif(l) Q pore (1) *pore(l)*pore(l)*adif*edifl/(delz/2), % 

else 
vdif(l) c 0, 

.. end 
% counter = 2; 
% while counter < toplayer, 
% if c(counter-l) - c(counter) > 0, 
% vdif (counter) .Q 

edifl*adif*pore (counter) *pore (counter) *pore (counter)/delz; 
% else 
% vdif(counter) c 0, 
% end 
% counter = counter + 11 
.. end 
.. while counter < 1000; 
% if c(counter-l) - c(counter) > 0, 
.. vdif(counter) Q 

edif2*adif*pore(counter) *pore(counter) *pore(counter)/delz, 
% else 
% vdif(counter) Q 0, 
.. end 
% counter = counter + 1; 
% end 

.. Calculate array of dC/dt 
dc(l) Q (vdif(l)*(cw-c(l») + (vdif(2)*(c(2)-c(1»), .. 

mol/mm2.h 
counter 1:1 2; 
while counter < 999, 

dc(counter) Q (vdif(counter)*(c(counter-l)-c(counter») + 
(vdif(counter+l)*(c(counter+l)-c(counter»), 
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.. .. .. .. 

counter = counter + 11 
end 
dc(999) g (vdif(999)*(c(998)-c(998))); 

.. Remove sample volume 
sample g cw*(O); .. mol 
t g tottim - delt; .. h 

.. timedatasize g size(timedata); .. Determine size of time 
points matrix 
.. timedatasize g timedatasize(2); 
.. counter g 1; 
.. while counter < timedatasize + 1; 
.. if «t <g timedata (counter» & (tottim >g 
timedata(counter»), 
.. cw1 g cw, .. mol/microL 
.. cw g «cw*vol) - sample)/vol; .. mol/microL 
.. totsample g totsample + sample; .. mol 
% counter = counter + 11 
% else counter = counter + 1J 
.. end 
.. end 

.. Calculate benthic flux 
bf g (vdif(l)*(cw-c(l»); .. mol/mm2.h 

% Calculate new concentrations, and correct chamber water 
concentration for non-local exchange 

counter = 1; 
while counter < 1000; 

c(counter) g (c(counter)*pore(counter)*delz + 
delt*dc(counter»/(delz*pore(counter»; .. mol/microL 

counter = counter + 1; 
end 

.. Calculate new chamber concentration - correct for benthic 
diffusive flux 

ch g vol/area; .. mm 
cw g «cw*ch) - bf*delt)/ch; .. mol/microL 

.. Calculate total mass 
mass g (vol.cw) + totsampls; % mol 
counter = 11 
while counter < 1000; 

mass g mass + (c(counterl*pore(counter)*delz*area); .. mol 
counter = counter + 11 

end 

.. Increment time counters 
tot tim g tottim + delt; .. h 
prtt g prtt + delt, 'Ir h 

.. Iterate 
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else 
end 

% Owmodel (recorder. 1) otottim; 
% Owmodel(recorder.2)ocw*(10A6)*(10A6); % converts mol/microL to 
micromol/L 
% Owmodel (recorder. 3) obf; 
% Owmodel(recorder.4)omass; 

PWtsmodel (recorder. 1) otottim; 
PWtsmodel(recorder.2)0«c(50)+c(51»/2)*(10A6)*(10A6); 

% if (tottim >0 fintim); 
% counter = 1; 
% while counter < 1000; 
% pwmodel(counter.l)oz(counter); 
% pwmodel (counter. 2) opere (counter) ; 
% pwmodel(counter.3)oc(counter)*(10A6)*(10A6); 
% counter g counter + 11 
% end 
% else 
% end 

recorder = recorder + 1; 

end 

% figure; 
% plot(Owmodel(:.1).owmodel(:.2).'-b'); 
% hold on; 
% plot(PWtsmodel(:,l).PWtsmodel(:.2), '-k'); 
% errorbar(timedata.OWdata(:,l),OWdata(:,2).OWdata(:,3),'ob'); 
% 
errorbar(PWtsdata_50mm(:,l),PWtsdata_50mm(:,2).PWtsdata_50mm(:,3),PWtsd 
ata_SOmm(:,4),'sk ' ); 

loopsize 0 size(PWtsdata_50mm); 
loopsize 0 loopsize(l.l); 
chisquare 0 0; 

counter = 1; 
while counter < loopsize + 1; 

time (counter) 0 PWtsdata_50mm(counter.1); 
observed (counter) 0 PWtsdata_50mm(counter,2); 
timeexpected(counter) 0 find«pwtsmodel(:.l) < time(counter» & 

(PWtsmodel(.,l) > time(counter)-delt»; 
expected (counter) 0 PWtsmodel(timeexpected(counter),2); 
if expected(counter) < 26 & expected(counter) > -26; 

expected(counter) 0 0; 
else 

chisquare 0 chisquare + « (observed(counter)
expected(counter»A2)/expectedCcounter»; 

end 
counter = counter + 11 

end 
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% text(max(PWtsmodel(:,l»,min(PWtsmodel(:,2», ['\epsilon = 
',num2str(edifl), ... 
% " \chiA(2) = ',num2str(chisquare»), ••• 
% 'HorizontaLAlignment','right', 'FontSize',12, 'color', 'k'), 
% text(max(PWmodel(:,1»,max(pwmodel(:,3»*0.9, ['Top layer: z = 0-', 
num2str(toplayer/10), ••. 
% ' em, \epsilon = 
',num2str(edifl),],'HorizontalAlignment', 'right','FontSize',12, 'Color', 
'k') I 
% text(max(PWmodel(:,1»,max(PWmodel(:,3»*0.8, ['Lower layer: z < ' 
num2str(toplayer/10), ••. 
% ' em, \epsilon = 
',num2str(edif2),], 'HorizontaLAlignment', 'right','FontSize',12, 'Color', 
'k I) 1 
% text(max(PWmodel(:,1»,max(PWmodel(:,3»*0.7, ['\chiA(2) = 
',num2str(chisquare»), .•. 
% 'Horizonta1Alignment', 'right','FontSize',12, 'Color','k'); 
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AppendixE 

The whale full fragmentation and dispersal modules as implemented in MA TI..AB. 

'ir FRAGMENTATION MODULE 

'1s Model inputs 
InitMcet c 24300, '1s initial carcass mass, kg 
MunBC c InitMcet • 0.15; '1s unscavengeable carcass mass (skeleton 
weight), kg 
WtCcet c 0.26, 'ir Carbon content of carcass soft tissue (26 'ir) 
SFC c 0.01 '1s proportion of scavenged material which is released by 
sloppy feeding 
DFC c 0.1, '1s proportion of ingested material which is defecated 
DefDelay c 10, % defecation delay, d, after ingestion 
dt c 0.25; '1s time step, d 

'1s Model run set-up 

counter = 1; 
t(counter,l) = 0; % time, d 

'" Reservoirs 

Mcet (counter, 1) c InitMcet; '1s carcass mass, kg 
WtSC(counter,l) c 0, % scavenged mass, kg 
Wtabs(counter,l) c 0, '1s scavenged mass absorbed by the scavenger, kg 
Wtfec(counter,l) c 0, 'ir scavenged mass defecated by the scavenger, kg 
Wtsf(counter,l) c 0, '1s scavenged mass released by sloppy feeding, kg 
Wtrel(counter,l) c Wtfec(counter,l) + Wtsf(counter,l); '" total mass 
released for dispersal to sediments, kg 

.. Fluxes 

FSC c 0; 'ir scavenging flux, kg d-l 
Fabs(counter,l) c 0, % scavenger absorption flux, kg d-l 
Fdef(counter:counter+(DefDelay/dt) ,1) c 0, % scavenger defecation flux, 
kg d-l 
Fsf(counter,l) c 0, % sloppy feeding flux, kg d-l 
Frel (counter, 1) c 0; .. total release flux, kg d-l 

% Model run 

counter = counter + 1; 
t(counter,l) c t(counter-l,l) + dt, '" time, d 

while Mcet(counter-l,l) > MunBC, 'ir if there is still scavengeable 
carcass mass 
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FSC = 4.~~3 - log(InitMcet) + 1.5~~6; % scavenging flux, kg d-l, kg 

Mcet(counter,l) = Mcet(counter-l,l) - FSC-dt; % new carcass mass, 
kg 

WtSC(counter,l) = WtSC(counter-l,l) + FSC-dt; % new scavenged mass 
at beginning of iteration, kg 

Fabs(counter,l) = WtSC(counter,l) - (1 - SFC) * (1 - OFC) , % new 
scavenger absorption flux, kg d-l 

Fdef (counter+ (Oef Oelay/dt) ,1) = WtSC(counter,l) * (1 - SFC) * OFC, 
% new scavenger defecation flux, kg d-l 

Fsf(counter,l) = WtSC(counter,l) * SFC/ % new sloppy feeding flux. 
kg d-l 

Frel(counter,l) = Fdef(counter,l) + Fsf(counter,l); % new total 
release flux, kg d-1 

WtSC(counter,l) = WtSC(counter,l) - (Fabs(counter,l) + 
Fdef(counter,l) + Fsf(counter,l» • dt, % new scavenged mass at end of 
iteration, kg 

Wtabs(counter,l) = Wtabs(counter-1,1) + (Fabs(counter,l) - dt), % 
new scavenged mass absorbed by the scavenger, kg 

Wtfec(counter,l) = Wtfec(counter-1,1) + (Fdef(counter,l) * dt)/ % 
new scavenged mass defecated by the scavenger, kg 

Wtsf(counter,l) = Wtsf(counter-1,1) + (Fsf(counter,l) * dt), % 
scavenged mass released by sloppy feeding, kg 

Wtrel(counter,l) = Wtfec(counter,l) + Wtsf Ccounter. 1) , % new total 
mass released for dispersal to sediments, kg 

counter = counter + 1; 
t(counter,l) = t(counter-1,1) + dt; % time, d 

end 

t = t(l:size(t)-l,l); % eliminates the last time point, which is not 
accompanied by model data 
Fdef = Fdef(l:size(Fsf) ,1)/ % eliminates the time-displaced defecation 
flux data 
Fmat = Frel(round(max(counter) /2),1), % Activate to include 
defecation in release flux during carcass processing, kg d-1 
% Fmat = Fsf(round(max(counter) /2),1), % Activate to exclude 
defecation from release flux during carcass processing, kg d-1 
FmatC = Fmat*WtCcet; % combined Carbon release flux during carcass 
processing, kg d-1, using C content of 26 % 
FmatN = FmatC*50/555; % combined Nitrogen release flux during carcass 
processing, kg d-1, using a N:C of 50/555 
FmatP = FmatC*1/555; % combined Phosphate release flux during carcass 
processing, kg d-1, using a P:C of 1/555 
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% DISPERSAL MODULE 

% Calculating the dispersal kernel, DK (m-2) 

.. Model input 

dr l::I 10; % areal band width, em 
rmax c 600; .. maximum distance, em, beyond which MOM supply is 
negligible, defined as >c 0.001 of that at reO % 
alphaadj c -0.002179; .. adjustment of alpha to bring FsedC(rmax) at 
background organic carbon accumulation values; set to 0 at first run 
alpha c alphaadj + (-log(O.OOOOl)/rmax) % exponential coefficient 
needed to drive ratio of FsedC(rmax)/FsedC(rcO) to 0.001 .. 
sl c 650; % major radius, em, of the whale fall 
s2 c 115; % minor radius, em, of the whale fall 

% Component 1: the density function, roefofr with distance, r, from the 
perimeter of the fall 

.. Calculating the boundaries, cm, of the areal rings of width dr away 
from the fall: 
rint c [0 :dr:rmax-dr .. minimum 

O+dr:dr:rmax .. maximum 
(0+dr)/2:dr:rmax-(dr/2)J; .. mid-point 

roefofr_int_Otormax c (-1/ alpha) * exp(-rmax * alpha) - (-1/ alpha); 
.. the definite integral of the density function from reO em to r=rmax 
em 

% create density function distribution through the areal rings 
counter co 1; 
while counter <= rmax/dr % distance, em, of the remaining areal bands 
of width dr away from the fall 

roefofr int rtorplusdr(counter) = (-1 / alpha) • exp(
rint(2,counter)-* alpha) - (-1 / alpha) • exp(- rint(l,counter) * 
alpha); .. the definite integral of the dispersal kernel from reO em to 
r=rmax em 

roefofr(counter) c roefofr int rtorplusdr(counter) / 
roefofr_int_Otormax; .. roefofr-calculation 

counter co counter + 1; 
end 

% component 2: the areal normalization factor, N (em-2), with distance, 
r (em), from the perimeter of the fall 

ring_area = pi * dr * (Sl + s2 + (2*rint(l,:» + dr); 
counter = 11 
while counter <= rmax/dr; 

Normfac(l,counter) = 1 / ring_area(l,counter); % em-2 
counter c counter + 11 

end 

.. Calculation of the dispersal kernel, DK (em-2), with distance, r 
(em), from the perimeter of the fall 
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counter c 1/ 
while counter <c rmax/dr/ 

DKofr(l,counter) c Normfac(l,counter) • roefofr(l,counter); % cm-2 
counter = counter + 1; 

% Conversion of FmatC from kg m-2 d-l to mg cm-2 y-l 

Fmatcnew c FmatC • 3.65 • 10AS, 

% Calculation of the settling rate, mg cm-2 y-l, of released material 
with distance, r, from the perimeter of the fall 
FsedC c Fmatcnew • DKofr/ 
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AppendixF 

The wood fall fragmentation and dispersal modules, as implemented in MATLAB. 

% FRAGMENTATION MODULE 

.. Model inputs 
InitMwood g 120; .. initial wood parcel mass, kg 
NtCWood g 0.34; % Carbon content of wood (34 %) 
DFC g 0.9; .. proportion of ingested material which is defecated 
dt g 1; .. time step, d 

.. Model run set-up 

counter = 1; 
t(counter,1) g 0; .. time, d 

.. Reservoirs 

Mwood(counter,1) g InitMwood; .. wood parcel mass, kg 
WtWR(counter,1) = 0; .. consumed mass, kg 
Wtabs(counter,l) g 0; .. consumed mass absorbed by the borer, kg 
Wtfec (counter, 1) g 0; .. consumed mass defecated by the borer, kg 
Wtrel (counter, 1) g Wtfec(counter,l); .. total mass released for 
dispersal to sediments, kg 

.. Fluxes 

FWR g 0.051; .. released wood flux, kg d-1 
Fabs (counter, 1) g 0; .. borer absorption flux, kg d-1 
Fdef (counter, 1) g 0; .. borer defecation flux, kg d-1 
Frel(counter,l) g 0; .. total release flux, kg d-1 

.. Model run 

counter = counter + 1; 
t(counter,1) g t(counter-1,1) + dt; .. time, d 

while Mwood(counter-1,1) > 0; .. if there is still consumeab1e carcass 
mass 

Mwood(counter,l) g Mwood(counter-1,1) - FWR*dt; .. new wood parcel 
mass, kg 

WtWR(counter,l) g NtWR(counter-1,1) + FWR*dt; .. new consumeded mass 
at beginning of iteration, kg 

Fabs(counter,l) g WtWR(counter,1) * (1 - DFC); .. new borer 
absorption flux, kg d-1 
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Fdef(counter,l) = WtWR(counter,l) * DFC/ ~ new borer defecation 
flux, kg d-1 

Frel(counter,l) = Fdef(counter,l)/ ~ new total release flux, kg d-1 

WtWR(counter,l) = WtWR(counter,l) - (Fabs(counter,l) + 
Fdef(counter,l) ) • dt/ ~ new consumed mass at end of iteration, kg 

Wtabs(counter,l) = Wtabs(counter-1,1) + (Fabs(counter,l) * dt); ~ 
new consumed mass absorbed by the borer, kg 

Wtfec(counter,l) = Wtfec(counter-1,1) + (Fdef(counter,l) • dt), ~ 
new consumed mass defecated by the borer, kg 

Wtrel(counter,l) c Wtfec(counter,l) , , new total mass released for 
dispersal to sediments, kg 

counter = counter + 1; 
t(counter,l) = t(counter-1,1) + dt, , time, d 

end 

t = t(l:size(t)-l,l); % eliminates the last time point, which is not 
accompanied by model data 
Fmat = Frel(round(max(counter) /2),1), 'Activate to include 
defecation in release flux during wood parcel processing, kg d-1 
FmatC = Fmat*WtCWood, ~ combined carbon release flux during wood parcel 
processing, kg d-1, using C content of 34 , 
FmatN = FmatC*20/4B60, % combined Nitrogen release flux during wood 
parcel processing, kg d-1, using a N:C of 20/4B60 
FmatP c FmatC*1/4B60, % combined Phosphate release flux during wood 
parcel processing, kg d-1, using a PIC of 1/20 

% DISPERSAL MODULE 

% Calculating the dispersal kernel, DK (m-2) 

% Model input 

dr = 10, , areal band width, em 
rmax = 50, , maximum distance, em, beyond which MOM supply is 
negligible, defined as >= 0.001 of that at reO , 
alphaadj = -0.0023, , adjustment of alpha to bring FsedC(rmax) at 
background organic carbon accumulation values, set to 0 at first run 
alpha = alphaadj + (-log(O.OOOOl)/rmax) % exponential coefficient 
needed to drive ratio of FsedC(rmax)/FsedC(r=O) to 0.001 ~ 
lwoodl = 240, % length, cm, of the wood parcel 
lwood2 = 45, , width, em, of the wood parcel 

~ Component 1: the density function, roefofr with distance, r, from the 
perimeter of the fall 

% Calculating the boundaries, cm, of the areal rings of width dr away 
from the fall: 
rint = [0 :dr:rmax-dr 'minimum 

O+dr:dr:rmax % maximum 
(0+dr)/2:dr:rmax-(dr/2) I , 'mid-point 
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roefofr_int_Otormax a (-1/ alpha) * exp(-rmax * alpha) - (-1/ alpha); 
~ the definite integral of the density function from raO em to rarmax 
em 

~ create density function distribution through the areal rings 
counter g 1; 
while counter <a rmax/dr t distance, em, of the remaining areal bands 
of width dr away from the fall 

roefofr_int_rtorplusdr(counter) a (-1 / alpha) * exp(-
rint (2, counter) * alpha) - (-1 / alpha) * exp(- rint(l,counter) • 
alpha); t the definite integral of the dispersal kernel from raO em to 
r""rmax em 

roefofr(counter) a roefofr int rtorplusdr(counter) / 
roefofr_int_Otormax; t roefofr-Calculation 

counter c counter + 11 
end 

t Component 2: the areal normalization factor, N (em-2), with distance, 
r (em), from the perimeter of the fall 

ring_area a 2 * dr. ( lwood1 + lwo0d2 + (4*rint(1,:» + (2*dr) ); 
counter 1:1 1; 
while counter <a rmax/dr; 

Normfac(l,counter) c 1 / ring_area(l,counter); % em-2 
counter 1:1 counter + 1; 

end 

t Calculation of the dispersal kernel, DK (em-2), with distance, r 
(em), from the perimeter of the fall 

counter c 1; 
while counter <a rmax/dr; 

DKofr(l,counter) a Normfac(l,counter) • roefofr(l,counter); % em-2 
counter c counter + 1; 

end 

% Conversion of FmatC from kg m-2 d-l to mg em-2 y-l 

% Calculation of the settling rate, mg em-2 y-1, of released material 
with distance, r, from the perimeter of the fall 
Fsed a FmatCnew * DKofr; 

Feed(l,S) 
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